Preface

There are many pressing questions that need to be answered in the field of designing and parsing meaning representations. First and foremost, does the field have an existential crisis in the face of the powerful combination of distributed representations and deep neural networks that recently led to many advances in the field or Natural Language Processing? In other words, will the distributed representations displace the “traditional” symbolic meaning representations that have been in development for many decades? If the answer is no, what are the areas where the symbolic meaning representation is most needed and has an advantage over distributed representations? There are currently also different schools of thoughts on how meaning should be represented. Can a consensus be forged on the key elements of meaning representation that are most needed given our current understanding of the needs in natural language applications? Regardless of the breadth of their use in natural language processing, how can meaning representations help us to advance theoretical linguistic research?

The workshop intends to bring together researchers who are producers and consumers of meaning representations and through their interaction gain a deeper understanding of the key elements of meaning representations that are the most valuable to the NLP community. The workshop also provides an opportunity for meaning representation researchers to critically examine existing meaning representations with the goal of using their findings to inform the design of next-generation meaning representations. A third goal of the workshop is to explore opportunities and identify challenges in the design and use of meaning representations in multilingual settings. A final goal of the workshop is to understand the relationship between distributed meaning representations trained on large data sets using neural network models and the symbolic meaning representations that are carefully designed and annotated by CL researchers and gain a deeper understanding of areas where each type of meaning representation is the most effective.

We received 27 valid submissions, and accepted 10 papers for oral presentations and 12 for poster presentations. The papers address topics ranging from meaning representation methodologies to issues in meaning representation parsing, to the adaptation of meaning representations to specific applications and domains, to cross-linguistic issues in meaning representation. We thank the authors and reviewers for their contributions. In addition to the regular program, we also have three invited speakers, Omri Abend, Alexander Koller, and Fei Liu, to speak on typologically informed meaning representation design, cross-framework meaning representation parsing, and the application of meaning representations to abstractive summarization. We look forward to a stimulating and exciting workshop in Florence.
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Abstract

Developers of cross-lingual semantic annotation schemes face a number of issues not encountered in monolingual annotation. This paper discusses four such issues, related to the establishment of annotation labels, and the treatment of languages with more fine-grained, more coarse-grained, and cross-cutting categories. We propose that a lattice-like architecture of the annotation categories can adequately handle all four issues, and at the same time remain both intuitive for annotators and faithful to typological insights. This position is supported by a brief annotation experiment.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the field of computational linguistics has become increasingly interested in annotation schemes with cross-lingual applicability (Ponti et al., 2018). For syntactic annotation, the Universal Dependencies scheme for grammatical relations between constituents (Nivre et al., 2016) is probably the best-known representative of this new tendency.

On the semantic side, various annotation schemes have been proposed for specific conceptual domains. The Abstract Meaning Representation project (Banarescu et al., 2013) aims to provide a language-neutral representation of argument structure, and was shown by Xue et al. (2014) to have potential in this direction. The Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (Abend and Rappoport, 2013) has the same objective. Annotation schemes designed for cross-lingual application have also been proposed for such semantic domains as the meanings of discourse connectives (Zufferey and Degand, 2017), temporal information (Katz and Arosio, 2001; Pustejovsky et al., 2003), epistemicity (Lavid et al., 2016), modality in general (Nissim et al., 2013), and preposition-like senses (Saint-Dizier, 2006).

However, languages diverge widely in the semantic distinctions they conventionally express, and in the formal means they use to do so (Comrie, 1989; Croft, 2002). Therefore, devising a cross-lingual annotation scheme poses challenges that developers of language-specific schemes need not face. This paper discusses some crucial choices developers of cross-lingual semantic annotation schemes must make with regards to the granularity of linguistic categories. To a large extent, these apply to syntactic annotation as well. In particular, the following four issues need to be accounted for by any annotation scheme with cross-linguistic ambitions:

1. What are the values of the basic labels of the semantic annotation scheme, i.e. which distinctions are annotators expected to make?
2. How are languages with more coarse-grained semantic distinctions accommodated?
3. How are languages with more fine-grained semantic distinctions accommodated?
4. How are languages with distinctions that cross-cut the categories distinguished in the base level annotation scheme treated?

Section 2 of this paper discusses these issues in more detail, exemplifying each of them with data from a range of semantic domains and a range of languages, and section 3 provides a brief overview of how previous cross-lingual annotation schemes have treated them. In section 4, we survey a wider range of possible solutions for these challenges, each with their advantages and drawbacks, and make an argument in favour of establishing a lattice-like structure of hierarchically organized, typologically motivated categories. We also propose a set of guidelines for annotators on which levels of this lattice to use. Section 5 presents an exploratory cross-lingual annotation exercise using such an architecture.
2 Issues in Cross-Lingual Annotation

When devising an annotation scheme for a semantic domain, one must carve up this region of conceptual space into discrete subregions. For a monolingual scheme, one can straightforwardly base these annotation values on distinctions overtly made in the language. One is likely to run into trouble, however, trying to apply such monolingual categories to a wider sample of languages.

For example, Zufferey and Degand (2017) and Zufferey et al. (2012) have shown that the English-based feature set for the semantics of discourse connectives used by the Penn Discourse Tree Bank (Prasad et al., 2008) needed to be refined when applying it to closely related languages such as French, German, Dutch and Italian. Divergences are expected to be even larger when applying a monolingual scheme to genetically unrelated languages. This section discusses how one can devise a principled cross-linguistic set of labels, and make allowances for languages that do not fit it.

2.1 Establishing the Categories

We propose two heuristics to help one decide on a subdivision of a semantic domain with maximal cross-linguistic applicability. Firstly, choosing semantic categories distinguished by the majority of languages in the world naturally makes the labels of the annotation scheme widely applicable.

For example, Boye (2012) finds that the typologically most common way in which languages subdivide the conceptual domain of epistemic strength, defined as “judgements about the factual status of a proposition” (Palmer, 2001), is a three-way distinction between full support (certainty about the reality status of an event), partial support (less than certain knowledge about the reality status of an event), and neutral support (non-commitment as to the reality status of an event).1

Similarly, in the domain of entity quantification, a simple singular vs. non-singular distinction is highly common in the languages of the world (Corbett, 2000). In a cross-lingual annotation scheme for these semantic domains, choosing [FULL, PARTIAL, NEUTRAL] and [SINGULAR, NON-SINGULAR] as basic annotation categories allows most languages to be felicitously analyzed.

A second, practical rather than theoretical, criterion for establishing the main annotation categories is the ease of making the semantic distinctions regardless of the language of annotation. When developers assert that their chosen categories are cross-linguistically applicable, they implicitly argue that they are interpretable even for speakers of languages which do not make them. They also need to provide sufficiently clear guidelines for annotators of many if not all languages to successfully implement them. In the temporal domain, for instance, this would be an argument for an annotation scheme to adopt distinctions between [PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE]. Such categories are both highly salient in our real-world experience, and can be defined in a non-ambiguous way. Therefore, even though some languages (such as Mandarin) lack grammaticalized means to express these categories, one can reasonably assume that annotators will be able to annotate sentences for past, present, or future time reference based on contextual information.

2.2 More Coarse-Grained Distinctions

Not all languages will make the semantic distinctions chosen by the developers as the base values for a conceptual domain. One way in which languages can diverge from them is by lumping together distinctions, i.e. dividing up this region of conceptual space in a more coarse-grained way.

In the domain of modality, for instance, Boye (2012) finds languages that use more coarse-grained distinctions than [FULL, PARTIAL, NEUTRAL]. Southern Nambiquara lumps together partial and neutral support, making a two-way distinction within verbal suffixes (Boye, 2012, p. 99). This two-way distinction corresponds to full (“Declarative”) vs. non-full (“Dubitative”) epistemic strength. In the temporal domain, Hua shows a Future vs. Non-Future distinction, lumping together past and present (Haiman, 1980), as do many other languages. One may want the annotation scheme to allow for flexibility beyond the use of the base categories to accommodate such languages.

2.3 More Fine-Grained Distinctions

Languages can also subdivide conceptual space in more specific ways than the chosen annotation categories. In the number domain, for instance, more

---

1 In keeping with general typological practice, semantic concepts are capitalized in the text when they are language-specific, and are written with a lower-case first letter when they have cross-linguistic reference. Labels for annotation categories are represented in small caps.
fine-grained distinctions within the non-singular region of conceptual space can be made. Languages may distinguish sets of two entities from sets of more than two entities (Dual vs. Plural, Upper Sorbian); sets of two entities, sets of three entities and sets of more than three entities (Dual vs. Trial vs. Plural, Larike); or “small” sets of entities from “large” sets of entities (Paucal vs. Plural, Bayso, Corett 2000, chapter 2). In the domain of modality, Limbu (Sino-Tibetan) subdivides the Partial category into Weak Partial and Strong Partial support (Boye, 2012).

These cases do not necessarily form problems for an annotation scheme. Since the more fine-grained categories discussed here are all neatly categorized as subdivisions of the chosen basic annotation categories, annotators are expected to be able to identify the correct category label without problems. Nevertheless, in order to preserve as much information as possible, it may be desirable to provide annotators with a way to use more fine-grained categories made in their language instead of (or in addition to) the pre-established category values.

2.4 Cross-Cutting Distinctions

The largest challenge to cross-lingual annotation schemes is posed by languages which divide semantic space in ways that cross-cut, or overlap with, the pre-established categories. This will inevitably be the case in semantic domains that form a continuum which has to be carved up into discrete values for the annotation labels. Examples of such categories can once again be found in the modality and number domains.

Boye (2012), based on data from Craig (1977), shows that Jalcatec distinguishes only Strong Support (chubil) and Weak Support (tato) in its complementizers. Strong Support corresponds to the cross-linguistic prototype of full support and strong partial support, while Weak Support corresponds to the cross-linguistic prototype of neutral support and weak partial support. In other words, these categories cross-cut the partial support category. For a sentence containing the Weak Support marker, an annotator who wishes to adhere to the proposed category labels must judge whether it falls under the NEUTRAL or PARTIAL category - a judgement they cannot make based on explicit evidence from the language.

Similarly, a small number of languages (e.g. Ainu, Eastern Pomo) make a Few vs. Many distinction in the number domain rather than a Singular vs. Non-Singular one (Veselinova, 2013). They have one category that refers to single referents or small groups (typically up to a maximum of three for Ainu), and a different one to refer to groups greater than this number - dividing up the semantic space in a different, rather than more fine-grained or more coarse-grained, way than the categories found in the majority of languages. In such situations, it is difficult to guide annotators on what to do when they encounter such an overlapping category.

3 Related Work

Previous cross-lingual annotation schemes have not often explicitly addressed the issues laid out in section 2. One scheme accounting for at least two of these issues is Zufferey and Degand’s (2017) multilingual adaptation of the PDTB guidelines for discourse connectives. Establishing a hierarchical set of annotation labels based on a small sample of genetically related languages allows them to deal with more fine-grained and more coarse-grained distinctions. Individual annotators are allowed to freely choose values from any level in the hierarchy. When a language divides the semantic domain up in a more fine-grained way, annotators can simply choose values from lower levels of the hierarchy, while for languages with more coarse-grained categories, annotators can choose categories higher up in the structure.

When a given markable is either ambiguous between two pre-established categories, or semantically intermediate between them, they allow annotators to annotate the markable with two tags. Implicitly, this seems meant to solve the problem of cross-cutting categories outlined in 2.4. It does not, however, capture the typological insight that many semantic domains are internally structured and can be captured in semantic maps (Haspelmath, 2003). We know, for example, that in the domain of modality, it should be exceedingly rare if not impossible for a language to show a semantic category subsuming full and neutral support, but not partial support. Therefore, allowing annotators to freely combine annotation labels seems to be too unconstrained of a mechanism to deal with cross-linguistic variation in category boundaries.

Other cross-lingual annotation schemes (e.g. UCCA, Abend and Rappoport 2013; SSA, Grif-
fitt et al. 2018), aim to keep the scheme as intuitive as possible while maintaining cross-linguistic comparability. To this end, UCCA only provides highly schematic annotation categories on the order of [PARTICIPANT, TEMPORAL RELATION, EVENT]. These categories are so general that no language would have more coarse-grained categories. Because of their high level of abstraction, they are also so far apart in conceptual space that languages are unlikely to show overlapping categories. On the other hand, every language will have more fine-grained categories than provided in this scheme. These are not annotated in the base level UCCA, but left to additional annotation layers which researchers can develop for their own purposes.

Lavid et al. (2016) use a similar approach to Zufferey and Degand (2017). They provide a hierarchical structure with three levels of categories for annotating epistemicity, encouraging the use of the lowest levels. When in doubt between the lower-level categories, annotators can choose a higher-level category instead. Nissim et al.’s (2013) cross-lingual scheme for modality also allows annotators to choose coarse-grained categories if they are not confident judging an utterance as an instance of a lower-level category.

While this solution works for languages with coarse-grained categories, strict hierarchical architectures do not allow for easy annotation of overlapping categories. For example, while both these annotation schemes distinguish values for [CERTAINTY, PROBABILITY, POSSIBILITY], the immediately higher-level category is simply one of EPISTEMIC MODAL/FACTUALITY. There is no way to capture categories like those of Jacaltec where some cases of PROBABILITY group with CERTAINTY and others with POSSIBILITY.

4 Potential Solutions

We believe that the most promising architecture for a cross-lingual semantic annotation scheme is to structure the typologically motivated labels as a lattice with different levels, rather than a strict hierarchy. One level contains the categories originally chosen based on the criteria set out in 2.1. This level is designated as the “base level”: annotators are encouraged to use categories from this level as the default. The higher and lower levels, respectively, contain equally typologically motivated coarser-grained and finer-grained categories, which can be used when called for by certain applications or certain language-specific categorizations. Such lattices capture the idea that many semantic categories are structured as hierarchical scales, where the middle values can group together with either end, but the extremes of the scale are highly unlikely to be categorized together in any language. Illustrations are provided in figure 1 and figure 2, and in the supplementary materials.

4.1 More Coarse-Grained Categories

If a language has more coarse-grained semantic categories in a certain domain than those provided in the base level of the lattice (in bold in figures 1-2), it might be difficult for annotators to judge which label to apply to a given use of such a category. For example, for any use of the Nambiquara Dubitative, one would have to judge whether it expresses NEUTRAL or PARTIAL support. This could lead to increased disagreements between annotators. On the one hand, one may still want to require annotators to adopt the base level categories. On the other hand, one might want to ease the annotation process for annotators of languages like Nambiquara.

The lattice architecture allows both goals to be met. As seen in figure 1, [FULL, PARTIAL] strength form an overlapping NON-NEUTRAL category; [PARTIAL, NEUTRAL] strength group together as NON-FULL. Following the aforementioned typological insight, no category groups together [FULL, NEUTRAL] to the exclusion of PARTIAL. Such a lattice avoids the drawback of a strict hierarchy in that it allows for flexibility in
the treatment of the in-between category, which can group with either FULL or NEUTRAL support.

For each use of the Nambiquara Dubitative, then, annotators would be encouraged to judge whether in context it expresses PARTIAL or NEUTRAL support. If such a judgement is too hard to make, annotators may use higher-level values in the lattice, in this case NON-FULL.

4.2 More Fine-Grained Categories

Even though annotators of languages with more fine-grained distinctions than the main level of the lattice should be able to accurately use this level, they may, with an eye on certain downstream applications, want to preserve more specific information encoded in the language. In the Universal Dependencies scheme, annotators are able to add lower-level language-specific categories where needed (e.g. Pyysalo et al. 2015 for Finnish). In order to eliminate the potential proliferation of incommensurable language-specific categories that could result from this, we would encourage annotators to use the base level values as much as possible. In addition, we would provide a set of typologically-based fine-grained categories on a lower level of the lattice. In figure 1, this corresponds to the [STRONG PARTIAL, WEAK PARTIAL, STRONG NEUTRAL, WEAK NEUTRAL] labels, in figure 2 to the [PAUCAL, PLURAL] labels and all labels subsumed underneath them.

In example (1a) from Limbu (van Driem, 1987, p. 244), annotators could follow the distinctions the language makes by labeling the epistemic marker li-ya as WEAK PARTIAL. In (1b), they can label la?ba as STRONG PARTIAL. Similarly, annotators for a language with fine-grained number categories, such as Yimas, could use the lower-level categories in figure 2. The Yimas Dual, used for reference to exactly two entities, can be marked as DUAL. The Yimas Paucal (typically used for reference to sets containing three to seven entities, Foley, 1991, p. 111) can be marked as NON-DUAL PAUCAL.

(1) a. ya-?l li-ya.
groan EPMOD
‘He’s perhaps groaning.’

b. ya-?l la?ba.
groan EPMOD
‘He’s probably groaning.’

In this way, the specific information expressed in these forms is preserved. At the same time, comparability to other languages is safeguarded: because of the structure of the lattice, lower-level annotations can be traced back, e.g. to the NON-SINGULAR base level category for the DUAL label, and to the PARTIAL category for the STRONG PARTIAL label, and compared to instances of this category in other languages.

Annotators may, in addition, encounter typologically rare fine-grained categories that do not correspond to a pre-specified value in the lattice. They are encouraged in these cases to use base level categories from the lattice. If they feel very strongly that this is not sufficient for their purposes, they will be able to create a language-specific semantic label and specify its position in the lattice.

4.3 Cross-Cutting Categories

Languages with categories that cross-cut the distinctions in the lattice, such as the Jacaltec Strong Support vs. Weak Support system, are the hardest to deal with. The Few vs. Many verbal number system of Ainu, (typically called “Singular” and “Plural”, Veselinova 2013), also shows this (2). *Ek ‘come’ is used with a set of one to four participants, arki ‘come’ is used with more than four participants (Tamura 1988, p. 40) - cross-cutting the [SINGULAR, NON-SINGULAR] distinction.

(2) a. tu okkaypo ek.
two youth come.sg
‘Two youths came.’

b. tipesaniw ka arki ruwe ne.
eight even come.pl NMLZ COP
‘Eight people came.’

We present four options for the annotation of such cross-cutting categories, and argue that the fourth one strikes the best balance between ease of annotation and cross-lingual portability. Firstly, one could allow annotators to completely follow the distinctions their language makes. This would mean that Ainu annotators would establish a FEW category, subsuming the [SINGULAR, DUAL, TRIAL] categories in the lattice, and a MANY category, subsuming [NON-TRIAL PAUCAL, PLURAL]. Alternatively, these categories could be named SINGULAR and PLURAL, since they spread outwards from the cross-linguistic singular and plural prototypes. Along the same lines, Jacaltec annotators would establish a STRONG (or FULL) category for chubil and a WEAK (or NEUTRAL) category for tato.
This option gives maximal advantage to annotators, who can make use of the exact distinctions expressed in their language. They would not have to distinguish between the different uses of these forms. It comes, however, with a great reduction in cross-linguistic comparability of the resulting annotations. Either the same semantic value will come to be annotated differently in different languages (partial epistemic support would be annotated as PARTIAL in most languages but as either FULL or NEUTRAL in Jacaltec), or the same annotation would mean different things in different languages (SINGULAR would mean “exactly one entity” in Yimas, but “one to three entities” in Ainu).

The second option is a weakened version of the first. Under this approach, the primary annotation of each form is the prototype of this category, but annotators are expected to add the accurate category of the more fine-grained level of the lattice as a secondary annotation.

The Ainu form ek would, then, be annotated as SINGULAR:SINGULAR when referring to the coming of one entity, and SINGULAR:NON-SINGULAR when referring to the coming of two or three entities. The first SINGULAR refers to the fact that the cross-linguistic singular category is the prototype of the semantic category expressed by Ainu ek. The second annotation expresses the actual semantic value of an utterance on the base level of the annotation lattice. As for modality, Jacaltec annotators would annotate strong partial and full support uses of chubil as FULL:STRONG PARTIAL and FULL:FULL respectively.

While this is probably fairly intuitive for annotators, the drawback is that labels such as STRONG PARTIAL no longer exclusively belong to one overarching category. In Jacaltec, it would belong under FULL, while in other languages it would fall under PARTIAL. As a result, annotators for languages with a canonical strong partial vs. weak partial distinction, as proper subcategories of the base level partial support category, would consistently have to employ a secondary annotation as well, specifying the overarching PARTIAL to make the value of this annotation clear. The necessity for two annotation labels to be selected for each form makes this solution fairly cumbersome.

The third option favours cross-linguistic comparison, but is perhaps less intuitive for annotators. It calls for consistent use of the categories specified in the lattice. In such a system, strong partial uses of Jacaltec chubil would always be PARTIAL:STRONG PARTIAL. In other words, annotation is done purely on semantic grounds, disregarding language-specific forms. This means that the various uses of the same (polysemous) Jacaltec form will receive different annotations. Even though we believe annotators for all languages should be able to distinguish the base level values of the lattice based on semantic criteria, interpreting such differences which lack overt expression in a language may still be challenging.

Therefore, we believe that our fourth option holds the most promise. This solution allows annotators to use a value in the lattice two levels higher than the markable meaning. For example, for any use of Jacaltec chubil, annotators would be allowed to use the label NON-NEUTRAL. This higher-level label allows for the inference that this particular use is either genuinely “in between” the two relevant base level categories (e.g., overlapping the prototypes of partial support and full support), or ambiguous between those two categories. In this way, two levels of the lattice that are problematic from a Jacaltec point of view (FULL vs. PARTIAL on the base level and FULL vs. STRONG PARTIAL at the lower level) are avoided. Of course, as was the case for the treatment of more coarse-grained categories, annotators are still encouraged to specify lower-level values when they can be clearly judged from the context. Thus, strong partial uses of Jacaltec chubil could be labeled either NON-NEUTRAL:STRONG PARTIAL, or simply NON-NEUTRAL.

Few cross-lingual annotation schemes have adopted explicit guidelines for languages whose categories cross-cut the pre-established values. Our use of a typologically motivated lattice to organize semantic categories provides various ways to deal with this issue, and at the same time captures insights into regularities in the division of semantic space. We believe that the fourth approach outlined in this section has the best chances of finding wide acceptance. It allows annotators for specific languages to do justice to the semantic structure of the language by recognizing the fine-grained uses of language-specific categories. In
addition, the use of a secondary annotation with a label not one, but two levels higher in the lattice avoids the problem of which superordinate category an in-between usage should be categorized as, and also guarantees cross-lingual portability.

5 Cross-Lingual Annotation Pilot

In order to explore the practicality of a semantic annotation scheme using a lattice structure and the guidelines for label selection outlined above, a small cross-lingual annotation experiment was performed, and is discussed in this section.

5.1 Annotation Procedure and Materials

Thirty-six English sentences expressing spatial figure-ground relations were taken from the STREUSLE corpus (Schneider et al., 2016), and provided thirty-six PPs as annotation targets. These sentences came originally from travel blogs, and were chosen to express spatial scenarios ranging from surface support, to attachment, to containment (figure 3, see also Bowerman and Choi 2001). This continuum was chosen because it is similar to the modality continuum discussed above. While it is exceedingly rare for languages to have one category for only support and containment, the attachment category frequently groups with either containment or support (Bowerman and Choi, 2001). In addition, the existence of spatial situations in between these three base level categories (such as adhesion, for a band-aid on a body part) allows us to confront difficult cross-cutting categories with our lattice architecture.

Figure 3: Support-Attachment-Containment continuum (Bowerman and Choi, 2001, p. 485)

Each sentence was translated into Dutch, Czech and Korean by a native speaker of each language (the first, third, and fourth authors of this paper, respectively), and annotated by the same native speaker. The English sentences were annotated by the second author, also a native speaker.

The lattice in figure 4 contains the annotation values, defined based on figure 3. The base level categories are [SUPPORT, ATTACHMENT, CONTAINMENT]. At the higher level, [NON-CONTAINMENT, NON-SUPPORT] group together [SUPPORT, ATTACHMENT] and [ATTACHMENT, CONTAINMENT], respectively. On the lowest level of the lattice, ADHESION cross-cuts the SUPPORT vs. ATTACHMENT distinction, while ATTACHED CONTAINMENT cross-cuts the ATTACHMENT vs. CONTAINMENT distinction.

Annotators were given the following guidelines:

1. Choose a label from the base level of the lattice based on the meaning of the sentence.
2. If the sentence is ambiguous between two base level values, choose the relevant overarching category.
3. If the sentence expresses a category that is in between two base level values, choose the relevant lower-level category when confident. Otherwise, choose the applicable coarse-grained category above the base level.
4. If the sentence expresses a more fine-grained distinction within one of the base level categories which is not given in the lattice, simply use the applicable base level value.

5.2 Evaluation Procedure

We are aware of few previous experiments annotating multilingual parallel corpora with one set of semantic categories. Closest to our pilot study is probably Zufferey and Degand (2017), who calculate agreement between annotations of a parallel corpus in English, French, German, Dutch, and Italian. Pairwise agreement between English and every other language is reported for each level of the hierarchy in which their categories are structured. The agreement values are given only in raw percentages.

We report pair-wise agreement between all pairs of languages in our pilot. We report both the ex-
act correspondence of annotations between languages, and the compatibility of these annotations. The first set of values is conceptualized as a measure of the discrepancies between the semantic categories of individual languages. For example, an attachment scenario might be annotated as ATTACHMENT in Dutch (which has a preposition aan specialized for attachment), but as NON-CONTAINMENT in English, because of its more coarse-grained semantic structure. Under this first measure, these cases are counted as disagreements.

Under the second measure, they are seen as compatible. Since ATTACHMENT is a subcategory of NON-CONTAINMENT, the Dutch annotation can be traced back in the lattice to NON-CONTAINMENT, and the two languages have equivalent annotations on this level. The difference between the exact correspondence score for a language pair and its compatibility score measures the portability of the lattice architecture, and its ability to abstract away from language-specific subdivisions of semantic space.

Both the exact correspondence measure and the compatibility measure are reported as agreement proportions, and as Cohen’s Kappa scores (Cohen, 1960). We believe that, even though we are calculating cross-lingual interannotator agreement rather than monolingual agreement between two annotators, the tasks performed by the annotators are still comparable. Since we use a parallel corpus and the same set of annotation values, Cohen’s Kappa provides a meaningful measure of how much the proposed annotation system improves labeling over a chance distribution.

### 5.3 Annotation Results

Table 1 reports cross-lingual interannotator agreement for identity between the chosen labels. The raw proportions of agreement are high, ranging from 82% (Czech-English and Korean-English) to 93% (Czech-Dutch). The Cohen’s Kappa scores are also acceptable (between 0.64 and 0.86).

As shown in table 2, pairwise compatibility proportions are on average 7% higher than the corresponding identity scores, and compatibility Kappa scores are on average 0.15 higher than the corresponding identity scores. All language pairs show agreement greater than 90%, and all but one show a Kappa value greater than 0.80.

The organization of annotation categories in a lattice paired with clear guidelines as to which levels of the lattice to use in different situations therefore seems to be a promising way of guaranteeing both ease of annotation and cross-linguistic comparability. It seems fairly successful at abstracting away from language-specific differences in category boundaries, as evidenced by the improvement in the scores for compatibility of annotations as compared to those for exact identity.

A reviewer points out that it is hard to assess the improvement our annotation lattice offers over a flat annotation scheme where annotators are required to choose between [SUPPORT, ATTACHMENT, CONTAINMENT]. We agree that a comparison with such a control condition would be interesting. However, re-annotating this small corpus with such a flat annotation scheme would lead to skewed results, because the present annotators have built up familiarity with the sentences. Since time constraints prevent us from conducting a new annotation experiment in accordance with this suggestion, or from finding new annotators to provide the baseline annotation, we will simply keep it in mind for further work.

### 5.4 Error Analysis

The differences between the values in table 1 and table 2 stem from annotations which are compatible, but not identical between languages. These annotations reflect both the presence of more coarse-grained categories and cross-cutting categories. As for the former case, examples such as (3a) were annotated as SUPPORT in Czech and Dutch, but as NON-CONTAINMENT in English and (sometimes) Korean. The lattice thus allows anno-
tators in languages with coarse-grained categories to suspend judgement on the base level annotation categories where necessary, while maintaining cross-linguistic comparability.

(3)  
   a. ...right on the back of my car.
   b. ...had nail polish on a couple of toes.

The same can largely be said for cross-cutting categories. For the single example of surface adhesion in our corpus (3b), the English and Dutch annotators followed guideline 3, choosing the lower-level ADHESION category. The Czech and Korean annotators chose ATTACHMENT and SUPPORT, respectively, both of which are compatible with the Dutch and English choices. This yields compatible annotations in five of the six language pairs, indicating that a category lattice does fairly well in treating cross-cutting categories.

This sentence also illustrates again the problematic character of continuous semantic categories with values in between the base level annotation categories. The ADHESION category cross-cuts the SUPPORT vs. ATTACHMENT distinction, and annotators for different languages (and, conceivably, within one language) will sometimes make different judgements as to which of these two base level categories is appropriate. Choosing a category two levels higher in the lattice instead of just one, as proposed in this paper, would ideally prevent disagreements.

Disagreements also arose with the examples in 4, for which we offer two tentative explanations. Examples (4a-4b), on the one hand, seem likely to give rise to different conceptualizations on the part of annotators. One can interpret the product in (4a) to be strictly on top of the hair (leading to the SUPPORT annotations in Dutch and Korean), as clinging to every single hair (resulting in the English ATTACHMENT annotation), or as being contained within the space delimited by the totality of the hair (explaining the Czech CONTAINMENT annotation). Similar conceptualizations can be proposed for on burger in (4b): the meat can be seen as contained within the space delimited by the two halves of the bun, or as supported by the bottom half of the bun. Such alternative construals are likely to lead to a certain proportion of disagreements.

(4)  
   a. ...put product on my hair...
   b. No meat on burger...
   c. ...when I am in the chair...

The disagreement in (4c) - CONTAINMENT in English vs. SUPPORT in Czech, Dutch, and Korean - is likely to stem from different language-specific conventionalized construals for specific figure-ground configurations. In Dutch, for example, the most natural translation of in the chair would be op de stoel, using the prototypical support preposition op. Using in, the containment preposition, is hardly possible. In other words, the relation between a sitter and a chair is always construed as a support relation rather than a containment relation. There does not seem to be a straightforward solution for such cases either. It remains to be seen, however, whether this source of disagreements is recurrent across semantic domains - it might well be more common in the domain of figure-ground relations than in other regions of conceptual space.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes a lattice-like architecture of cross-lingual semantic annotation systems, with category labels organized in different levels and forming overlapping groupings. This allows us to be faithful to both individual languages and typological generalizations. An approach where cross-cutting categories either receive a low-level, highly specific label (when annotators are confident), or a high-level and uncontroversial label, presents a middle ground between maximizing ease of annotation and maximizing typological rigor. An exploratory cross-lingual annotation task on a small parallel corpus in four languages shows that such an approach has the potential to tackle the issues discussed.
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Supplementary Materials

Proposed annotation lattice for epistemic strength

```
Epistemic Strength
  Non-neutral
    Partial
      Full
    Non-full
      Non-neutral
    Neutral
      Strong partial
        Weak partial
      Strong neutral
        Weak neutral
```

Proposed annotation lattice for number

```
Number
  Singular
    Paucal
      Dual
        Trial
      Greater
        Paucal
  Non-singular
    Greater
      Paucal
```

Proposed annotation lattice for spatial relations

```
Location
  Non-containment
    Support
      Prototypical Support
    Adhesion
      Prototypical Attachment
        "Attached Containment" (fig. 3e)
    Containment
      Prototypical Containment
  Non-support
    Attachment
      Prototypical Attachment
```


These lattices are based on Dahl (1983), Bybee et al. (1994) and Botne (2012) for time reference, Boye (2012) for epistemic strength, Corbett (2000) for number, and Bowerman and Choi (2001) for spatial relations. The aspect lattice is based on the fine-grained aspectual types defined in Croft (2012), with the addition of the category of endeavors (processes that terminate without reaching a natural endpoint or telos), described in Croft et al. (2017). Endeavors are sometimes grouped with telic processes, sometimes not (Dahl, 1981). Imperfectives group together unbounded processes and states, while progressives group together processes, unbounded or bounded (although they describe the state of being in the middle of the process).
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Abstract
Meaning banking—creating a semantically annotated corpus for the purpose of semantic parsing or generation—is a challenging task. It is quite simple to come up with a complex meaning representation, but it is hard to design a simple meaning representation that captures many nuances of meaning. This paper lists some lessons learned in nearly ten years of meaning annotation during the development of the Groningen Meaning Bank (Bos et al., 2017) and the Parallel Meaning Bank (Abzianidze et al., 2017). The paper’s format is rather unconventional: there is no explicit related work, no methodology section, no results, and no discussion (and the current snippet is not an abstract but actually an introductory preface). Instead, its structure is inspired by work of Traum (2000) and Bender (2013). The list starts with a brief overview of the existing meaning banks (Section 1) and the rest of the items are roughly divided into three groups: corpus collection (Section 2 and 3), annotation methods (Section 4–11), and design of meaning representations (Section 12–30). We hope this overview will give inspiration and guidance in creating improved meaning banks in the future.

1 Look at other meaning banks
Other semantic annotation projects can be inspiring, help you to find solutions to hard annotation problems, or to find out where improvements to the state of the art are still needed (Abend and Rappoport, 2017). Good starting points are the English Resource Grammar (Flickinger, 2000, 2011), the Groningen Meaning Bank (GMB, Bos et al. 2017), the AMR Bank (Banerescu et al., 2013), the Parallel Meaning Bank (PMB, Abzianidze et al. 2017), Scope Control Theory (Butler and Yoshimoto, 2012), UCCA (Abend and Rappoport, 2013), Prague Semantic Dependencies (Hajič et al., 2017) and the ULF Corpus based on Episodic Logic (Kim and Schubert, 2019). The largest differences between these approaches can be found in the expressive power of the meaning representations used. The simplest representations correspond to graphs (Banerescu et al., 2013; Abend and Rappoport, 2013); slightly more expressive ones correspond to first-order logic (Oepen et al., 2016; Bos et al., 2017; Abzianidze et al., 2017; Butler and Yoshimoto, 2012), whereas others go beyond this (Kim and Schubert, 2019). Generally, an increase of expressive power causes a decrease of efficient reasoning (Blackburn and Bos, 2005). Semantic formalisms based on graphs are attractive because of their simplicity, but will face issues when dealing with negation in inference tasks (Section 21). The choice might depend on the application (e.g., if you are not interested in detecting contradictions, coping with negation is less important), but arguably, an open-domain meaning bank ought to be independent of a specific application.

2 Select public domain corpora
Any text could be protected by copyright law and it is not always easy to find suitable corpora that are free from copyright issues. Indeed, the relationship between copyright of texts and their use in natural language processing is complex (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2018). Nonetheless, it pays off to make some effort by searching for corpora that are free or in the public domain (Ide et al., 2010). This makes it easier for other researchers to work with it, in particular those that are employed by institutes with lesser financial means. The GMB only includes corpora from the public domain (Basile et al., 2012b). Free parallel corpora are also available via OPUS (Skadiņš et al., 2014). Other researchers take advantage of vague legislation and
distribute corpora quoting the right of fair use (Postma et al., 2018). Recently, crowd sourcing platforms such as Figure Eight make datasets available, too (“Data For Everyone”), under appropriate licensing. While targeting the public domain corpora, one might need to bear in mind the coverage of the corpora depending on the objectives of semantic annotation.

3 Freeze the corpus before you start

Once you start your annotation efforts, it is a good idea to freeze the corpora that will comprise your meaning bank. In the GMB project (Basile et al., 2012b), the developers were less strict in maintaining this principle. During the project they came across new corpora, but after adding them to the GMB they were forced to fix and validate annotations on many levels to get the newly added corpus up to date and in sync with the rest. This problem manifests itself especially for corpora that are constructed via a phenomenon-driven annotation approach (Section 24).

4 Work with raw texts in your corpus

Keep the original texts as foundation for annotation. Never ever carry out any semantic annotation on tokenised texts, but use stand-off annotation on character offsets (Section 5). Tokenisation can be done in many different ways, and the atoms of meaning certainly do not correspond directly to words. Most of the current conventions in tokenisation are based on what has been used in (English) syntax-oriented computational linguistics and can be misleading when other languages are taken into consideration (Section 29). Moreover, if you use an off-the-shelf tokeniser, you will find out soon that it makes mistakes—and correcting those would break any annotations done at the word token level. More likely, during your annotation project, you will find the need to change the tokenisation guidelines to deal properly with multi-word expressions (Section 22). In addition, punctuation and spacing carry information that could be useful for deep learning approaches, and their original appearance should therefore in one way or another be preserved. An example: a “New York-based” company could be a new company based in York, but the other interpretation is more likely. In an NLP-processing pipeline, it is too late for syntax to fix this in a compositional way—the tokenisation needs to be improved.

5 Use stand-off annotation

Stand-off annotation is a no-brainer as it offers a lot more flexibility. It enables keeping annotations separate from the original raw text, where ideally each annotation layer has its own file (Ide and Romary, 2006; Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012). It is best executed with respect to the character offsets of the raw texts in the corpus (Section 4). A JSON or XML-based annotation file can always be generated from this, should the demand be there. Stand-off annotation is in particular advantageous in a setting where several layers of annotation interact with each other (typically in a pipeline architecture). This was extremely helpful in the GMB (Bos et al., 2017) where the document segmentation (sentence and word boundaries) got improved several times during the project, without having any negative effect on annotation occurring later in the semantic processing pipeline (such as part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition).

6 Consider manual annotation

Several meaning banks are created with the help of a grammar. The best example here is the sophisticated English Resource Grammar (Flickinger, 2000, 2011) used to produce the tree-banks, Redwoods (Oepen et al., 2004) and DeepBank (Flickinger et al., 2012), annotated with English Resource Semantics (ERS) in a compositional way, by letting the annotator pick the correct or most plausible analysis. Similarly, the meaning representations in the GMB are system-produced and partially hand-corrected (Bos et al., 2017), using a CCG parser (Clark and Curran, 2004). Likewise, the meaning representations in the PMB are system-produced with the help of a CCG parser (Lewis and Steedman, 2014) and some of it is completely hand-corrected. In contrast, the meaning representations of the AMR Bank are completely manually manufactured—without the aid of a grammar—with the help of an annotation interface and an extensive manual (Banarescu et al., 2013). Bender et al. (2015) argue that grammar-based meaning banking requires less annotation guidelines, that it provides more consistent anal-

---

1 Freezing the corpora already fixes certain data statements for your meaning bank, like curation rationale, language variety, and text characteristics. Communicating these data statements is important from an application point of view (Bender and Friedman, 2018).
yses, and that it is more scalable. The downside of grammar-based annotation is that several compound expressions are not always compositional (negative and modal concord, postnominal genitives (“of John’s”), odd punctuation conventions, idioms), and that grammars with high recall and precision are costly to produce (the impressive English Resource Grammar took about several years to develop, but it is restricted to just one language).

7 Make a friendly annotation interface

Annotation can be fun (especially if gamification is applied, see Section 9), but it can also be tedious. A good interface helps the annotator to make high-quality annotations, to work efficiently, and to be able to focus on particular linguistic phenomena. An annotation interface should be web-based (i.e., any browser should support it), simple to use, and personalised.\(^2\) The latter grants control over annotations of particular users. The “Explorer” (Basile et al., 2012a) introduced in the GMB and later further developed in the PMB, has various search abilities (searches for phrases, regular expressions, and annotation labels), a statistics page, a newsfeed, and a user-friendly way to classify annotations as “gold standard”. The inclusion of a “sanity checker” helps to identify annotation mistakes, in particular if there are several annotation layers with dependencies. It is also a good idea to hook the annotation interface up with a professional issue reporting system.

8 Include an issue reporting system

Annotators will sooner or later raise issues, have questions about the annotation scheme, or find bugs in the processing pipeline. This is valuable information for the annotation project and should not get lost. The proper way to deal with this is to include a sophisticated bug reporting system in the annotation interface. For the GMB (Bos et al., 2017) and the PMB (Abzianidze et al., 2017), the Mantis Bug Tracker\(^3\) was incorporated inside the Explorer (Basile et al., 2012a). Besides Mantis there are many other free and open source web-based bug tracking systems available. A bug tracker enables one to categorize issues, assign them to team members, have dedicated discussion threads for each issue, and keep track of all improvements made in a certain time span (useful for the documentation in data releases).

9 Be careful with the crowd

Following the idea of Phrase Detectives (Chamberlain et al., 2008), in the GMB (Bos et al., 2017) a game with a purpose (GWAP) was introduced to annotate parts of speech, antecedents of pronouns, noun compound relations (Bos and Nissim, 2015), and word senses (Venhuizen et al., 2013). The quality of annotations harvested from gamification was generally high, but the amount of annotations relatively low—it would literally take years to annotate the entire GMB corpus. An additional problem with GWAPs is recruiting new players: most players play the game only once, and attempts to make the game addictive could be irresponsible (Andrade F.R.H., 2016). The alternative, engaging people by financially awarding them via crowdsourcing platforms such as Mechanical Turk or Figure Eight, solves the quantity problem (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012), but introduces other issues including the question what a proper wage would be (Fort et al., 2011) and dealing with tricksters and cheaters (Buchholz and Latorre, 2011).

10 Profit from lexicalised grammars

A lexicalised grammar gives an advantage in annotating syntactic structure. In case of the compositional semantics, this also leads to automatic construction of the phrasal semantics. This is because, in a lexicalised grammar, most of the grammar work is done in the lexicon (there is only a dozen general grammar rules), and annotation is just a matter of giving the right information to a word (rather than selecting the correct interpretation from a possibly large set of parse trees). In the PMB a lexicalised grammar is used: Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG, Steedman 2001), and the core annotation layers for each word token are a CCG category, a semantic tag (Abzianidze and Bos, 2017), a lemma, and a word sense. Annotating thematic roles (Section 18) is also convenient in a lexicalised grammar environment (Bos et al., 2012). Finally, a lexicalised grammar coupled with compositional semantics facilitates annotation projection for meaning preserving translations and opens the door to multilingual meaning banking (Section 29).
tion transfer. This type of projection is underlying the idea of moving from the monolingual GMB to the multilingual PMB.

11 Try to use language-neutral tools

Whenever possible, in machine-assisted annotation, get language technology components that are not tailored to specific languages, because this increases portability of meaning processing components to other languages (Section 29). The statistical tokeniser (for word and sentence segmentation) used in the PMB is Elephant (Evang et al., 2013). The current efforts in multi-lingual POS-tagging, semantic tagging (Abzianidze and Bos, 2017) and dependency parsing are promising (White et al., 2016). In the PMB a categorial grammar is used to cover four languages (English, Dutch, German, and Italian), using the same parser and grammar, but with language-specific statistical models trained for the EasyCCG parser (Lewis and Steedman, 2014). Related are grammatical frameworks designed for parallel grammar writing (Ranta, 2011; Bender et al., 2010).

12 Apply normalisation to symbols

Normalising the format of non-logical symbols (the predicates and individual constants, as opposed to logical symbols such as negation and conjunction) in meaning representations decreases the need for awkward background knowledge rules that would otherwise be needed to predict correct entailments. Normalisation (van der Goot, 2019) can be applied to date expressions (e.g., the 24th of February 2010 vs. 24-02-2010 or dozens of variations on these), time expressions (2pm, 14:00, two o’clock), and numerical expressions (twenty-four, 24, vierundzwanzig; three thousand, 3,000, 3 000). Compositional attempts to any of the above mentioned classes of expressions are highly ambitious and not recommended. Take, for instance, the Dutch clock time expression “twee voor half vier”, which denotes 03:28 (or 15:28)—how would you derive this compositionally in a computational straightforward way? Other normalisations for consideration are expansion of abbreviations to their full forms, lowercasing proper names, units of measurement, and scores of sports games. To promote inter-operability between annotated corpora, it is a good idea to check whether any standards are proposed for normalisation (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012).

13 Limit underspecification

Underspecification is a technique with the aim to free the semantic interpretation component from a disambiguation burden (Reyle, 1993; Bos, 1996; Copestake et al., 2005). In syntactic treebanks, however, the driving force has been to assign the most plausible parse tree to a sentence. This makes sense for the task of statistical (syntactic) parsing. The same applies to (statistical) semantic parsing: a corpus with the most likely interpretation for sentences is required. Moreover, it is not straightforward to draw correct inferences with underspecified meaning representations (Reyle, 1995). So it makes sense, at least from the perspective of semantic annotation, to produce the most plausible interpretation for a given sentence. Consider the following examples. A “sleeping bag” could be a bag that is asleep, but it is very unlikely (even in a Harry Potter setting), so should be annotated as a bag designed to be slept in. In the sentence “Tom kissed his mother”, the possessive pronoun could refer to a third party, but by far the most likely interpretation is that Tom’s mother is kissed by Tom, and that reading should be reflected in the annotation. Genuine scope ambiguities are relatively rare in ordinary text, and it is questionable whether the representational overhead of underspecified scope is worth the effort given the low frequency of the phenomenon. Nonetheless, resolving ambiguities is sometimes hard, in particular for sentences in isolation. What is plausible for one annotator is implausible for another. Finally, one needs to be careful, as annotation guidelines that give preference for one particular reading (based on statistical plausibility) have the danger of introducing or even amplifying bias.

14 Beware of annotation bias

Assigning the most likely interpretation to a sentence can also give an unfair balance to stereotypes. In the PMB, gender of personal proper names are annotated. In many cases this is a straightforward exercise. But there are sometimes cases where the gender of a person is not known. The disturbing distribution of male versus female pronouns (or titles) strongly suggests that a female is the least likely choice (Webster et al., 2018). But following this statistical suggestion only causes
greater divide. The PMB annotation guidelines for choosing word senses (Section 15) are such that when it is unclear what sense to pick, the higher sense (thus, the most frequent one), must be selected. This is bad, because systems for word sense disambiguation already show a tendency towards assigning the most frequent sense (Postma et al., 2016). More efforts are needed to reduce bias (Zhao et al., 2017).

15 Use existing resources for word senses

The predicate symbols that one finds in meaning representations are usually based on word lemmas. But words have no interpretation, and a link to concepts in an existing ontology (Lenat, 1995;Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) is something that is needed to make the non-logical symbols in meaning representations interpretable. In the AMR Bank, verbs are disambiguated by OntoNotes senses (Banarescu et al., 2013). In the PMB, nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are labelled with the senses of (English) WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Picking the right sense is sometimes hard for annotators, sometimes because there is too little context, but also because the definitions of fine-grained senses are sometimes hard to distinguish from each other (Lopez de Lacalle and Agirre, 2015). Annotation guidelines are needed for ambiguous cases where syntax doesn’t help to disambiguate: “Swimming is great fun.” (swimming.n.01 or perhaps swim.v.01?), “Her words were emphasized.” (emphasized.a.01 or emphasize.v.02?). WordNet’s coverage is impressive and substantial, but obviously not all words are listed (example: names of products used as nouns) and sometimes it is inconsistent (for instance, “apple juice” is in WordNet, but “cherry juice” is not). Many WordNets exist for languages other than English (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012; Bond and Foster, 2013).

16 Apply symbol grounding

Symbol grounding helps to connect abstract representations of meaning with objects in the real world or to unambiguous descriptions of concepts or entities. This happens on the conceptual level with mapping words to WordNet synsets or to a well-defined inventory of relations. Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) lists several instances of famous persons but obviously the list is incomplete. The AMR Bank includes links from named entities to wikipedia pages, but obviously not every named entity has a wikipedia entry. To our knowledge, no other meaning banks apply wiki-ification. Other interesting applications for symbol grounding are GPS coordinates for toponyms (Leidner, 2008), visualisation of concepts or actions (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012), or creating timelines (Bamman and Smith, 2014).

17 Adopt neo-Davidsonian events

It seems that in most (if not all) semantically annotated corpora a neo-Davidsonian event semantics is adopted. This means that every event introduces its own entity as a variable, and this variable can be used to connect the event to its thematic roles. In the original Davidsonian approach, an event variable was simply added to the predicate introduced by the verb (Davidson, 1967; Kamp and Reyle, 1993) as a way to add modifiers (e.g., moving from eat(x,y) to eat(e,x,y) for a transitive use of to eat). In most modern meaning representations thematic roles are introduced to reduce the number of arguments of verbal predicates to one, also known as the neo-Davidsonian tradition (Parsons, 1990) (e.g., moving from eat(e,x,y) to eat(e) AGENT(e,x) PATIENT(e,y)). A direct consequence of a neo-Davidsonian design is the need for an inventory of thematic roles. But there is also an alternative, which is given a fixed arity to event predicates, of which some of them may be unused (Hobbs, 1991) when the context does not provide this information (e.g., for the intransitive usage of to eat, still maintain eat(e,x,y) where y is left unspecified).

18 Use existing role labelling inventories

A neo-Davidsonian approach presupposes a dictionary of thematic (or semantic) role names. There are three popular sets available: PropBank, VerbNet, and FrameNet. PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) proposes a set of just six summarising roles: ARG0 (Agent), ARG1 (Patient), ARG2 (Instrument, Benefactive, Attribute), ARG3 (Starting Point), ARG4 (Ending Point), ARG5 (Modifier). The interpretation of these roles are in many cases specific to the event in which they participate. The AMR Bank adopts these PropBank roles (Banarescu et al., 2013). VerbNet has a set of about 25 thematic roles independently defined from the verb classes (Kipper et al., 2008). A few examples are: Agent, Patient, Theme, Instru-
ment, Experiencer, Stimulus, Attribute, Value, Location, Destination, Source, Result, and Material.
The PMB adopts the thematic roles of VerbNet. FrameNet is organised quite differently. Its starting point is not rooted in linguistics, but rather in real-world situations, classified as frames (Baker et al., 1998). Frames have frame elements that can be realised by linguistic expressions, and they correspond to the PropBank and VerbNet roles. There are more than a thousand different frames, and each frame has its own specific role set (frame elements). For instance, the Buy-Commerce frame has roles Buyer, Goods, Seller, Money, and so on. There are also recent proposals for comprehensive inventories for roles introduced by prepositional and possessive constructions (Schneider et al., 2018). In the PMB, we employ a unified inventory of thematic roles (an extension of the VerbNet roles) that is applicable to verbs, adjectives, prepositions, possessives or noun modifiers.

19 Treat agent nouns differently
Agent and recipient nouns (nouns that denote persons performing or receiving some action, such as employee, victim, teacher, mother, cyclist, victim) are intrinsically relational (Booij, 1986). Modelling them like ordinary nouns, i.e., as one-place predicates, can give rise to contradictions for any individual that has been assigned more than one role, because while you want to be able to state that a violin player is not the same thing as a mother, a person could perfectly be a mother and a violin player at the same time. Moreover, a fast cyclist could be a slow driver. Incorrect modeling can furthermore lead to over-generation of some unmanifested relations (for instance, if Butch is Vincent’s boss and Mia’s husband, a too simple model would predict that Butch is also Vincent’s husband and Mia’s boss. In the AMR Bank (Banarescu et al., 2013) agent nouns are decomposed (e.g., an “investor” is a person that invests). In the PMB agent nouns introduce a mirror entity (e.g. an “investor” is a person with the role of investor).

20 Beware of geopolitical entities
Names used to refer to geopolitical entities (GPEs) are a real pain in the neck for semantic annotators. How many times did we change the annotation guidelines for these annoying names! The problem is that expressions like “New York”, “Italy”, or “Africa” can refer to locations, their governments, sport squads that represent them, or the people that live there (and in some case to multiple aspects at the same time, as in “Italy produces better wine than France”). This instance of systematic polysemy manifests itself for all classes of GPE, including continents, countries, states, provinces, cities, and so on. Detailed instructions for annotating GPEs can be found in the ACE annotation guidelines (Doddington et al., 2004).

21 Give scope to negation
Sentence meaning is about assigning truth conditions to propositions (Section 23). Negation plays a crucial role here—in fact, the core of semantics is about negation, identifying whether a statement is true of false. Negation is a semantic phenomenon that requires scope, in other words, it cannot be modelled by simply applying it as a property of an entity. It should be clear—explicit or implicit—what the scope of any negation operator is, i.e. the parts of the meaning representation that are negated. The GMB, PMB and DeepBank (Flickinger et al., 2012) assign proper scope to negation (the latter with the help of underspecification). In AMR Bank negation is modelled with the help of a relation, and this doesn’t always get the required interpretation (Bos, 2016). Negation can be tricky: negation affixes (Section 23) require special care, negative concord (Section 6) and neg raising (Liu et al., 2018) are challenges for compositional approaches to meaning construction.

22 Pay attention to compound words
In the GMB (Bos et al., 2017) we largely ignored multi-word expressions (MWEs), believing that compositionality would eventually do away with it. Except it doesn’t. MWEs come in various forms, and require various treatments (Sag et al., 2002). Think about proper names (names of persons, companies, locations, events), titles and labels (of people, of books, chapters, of songs), compounds, phrasal verbs, particle verbs, fixed phrases, and idioms. Consider for instance “North and South Dakota”, it is quite a challenge to derive the representation state(x) & name(x,’North-Dakota’) in a compositional way. And many compounds are not compositional (“peanut butter” is not butter, and “athlete’s foot” is not a body part but a nasty infection). It is hard to decide where to draw the line between a compositional and non-compositional approach to multi-
word expressions. Even though “red wine” is written in English with two words, in German it is written in one word (“rotwein”). WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) lists many multi-word expressions and could be used as a resource to decide whether a compound is analysed compositionally or not. In the PMB, titles of songs or other artistic works are treated as a single token (because they are proper names), which works fine for “Jingle Bells” but becomes a bit awkward and uncomfortable with longer titles such as Lennon and McCartney’s “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds”, or Pink Floyd’s “Several Species of Small Furry Animals Gathered Together in a Cave and Grooving With A Pict”. It is quite unfair and unrealistic to expect the tokeniser to recognise this as a multi-word expression. The alternative, applying some reinterpretation after having first carried out a compositional analysis, puts a heavier burden on the syntax-semantics interface. The bottom line is that MWEs form a wild bunch of expressions for which a general modelling strategy covering all types does not seem to exist. There also seems to be a connection with quotation (Maier, 2014).

23 Use inference tests in design

The driving force to motivate how to shape or what to include in a meaning representation should be textual entailment or contradiction checks (this is a practice borrowed from formal semantics). For instance, when designing a meaning representation for adjectives, the meaning for “ten-year-old boy” should not imply that the boy in question is old. Likewise, the meaning representation for “unhappy” should not be the same as that for “not happy”, because the meanings of these expressions are not equivalent (as “Bob is not happy” doesn’t entail “Bob’s unhappy”—Bob can be both not happy and not unhappy—even though the entailment holds in the reverse direction: if Bob is unhappy, he is not happy). Similarly, the meaning representation for “Bologna is the cultural capital of Italy” should not lead to the incorrect inference that “Bologna is the capital of Italy”. In addition, or as alternative to inference checks, is applying the method of model-theoretic interpretation (Blackburn and Bos, 2005) when designing meaning representations. It should be clear what a representation actually means, in other words, under which conditions it is true or false. A formal way of defining this is via models of situation, and a satisfaction definition that tells us, given a certain situation, whether a statement holds or doesn’t. This method was introduced by the logician Tarski (Tarski and Vaught, 1956). It bears similarities with posing a query to a relational database. The method forces you to make a strict distinction between logical (negation, disjunction, equality) and non-logical symbols (the predicates and individual constants in your meaning representation).

24 Divide and conquer

Do not try to do model all semantic phenomena the first time around. There are just too many. Some good candidates to put on hold are plurals, tense, aspect, focus, presupposition (see Section 25), and generics (more in Section 27), because a proper treatment of these phenomena requires a lot more than a basic predicate-argument structure. A strict formalisation of plurals quickly leads to complicated representations (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), leading to compromising approximations in the AMR Bank (Banarescu et al., 2013) or PMB (Abzianidze et al., 2017). In the GMB (Bos et al., 2017) and the AMR Bank tense is simply ignored. Annotating aspect is complex—for instance, the use of the perfect differs enormously even between closely related languages such as English, Dutch, and Italian (van der Klis et al., 2017). These complications lead to a simple annotation model in the PMB where tense is reduced to a manageable set of three tenses: past, present and future. There are, therefore, a lot of interesting problems left for the second round of semantic annotation!

25 Put complex presuppositions on hold

Presuppositions are propositions that are taken for granted. Several natural language expressions introduce presuppositions. These expressions are called presupposition triggers. (For instance, “Mary left, too.” presupposes that someone else besides Mary left. Here “too” is the trigger of this presupposition.) There are many different kinds of triggers, and many do not contribute to the meaning of the sentence, but rather put constraints on the context. The question, then, is what to do with them in a meaning banking project. Some classes of presupposition triggers, referring expressions including proper names, possessive phrases, and definite descriptions, can be treated in a similar way as pronouns, as is done in the GMB and
the PMB, following Bos (2003). Yet there are other classes of triggers that are notoriously hard to represent, because they require some "copying" of large pieces of meaning representation, interact with focus, and require non-trivial semantic composition methods. To these belong implicative verbs (manage), focusing adverbs (only, just), and repetition particles (again, still, yet, another). For instance, although in the PMB a sentence like “The crowd applauded again.” is the presupposition trigger, “again” is semantically tagged as a repetition trigger, for now it doesn’t perform any costly operations on the actual meaning representation. The first alternative, a meaning representation with two different applauding events that are temporally related, is complicated to construct. The second alternative, introducing “again” as a predicate, doesn’t make sense semantically (what is the meaning of “again”?), or as an operator (again, how will it be defined logically?) isn’t attractive either. There are, currently no good ways to deal with complex presupposition triggers, and more research is needed here turning formal ideas (Kamp and Rossdeutscher, 2009) into practical solutions.

26 Respect elliptical expressions

They are invisible, but omnipresent: elliptical expressions. Comparative ellipsis is present in many languages (“My hair is longer than Tom’s”). In English, verb phrase ellipsis occurs (“Tom eats asparagus, but his brother doesn’t.”), which is well studied (Dalrymple et al., 1991), and annotated corpora exist as well (Bos and Spenader, 2011). Dutch and German exhibit a large variety of gapping cases (“Tom isst Spargel, aber sein Bruder nicht.”). Italian is a language with pro-drop (“Ho fame”, i.e., (I am hungry). Ellipsis requires a dedicated component in a pipeline architecture. In the PMB the inclusion of an ellipsis layer has been postponed for the benefit of other components, features, and efforts. As a consequence, a growing number of documents cannot be added to the gold set because there isn’t an adequate way of dealing with a missing pronoun, an odd comparison expression, or an elided verb phrase.

27 Think about generics

Generic statements and habituals are hard to model straightforwardly in first-order logic (Carlson, 1977). The sentence “a lion is strong” or “a dog has four legs” is not about a particular lion or dog, nor is it about all dogs or lions. The inventor of “the typewriter” was not the inventor of a particular typewriter, but of the typewriter concept in general. Such generic concepts are also known as kinds in the literature (Reiter and Frank, 2010). It is not impossible to approximate this in first-order logic, but it requires an ontological distinction between entities denoting individuals and entities denoting concepts (kinds). A further question is how tense should be annotated in habitual sentences, as in “Jane used to swim every day” (in some period in the past, Jane swam every day) or “Jane swims every day” (in the current period, Jane swims every day). To our knowledge, none of the existing meaning banks have a satisfactory treatment of generics, even though techniques have been proposed to detect generics (Reiter and Frank, 2010; Friedrich and Pinkal, 2015). Recent proposals try to change this situation (Donatelli et al., 2018).

28 Don’t try to be clever

The English verb “to be” (and its counterpart in other Germanic languages) is a semantic nuisance. When used as an auxiliary verb—including predicative usages of adjectives—there isn’t much to worry about it, as it only semantically contributes tense information. However, when used as a copula it can express identity, locative information, or predications involving nouns. From a logical perspective, it might seem attractive to use equality in these cases and interpret “to be” logically rather than lexically, (Blackburn and Bos, 2005), but this makes it impossible to include tense information, unless equality is (non-standardly) viewed as a three-place relation. There are various senses for “be” in WordNet, and it makes pragmatically sense to use these: “This is a good idea” (sense 1), “John is the teacher” (sense 2), “the book is on the table” (sense 3), and so on. A similar story can be told for “to have” in expressions like “Mary has a son”, where the first attempt in the PMB was to analyse “to have” in such possessive constructions as logical, i.e. only introducing tense information, and coerce the relational noun “son” into a possessive interpretation. This was soon abandoned due to complications in composition.

29 Don’t focus on just one language

Most meaning banks consider just one language, and usually this is English. This is understand-
able, as English is the current scientific language, but it is also risky, because when designing meaning representation decisions could be made that work for English but not for other languages. Phenomena such as definite descriptions, ellipsis, possessives, aspect, and gender, behave even in closely related languages quite differently from each other. Dealing with multiple languages is, without any doubt, harder, but if one takes several languages into account at the same time the result is more likely to be more language-neutral meaning representations. And that’s what meanings should be, they are abstract objects, independent of the language used to expressed them. Of course, there are concepts that can be expressed in certain languages with a single word that other languages are not capable of, but the core of meaning representations should be agnostic to the source language. A good starting point is to work with typologically-related languages. An efficient annotation technique to cover multiple languages is annotation projection (Evang and Bos, 2016; Liu et al., 2018). This requires a parallel corpus and automatic word alignment, and existing semantic annotations for at least one language.

30 Measure meaning discrepancies

A large part of the users of semantically annotated corpora are from the semantic parsing area, and they need to be able to measure and quantify their output with respect to gold standard meanings. The currently accepted methods are based on precision and recall on the components of the meaning representation by converting them to triples or clauses (Allen et al., 2008; Dridan and Oepen, 2011; Cai and Knight, 2013; Van Noord et al., 2018; Kim and Schubert, 2019). In a parallel corpus setting, such evaluation measures can also be used to compare the meaning representation of a source text and its translation (Saphra and Lopez, 2015). This is done in the PMB, where a non-perfect meaning match between source and target helps the annotator to identify possible culprits. It is important to note that most of these matching techniques check for syntactic equivalence, and don’t take semantic equivalence into account—the same meaning could be expressed by syntactically different representations. The approach by Van Noord et al. (2018) applies normalisation steps for word senses to make matching more semantic.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an extension to Abstract Meaning Representations (AMRs) to encode scope information of quantifiers and negation, in a way that overcomes the semantic gaps of the schema while maintaining its cognitive simplicity. Specifically, we address three phenomena not previously part of the AMR specification: quantification, negation (generally), and modality. The resulting representation, which we call "Uniform Meaning Representation" (UMR), adopts the predicative core of AMR and embeds it under a "scope" graph when appropriate. UMR representations differ from other treatments of quantification and modal scope phenomena in two ways: (a) they are more transparent; and (b) they specify default scope when possible.

1 Abstract Meaning Representations

Abstract Meaning Representations (AMRs) have recently become popular as a strategy for encoding a kind of canonical meaning for natural language sentences (Banarescu et al., 2013). They differ significantly from other encoding schemes used in NLP—e.g., minimal recursion semantics (MRS)—in terms of their expressiveness for several semantic phenomena in natural language (Copestake et al., 2005). Still, in spite of such shortcomings, there is a major attraction to the general philosophy of this approach: by focusing on the predicative core of a sentence, it is an intuitive representation for both interpreting the semantics of a sentence, and perhaps more importantly, for use in annotation efforts.

An AMR represents the meaning of a sentence with a single-rooted, directed, acyclic graph with nodes labeled with concepts and edges labeled with relations. The primary component of an AMR is the predicate-argument structure, with the predicate being a concept that takes a number of arguments as its children. The predicate and its arguments are represented as nodes in the AMR graph, and the edges represent the relation between the predicate and each of its arguments. As an illustration, the PENMAN notation and graph representation below in (2) represent the AMR for the sentence in (1).

(1) John can’t afford a car at the moment.

(2) a. (p / possible-01
 :ARG0 (a / afford-01
 :ARG0 (p2 / person
 :name (n / name
 :op "John"))
 :ARG1 (c / car)
 :time (m / moment))
 :polarity - )

b. polarity
   ARG0
   afford-01
   ARG0
   time
   person
   ARG1
   car
   moment
   name
   name
   op
   "John"

Propositions in an AMR are sense-disambiguated (Palmer et al., 2005). In the example above, “possible-01” refers to the first sense of “possible” while “afford-01” represents the first sense of “afford”. A predicate can take a number of core arguments (ARG0, ARG1, etc.) as well as adjunct arguments (e.g., time). The semantic roles for the core arguments are defined with respect to each sense of a predicate.
and they are drawn from the PropBank frame files. For example, the semantic roles for the core arguments of different senses of “afford” are defined as follows:

(3) a. **afford-01**: be able to spare, have the financial means
   ARG0: haver of financial means, agent
   ARG2: costly thing, theme

b. **afford-02**: provide, make available
   ARG0: provider, agent
   ARG1: provided, theme
   ARG2: recipient

The attraction of AMR-style representations and annotations is the adoption of a **predicative core** element along with its arguments: e.g., an event and its participants. This, in turn, leads to an event-rooted graph that has many advantages for parsing and matching algorithms. As can be seen from the example, the predicate-argument structure is front and center in AMR, and we consider this to be one of its strengths.

However, as it currently stands, AMR does not represent quantification or its interaction with modality and negation (Bos, 2016). The challenge is to maintain the focus on the predicate-argument structure while also adequately accounting for linguistic phenomena that operate above the level of the core AMR representation, in particular quantification and modality.

2 **Quantification and Scope**

It can be argued that, besides graph-based matching over predicative structures, AMR does not provide good support for logical inference because it does not yet properly handle scoping and other phenomena. For example, in (4), there is a single talk that everyone in the room is listening to, while in (5), each person has their own coffee. However, AMR does not distinguish between these two cases: it could just as well be that everyone in the room listened to a different talk, or that everyone at noon shared a single cup of coffee.

(4) a. Everyone in the room listened to a talk.
   b. $\exists y \text{talk}(y) \land \forall x \exists e \text{person}(x) \land \text{inRoom}(x) \rightarrow \text{listen}(e, x, y)]$
   c. (l / listen-01
      :ARG0 (p / person
      :mod (a / all))
      :ARG1 (r / room)
      :ARG2 (t / talk))

(5) a. Everyone drank a coffee at noon.
   b. $\forall x \text{person}(x) \rightarrow \exists y \exists e \text{coffee}(y) \land \text{drink}(e, x, y) \land \text{at}(e, \text{noon})]
   c. (d / drink-01
      :ARG0 (p / person
      :mod (a / all))
      :ARG1 (c / coffee)
      :time (n / noon))

In fact, this inability of AMRs to distinguish scoping relations among quantifiers also extends to negation and modality. For example, the AMR for the sentence “Every student did not fail” is given below.

(6) a. (d / fail-01
    :ARG0 (s / student
    :mod (a / all))
    :polarity -)

b. The sentence is ambiguous, however, between the readings “for every student, that student did not fail” and “it is not the case that every student failed”.

While MRS and other flattened semantic representations provide a solution to these issues, giving faithful translations of scope with typed expressions, there are several drawbacks to these approaches. Flat representations reveal no semantic core. Hence, as annotations, the resulting structures are difficult to interpret and inspect. Furthermore, quantifier scope is often underspecified even when it can be disambiguated in context. Dependency MRS (DMRS) is one exception to this in the MRS family of representations (Copestake, 2009), where dependency relations link argument heads to the major predicator of the sentence.

In our research, we propose to represent scope relationally, while maintaining both the centrality of the predicative core of the sentence (e.g., *listen, drink*), as well as the syntactic integrity of the quantified expression (e.g., *every person*). A relational interpretation for scope provides a first-order interpretation: it references two specific nodes in the graph, and orders one relative to the other. This operates over generalized quantifiers (*some book, most people*), negation (*not, no*), as well as modals (*possibly, likely, must*). From an
annotation perspective, this is quite different from flat structures, since a human judgment in scope between two elements is directly reflected in the resulting graph. There are complex interactions between negation, modal expressions, and quantified NPs that we will examine, first representationally, and then experimentally with small-scale annotation and testing.

We believe there are advantages to adopting an AMR-style representation for predicate-argument forms of sentences (Banarescu et al., 2013). Given the complexity inherent in the semantics of number, negation, and quantification, we believe that a similar approach to the annotation of scope has some advantages. These include the following:

- It maintains a focus on the predicative core of the sentence;
- There is likely a lower cognitive load for annotation by non-experts;
- Semantic relations are transparent in the graphical representation.

Addressing the problems associated with scope adopting this approach results in a representation we call “Uniform Meaning Representation” (UMR), where the predicative core of AMR is maintained, and embedded under a “scope” graph when required.

3 Towards a Uniform Meaning Representation for Scope

In this section, we illustrate our approach to encoding the expression of quantifier scope in UMR. We draw on some work within the ISO annotation community, where the problem of explicitly annotating scoping relations of events and temporal or spatial quantifiers has been addressed.

To explicitly represent relative scope of quantifying NPs, where RelType takes a value of ‘narrower’, ‘wider’, or ‘equal’. For the example in (7), this amounts to marking the universal as taking wide scope over the indefinite.

\[ \text{(8) a. scopeLink}(arg_1, arg_2, relType) \]
\[ \text{b. } \langle \text{scopeLink arg1="#se1" arg2="#se2" relType="wider"}/ \rangle \]

We modify this scoping relation by introducing the predicative domain as an additional argument,

\[ \text{(9) a. } \lambda \text{pred}\lambda a_1\lambda a_0[\text{scope}(a_0, a_1, \text{pred})] \]

and model the semantic effect of this relation as similar to the mechanism of Cooper Storage (Cooper, 1975) or a continuation-passing style interpretation of generalized quantifiers (Barker, 2002).

\[ [a_0]([a_1]([\text{pred }])) \]

For example, consider a relation with two quantifier phrases, and a scoping of the direct object QP₂ over QP₁:

\[ \text{(10) a. } [QP_1]_{arg_0} \text{ pred } [QP_2]_{arg_1} \]
\[ \text{b. scope}(QP_1, QP_0, \text{pred}) \]

The ordering of arguments determines the function application order of each expression, as with continuation-passing style.

This representation is convenient, in that we can maintain a rooted graph structure with the scope relation as the root node, as demonstrated below.

\[ \text{(11) a. } \langle s / \text{scope} \text{ :pred (b / be-located-at-91 } \rangle \]
\[ \text{b. } \langle \text{ARG0 (c / computer) :ARG1 (d / desk) :quant (e / every)}/ \rangle \]

\[ \text{b. } \]
Given the scope-rooted graph above, we apply an interpretation function that translates the graph to an appropriate first-order expression. This gives:

(12) \[ \forall \text{desk} \left( \exists \text{computer} \left( \text{be-located-at}(\text{desk}, \text{computer}) \right) \right) \]

For the present annotation, we arrive at the expression in (13).

(13) \[ \forall \text{y} \left( \text{desk}(\text{y}) \rightarrow \exists \text{x} \left( \text{computer}(\text{x}) \wedge \text{be-located-at}(\text{x}, \text{y}) \right) \right) \]

With the introduction of scope over quantifiers, the annotation provided by a UMR can be compared more directly to the approach and representations deployed in the Groningen Meaning Bank (GMB) and the Parallel Meaning Bank (PMB) projects (Bos et al., 2017; Abzianidze et al., 2017; Van Noord et al., 2018). In this work, sentences are expressed as DRSs within Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 1993). However, most of the sentences in PMB with potential quantifier scope ambiguities involve temporal expressions and their relative scope over event variables, rather than quantified arguments to the verb. An example is that shown in (14).

(14) a. John golfed every Sunday.
   b. \[ \forall \text{t} \left( \text{Sunday}(\text{t}) \rightarrow \exists \text{e} \left( \text{golf}(\text{e}, \text{j}, \text{on} \text{e}, \text{t}) \right) \right) \]

The strategy taken by (Bos et al., 2017), followed here as well, is to scope temporal expressions over the events they govern.

Now let us see how the scope relation can be deployed to handle negation and modality in UMR. Consider first the treatment of modals in AMR. As seen in (2) above, modals are treated as predicative nodes. Hence, from \( (p \ / \ \text{possible-01} : \text{ARG0 \ phi}) \), we can derive the equivalent propositional modal expression, \( \Diamond \phi \). However, in (2) we need to translate the polarity over the modal appropriately: \( \neg \Diamond \phi \).

In UMR, the scope relation acts as a root node assigning the polarity value as taking scope over the modal, along with its body. Consider the UMR graph as shown below. Note that because there may be multiple negations in a sentence, we index negations, e.g., \( (n2 \ / \ \text{not}) \).

(15) a. \( (s \ / \ \text{scope} : \text{pred} (p \ / \ \text{possible-01} : \text{ARG0} (a \ / \ \text{afford-01} : \text{ARG0} (p2 \ / \ \text{person} : \text{name} (n \ / \ \text{name} : \text{op} \ "\text{John}")) : \text{ARG1} (c \ / \ \text{car}) : \text{time} (m \ / \ \text{moment})) : \text{polarity} (n2 \ / \ \text{not}) : \text{ARG0} n2 : \text{ARG1} p) \)

The graph-interpretation function continues walking down the tree, and expands the Skolemized form for ‘car’ into a quantified expression, inside the scope of the modal, as shown below.

(16) \[ \neg \Diamond \left( \exists \text{x} \left( \text{car}(\text{x}) \wedge \exists \text{e} \left( \text{afford}(\text{e}, \text{j}, \text{x}) \wedge \Diamond (\text{e}, \text{N}) \right) \right) \right) \]

This can be compared to the first-order modal expression generated by (Bos, 2015; Bos et al., 2017) for the sentence as shown below in (17).

(17) \[ \neg \exists \text{x} \left( \text{car}(\text{x}) \wedge \Diamond \exists \text{e} \left( \text{afford}(\text{e}, \text{j}, \text{x}) \wedge \Diamond (\text{e}, \text{N}) \right) \right) \]

Thus far we have briefly examined the following semantic constructions: quantifier scope for arguments; temporal adjuncts over events; and relative scope of negation and modality.

Now consider the interaction of negation with quantifiers in AMR, as seen in the possible interpretations of (18).
There are two interpretations consistent with this AMR graph.

(19) a. There is no event of a passenger surviving (no one survived).
   \[ \neg \exists e \exists x [\text{survive}(e, x) \land \text{person}(x)] \]

b. There is a passenger who did not survive.
   \[ \exists x [\text{person}(x) \land \neg \exists e [\text{survive}(e, x)]] \]

With the introduction of the scope relation node, we can distinguish these interpretations: for example, the reading in (19a) would be represented as shown below.

(20)

4 Conclusion

In this short note, we introduced a representation and interpretive strategy for capturing scope relations between quantifiers, negation, and modals in AMR. This required an enrichment to the basic vocabulary of AMR that we refer to as a Uniform Meaning Representation. The UMR strategy adopts one of the more attractive features of AMR, the predicative core, while increasing the representation language’s expressive coverage with the introduction of a scope node, determining the relative scope between its two arguments. The interpretation of a specific quantifier or modal is lexically determined. This work is part of a combined effort to enrich the representation of AMRs with tense, (Donatelli et al., 2019), discourse relations (O’Gorman et al., 2018), quantification, and modality.
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Abstract

The parsing accuracy varies a great deal for different meaning representations. In this paper, we compare the parsing performances between Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) and Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS), and provide an in-depth analysis of what factors contributed to the discrepancy in their parsing accuracy. By crystalizing the trade-off between representation expressiveness and ease of automatic parsing, we hope our results can help inform the design of the next-generation meaning representations.

1 Introduction

Meaning representation (MR) parsing is the task of parsing natural language sentences into a formal representation that encodes the meaning of a sentence. As a matter of convention in the field of natural language processing, meaning representation parsing is distinguished from semantic parsing, a form of domain-dependent parsing that analyzes text into executable code for some specific applications. Earlier work in semantic parsing focused on parsing natural language sentences into semantic queries that can be executed against a knowledge base to answer factual questions (Wong and Mooney, 2006; Kate and Wong, 2010; Berant et al., 2013; Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013). More recently, this line of work has been extended to parsing natural language text into computer programs (Ling et al., 2016; Yin and Neubig, 2017) and parsing tabular information in texts. Here we focus on the parsing of natural language sentences into domain-independent MRs that are not geared towards any one particular application, but could be potentially useful for a wide range of applications.

The challenge for developing a general-purpose meaning representation is that there is not a universally accepted standard and as a result, existing MRs vary a great deal with respect to which aspects of the linguistic meaning of a sentence are included and how they are represented. For example, existing MRs differ in whether and how they represent named entities, word sense, coreference, and semantic roles, among other meaning components.

These design decisions have consequences for the automatic parsing of these MRs. Among two of the meaning representations for which large-scale manual annotated data exist, the state-of-the-art parsing accuracy for AMR is generally in the high 60s and low 70s (May, 2016; May and Priyadarshi, 2017), while state-of-the-art parsing accuracy for (variations of) MRS is in the high 80s and low 90s (Oepen et al., 2014). Little has been done thus far to investigate the underlying causes for this rather large discrepancy. For purposes of developing the next generation MRs, it is important to know i) which aspects of the MR pose the most challenge to automatic parsing and ii) whether these challenges are “necessary evils” because the information encoded in the MR is important to downstream applications and has to be included, or they can be simplified without hurting the utility of the MR.

To answer these questions, we compare the parsing results between AMR and MRS, two meaning representations for which large-scale manually annotated data sets exist. We use the same parser trained on data sets annotated with the two MRs to ensure that the difference in parsing performance is not due to the difference in parsing algorithms, and we also use the same evaluation metric to ensure that the parsing accuracy is evaluated the same way. The evaluation tool we use is SMATCH (Cai and Knight, 2013), and the
parser we use is CAMR (Wang et al., 2015a,b), a transition-based parser originally developed for AMR that we adapt to MRS. To make CAMR as well as SMATCH work on MRS data, we rewrote the native MRS data in PENMAN notation. Ideally, the parser needs to be trained on the same source text annotated with these two MRs to isolate the contributions of the MR from other factors, but this is not currently possible, so we fall back on the next best thing, and use data sets annotated with AMR and MRS that are similar in size.

Our experimental results show that the SMATCH score for MRS parsing is almost 20% higher than that for AMR. A detailed comparative analysis of the parsing results reveals that the main contributing factors into the lower parsing accuracy for AMR are the following:

- AMR concepts show a higher level of abstraction from surface forms, meaning that AMR concepts bear less resemblance to the word tokens in the original sentence.
- AMR does a much more fine-grained classification for the named entities than MRS, which contributes to errors in concept identification.
- Semantic relations are defined differently in AMR and MRS. While in AMR a semantic role represents a semantic relation between a verbal or nominal predicate and its argument, in MRS the predicate can also be a preposition, adjectives, or adverbs. Another difference is that while in AMR, the semantic roles for the core arguments of a predicate are interpretable with respect to an external lexicon, the semantic roles in MRS reflect the level of obliqueness and are linked to an external lexicon.\(^1\)

We hope that by clearly identifying aspects of the MR that contributed to the challenges in automatic meaning representation parsing, we can help researchers make more informed decisions on the trade-off between representation expressiveness and ease of automatic parsing when developing the next-generation MRs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the key elements of MRS and AMR; Section 3 reports our experiment setup and main parsing results for the two MRs; Section 4 provides a detailed analysis of the impacts of different aspects of the MR on automatic parsing. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Meaning Representations

In this section, we provide a brief description of the meaning representations that we investigate, Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) and Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR). Both MRs can be visualized as a graph with labeled nodes and edges. Figure 1 shows the MRS and AMR representations for the sentence “it has no bearing on our work force today”, which we will use to illustrate the various aspects of the two meaning representation frameworks.

2.1 Minimal Recursion Semantics

MRS serves as the logical-form semantic representation of the English Resource Grammar (ERG; Flickinger, 2000)\(^2\), a broad-coverage grammar of English and an implementation of the grammatical theory of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG; Pollard and Sag, 1994). For our experiments, we use a variation of MRS called Elementary Dependency Structures (EDS; Oepen and Lønning, 2006), which retains the structural aspect of MRS that is of interest to us but excludes the morpho-syntactic features and the (underspecified) scopal information.

As can be seen from Figure 1a, nodes in an MRS representation are labeled with semantic predicates (e.g. \texttt{bearing\_n\_1} and \texttt{compound}). MRS makes the distinction between surface and abstract predicates. A surface predicate consists of a lemma followed by (1) a coarse part-of-speech tag and (2) an optional sense label, which can be a number indicating the sense ID, a particle in the verb-particle construction (e.g., look up), or a case-marking prepositions (e.g., rely on). Examples of surface predicates are illustrated below:

- \texttt{look\_v\_1}: Look how much air is moving around!

\(^1\)These do not necessarily account for all the factors that might contribute to the discrepancy in performance between the two meaning representations. As one reviewer points out, the lack of manual alignment between word tokens in a sentence and the concepts in its AMR graph may also have contributed to challenge in parsing AMRs. Annotation consistency in the data set may also be a contributing factor. There are no obvious way to quantify these factors and we leave these to future research.

\(^2\)http://www.delph-in.net/erg
There is also a third type of concrete concepts that diverge further from their corresponding surface predicates in MRS, but some lexical items bring abstract predicates, which is distinguished with no leading underscore. For example, in Figure 1a, the pronouns represented uniformly as pron, the compound (compounding work and force), loc_nonsp (an implicit locative without a specific preposition), and time_n decomposing the lexical item time are abstract predicates 3. The edges in an MRS graph are labeled with a small set of roles that indicate the relation between a predicate and its argument (e.g., ARG1, ARG2) or between a predicate and a quantifier (e.g., BV). These roles are used to provide a numerical ID for the arguments of a predicate that occur in a sentence, while an abstract concept is inferred from a particular semantic context. A concrete concept can be a sense-tagged predicate (e.g., “bear-06” in Figure 1b) drawn from the PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), or the lemma of a word in the sentence (e.g., “force” in Figure 1b). In general, only predicates that can be found in the PropBank frame files have their senses defined and annotated in AMR. Here are the four senses defined for the verb “bear” (excluding phrasal verbs)

- bear-01: hold, support, endure.
- bear-02: bear children.
- bear-03: move
- bear-06: has relation to

There is also a third type of concrete concepts that diverge further from their corresponding sur-

---

3For more details of the abstract predicates, please see: http://moin.delph-in.net/ErgSemantics/Basics

---

Figure 1: The graphs and PENMAN notations of MRS and AMR for the sentence “it<0> has<1> no<2> bearing<3> on<4> our<5> work<6> force<7> today<8>” (From wsj_0003.30).
face lexical units and as we will show in Section 4, this is one aspect of AMR that poses a great deal of challenge to automatic parsing. For example, the modal verb “can” corresponds to the AMR concept “possible”. There are also other cases where a concept corresponds to a morpheme instead of the entire word. For example, the word “investor” is analyzed as

\( (p / \text{person} :\text{ARG-of} (i / \text{invest-01})) \)

and the concept “person” corresponds to the suffix “-or”.

In addition to concrete concepts, AMR also has abstract concepts that do not correspond to any lexical unit. For example, the concept “have-org-role-91” can be inferred from just the phrase “U.S. President Obama” as it implies that a person named “Obama” holds the position of the “president” in the organization that is the U.S. government:

\( (p / \text{person} :\text{name} (n / \text{name} :\text{op1} "Obama") :\text{ARG0-of} (h / \text{have-arg-role-91} :\text{ARG1} (c / \text{country} :\text{name} (n2 / \text{name} :\text{op1} "US")) :\text{ARG2} (p2 / \text{president}))) \)

The edges in an AMR graph are annotated with AMR relations, most of which can be viewed as semantic roles an argument plays with respect to its predicate. Although the naming convention of the semantic roles defined for the core arguments of a predicate in AMR is very similar to that used in MRS — both use an integer prefixed by “Arg” (e.g., ARG0, ARG1), that’s where the similarity ends. Unlike MRS, the semantic role for each core argument is defined for a specific sense of a predicate in the PropBank frame files, and can thus be interpreted. For example, for the predicate bear-06, the semantic roles for the core arguments are:

- **ARG1**: topic
- **ARG2**: related topic

In addition to the semantic roles for the core arguments, AMR uses a rather large set of semantic relations for non-core arguments. The semantic relations not tied to a specific predicate and include MANNER, TIME, DEGREE, etc. In total, there are 83 AMR relations.

3 Data preparation and parsing results

3.1 Data Preparation

We conduct the experiments on the dataset SDP2015\(^4\) for MRS parsing and LDC2016E25\(^5\) for AMR parsing. We use the PENMAN notation as the serialization format for both AMR and MRS. The PENMAN notation is the native format for the AMR data set, and we convert the MRS data to the PENMAN notation using the pyDelphin library. We use the training/development/test splits as recommended in the dataset releases. Some key statistics of the two data sets are presented in the top half of Table 1.

As we can see from the table, the number of sentences/graphs in the two data sets is similar in size, and this is important for purposes of comparing the parser performance on the two data sets. The number of nodes per token in MRS is much greater than that in AMR, this is mainly due to (1) the large number of abstract nodes in MRS and (2) the fact that the MRS concepts are much closer to the surface form than AMR (e.g., AMR does not have node representation for determiners, the infinitive marker “to”, prepositions that introduce oblique arguments and etc, while for the most cases, MRS does encode information for these function words).

3.2 Choosing a parsing model

Many parsers have been developed recently either for AMR parsing (Lyu and Titov, 2018; Groschwitz et al., 2018; Guo and Lu, 2018; Dozat and Manning, 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Wang and Xue, 2017; Wang et al., 2015a; Flanigan et al., 2014) or MRS parsing (Chen et al., 2018), but relatively few parsers are capable of parsing both MR formalisms (Buys and Blunsom, 2017). To compare parsing results on MRS and AMR using the same parsing model, we need a parser that can parse another MR with minimal adaptation. In our experiment, we use CAMR, a transition-based parser \(^6\) (Wang et al., 2015a) originally developed for AMR parsing that we also adapt to MRS parsing.

CAMR performs MR parsing in two steps. The first step is to parse a sentence into a dependency

\(^4\)http://sdp.delph-in.net/2015/data.html
\(^5\)https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2016E25
\(^6\)https://github.com/c-amr/camr
Table 1: Statistics and parsing results for MRS and AMR on the test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MRS Train</th>
<th>MRS Dev</th>
<th>MRS Test</th>
<th>AMR Train</th>
<th>AMR Dev</th>
<th>AMR Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of graphs/sentences</td>
<td>35,315</td>
<td>1,410</td>
<td>1,410</td>
<td>36,521</td>
<td>1,368</td>
<td>1,371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of tokens per sentence</td>
<td>22.33</td>
<td>22.92</td>
<td>23.14</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>21.59</td>
<td>22.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of nodes per token</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>SMATCH</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>SMATCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAMR</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buys and Blunsom (2017)</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>61.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2018)</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyu and Titov (2018)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Parsing Results

The results based on the SMATCH score (Cai and Knight, 2013) are reported in Table 1. We also include the state-of-the-art parsers for each framework (an SHRG-based parser for MRS (Chen et al., 2018) and a neural AMR parser (Lyu and Titov, 2018)) as well as a cross-framework neural parser in Buys and Blunsom (2017). For CAMR, the gap in F1 between the two frameworks is 17.3% and the difference is larger for Buys and Blunsom (2017), which is more than 20%.

4 What makes AMR parsing difficult?

To investigate which aspects of the MRs contribute to the large gap in performance between AMR and MRS parsing, we perform a detailed examination of different aspects of the meaning representation parsing process.

4.1 Concept Detection

The first step in constructing a meaning representation graph is concept identification, or determining the nodes of the meaning representation graph. As should be clear from our description in Section 2, the concepts in an AMR or MRS graph abstract away from the surface lexical units in a sentence, and as a result, it is non-trivial to predict the concepts in a meaning representation graph based on the word tokens in a sentence. This process can be as simple as performing lemmatization, but it can also be as complicated as performing word sense disambiguation or even inferring abstract concepts that do not correspond to a particular word token.

Word sense disambiguation For AMR parsing, word sense disambiguation means recognizing the sense defined in the PropBank frame files (e.g., bear-01 vs. bank-06) and needs to be
Table 2: Node identification and WSD results on MRS in terms of noun (n), verb (v), quantifier (q), preposition (p), adjective (a), conjunction (c), and others (x), and on AMR in terms of predicate (pred). Both are measured on the test set in terms of accuracy based on SMATCH.

- Phrasal verbs AMR tends to normalize phrasal verbs to single verbs where possible.

- Nouns. The verb and its nominalization often share the same predicate in AMR. For example, the predicate for both “destruction” and “destroy” is destroy-01.

- Adjectives. Like nouns, an adjectival predicate is normalized to the same form as that of its verbal counterpart if the adjective is derived from a verb. For example, the predicate for “attractive” is attract-01. This obviously does not apply adjectives like “quick” and “tall”, which do not have a verbal counterpart.

- Adverbs with the suffix -ly. The Predicate of an adverb is often normalized to its adjectival form. For example, for both “quickly” and “quick”, the predicate is quick-01.

- Prepositions. Most prepositions do not map to a concept in AMR except for idiomatic constructions such as “out of mind”, whose predicate is out-06.

- Conjunctions. The concepts for coordinating conjunctions can be very different from their surface form. For example, the concept for “but” is constrain-01.

- Modal verbs. The AMR concepts for modal verbs are also very different from its surface form. For example, the predicate for the modal verb “can” is possible-01, the same as that for the adjective “possible”.

For example, the same predicate bathe-01 is used for both “take a bath” and “bathe”.

- Phrasal verbs AMR tends to normalize phrasal verbs to single verbs where possible.

- Nouns. The verb and its nominalization often share the same predicate in AMR. For example, the predicate for both “destruction” and “destroy” is destroy-01.

- Adjectives. Like nouns, an adjectival predicate is normalized to the same form as that of its verbal counterpart if the adjective is derived from a verb. For example, the predicate for “attractive” is attract-01. This obviously does not apply adjectives like “quick” and “tall”, which do not have a verbal counterpart.

- Adverbs with the suffix -ly. The Predicate of an adverb is often normalized to its adjectival form. For example, for both “quickly” and “quick”, the predicate is quick-01.

- Prepositions. Most prepositions do not map to a concept in AMR except for idiomatic constructions such as “out of mind”, whose predicate is out-06.

- Conjunctions. The concepts for coordinating conjunctions can be very different from their surface form. For example, the concept for “but” is constrain-01.

- Modal verbs. The AMR concepts for modal verbs are also very different from its surface form. For example, the predicate for the modal verb “can” is possible-01, the same as that for the adjective “possible”.

For example, the same predicate bathe-01 is used for both “take a bath” and “bathe”.

- Phrasal verbs AMR tends to normalize phrasal verbs to single verbs where possible.

- Nouns. The verb and its nominalization often share the same predicate in AMR. For example, the predicate for both “destruction” and “destroy” is destroy-01.

- Adjectives. Like nouns, an adjectival predicate is normalized to the same form as that of its verbal counterpart if the adjective is derived from a verb. For example, the predicate for “attractive” is attract-01. This obviously does not apply adjectives like “quick” and “tall”, which do not have a verbal counterpart.

- Adverbs with the suffix -ly. The Predicate of an adverb is often normalized to its adjectival form. For example, for both “quickly” and “quick”, the predicate is quick-01.

- Prepositions. Most prepositions do not map to a concept in AMR except for idiomatic constructions such as “out of mind”, whose predicate is out-06.

- Conjunctions. The concepts for coordinating conjunctions can be very different from their surface form. For example, the concept for “but” is constrain-01.

- Modal verbs. The AMR concepts for modal verbs are also very different from its surface form. For example, the predicate for the modal verb “can” is possible-01, the same as that for the adjective “possible”.

For example, the same predicate bathe-01 is used for both “take a bath” and “bathe”.

- Phrasal verbs AMR tends to normalize phrasal verbs to single verbs where possible.
To identify the lexical categories or constructions that evoke the concepts, we first extract words or word sequences that are aligned with these concepts, and then use a set of heuristics based on morpho-syntactic patterns to determine the exact type of abstraction in the test set. We measure the improvement in concept detection accuracy if concepts for each additional category are correctly detected. If there is a big improvement in accuracy if we assume the concepts are correctly detected for that category, that means concept detection for that category is a big challenge. The accuracy will remain unchanged if the type is undefined for that MR (e.g. p.v. for MRS). MRS labels most of the adverbs as its corresponding adjective form, so we merge these two types together.

The individual result is reported in Table 3 and the improvement is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows that concept detection accuracy in AMR is mainly dragged down by nouns and verbs due to their relatively large proportions. While prepositions play an important role in concept detection in MRS, most prepositions do not map to concepts in AMR and thus do not contribute to the errors in AMR concept detection. The concept detection for modal verbs is also difficult for AMR but not for MRS.

**Named and date entities** We next examine how well entities are detected in AMR and MRS parsing. Named and date entities are typically multi-word expressions (MWEs) that do not have a simple mapping between the word tokens in a sentence and the concepts in a meaning representation graph. In AMR, date entities are mapped to a date-entity concept with an attribute that indicates the specific type of entity. Named entities are mapped to a name concept with a detailed classification of the named entity type (e.g., city, country). AMR defines 124 total entity types, a very fine-grained classification. In MRS, date entities map to a date entity type (“season”) with an attribute that is a constant (“winter”). Named entities are treated as a type of a compound that has a named concept as its argument. MRS does not provide a detailed classification of named entities. More examples of AMR and MRS date (the first five rows) and named entities (the last row) are provided in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dataset</th>
<th>MRS #</th>
<th>score</th>
<th>AMR #</th>
<th>score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>date entity</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>92.48</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>66.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE detection</td>
<td>2,555</td>
<td>81.96</td>
<td>2,065</td>
<td>91.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE classification</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>76.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results on entity recognition on the test set

The results for detecting date and named entities on the test set are presented in Table 5. A date or named entity is correctly detected if the entire predicted subgraph matches the gold subgraph for the entity. For named entities, we evaluate the named entity detection and named entity classification separately, given the fact that MRS does not classify named entities at all. We can see that the date entity detection accuracy for AMR is much lower than that for MRS, indicating some of the normalization that is needed to map word tokens to AMR concepts is difficult for the parser (“lunar calendar” to (d/ date-entity...
For named entities while the named entity detection accuracy is higher for AMR than MRS, but since AMR parsing also requires named entities be correctly classified, overall correctly parsing named entities in AMR is still much harder.

4.2 Relation Detection

In this section, we consider the subtask of relation detection in meaning representation parsing, which involves identifying and labeling the edges in the meaning representation graph. We focus on Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) of the core arguments, arguments that receive the label ARG-i, where i is an integer that ranges from 0 to 5. In order to isolate the effect of SRL, we only consider cases where the concepts (nodes) have been correctly detected. The results on the test set are presented in Table 6. The overall results are based on the SRL smatch computed on :ARG-i roles using the toolkit amr-eager. Here “all matched” refers to complete match, i.e., the predicted subgraph rooted in the predicate match the gold subgraph. Note that both MRS and AMR graphs contain reentrancy, meaning the same concept can participate in multiple relations, so we also include a separate evaluation of reentrancy.

As we can see, the accuracy for both SRL in general and reentrancy in particular is much lower for AMR than MRS, and the number of reentrancies is much greater for AMR than MRS. A closer look reveals that the main cause for the difference in performance lies in the different ways of how MRS and AMR represent the prepositional phrases and coreference, as well as how the semantic roles are defined for the two MRs.

Prepositional phrases MRS treats prepositions as predicates, and labels their arguments, while AMR just drops the preposition when it introduces an oblique argument for a verbal predicate so the object of the preposition becomes an argument of the verbal predicate, resulting in non-local relations. This explains why SRL is more difficult for AMR than MRS, illustrated in the top example in Figure 3, where there are different representations for the prepositional phrase in the sentence. The MRS design choice, in this case, leads to more structures to predict, compared with just one structure in AMR. Assuming these sub-graphs are comparatively easy to predict, this may contribute to higher scores in MRS parsing.

Coreference AMR resolves sentence-level coreference, i.e., if there is more than one expression in the sentence referring to the same entity, that entity will be an argument for all the predicates that it is an argument of. In contrast, MRS does not resolve coreference and each instance of the same entity will be a separate concept in the MRS graph. This is illustrated in bottom example in Figure 3. The labeled arguments for the predicate “eat” in the two MRs are totally different but actually they refer to the same entities. Not having to do coreference resolution makes MRS parsing easier and this also explains the lower SRL accuracy for AMR.

Interpretability of semantic roles To see the difference in how the semantic roles are defined between MRS and AMR, we conduct a controlled experiment on a subset of 87 graphs in both datasets that all annotate the same source text. After extracting the overlapping predicates (based on the alignments for each MR, gold for MRS and automatic alignment for AMR) and computing the agreement between the semantic roles in the two MRs, we find an interesting fact: the labeled agreement in the subset is rather low ($F_1 = 52.22$), but the unlabeled agreement is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dataset</th>
<th>MRS</th>
<th>AMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>- 81.76</td>
<td>- 61.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All matched</td>
<td>3,398 63.48</td>
<td>4,975 44.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG0</td>
<td>3,087 62.00</td>
<td>3,680 49.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG1</td>
<td>2,985 68.45</td>
<td>3,087 62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG2</td>
<td>339 35.09</td>
<td>1,614 37.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG3</td>
<td>7 57.13</td>
<td>1,614 37.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG4</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>807 81.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Results on SRL. MRS’s argument number begins at 1 so we just move all the argument to begin at 0 to make them comparable.
The exports increased 4% from the same period to $50.45 billion.

Knowing a tasty meal when they eat one, the executives gave the chefs a standing ovation.

Figure 3: The SRL representations of MRS (edge above) and AMR (edge below) for the sentences “the exports increased 4% from the same period to $50.45 billion” and “knowing a tasty and free meal when they eat one, the executives gave the chefs a standing ovation”. For increase-01, PropBank defines the ARG0 and ARG1 as “cause of increase” and “thing increasing”, so “the exports” here will be labeled as ARG1 instead of ARG0.

Figure 4: Confusion matrix between MRS and AMR

much higher (F1 = 77.83). The low labeled agreement can be explained by the different ways of how semantic roles are defined. We illustrate this difference using the confusion matrix in Figure 4. The numeric value of the semantic roles tends to be smaller in MRS than in AMR. As discussed in Section 2, while the semantic roles in MRS represent the level of obliqueness of arguments realized in a particular sentence, the semantic roles in AMR are defined for the expected arguments of a predicate in an external lexicon that is independent of any particular sentence. The semantic roles for the arguments that actually occur in a particular sentence may be discontinuous in a particular context, making them more difficult to predict.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we evaluated the similarities and differences in the semantic content encoded by Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) and Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR). After parsing the two MRs using the same parser and evaluating them using the same metric, we provide a detailed analysis of the differences between the two MRs in both substance and style that leads to a large gap in automatic parsing performance. In doing so, we help crystalize the trade-off between representation expressiveness and ease of automatic parsing and hope this study will inform the design and development of next-generation MRs.
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Abstract

Three broad approaches have been attempted to combine distributional and structural/symbolic aspects to construct meaning representations: a) injecting linguistic features into distributional representations, b) injecting distributional features into symbolic representations or c) combining structural and distributional features in the final representation. This work focuses on an example of the third and less studied approach: it extends the Graphical Knowledge Representation (GKR) to include distributional features and proposes a division of semantic labour between the distributional and structural/symbolic features. We propose two extensions of GKR that clearly show this division and empirically test one of the proposals on an NLI dataset with hard compositional pairs.

1 Introduction

Can one combine distributional and structural (symbolic) aspects to construct expressive meaning representations? Three broad approaches have been attempted. First, there is work where linguistic features are used as additional input to systems that create distributional representations, e.g. Padó and Lapata (2007); Levy and Goldberg (2014); Bowman et al. (2015b); Chen et al. (2018). Second, there are approaches where distributional features are used as input to systems that create symbolic representations, e.g. Banarescu et al. (2013); van Noord et al. (2018). Third, and less represented, is the approach attempting to bridge the gap between the other two by combining structural and distributional features in the final representation, e.g. Lewis and Steedman (2013); Beltagy et al. (2016). This paper describes an example of the third approach, and extends the Graphical Knowledge Representation (GKR) (Kalouli and Crouch, 2018) to include distributional features.

We argue for a division of semantic labour. Distributional features are well suited for dealing with conceptual aspects of the meanings of words, phrases, and sentences, such as semantic similarity, and conceivably hypernym and antonym relations (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014; Devlin et al., 2018). But they have yet to establish themselves in dealing with Boolean and contextual phenomena like modals, quantifiers, implicatives, or hypotheticals (Zhu et al., 2018; Dasgupta et al., 2018; Naik et al., 2018; Shwartz and Dagan, 2019). These are phenomena to which more symbolic/structural approaches are well suited. But these approaches have struggled to deal with the more fluid and gradable aspects of conceptual meaning (Beltagy et al., 2016).

Unlike most symbolic meaning representations, GKR does not attempt to push all aspects of meaning into a single uniform logical notation. Nor does it attempt to push all aspects of meaning into a single vector representation, as most distributional meaning representations do. Instead it allows for the separation of, and controlled interaction between, different levels of meaning. In this respect it borrows heavily from the projection architecture of Lexical Functional Grammar (Kaplan, 1995), where constituent and functional structure are seen as two separate but related aspects of syntax, each with their own distinct algebraic characteristics. GKR posits a number of distinct layers of semantic structure, the two principal ones being conceptual, predicate-argument structure, and contextual, Boolean structure. This paper discusses how conceptual structure can be enriched with a distributional sub-layer, while still allowing the contextual layer to continue doing the heavy lifting of dealing with modals, quantifiers, booleans, and the like. Our contributions in this paper are three-fold: Firstly, we briefly describe the construction principles of GKR and show why
it is suitable for bridging the gap between structural and distributional approaches. Secondly, we propose two extensions of GKR that allow for the proposed division of semantic labour. Thirdly, we show how one of the proposals can work in practice, by testing it on a subset of the inference dataset of Dasgupta et al. (2018) containing hard compositional pairs.

2 Relevant Work

Symbolic frameworks for meaning representations such as Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) (Copestake et al., 2005; Oepen and Lønning, 2006) or Abstract Knowledge Representation (AKR) (Bobrow et al., 2007) were developed with the goal of supporting natural language inference (NLI) and reasoning, and took special care of complex semantic phenomena such as quantification, negation, modality, factivity, etc. More recent meaning representations such as the Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013) and the Tectogrammatical Representation (TR) from the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2012), focus more on lexical semantic aspects, such as semantic roles and word senses, on entities and on relations between them. Automatic parsing of text into these different meaning representations has gained great attention, from early, more rule-based systems like Boxer (Bos, 2008) parsing sentences into DRSs, to more recent, statistical or deep learning systems parsing sentences to AMR e.g. (Flanigan et al., 2014; Wang and Xue, 2017; Ballesteros and Al-Onaizan, 2017) or even to DRSs (van Noord et al., 2018). However, to facilitate annotation and parsing, some of the later automated systems have glossed over many of the more complex semantic phenomena. This has raised questions about their expressive power for hard tasks like NLI, as already critiqued for AMR by Bos (2016) and Stabler (2017).

Distributional meaning representations of sentences range from models that compose representations by operating over word embeddings (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010; Mikolov et al., 2013b; Wieting et al., 2016; Pagliardini et al., 2018) to approaches integrating linguistic/structural features into a learning process (Pado and Lapata, 2007; Levy and Goldberg, 2014; Bowman et al., 2015b) to end-to-end neural network architectures like SkipThoughts (Kiros et al., 2015) and InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017). Already White et al. (2015) and Arora et al. (2017) showed that the more complex architectures do not always outperform simpler vector operations of the former kind, while recently Zhu et al. (2018), Dasgupta et al. (2018) and Naik et al. (2018) argued that current distributional representations fail to capture important aspects of what they call “semantic properties”, “compositionality” or “complex semantic phenomena”, respectively. This was evaluated based on the task of NLI: the researchers created inference pairs requiring complex semantic knowledge and showed that current sentence representations struggle with them. It could be argued that this can be solved by training on data with more instances of such phenomena. But in the absence of the right kinds of annotation in sufficient volumes, this remains an open question.

Fewer approaches have attempted to bridge the gap between the two ends. Lewis and Steedman (2013) attempted to learn a CCG lexicon which maps equivalent words onto the same logical form, e.g. author and write map to the same logical form. This is done by first mapping words to a deterministic logical form, using a process similar to Boxer, and then clustering predicates based on their arguments as found in a corpus. The resulting lexicon is used to parse new sentences. Beltagy et al. (2016) present a 3-component system that first translates a sentence to a logical form, also based on Boxer, and then integrates distributional information into the logical forms in the form of weights, e.g. the rule “if x is grumpy, then there is a chance that x is also sad” is weighted by the distributional similarity of the words grumpy and sad. As a last step, the system draws inferences over the weighted rules using Markov Logic Networks (Richardson and Domingos, 2006), a Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) technique (Getoor and Taskar, 2007) that combines logical and statistical knowledge in one uniform framework, and provides a mechanism for coherent probabilistic inference. Both approaches integrate distribution by clustering or weighting logical representations but are still further from the goal to represent the sentence predicate-argument structure as a distributional representation suitable for further processing.

---

1“Compositionality” is something of a misnomer: basic predicate-argument structure can be compositionally driven by sentence structure.
3 A brief presentation of GKR

The Graphical Knowledge Representation was introduced by Kalouli and Crouch (2018) as a layered semantic graph, produced by the open-source semantic parser the researchers make available online. GKR is inspired by Abstract Knowledge Representation (AKR) (Bobrow et al., 2007), the semantic component of the XLE/LFG framework, which was decoupled from XLE/LFG by Crouch (2014) and then revisited in an explicitly graphical form in Boston et al. (2019). Despite important differences between these approaches, the two main principles are common: first, the sentence information is separated in layers/subgraphs/levels and second, there is a strict separation between the conceptual/predicate-argument structure and the contextual/Boolean structure of the sentence.

These two main principles are exactly how GKR lends itself to the blending of structural/symbolic and distributional features. On the one hand, the separation in layers, analogously to the separation into levels in the LFG architecture (Kaplan, 1995), allows for the formulation of modular linguistic generalizations which govern a given level independently from the others. This explicit organization of information exactly allows for the combination of multiple logics and styles of representations, i.e. structural/linguistic and distributional, and contrasts with the “latent” representations used in end-to-end deep learning approaches to sentence representations and in other graph-based approaches like AMR. On the other hand, the division between conceptual and contextual structure already means that boolean, quantificational, and modal structures do not have to be shoe-horned into predicate argument structures. Likewise, there is no reason to try to shoe-horn boolean, quantification, and modal aspects, or predicate argument structure into a distributional vector. The structures can live alongside one another. This still leaves some latitude for how much predicate-argument and contextual structure needs to be injected into vector representations, depending on the task.

The GKR representation, just like its predecessors, is specifically designed for the task of NLI. But the efficacy of layered graphs has also been shown in dialogue management systems by Shen et al. (2018). Precisely, GKR is a rooted, node-labelled, edge-labelled, directed graph. It currently consists of five sub-graphs, layered on top of a central conceptual (predicate-argument) sub-graph: a dependency sub-graph, a properties sub-graph, a lexical sub-graph, a coreference sub-graph and a contextual sub-graph.

The dependency graph of GKR is straightforwardly rewritten from the output of the Stanford CoreNLP parser (Chen and Manning, 2014) to fit the GKR format. More precisely, the output is obtained from the enhanced++ dependencies of Schuster and Manning (2016). The conceptual graph is the core of the semantic graph and glues all other sub-graphs together. It contains the basic predicate-argument structure of the sentence: what is talked about; the semantic subject or agent, the semantic object or patient, the modifiers, etc. In other words, this graph expresses the basic propositional content of the utterance and thus already captures the “basic”, predicate-argument compositionality of the sentence. The graph nodes, which correspond to all content words of the dependency graph, assert the existence of the concepts described by these words, but do not make claims about the existence of instances of those concepts. This means that the nodes represent concepts and not individuals and given that, no judgments about truth or entailment can be made from this graph. The edges of the graph encode the semantic relationship between the nodes, as this is translated from the dependency label to a more general “semantic” label.

The properties graph associates the conceptual graph with morphological and syntactical features such as the cardinality of nouns, the kind of quantifiers, the verbal tense and aspect, the finiteness of specifiers, etc., so that crucial information required for tasks like NLI is kept in place. For now, this information is gathered from the surface forms and the POS tags provided by CoreNLP in a rule-based fashion. The lexical graph carries the lexical information of the sentence. It associates each node of the conceptual graph with its disambiguated sense and concept, its hyponyms and its hypernyms, making use of the disambiguation algorithm JIGSAW (Basile et al., 2007), WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)) and the knowledge base SUMO (Niles and Pease, 2001). The coreference graph resolves coreference and anaphora phenomena between words of the sentence, based on the output of CoreNLP. The edges of this graph model the...
coreferences between the concept nodes.

The contextual graph is also built on top of the conceptual graph and it provides the existential commitments of the sentence: since the conceptual graph only deals with concepts and not individuals and thus is incapable on its own to make existential claims and support the attribution of truth and validity, the contextual level is necessary for making such existential commitments and thus support inference. It is also not reducible to some variation of the conceptual layer, because it is exactly this strict separation between the two layers that allows GKR the division of the semantic labour, as it will be shown in the following. The contextual graph introduces a top context (or possible world) which represents whatever the author of the sentence takes the described world to be like; in other words, whatever her “true” world holds, what concepts are instantiated and what are not. Additional contexts can be added, corresponding to any alternative possible worlds introduced in the sentence. Such contexts can be introduced by negation, disjunction, modals, clausal contexts of propositional attitudes (e.g. belief, knowledge, obligation), implicatives and factives, imperatives, questions, conditionals and distributivity. These phenomena are extracted from the sentence in a rule-based manner and their exact conversion into the context graph is defined by a dictionary-like look-up; see Kalouli and Crouch (2018) for more details. This means that the contexts correspond to what we called contextual/Boolean phenomena and what the literature often calls “hard compositionality phenomena”. Each of these embedded contexts makes itself commitments about its own state of affairs, also by stating whether a specific concept is instantiated in it or not. As the logic behind this graph is central to our proposal, we show the conceptual and contextual graph of the sentence The boy faked the illness, taken from Kalouli and Crouch (2018), in Figure 1. The conceptual graph in blue contains the concepts involved in the sentence and their semantic relations: there is a concept of faking of a concept of illness by a concept of boy. The contextual graph in grey goes further than this to make commitments about the instances of those concepts. The implicative verb fake causes the introduction of an additional context (ctx(illness)). The top context has an edge (ctx_hd) linking it to its head fake, which shows that there is an instance of faking in this top context. The top context has a second, anti-veridical edge linking it to the context ctx(illness) which has illness as its head. This head edge asserts that there is an instance of illness in this contrary-to-fact context ctx(illness). But since ctx(illness) and top are linked with an anti-veridical edge, it means that there is no instance of illness in the top world which is accurate as the illness was faked.

Similar graphs are produced for sentences with negation, e.g. The dog is not eating the food: the concepts of dog, food and eating are included in the conceptual graph and the contextual graph contains a top context linking to the embedded context introduced by the negation. The linking is again through an anti-veridical edge, so that the concept of eating is not instantiated in the context top. This setting means that negation does not have an impact on the conceptual graph; it is the contextual graphs of the positive and negative versions of the sentence that differ. This will prove a very useful feature for our purposes.

An equally useful feature is the treatment of disjunction and conjunction, allowed by the layered nature of GKR. Disjunction and conjunction do have an impact on the conceptual graph. Both introduce an additional complex concept that is the combination of the individual disjoined/conjoined concepts (Figure 2, left). The concept graph marks with the edges is_element each component concept, of which the complex concept consists (Figure 2, left). However, the difference between conjunction and disjunction is mirrored in the context graph: there, disjunction introduces one additional context for each component of the complex concept (Figure 2, right). These contexts say that in one arm of the disjunct the walking concept is instantiated, while in the other arm it is the driving concept that is instantiated. The conjunction would instead only contain one top context, in which both concepts are instantiated.

A similar treatment is undertaken for phenomena like modals or quantification. For modals, we
can look at the example *Negotiations might prevent the strike* shown in Figure 3. The modal *might* introduces an extra context which is in a “might” relation to top. The implicative *prevent* also introduces an extra context in which the concept of *strike* is not instantiated (anti-veridical relation) because in this context the strike does not take place – since in this context the strike was prevented. If we decide to translate *might* to the averidical relation and by transitive instantiability, we can then conclude that the strike is averidical in top, because in the top world we do not know whether there is a strike or not, which is what the modal *might* conveys.

Our proposal for extension of GKR

The two core principles of GKR, i.e. the strict separation of concepts and contexts, with sentence words representing concepts and not individuals, and the modularity and layer separation of the information, allow us to formulate our proposal for a hybrid meaning representation with symbolic/structural and distributional features. In this section we show how GKR allows for two different ways of combining symbolic/structural and distributional meaning features, each way involving a different degree of the

---

3We can choose to translate each modal to a specific veridicality relation, e.g. *might* to averidical, but the initial graph makes no such translation so that no crucial information gets lost.
contribution of each kind of feature and thus being freely selectable based on the needs of the researcher and of the given application. We present these solutions based on the task of NLI, which has been one of the mostly used tasks for the training and evaluation of meaning representations and is the driving force for the design of GKR.

4.1 More symbolic

This proposal is the closest to the original proposal of Kalouli and Crouch (2018) because it only expands the current lexical graph of GKR but keeps all other linguistic structures in place. In that sense, it is more symbolic/structural than it is distributional: it exploits the distributive strengths for the conceptual meaning of the words but builds both the “basic” (predicate-argument) compositionality as well as the “harder” compositional phenomena in a symbolic/structural way.

The current GKR lexical graph connects its nodes to hand-curated resources like WordNet and SUMO but it could easily be expanded to also contain links to word embeddings. Given the great success of contextualized word embeddings like ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), it is promising to expand the graph with such embeddings. With this, each concept node would be further connected to its contextualized word embedding. These contextualized word embeddings can be calculated based on the sentence which is currently modelled or, in the case of NLI, based on both sentences of the pair for a more accurate context.

With such an expanded lexical graph in place, we can proceed to do inference in a similar fashion as the one originally proposed by Kalouli and Crouch (2018): each sentence of the pair is parsed into a GKR graph and then the concepts of the two graphs are matched through specificity relations like the ones proposed in Natural Logic systems (cf. MacCartney and Manning (2007) and Crouch and King (2007)), e.g. that dog of the premise is a subclass of animal of the hypothesis. So far these relations can only be established based on the human-curated resources, which means that some relations will fail to be captured either because they do not exist in the resources or because the strict, logic-based resources do not allow their associations. For example, as discussed in Kalouli et al. (2018), for a pair like A= The dog is catching a black frisbee. B= The dog is biting a black frisbee, the words catch and bite will not be found related in human-curated resources but given that we are talking about dogs, they should be related. With our proposed extension, such similarities can be captured by contextualized word embeddings. By integrating relevant literature attempting to define hypernymy/hyponymy relations between embeddings (e.g. see Yu and Dredze (2015) and Nguyen et al. (2017)), we could even define the exact relation (hypernymy, hyponymy) between two similar embeddings instead of defaulting them to “similar” and thus “entailing”. Then, the established specificity judgments are updated with further restrictions imposed by the properties and conceptual graphs. Specifically, the conceptual graph imposes constraints concerning the semantic roles of the concepts, i.e. the “basic” predicate-argument composition, and is thus defining what specificity matches are “compatible” and which have to be removed, e.g. the subject of the one sentence cannot be matched with the object of the other (note that GKR solves active/passive voice and produces the same semantic graph for the active and passive version of a given sentence). Given enough training data, the plausibility of a given match can be estimated through a learning process. After the update of the concept matches, the context graph can determine which of those matched concepts are (un-)instantiated within which contexts, i.e. we now deal with “hard” compositionality cases. This is possible due to the “naming” role that the contexts play: for each concept which we have matched and updated with restrictions, we can find the context it is the head of and look up its instantiation. As a final step for inference, instantiation and specificity are combined to determine entailment relations. A preliminary, experimental version of this proposal is under implementation but its detailed presentation is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.2 More distributional

The previous approach attempts to inject distributional features on the lexical layer of GKR, thus restricting it to the simple contribution of word embeddings. It also integrates a learning process in the match update, but in its core, it solves the “basic” predicate-argument as well as the “harder” boolean/contextual compositionality with symbolic/structural methods, namely through
the use of the concept and context graphs. However, for a given application it might be more beneficial to have a stronger distributional effect than the previous approach allows. For this we can still benefit from GKR factoring out the contextual structure, i.e. dealing separately with the “harder” compositionality cases that distributional approaches struggle with, and use the concept graph only in an assisting way.

So, in this approach the merit of the “naming” technique implemented in the context graph shows itself more clearly: we go through the context graph and we collect all contexts being introduced. For each of them we find its head \((ctx_{td})\), which leads us back to the node of the concept graph (see Figure 1 and 2). For this node of the concept graph and all of its children (arguments, modifiers), i.e. for the subgraph with this node as the root, we compute a distributional representation with whichever (neural net) approach we want. Now, each context of the context graph, i.e. each “name”, is associated with a distributional representation and within the context graph these distributed representations are linked with each other with veridical, anti-veridical or a veridical edges, based on the original context graph. After doing this computation for each of the sentences of the inference pair, the resulting “named” graphs can be fed into a subsequent layer function, which matches some or all the representations across graphs/sentences based on a computed similarity. Finally, by look-up of the instantiability of each of the matched representations and, if required, by computation of the result of subsequent instantiability, the inference relation is decided.

This simple “trick” of factoring out the “hard” compositionality cases, i.e. packing this information in the context graph, allows us the flexibility of using a variety of options for how word vectors can be composed into phrase vectors. In other words, in this approach the “basic” predicate-argument structure compositionality can be achieved in any (distributional) way a given application requires – independently from the concept graph and not necessarily as a logical form as relevant literature (Lewis and Steedman, 2013; Beltagy et al., 2016) has attempted so far. For example, the researcher could choose a more end-to-end deep architecture, like the one used by Conneau et al. (2017) in InferSent, or train a tree-structured recursive neural model as it is done by Bowman et al. (2015b), where the tree on which the model is based, is built considering the compositionality principles applying to constituents parsing. No matter the predicate-argument composition approach and the final distributional representation, what is crucial is that Boolean and contextual phenomena can be treated outside this representation and thus distributional approaches can benefit from the precision that symbolic/structural methods achieve in such phenomena. A sample implementation of this proposal is described in Section 5.

5 Proof-of-concept for the “more distributional” approach

Recently, Dasgupta et al. (2018) (DS from now on) experimented with the compositionality of the InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) embeddings. They created different NLI test sets which contain pairs that cannot be solved with world-knowledge but instead involve some more complex semantic phenomena. They trained a classifier on the inference corpus SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015a), using the state-of-the-art InferSent embeddings, and found that the performance on all of their created sets reaches around 50%, thus proving that such embeddings do not yet capture aspects of “basic” predicate-argument and “harder” compositionality. After including the created test sets into the training data of the classifier, DS show that performance improves. With our “more distributional” proposal, we show that it is not necessary to attempt to adequately include all possible linguistic phenomena in the training data: we choose two of the test sets of DS\(^4\) containing a total of 4800 pairs, where sentence A involves a conjunction of a positive sentence with a negative sentence and sentence B contains one of the conjunct sentences either in its positive or its negative version, as shown below, resulting into entailment or contradiction.

\begin{align*}
A &= \text{The boy does frown angrily, but the girl does not frown angrily.} \\
B &= \text{The boy does not frown angrily.} \\
\text{CONTRACTION}
\end{align*}

\footnote{\textit{Available from }https://github.com/ishita-dg/ScrambleTests. \textit{Chosen sets: subjv$_{long}$ and subjv$_{short}$.}}

For this subset, DS report a performance of 53.2% and 53.8% for subjv$_{long}$ and subjv$_{short}$, respectively, on the original SNLI trained model.
This set was chosen for three reasons: a) it has one of the lowest performances among DSs’ sets, b) it combines two of the most challenging compositionality phenomena contained in DSs’ sets altogether, i.e. it requires both the treatment of negation and the distinction between the conjunct sentences/events, and c) the phenomena it deals with are of the type for which GKR’s division of semantic labor can show its value and offer a direct solution. Future work can apply the proposed method to the other sets, some of which however, e.g. the scrambled word order sets, might need a stronger symbolic/structural component as presented in our first proposal in Section 4.1.

To test our “more distributional” proposal, we proceed as described in 4.2. We first process both sentences of each pair with GKR and then we go through each sentence to match it to its distributional representation: for each context introduced in the context graph (Figure 4, top, in grey), we retrieve its \( \text{ctx.head} \), which is a node of the concept graph (Figure 4, top, in blue). For the phrase/sentence consisting of this concept node and all its children, we compute the InferSent representation (Figure 4, bottom, in green). Now, within the context graph, every context (“name”) is associated with such a representation, which means that we have the instantiability of each representation. For each pair, we attempt to match one of the representations of sentence A with the representation of sentence B. In this test set, simple cosine similarities are enough to compute this, because we know that representation B exactly matches one of the A representations. For more complex cases, a trained function should be responsible for the matching, as described above. After a match is found (Figure 4, bottom, red arrow), we look up the instantiability of each of the matched representations in the top context: if one of them is anti-veridical and the other one veridical, there is a contradiction; if both of them have the same veridicality, then we have an entailment. In our example of Figure 4 we have one match between vectors \( v \) and \( w \). Vector \( v \) is in a veridical relation with the top context (it is in fact the head of the context, thus it is veridical in it), while vector \( w \) is in an anti-veridical relation to top. This means that there is a contradiction between the matched representations and thus the whole pair is labelled contradictory.

This process allowed us to achieve 99.5% accuracy on the two test sets. The 24 wrongly labelled pairs were caused by the wrong output of the Stanford Parser, which led to the wrong dependency graph, wrong conceptual graph and finally wrong contextual graph. In fact, there were more cases where the output of the Stanford Parser was incorrect, but if the assignment of concepts to contexts
is correct, i.e. a partially wrong conceptual graph is matched to a valid context, those weaknesses might not be crucial for the final result. This additional merit shows how we combine the best of both worlds: the computation can succeed even if the concept graph is erroneous, as long as the contexts assigned to the concepts and the matching between the distributional representations of A and B are good enough. In an erroneous concept graph the concepts acting as context heads might be associated with wrong concepts (children), which in turn means that the distributional representation will also not encode the subgraph that we would ideally want. However, given the robustness of such representations and the fact that they encode world knowledge, the matching between the representations across the two sentences can still succeed if the trained similarity function can recognize two representations as more similar. Then, if the contexts assigned to the concepts and thus the computed representations are correct, the system can still predict the correct relation because it can use the matched representations of the distributional approach and their instantiability of the symbolic/structural approach. This means that we benefit from the robustness of the distributional approaches without sacrificing the precision of the symbolic/structural ones.

Nevertheless, we should also note that the two test sets are artificially simple so that the simple trick of factoring out the contextual structure, i.e. the “hard” compositionality phenomena, performs extremely well in comparison to the purely distributional approaches. Firstly, in this test set, there is little variation between the predicate-argument structures of the sentences of the pairs so that we cannot fully check how the Stanford Parser would perform in other cases and how well the GKR concept and context graphs would then be able to “repair” the mistakes of the parser. Furthermore, in this test set we know that sentence B has only one representation which definitely matches with one of the representations of A. This makes the simple cosine similarity as metric for the matching of the representations efficient enough; however, in a harder data set with no such “patterns”, the performance would strongly depend on the quality of the trained matching function, which would have to be more complex than simply the “match with the highest cosine similarity” and thus more error-prone. Despite this grain-of-salt caution, this approach is expected to perform well for many other complex phenomena apart from negation and conjunction. For example, it will work reasonably well for implicatures such as \( A = \text{The boy forgot to close the door.} \) and \( B = \text{The boy closed the door.} \) For sentence A the distributional representations of the subgraph \( \text{The boy close the door} \) will be anti-veridical in the top context of \( \text{forget} \), while in B the representation of the whole sentence will be veridical in top. These two representations will have the highest similarity in the matching procedure and will thus match. Considering the instabilities of this match, the pair will be deemed a contradiction.

Testing this approach with further datasets of complex examples can show potential weaknesses of using GKR in this way and particularly highlight other aspects where the distributional or the symbolic/structural strengths should be used more or less. For example, as indicated above, testing with sets with scrambled word order pairs (e.g. \( \text{The dog is licking the man vs. The man is licking the dog} \)) might show the need for a stronger symbolic/structural component where the predicate-argument structure is considered more, as it is done in the first proposed approach in 4.1. Additionally, it would be interesting to compare this approach to a purely symbolic/structural one to highlight differences in performance. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no openly-available, purely symbolic NLI system to which we could straight-forwardly compare our results.

### 6 Conclusions

In this paper we combine symbolic/structural and distributional features for meaning representations and propose that each of them be used in what it is best at: for complex phenomena like quantification, boolean and modality, use structural meaning and for robust, world-knowledge-informed lexical representations, use distributional semantics. We show how GKR could fulfill this role in two different ways and implement one of them to empirically test its adequacy in the setting of simple, but hard problems for distributional approaches. The good performance results make us confident that there is indeed value in combining the merits of distributional and symbolic approaches. Future work will show how the current proposals can be extended to larger scale systems, maybe also in a combined manner.
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Abstract

Unscoped episodic logical form (ULF) is a semantic representation capturing the predicate-argument structure of English within the episodic logic formalism in relation to the syntactic structure, while leaving scope, word sense, and anaphora unresolved. We describe how ULF can be used to generate natural language inferences that are grounded in the semantic and syntactic structure through a small set of rules defined over interpretable predicates and transformations on ULFs. The semantic restrictions placed by ULF semantic types enables us to ensure that the inferred structures are semantically coherent while the nearness to syntax enables accurate mapping to English. We demonstrate these inferences on four classes of conversationally-oriented inferences in a mixed genre dataset with 68.5% precision from human judgments.

1 Introduction

ULF was recently introduced as a semantic representation that captures the core semantic structure within an expressive logical formalism while staying close enough to the surface language to annotate a dataset that can be used to train a parser (Kim and Schubert, 2019; Kim, 2019). Kim and Schubert (2019) focused on the descriptive power of ULF and its relation to its fully resolved counterpart, Episodic Logic (EL), but the combination of semantic and syntactic information encoded in ULFs should position it to enable certain structurally-driven inferences. In fact, Kim and Schubert (2019) mention some of these inferential classes that they expect ULF will support, but give no description of how to achieve this, nor a demonstration of it in practice.

ULF, being a pre-canonicalized semantic form, makes available many possible structures for similar semantic meanings, which leads to a challenge in formulating generalizable inferences. This pre-canonicalized nature of ULF, though structurally relatively intricate, has some advantages over fully canonicalized representations for use in natural language tasks. One is that it allows direct translation of intuitions about warranted textual inferences into inference rules (much as in Natural Logic). As well, the ability to accurately generate the English sentences corresponding to a ULF formula and choose how and when to modify the surface form allows a more natural interface with the end task. This feature allows us to evaluate inferences generated by ULF directly over English text rather than using an artificially structured interface, such as classification.

We present a method of generating inferences from ULFs from a small set of interpretable inference rules by first defining general semantic predicates over ULF clauses and tree transformations that correspond to natural semantic operations in ULF. We then evaluate these on four of the five inferential classes presented by Kim and Schubert (2019) over a multi-genre dataset. The ULF structure allows us to incorporate a paraphrase-like rewrite module and then perform direct string comparisons of English generated from ULFs to human generated inferences. Human evaluations show that 68.5% of these generated inferences are acceptable and an error analysis of the system shows that many of the errors can be corrected.

Figure 1: Examples of the sorts of discourse inferences that we generate via ULFs.
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with some refinement to the inference rules and the ULF-to-English generation system.

2 Unscoped Episodic Logical Form

ULF is an underspecified variant of EL which captures the predicate-argument structure within the EL type-system while leaving operator scope, anaphora, and word sense unresolved (Kim and Schubert, 2019). All atoms in ULF, with the exception of certain logical functions, syntactic macros, and names are marked with an atomic type, which are written with suffixed tags: .v, .n, .a, .p, .pro, .d, etc. echoing the part-of-speech, such as verb, noun, adjective, preposition, pronoun, determiner, etc., respectively. Some of them contain further specifications as relevant to their entailments, e.g., .adv-e for locative or temporal adverbs (implying properties of events). These correspond to particular possible semantic denotations. For example, .pro is always an entity, .p is always a binary predicate, and .v is an n-ary predicate, where n can vary. ULF (and EL) uses type-shifting operators to retain type coherence while staying faithful to the semantic types. This is demonstrated in the following example.

1. Would you take Tom to Boston with you?

\[
\text{(((pres would.aux-s) you.pro} \\
\text{ (take.v |Tom| (to.p-arg |Boston|) (adv-a (with.p you.pro))) }) ?)
\]

The type shifting operator adv-a is necessary in (adv-a (with.p you.pro)) since this prepositional phrase is acting as a predicate modifier in (1), rather than as a predicate (e.g. “My daughter is with you”). Constituents in ULF are combined according to their bracketing and semantic types as ULF does not restrict operator ordering in most constructions.

In order to maintain word order and simplify the explicitly modeled structure, ULF includes syntactic macros and relaxations. ULF macros are marked explicitly and reorganize their arguments in a regular manner. For example, sub is a macro for moving topicalized constituents to their semantic positions—see the ULF in Figure 4 for an example. ULF relaxations are parts of ULFs that are not required to follow the strict operator-operand syntax because their exact position can be deduced otherwise. The subject-auxiliary inversion in (1) is an example of this.

2.1 Expected Inferences from ULF

Here we briefly describe the classes of inferences that Kim and Schubert (2019) propose could be generated with ULF. 1

Inferences based on clause-taking verbs – For example, “She managed to quit smoking” entails that “She quit smoking” and “John suspects that I am lying” entails “John believes that I am probably lying”. Stratos et al. (2011) have demonstrated such inferences using fully resolved EL formulas.

Inferences based on counterfactuals – For example, “I wish I hadn’t forgotten to turn off the stove” implicates that the speaker had forgotten to turn off the stove.

Inferences from questions – For example, “How soon can you get that done?” enables the inference that the addressee is able to get that done (in the foreseeable future), and that the questioner wants to know the expected time of completion, and expects that the addressee probably knows the answer, and will supply it.

Inferences from requests – For example, “Could you put your seat back up a little?” implies that the speaker wants the addressee to put their seat back up, and expects he or she will do so.

NLog (Natural Logic) inferences based on generalizations and specializations – For example, “Every dog in the park chased after the squirrel!”, together with the knowledge that Spot was a dog at the park and that a squirrel is an animal entails that Spot chased after an animal.

A common feature among all of these inferences is that they are highly dependent on a combination of the predicate-argument and syntactic structures. Also, these are inferences that come naturally and spontaneously to speakers during conversation and are important for generating natural dialogues by setting up the appropriate conversational context.

1As ULFs do not resolve operator scope, anaphora, and word sense ambiguity, inferences generated with ULFs will retain these ambiguities. Therefore, the use of these inferences will either need to tolerate such ambiguities, or resolve them in a later step. Later resolution requires keeping track of context of formulas from which conclusions are drawn. For example, say we conclude from “We know he lied” that “He lied”. Resolving the referent of “He” requires the context of the original sentence, which likely disambiguates the person.
“Can somebody help me?”  
(((pres can.aux-v) somebody.pro (help.v me.pro)) ?)  
⇒  
“I want somebody to help me.”  
(i.pro ((pres want.v) somebody.pro (to (help.v me.pro))))

Inference Rule

\[ (\forall a, t, v \left[ \left[ a \text{ aux-indicating-request?} \right] \land [t \text{ request-personal-pronoun?}] \land [v \text{ verb?}] \land ((\text{pres } a) t v) ? \right] \rightarrow (i.pro ((\text{pres want.v}) t (\text{to } v)))) \]

Figure 2: An example of an inference rule for inferring an underlying desire from a request. Infixed notation in the inference rule is marked with square brackets for readability. Generalizations and variants of the rule for handling extraneous sentence modifiers, such as please, are omitted for clarity.

3 ULF Inference Rules

The inference rules that we define are tree-transductions that respect the EL type system in both the antecedent and consequent clauses, ensuring semantic coherence in the concluded formulas. By using high-level predicates and transformations over ULF expressions, these are simple and interpretable at the top level. We use TTT (Purtee and Schubert, 2012) to define our tree-transductions rules as it provides a powerful and flexible way to declare tree transductions and supports custom predicate and mapping functions.

3.1 Named ULF Expression Predicates

The foundation of the interpretable predicates correspond to the ULF semantic types with syntactic features, e.g. lex-pronoun? which is true for any atom with a .pro suffix—a ULF pronoun. In line with TTT notation, we indicate predicates by ending the name with a question mark, ?. These are defined over the possible compositions of ULF expressions which includes, for example, verb? and tensed-verb? that match arbitrary untensed and tensed verb phrases in ULF. This extends to all distinct ULF constituent types: noun?, adv?, term?, plural-term?, sent?, etc. We supplement these with predicates that correspond to patterns or enumerations of ULFs that correspond specifically to the inference task in question. For example, aux-indicating-request? is a predicate that is true for eight ULF auxiliary forms that correspond to a request.\(^2\)

3.2 Named ULF Expression Transformations

High-level tree transformation rules which correspond to natural semantic modifications are also defined and named. These are defined for transformations where the indexical nature and looser syntactic constraints of ULF lead to non-trivial interactions with the syntactic structure. In other words, these rules are indexical and syntax-sensitive variants of simple EL inference rules. This includes rules such as non-cf-vp! which transforms a counterfactual verb phrase (VP) to the corresponding factual VP, negate-vp! which negates a VP, and uninvert-sent! which transforms an subject-auxiliary inverted sentence, e.g. a question, to the uninverted form. We indicate transformation rules by ending the name with an exclamantion mark, !. Here are a couple of examples of negate-vp! transformations for clarity.

\begin{align*}
(2) \quad \text{left the house} & \rightarrow \text{did not leave the house} \\
& \quad ((\text{past } \text{leave.v}) (\text{the.d house.n})) \\
& \quad \rightarrow ((\text{past do.aux-s}) \text{not } (\text{leave.v} (\text{the.d house.n})))
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(3) \quad \text{had met before} & \rightarrow \text{had not met before} \\
& \quad ((\text{past perf}) \text{meet.v before.adv-e}) \\
& \quad \rightarrow ((\text{past perf}) \text{not } (\text{meet.v before.adv-e}))
\end{align*}

Examples (2) and (3) show that the way negation modifies a ULF verb phrase is dependent on the presence or absence of auxiliaries and aspectual operators (i.e. perfect and progressive aspect). And if this process results in a new head verb, the tense operator would need to be moved accordingly. In order to avoid directly managing these idiosyncratic syntactic phenomena in the inference rules, the VP negation is encapsulated into a single transformation rule.

3.3 Defining Inference Rules

The inferences rules are simple if-then relations defined over a structure where the predicates can appear in the antecedent and the named transformations can appear in the consequent. Figure 2 shows an inference rule for simple requests, written as a universal quantifier over ULF expressions. In practice, this rule is implemented using a TTT
tree transduction rule. These rules can be formulated as EL meta-axioms (Morbini and Schubert, 2008) generalized with the named ULF expression predications and transformations to interface with the looser syntax of ULF and its representational idiosyncrasies inherited from English. Since the inferential categories we are exploring are a mixture of entailments, presuppositions, and implicatures their use in a general inference framework warrants additional management of projecting presuppositions and defusing implicatures.

4 Dataset Construction

We chose a variety of text sources for constructing this dataset to reduce genre-effects and provide good coverage of all the phenomena we are investigating. Some of these datasets include annotations, which we use only to identify sentence and token boundaries.

4.1 Data Sources

• Tatoeba

The Tatoeba dataset\(^3\) consists of crowd-sourced translations from a community-based educational platform. People can request the translation of a sentence from one language to another on the website and other members will provide the translation. Due to this pedagogical structure, the sentences are fluent, simple, and highly-varied. The English portion downloaded on May 18, 2017 contains 687,274 sentences.

• Discourse Graphbank

The Discourse Graphbank (Wolf, 2005) is a discourse annotation corpus created from 135 newswire and WSJ texts. We use the discourse annotations to perform sentence delimiting. This dataset is on the order of several thousand sentences.

• Project Gutenberg

Project Gutenberg\(^4\) is an online repository of texts with expired copyright. We downloaded the top 100 most popular books from the 30 days prior to February 26, 2018. We then ignored books that have non-standard writing styles: poems, plays, archaic texts, instructional books, textbooks, and dictionaries. This collection totals to 578,650 sentences.

• UIUC Question Classification

The UIUC Question Classification dataset (Li and Roth, 2002) consists of questions from the TREC question answering competition. It covers a wide range of question structures on a wide variety of topics, but focuses on factoid questions. This dataset consists of 15,452 questions.

4.2 Pattern-based Filtering

As the phenomena that we want to focus on are relatively infrequent, we wrote filtering patterns to reduce the number of human annotations needed to get a sufficient dataset for evaluation. Requests, for example, occur once in roughly every 100 to 1000 sentences, depending on the genre. The filtering is performed by first sentence-delimiting and tokenizing the source texts then matching these tokenized sentences over linguistically augmented regular expression patterns. The filtering patterns are designed for near-full recall of the targeted sentence types by retaining sentences that superficially look like they could be of those types.

The sentence-delimiters and tokenizers are hand-built for each dataset for a couple of reasons. First, general purpose models are likely to fail systematically on our multi-genre dataset and relatively infrequent phenomena, leading to unintended changes in the dataset distribution. Second, the datasets have common patterns and existing annotations which can be exploited in a hand-built system. For example, the Discourse Graphbank follows the ends of sentences with a newline and in the Tatoeba and UIUC datasets each line is a sentence. The transparency of the rules also have the benefit that we can interpretably fix errors in their performance in the future.

These filtering patterns are written in augmented regex patterns. Figure 3 shows two such augmented regex patterns for plain and inverted if-then counterfactual constructions. The regexes are augmented with tags written in angle brackets, e.g. `<begin?>`. These tags refer to regex fragments that are reusable and conceptually coherent to people. `<begin?>` matches either the beginning of the string or space separated from previous text. `<mid>` matches words that are padded with spaces on the sides (i.e. separate tokens from what’s defined next to it) and `<mid?>` is a variant that allows just a space as well. `<past>` and `<ppart>` are alternative lists of past tense and past participle verb forms. `<futr>` is an alternatives list of different

\(^3\)https://tatoeba.org/eng/
\(^4\)https://www.gutenberg.org
conjunctions of “will”. Tags for closed classes of words and shorthands for common non-word patterns were hand-curated. Tags for open classes such as <past> and <ppart> are generated from the XTAG morphological database (Doran et al., 1994) with minor edits during the development process.

4.3 Sentence selection

After performing filtering, we still have far too many sentences to feasibly annotate, so we build a balanced set of 800 sentences split evenly among the four sentence types we filtered for, clause-taking verbs, counterfactuals, requests, and questions. For each sentence type, we select the sentence round-robin between the four datasets to balance out the genres. Some types of sentences appear more than 200 times in this sampling because some sentences pass multiple filters. For example, “Could you open the door?” passes both the request and question filters.

4.4 Inference Annotation

As we discuss in Section 7, evaluating automated inferences effectively is a major challenge. Every sentence leads to many inferences at various levels of discourse, certainty, and context-dependence. This is exacerbated by the ability to paraphrase the inferred statements. By limiting ourselves to inferences of particular general structures, we are able to elicit natural responses from people that are restricted to the particular phenomena that we are interested in investigating.

The annotations are separated into the same four categories as the filtering: clause-taking verbs, counterfactuals, questions, and requests. The annotator is first asked to select the structural inference pattern that holds for the given sentence and write down the corresponding inferred sentence. For example, say there is the sentence “If I were rich, I would own a boat”. The annotator would select an inference template along the lines of (if <x> were <pred>, <x> would <q>) → (if <x> is not <pred>) and write down the inference “I am not rich”. This way we can get a fluent inference, but push the annotator to think about the inferences structurally. The annotators are additionally instructed to keep the inference as fluent as possible, preserve the original sentence as much as possible, and keep the perspective of the speaker of the sentence. We also included an option for annotators to add new rules, to extend the dataset into categories we did not anticipate. This category will be referred to as Other.

The annotations were performed by members of our research group, including some of the authors. These were completed before starting the development of the inference system. There is the possibility of development being skewed by knowledge of the annotated data, but we expect this factor to be quite small since the core inference system was built by only a couple of the annotators and the bulk of this development was done several months after completion of the annotations. The annotations totaled 698 inferences from 406 sentences.6

5 Evaluation

We developed the inference rules based on a set of 40 sentences randomly sampled from the annotated dataset. The correctness of these inferences is evaluated both through an automatic evaluation over the whole dataset and a human evaluation of a sample of the inferences. Both evaluations are done directly over English sentences by automatically translating the ULF inferences to English sentences. The automatic evaluation also involves a ULF rewriting module to handle semantically equivalent inference variants. All of these components are fine-tuned on the 40 sentence dataset. In all of the experiments we start with human ULF annotations as a reliable ULF parser is not yet available.6

6This is half of the original 800 sampled sentence after filtering sentences that had duplicates due to dataset artifacts we failed to notice at the sentence selections stage and sentences that could not be annotated given the current ULF guidelines. Kim (2019) reports some promising preliminary results on parsing ULFs.
5.1 ULF to English
The ULF-to-English translation is done in a simple multi-stage process of
1. Analyzing the ULF type of each clause,
2. Incorporating morphological inflections based on the type analysis,
3. Filtering out purely logical operators, and
4. Mapping logical symbols to surface form counterparts.

The closeness of ULF to syntax and its preservation of most word-ordering makes hand-building a robust function for this reasonably simple. The verb conjugations and noun pluralizations are performed using the pattern-en python package. The code for mapping ULFs to English is available at https://github.com/genelkim/ulf2english.

5.2 Rewriting Rules
The rewriting rules capture alternative ways to represent the same sentence without changing the meaning. This includes clausal restructuring (e.g. “I expect that you come here” to “I expect you to come here” or “I expect you come here”), merging inferences (e.g. “I want you to get that done” and “I expect you to get that done” to “I want and expect you to get that done”) and others of this sort that are extremely unlikely to change the meaning of the sentence.

5.3 Automatic Inference Evaluation
A diagram of the automatic evaluation pipeline is presented in Figure 4. The pipeline for a given source sentence and ULF proceeds as follows:
1. Use the inference rules (Section 3) to generate a set of raw inferences from the source ULF.
2. Generate a complete set of possible realizations of the inferred ULFs by rewriting the raw inferences into possible structural variations (Section 5.2).
3. Translate inferred ULFs into English to get a set of inferred sentences (Section 5.1).
4. For each human inference elicited from the current source sentence, find the system-inferred sentence that has the smallest edit distance.
5. Report recall over human inferences with a max edit distance threshold.7

We use an edit distance threshold of 3. This allows minor English generation errors such as verb conjugations and pluralizations, but does not allow simple negation insertion/deletion (a difference of a space-separated “not” token). Table 1 lists the results of this evaluation. The numerical values are fairly low, but this may be expected given the evaluation procedure. A trivial baseline such as most frequent devset inference or copying the source sentence would lead to a score of 0 or very close to 0 as these are very unlikely to be within a 3-character edit from the inferences in the dataset.

5.4 Human Inference Evaluation
The human inference evaluation was performed over 127 raw ULF inferences. This was built out of 100 randomly sampled inferences with the addition of every counterfactual and clause-taking inference as they are not as common. Each inference was then translated to English, then presented alongside the source sentence to 3 to 4 independent human judges. The judges evaluated correctness of the discourse inference and the grammaticality of the output sentence. Table 2 presents the results of this. 87 of the 127 inferences were marked as correct by a majority of judges and only 21 were marked as incorrect by a majority of judges, for the remaining 19 inferences judges either disagreed completely or a majority judged it as context-dependent. 99 of the 127 inferences were judged grammatical by a majority of judges, which demonstrates the efficacy of the ULF-to-
Table 1: Results of automatic inference evaluation described in Section 5.3. cf stands for counterfactual inferences, cls for clause-taking, req for request, q for question, oth for other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>cf</th>
<th>cls</th>
<th>req</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>oth</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>1/13</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>33/97</td>
<td>69/16</td>
<td>7/13</td>
<td>112/662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8%)</td>
<td>(3%)</td>
<td>(34%)</td>
<td>(22%)</td>
<td>(5%)</td>
<td>(18%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of majority human evaluation of system generated inferences. Evaluation on 127 inferences with from the test set by 3 or 4 people per inference. *Correctness is evaluated on whether the sentence is a reasonable inference in conversation, allowing for some awkwardness in phrasing. Context, means the correctness is highly context-dependent. The inference type labels in the header row are the same as in Table 1 except for the addition of breaking down questions to q-pre for question presuppositions and q-act for question act inferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>cf</th>
<th>cls</th>
<th>req</th>
<th>q-pre</th>
<th>q-act</th>
<th>oth</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct*</td>
<td>11/27</td>
<td>2/25</td>
<td>17/19</td>
<td>13/21</td>
<td>31/39</td>
<td>13/16</td>
<td>112/662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect*</td>
<td>9/27</td>
<td>3/35</td>
<td>0/19</td>
<td>3/21</td>
<td>3/39</td>
<td>3/16</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context*</td>
<td>7/27</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>2/19</td>
<td>5/21</td>
<td>5/39</td>
<td>0/16</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>20/27</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>19/19</td>
<td>12/21</td>
<td>33/39</td>
<td>14/16</td>
<td>78.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

English translation system. The system seems to struggle most with counterfactual and clause-taking inferences.

5.5 Evaluation of Rewriting Rules

In order to verify that the rewriting rules in fact preserve the semantic meanings, we gathered a sample of 100 system-inferred sentences that were closest to a gold inference (step 4 in Section 5.3). Each inferred sentence is judged as whether it is a valid rewrite of one or more of the raw inferences. A valid rewrite does not introduce new semantic information. 91 out of the 100 were judged as valid by a majority of three human judges. As such, the rewriting system is not abusively overgenerating sentences that are semantically different and match to gold inferences, increasing the recall score.

6 Analysis and Discussion

The human inference evaluation (Section 5.4) showed that the system struggles most with counterfactual and clause-taking verb constructions. This is largely because the sampling procedures for these constructions are not as effective, leading to fewer positive examples in our dataset. In turn, our development set of 40 sentences only included a handful of examples of each inference, so the rules remained brittle after adjusting to the development set. In fact, two of the three incorrect clause-taking verb inferences are a result of a simple mistake of allowing arbitrary terms rather than only reified sentences and verbs in the antecedent.

Some of the automatic inferences were impossible to handle using our inference rules because of disagreements among human elicited inferences on what circumstances warrant particular inferences and how precisely an inference should be expressed. For example, the distinction between the presence or absence of the word “probably” is best handled with a separate confidence metric. In conversations, the distinction between highly probable statements and simply true statements is blurred. One could choose to include or omit “probably” for statements where the possibility of the plain sentence being false is small. Still, we would not want to add this as a rewriting rule since strictly speaking, such hedges do affect the meaning. Similarly, human elicited inferences disagreed on whether requests warrant a question act inference (e.g. “Could you open the door?” → “You know whether you could open the door”). We opted to avoid generating these inferences in building our rules, which significantly affected the recall score in the automatic evaluation.

The ULF-to-English generation system is remarkably accurate given its fairly simple pipeline approach and given that this is the first real use of this system. 78% grammaticality shows room for improvement and a cursory review of the errors show that there are some ULF macros that still need handling and that verb conjugations need to be made more robust.

Given these results, improvements to the filtering system for counterfactual and clause-taking verb constructions, gathering a larger dataset with a more robust collection procedure, and another set of experiments with the larger dataset would be valuable next steps in more precisely measuring the use of ULF in generating discourse inferences.

7 Related Work

Inference demonstrations have been performed in the past for various semantic representations, showing their respective strengths. Discourse
Representation Structures and Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) can both be mapped to FOL and run on FOL theorem provers (Kamp and Reyle, 1993; Copestake et al., 2005). MRS has been successfully used for the task of recognizing textual entailment (RTE) (Lien and Kouylekov, 2015). Similarly, EL has been shown successful in generating FOL inferences (Morbini and Schubert, 2009) and self-aware metareasoning (Morbini and Schubert, 2011). Abstract Meaning Representation (Banarescu et al., 2013) focuses on event structure, resolution of anaphora, and word senses rather than logical inference and has been demonstrated to support event extraction and summarization (Rao et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Dohare et al., 2017). TRIPS LF (Allen, 1994; Manshadi et al., 2008) is an uns Scoped modal logic directly integrated with a lexical ontology and has been used for dialogue and biomedical event extraction (Perera et al., 2018; Allen et al., 2015). Distributional representations have been shown to be very effective for RTE, such as in the SNLI and MultiNLI datasets (Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018). These datasets are much larger than previous RTE datasets and both provide classification tasks supporting the use of an implicit distributional representation in a neural network system. The discourse inferences we demonstrated with ULFs, which require access to some syntactic information, as well our evaluations based on reliable English generation, are a challenge to all of the semantic representations discussed, because of their relative remoteness from syntax.

In the realm of evaluation methods, our work has similarities with the TAC KBP slot-filling task, which defines specific types of information that the system is meant to extract from the text without knowledge of the possible correct answers (Ellis et al., 2015). But TAC KBP focuses on restricted types of factoids, whereas our evaluation focuses on structure-based sentential inferences. In recent years inference evaluations have typically been posed as either a classification tasks similar to RTE (Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018) or multiple-choice question answering (Clark et al., 2018). This knowledge of possible alternatives allows systems to avoid modeling inferences explicitly and to exploit statistical artifacts. The inference model trained on the ATOMIC commonsense dataset was evaluated without providing a set of possible choices by using BLEU (Sap et al., 2019). Though BLEU scores tend to correlate with correct inferences in practice, using it as a metric of evaluation is fraught with danger. Small changes that dramatically alter the meaning of a sentence (e.g., negation) are not reflected in the BLEU scores, and for structurally oriented inferences, incorrect inferences are likely to have misleadingly high scores.

8 Conclusions
We presented the first known method of generating inferences from ULF and an evaluation of inferences, focusing on discourse inferences. We also presented a method of collecting human elicitations of restricted categories of structural inferences, allowing a novel forward inference evaluation. We used these elicited inferences to automatically evaluate the generated inferences with promising results. Human judgments on a sample of generated inferences showed that 68.5% of the inferences are reasonable discourse inferences, 16.5% were unreasonable, and 15% were context-dependent or had disagreements between judges. Our experiments also demonstrate some of the advantages of using a semantic representation closer to the syntactic form such as ULF—reliable translation to English and access to syntactic signals—though this comes at the cost of a more complicated interface with the semantic patterns. There are clear areas of future work on improving the human elicitation collection and the implementation of the inference system. A larger and more refined dataset of inference elicitations will likely allow the development of a robust inference system on the discourse inference categories in question.
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Abstract
The view that the representation of information structure (IS) should be a part of (any type of) representation of meaning is based on the fact that IS is a semantically relevant phenomenon (Sect. 2.1). In the contribution, three arguments supporting this view are briefly summarized, namely, the relation of IS to the interpretation of negation and presupposition (Sect. 2.2), the relevance of IS to the understanding of discourse connectivity and for the establishment and interpretation of coreference relations (Sect. 2.3). A possible integration of the description of the main ingredients of IS into a meaning representation is illustrated in Section 3.

1 Introduction
After the more or less isolated (though well substantiated) inquiries into the issues concerning one of the bridges between sentence form and its function in discourse (starting with the pioneering studies by Czech scholars in the first half of the last century followed by such prominent linguists and semanticists as M. A. K. Halliday, B. H. Partee, M. Rooth, E. Prince, K. Lambrechit, M. Steedman, E. Vallduví & E. Engdahl, to name just a few), the last two decades of the last century witnessed an increasing interest of linguists in the study of information structure (IS). These approaches used different terms (theme-rheme, topic-focus, functional sentence perspective, presupposition and focus, background and focus, and a general term information structure (being the most frequent) and claimed to be based on different fundamental oppositions and scales (given - new, aboutness relation, activation or topicality scale) but all were more or less in agreement that this phenomenon, in addition to the syntactic structure of the sentence, is to be taken into account in an integrated description of the sentence and/or discourse, and that it significantly contributes to the study of the functioning of language.

The theory of information structure we subscribe to (cf. e.g. Sgall 1967; 1979; Sgall, Hajičová and Panevová 1986) called Topic-Focus Articulation (TFA) is based on the “aboutness” relation: the Focus of the sentence says something ABOUT its Topic. This dichotomy is based on the primary notion of contextual boundness (see below, Section 3) and its representation is a part of the representation of the sentence on its underlying (deep, tectogrammatical) syntactic level, which is assumed to be a linguistically structured level of meaning. In addition to the basic dichotomy the TFA theory works with a hierarchy of the so-called communicative dynamism, i.e. an ordering of the meaningful lexical items (i.e. items other than function words) of the sentence from the least communicatively important elements of the sentence to the elements with the highest degree of communicative importance. The TFA is considered to be a recursive phenomenon, which makes it possible to recognize – aside with the global Topic and the global Focus and based on the features of contextual boundness – also local topics and local foci. In this way, the TFA framework offers a possibility, if needed, to recognize more distinctions in addition to the basic dichotomy (as done, e.g. by the focus – background approach of Vallduví and Engdahl (1996), or as needed, according to e.g. Båring (1997) or Steedman (2000), for a proper account of prosody).

1 For the bibliographical references, see the Section References at the end of the paper.
2 Information Structure as a Semantically Relevant Phenomenon

2.1 Basic argument

The crucial argument in support of an inclusion of the representation of information structure into a representation of meaning relates to the fact that IS is semantically relevant, as can be documented by examples (1) to (3), taken from early literature on these issues (the capitals denote the intonation center).

(1) (a) Dogs must be CARRIED.
   (a') CARRY dogs.
   (b) DOGS must be carried.
   (b') Carry DOGS. (Halliday 1967)

(2) (a) English is spoken in the SHETLANDS.
   (b) In the Shetlands, ENGLISH is spoken. (Sgall 1967)

(3) (a) Mary always takes John to the MOVIES.
   (b) Mary always takes JOHN to the movies. (Rooth 1985)

For the sake of simplicity, let us reduce here the more differentiated approach of TFA into a articulation of the sentence into its Topic (what is the sentence about) and Focus (what the sentence says about its Topic). Then it can be easily seen that the (a) and (b) sentences in the above sets (capitals indicating the intonation center) differ in this articulation and, correspondingly, differ in their meaning: (1)(b) is non-sensical (one can use the underground elevator also without a dog), (2)(a) even false (English is spoken in other countries as well) and (3)(a) and (b) reflect different situations in the real world (It is always the movies where John is taken vs. It is always John who is taken to the movies). In the surface shape of the sentences, the different interpretations of the (a) and (b) sentences in each set are rendered by different surface means, such as word order or the position of the intonation center, but have to be accounted for in the representation of their meaning if the sentences have to receive the appropriate corresponding reading. For an example from a typologically different language with a rather flexible word order, cf. the Czech equivalents of the sentences (1) through (3), with the assumed prototypical placement of the intonation center at the end of the sentence (indicated again by capitals).

(1') (a) Psy neste v NÁRUČÍ.
   (b) V náručí neste PSY.

(2') (a) Anglicky se mluví na Shetlandských OSTROVECH.
   (b) Na Shetlandských ostrovech se mluví ANGLICKY.

(3') (a) Marie bere Honzu vţdy do KINA.
   (b) Marie bere do kina vţdy HONZU.

2.2 Negation and presupposition

Semantic relevance of IS is attested also by the analysis of the semantics of negation and of the specification of the notion of presupposition. If IS of a sentence is understood in terms of an aboutness relation between the Topic of the sentence, then in the prototypical case of negative sentences, the Focus does not hold about the Topic; in a secondary case, the negative sentence is about a negated topic and something is said about this topic. Thus, prototypically, the sentence (4) is about John (Topic) and it holds about John that he didn’t come to watch TV (negated Focus).

(4) John didn’t come to watch TV.

However, there may be a secondary interpretation of the negative sentence, e.g. in the context of (5).

(5) John didn’t come, because he suddenly fell ill.

One of the interpretations of (5) is that the sentence is about John’s not-coming (Topic) and it says about this negated event that is happened because he suddenly fell ill (Focus).

As Hajičová (e.g.1973; 1984) documented, there is a close relation between IS, negation and presupposition (see the original analysis of presupposition as a specific kind of the entailment relationship).
relation by Strawson (1952) and Strawson’s (1964) notion of referential availability in his analysis of the sentence *The exhibition was visited by the King of France.* and its negation:

(6) (a) John caused our VICTORY.

(b) John didn’t cause our VICTORY.

(c) Though he played well as usual, the rest of the team was very weak (and nothing could have prevented our defeat).

(7) (a) Our victory was caused by JOHN.

(b) Our victory was not caused by JOHN.

(8) We won.

Both (6)(a) and (7)(a) imply (8). However, it is only the negative counterpart of (7)(a), namely (7)(b), that implies (8), while (6)(b) may appear also in a context suggesting that we were defeated, see (6)(c). In terms of presuppositions, the statement (8) belongs to the presuppositions of (7)(a) since it is entailed both by the positive as well as by the negative sentence, but not to the presuppositions of (6)(a) as it is not entailed by the negative sentence.¹

2.3 Discourse connectivity

Another phenomenon, though going beyond the interpretation of a single sentence but important for the interpretation of a text (discourse), is *discourse connectivity*. There have been several proposals in literature how to account for these relations, the *centering* theory being one of the most deeply elaborated (cf. Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein, 1983 and its corpus-based evaluation in Poesio et al. 2004). It is based on the model of the local attentional states of speakers and hearers as proposed by Grosz and Sidner (1986). Each utterance in discourse is considered to contain a backward looking center, which links it with the preceding utterance, and a set of entities called forward looking centers; these entities are ranked according to language-specific ranking principles stated in terms of syntactic functions of the referring expressions. Related treatment rooted in the Praguian traditional account of IS is the idea of so-called thematic progressions (Daneš 1970), explicitly referring to the relation between the theme (Topic) and the rheme (Focus) of a sentence and the theme (Topic) or the rheme (Focus) of the next following sentence (a simple linear thematic progression and a thematic progression with a continuous theme), or to a ‘global’ theme (derived themes) of the (segment of the) discourse. As demonstrated in Hajičová and Mírovský (2018a), an annotation of a text (corpus) in terms of Topic and Focus makes it possible to find these links between sentences and in this way to account for the structure of discourse. In a similar vein, it has been demonstrated that a meaning representation including some basic attributes of IS serves well for an establishment and interpretation of coreference relations (Hajičová and Mírovský 2018b).

3 Information Structure in an Annotated Corpus

The observations documenting the semantic relevance of the information structure (Sect. 2.1 and 2.2 above) indicate that the information structure (Topic-Focus articulation) of the sentence belongs to the domain of the (syntactico-) semantic structure of the sentence rather than exclusively to the domain of discourse (or, in more general terms, to the domain of pragmatics), as sometimes claimed. However, this is not to deny the interrelation or interaction between the two domains and, as illustrated in Section 2.3, the inclusion of the basic features of IS into the representation of meaning may serve well also for the description of the structure of discourse.

In this final section of our paper we present an example of the annotation scenario illustrating how IS is represented in the Praguian dependency-based sentence representations. For a simplified example of such a representation for sentences in (1), see the Appendix.

The overall annotation scenario includes three levels: (a) morphemic (with detailed part-of-speech tags and rich information on morphological categories), (b) surface shape (“analytical”, in the form of dependency-based tree structures with the verb as the root of the tree and with relations labeled by superficial syntactic

---

¹ The specific kind of entailment illustrated here by the above examples was introduced in Hajičová (1972) and called *allegation*: an allegation is an assertion A entailed by an assertion carried by a sentence S, with which the negative counterpart of S entails neither A nor its negation (see also the discussion by Partee 1996).
functions such as Subject, Object, Adverbial, Attribute, etc.), and (c) underlying dependency-based syntactic level (so-called tectogrammatical) with dependency tree structures labeled by functions such as Actor, Patient, Addressee, etc. and including also information on the IS (Topic-Focus articulation) of sentences. For this purpose, a special TFA attribute is established in the scenario for the representation of a sentence on the tectogrammatical level, with three possible values, one of which is assigned to every node of the tree; these values specify, whether the node is contextually bound non-contrastive, contextually bound contrastive, or contextually non-bound. A contextually bound (cb) node represents an item presented by the speaker as referring to an entity assumed to be easily accessible by the hearer(s), i.e. more or less predictable, readily available to the hearers in their memory, while a contextually non-bound (nb) node represents an item presented as not directly available in the given context, cognitively ‘new’. While the characteristics ‘given’ and ‘new’ refer only to the cognitive background of the distinction of contextual boundness, the distinction itself is an opposition understood as a grammatically patterned feature, rather than in the literal sense of the term. This point is illustrated e.g. by (9).

(9) (Tom entered together with his friends.) My mother recognized only HIM, but no one from his COMPANY.

Both Tom and his friends are ‘given’ by the preceding context (indicated here by the preceding sentence in the brackets), but in the given sentence they are structured as non-bound (which is reflected in the surface shape of the sentence by the position of the intonation center).

The appurtenance of an item to the Topic or Focus of the sentence is then derived on the basis of the features cb or nb assigned to individual nodes of the tree (see Sgall 1979):

(a) the main verb (V) and any of its direct dependents belong to F iff they carry index nb;

(b) every item that does not depend directly on V and is subordinated to an element of F different from V, belongs to F (where “subordinated to” is defined as the irreflexive transitive closure of “depend on”);

(c) iff V and all items directly depending on V are cb, then it is necessary to specify the rightmost k’ node of the cb nodes dependent on V and ask whether some of nodes l dependent on k’ are nb; if so, this nb node and all its dependents belong to F; if not so, then specify the immediately adjacent (i.e. preceding) sister node of k’ and ask whether some of its dependents is cb; these steps are repeated until an nb node depending (immediately or not) on a cb node directly dependent on V is found. This node and all its dependent nodes are then specified as F.

(d) every item not belonging to F according to (a) - (c) belongs to T.

This algorithm has been implemented and is applied in all experiments connected with research questions related to IS.

As described in Zikáňová et al. (2009), the SH algorithm was applied to a part of the PDT data (about 11 thousand sentences). The results indicate that a clear division of the sentence into Topic and Focus according to the hypothesized rules has been achieved in 94.28% of sentences to which the procedure has been applied; 4.41% of sentences contained the type of focus referring to a node (or nodes) that belong(s) to the communicatively most dynamic part of the sentence though they depend on a contextually bound node. The real problem of the algorithm then rests with the case of ambiguous partition (1.14%) and cases where no focus was recognized (0.11%). In Rysová et al. (2015) some of the shortcomings of the previous implementation described in Zikáňová et al. (2009) were removed and the algorithm was evaluated in a slightly different way: as the gold data we used data annotated by a linguist assuming that the results would better reflect the adequacy of the algorithm for transforming values of contextual boundness into the division of the sentence into the Topic and the Focus. Our gold data consisted of 319 sentences from twelve PDT documents annotated by a single linguistic expert. Without taking into account (already annotated but now hidden) values of contextual boundness, the annotator

\[4\] In addition, two kinds of information are being added in the latest version of PDT, namely annotation of discourse relations based on the analysis of discourse connectors (inspired by the Pennsylvania Discourse Treebank) and information on grammatical and on textual intra- and inter-sentential coreference relations.
marked each node as belonging either to the Topic or to the Focus. On these gold data, the new implementation of the algorithm was evaluated, see Table 1.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>SH Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1-measure in topic</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-measure in focus</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall accuracy on tectogrammatical nodes</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall accuracy on whole sentences</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation of the SH algorithm.

4 Summary

In our contribution we argue that a meaning representation of any type should include information on basic features of information structure. Our argument stems from the fact that information structure (at least the articulation of a sentence into its Topic and Focus) is semantically relevant which is demonstrated on several examples, taking into account also the representation of negation and presupposition. An inclusion of the representation of information structure into an overall representation of meaning also helps to account for some basic features of discourse connectivity and coreference relations. In the Appendix, we have briefly characterized one possible way of representation of the basic features of information structure.

5 Appendix

To attest the plausibility of a representation of IS in an annotated corpus, we present here rather simplified representations of the sentences given above in (1). The symbols ACT, PAT and Gen stand for the deep syntactic functions Actor, Patient and General Actor, respectively, Deb(itive) and Imper stand for deontic and sentential modality, and cb and nb stand for the contextually bound and contextually non-bound values of the TFA attribute. The vertical dotted line denotes the boundary between Topic and Focus.
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Abstract

It is known that discourse connectives are the most salient indicators of discourse relations. State-of-the-art parsers being developed to predict explicit discourse connectives exploit annotated discourse corpora but a lexicon of discourse connectives is also needed to enable further research in discourse structure and support the development of language technologies that use these structures for text understanding. This paper presents a lexicon of Turkish discourse connectives built by automatic means. The lexicon has the format of the German connective lexicon, DiMLex, where for each discourse connective, information about the connective's orthographic variants, syntactic category and senses are provided along with sample relations. In this paper, we describe the data sources we used and the development steps of the lexicon.

1 Introduction

Discourse connectives (alternatively labelled as cue phrases, discourse markers, discourse operators, etc.) are lexical anchors of coherence relations. Such relations (with semantic labels such as expansion, contingency, contrast, concession) can be signalled with discourse connectives, but languages vary in the way they express them. For example, while languages like English and German express discourse relations lexically (with conjunctions and adverbials), Turkish conveys discourse relations through morphological suffixes, as well as lexically. Languages also diverge in the number of connectives that express the same discourse relation. For example, French and Dutch differ in the number of connectives that convey causal relations (Zufferey and Degand, 2017). Finally, discourse connectives are polysemous, expressing several discourse relations. These issues are an obvious challenge for language technologies, translation studies and language learners. What is needed is a resource that goes beyond traditional dictionaries. Our goal in this paper is to reveal the nature of Turkish discourse connectives through discourse-annotated corpora and describe the steps in constructing a discourse connective lexicon that hosts the connectives’ various properties. The Turkish Lexicon will ultimately be part of the connective lexicon database (http://connective-lex.info/) that aims to synchronize the lexicons that exist.

The interest in discourse connectives goes hand in hand with the development of discourse-annotated corpora. There are three major approaches that have guided discourse research and inspired other languages to annotate discourse: RST (Mann and Thompson, 1988), SDRT (2012), and the PDTB (Prasad et al., 2014). Our focus in this paper will be the PDTB, one of the best known resources for English discourse. The PDTB takes discourse connectives (henceforth, DCs) as two-place predicates where argumenthood is based on abstract objects (eventualities, facts, propositions, etc.) as in Asher (1993). It annotates the DC together with its binary arguments, which are semantic representations of discourse parts (cf. (Danlos, 2009)). The PDTB-style annotation has been extended to various languages other than English, namely, Arabic (Al-Saif and Markert, 2010), Chinese (Zhou and Xue, 2015), Hindi (Kolachina et al., 2012), and Turkish (Demirşahin and Zeyrek, 2017) as well as a recent multilingual resource, TED-Multilingual Discourse Bank, or TED-MDB (Zeyrek et al., 2019).

In addition to these efforts, there has been an important initiative, namely DiMLex, the discourse connective lexicon first developed for German (Stede and Umbach, 1998; Scheffler and Stede, 2016), which has subsequently been extended to multiple languages, e.g. French (Roze et al., 2012), Italian (Feltracco et al., 2016), Portuguese (Mendes et al., 2018) and recently EngDiMLex for English (Das et al., 2018). Such lex-
icons are sure to complement the ongoing efforts of discourse-annotated corpora, support discourse research and various language technology applications such as discourse parsers.

In this paper, we describe the development of TCL, a lexicon for Turkish discourse connectives, which follows the format of DiMLex. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such resource for Turkish. Thus, our aim is to fill this gap with a resource that covers Turkish discourse connectives with their various properties and a representation of their meanings. This resource will not only benefit discourse studies in Turkish but will also form the basis of future multilingual studies on discourse connectives and their meanings.

In the rest of this paper, we describe the steps in creating the TCL. In Section 2, we provide information about the data sources we used and in Section 3, we discuss the criteria for selecting connectives as TCL entries. Section 4 presents the structure of TCL and Section 5 shows how the lexicon is populated. Section 6 brings the paper to an end and draws some conclusions.

## 2 Data Sources

In building the TCL, we use three PDTB-inspired annotated corpora to compile explicit DCs, namely, Turkish Discourse Bank or TDB 1.0 (Zeyrek et al., 2013), TDB 1.1 (Zeyrek and Kurfaš, 2017), and the Turkish section of TED-MDB.

- TDB 1.0 is a 400,000-word resource of modern written Turkish containing annotations of explicit DCs and the discourse segments they relate. It also annotates “phrasal expressions” such as bunun için ‘for this (reason/purpose)’, which are linking devices compositionally derived from postpositions (için ‘since/in order to’) and a deictic term. They are a subset of the PDTB’s alternative lexicalizations and correspond to “secondary connectives” (Danlos et al., 2018). We used 8439 relations (explicit DCs and “phrasal expressions”) from this corpus.

- TDB 1.1 is a 40,000-word-subset of TDB 1.0, where all five relation types of the PDTB are annotated together with their binary arguments (i.e., explicit and implicit relations, alternative lexicalizations, entity relations and no relations). Based on the PDTB-3 relation hierarchy (Lee et al., 2016), the senses of explicit and implicit connectives as well as alternative lexicalizations are annotated. We used 912 explicit relations from this corpus.

- TED-MDB is a corpus of TED talks transcripts in 6 languages (English, German, Polish, European Portuguese, Russian and Turkish). We used 276 explicit relations from the Turkish section of this corpus. TDB 1.0 and TED-MDB annotation files are in pipe-delimited format, the TDB 1.1 annotation files are in XML format.

By using different resources, we take advantage of the different coverage of the three corpora. As expected, while some of the connectives exist in all of the data sources, some connectives (and the information needed for the connective lexicon database) may exist in only one source (see Table 2). Moreover, resorting to different corpora is helpful as different corpora may spot new senses of a DC. For example, different senses of the postpositions gibi ‘as’ and kadar ‘until/as well as/as much as’ have been compiled from different corpora as indicated in Table 1.

## 3 The criteria for selection of connectives as TCL entries

Turkish is a morphologically rich, agglutinating language with suffixes added to the word root in the order licensed by the morphology and syntax of the language. In this section we describe the major syntactic categories we used to determine DCs, and how we represent suffixal connectives (converbs) in TCL. We also explain our method of determining the syntactic category of other DCs when different POS taggers provide different parses.

TCL only considers explicit discourse connectives annotated in the existing Turkish discourse-annotated corpora. Unlike other DC lexicons such as DiMLex and the lexicon of Czech discourse connectives (Mírovský et al., 2017) it does not record non-connective usages.

### 3.1 Major syntactic categories

DCs are determined on the basis of the following syntactic categories:

- Conjunctions, comprising both the single type ama ‘but/yet’ and the paired or noncontinuous type such as ne ... ne ‘neither ... nor’.
Table 1: Different senses of connectives captured via discourse-annotated corpora in Turkish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCL Entries</th>
<th>TDB 1.1</th>
<th>TED-MDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gibi ‘as’</td>
<td>EXPANSION: Conjunction</td>
<td>COMPARISON: Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXPANSION: Manner: Arg2-as-manner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kadar ‘until/as well/much as’</td>
<td>COMPARISON: Degree</td>
<td>COMPARISON: Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEMPORAL: Asynchronous: Precedence</td>
<td>CONTINGENCY: Purpose: Arg2-as-goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artık ‘no longer’</td>
<td>EXPANSION: Level-of-detail: Arg2-as-detail</td>
<td>CONTINGENCY: Cause: Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEMPORAL: Synchronous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: TCL entries obtained from various discourse-annotated corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Sources</th>
<th>TDB 1.0</th>
<th>TDB 1.1</th>
<th>TED-MDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ama ‘but/yet’</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td>ama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>çünkü ‘because’</td>
<td>Çünkü</td>
<td>Çünkü</td>
<td>çünkü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aksine ‘in contrast’</td>
<td>aksine</td>
<td>aksine</td>
<td>sadece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sayesinde ‘thanks to’</td>
<td>sayesinde</td>
<td>Keza</td>
<td>Keza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keza ‘as well’</td>
<td>Keza</td>
<td>Keza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dahasi ‘furthermore’</td>
<td>Dahasi</td>
<td>Dahasi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Representing suffixal connectives

In Turkish, suffixal connectives are essentially converbs forming non-finite adverbial clauses. Converbs have complex allomorphy based on vowel harmony as well as consonant harmony (Zeyrek and Webber, 2008). We decided that such variation has to be represented in TCL. To illustrate, -(y)ArAk ‘by means of/and’ is a converb shown in the standard morphological notation, where the capital letters indicate alternation (-erek, -arak) and the parentheses show that y is needed if the verb root ends in a vowel (see examples (1), (2), (3)). Other converbs may additionally carry dedicated nominalization markers or person agreement markers, which have different morphological realizations. To identify all occurrences of a converb, the allomorphs need to be specified in the lexicon. By means of the TCL search tool (see 5.1 below), we specified 15 converbs and their allomorphs to be added to TCL. If any allomorph of a specific converb was missing in the corpora we used, those allomorphs were added manually.

1We note that the TDB’s term “phrasal expression” is different from the DimLex term “phrasal connective”, which refers to discourse connectives that involve more than one words without specifying the type of words involved in the composition of the connective.

3.3 Noun-based connectives

Turkish has a group of connectives which are the lexicalized forms of nominal roots, e.g. daha ‘furthermore’, amacıya ‘with the aim of’, sonuçı ‘eventually.’ For this group of connectives, the available POS taggers sometimes provide incomplete information. Table 3 shows different parses provided by different POS parsers for these connectives.

Table 3: Different parses for three noun-based DCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connectives</th>
<th>UDPipe</th>
<th>TRmorph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>daha ‘furthermore’</td>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>Cnj:adv, Adv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amacıya ‘for the purpose of’</td>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonuçı ‘eventually’</td>
<td>Adv</td>
<td>Adv, Noun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In such cases, we compare different sources to determine the connective’s syntactic category for TCL. For example, for the connectives in Table 3, we settled on the syntactic categories provided in Table 4.
4 The structure of TCL

The TCL structure is based on the structure of the connective lexicon database. Thus, it contains the following components.

- **Orthographical variants:** This criterion specifies whether the connective is a single token (part=single) or a phrasal token (part=phrasal); continuous (orth=cont) or discontinuous (orth=discount). For example, the phrasal connective ne...ne ‘neither ... nor’ is annotated as “discount” while the connective öte yandan ‘on the other hand’ is annotated as “cont”. An entry illustrating the orthographical variants of the single connective ama ‘but’ is provided in Figure 1.

In addition to these, we added the type “suffixal” to TCL to indicate converbs.

- **Canonical Form:** The canonical form of a connective is the most commonly used variant of that connective. For example, the canonical form of çünkü ‘because’ is the sentence-initial Çünkü, a property which is determined by the TCL search tool.

- **Frequency:** The frequency of the connective shows both how often it occurs in the corpora and the frequency of each of its sense tags.

- **Syntactic category:** The syntactic category of connectives is assigned using several sources as described in Section 5.1, namely the Turkish section of UDPipe ³, the search tool provided in the Turkish Linguistic Society website or TDK ⁴ and TRmorph ⁵.

5 Populating the lexicon

5.1 The TCL search tool

We developed a search tool to populate TCL. The search tool was developed using the C# programming language. It is also extendable with new features. The main feature of the tool is that it searches different corpora to retrieve DCs (see Figure 2 for a snapshot of the main window of the tool). In addition, it uses filters for DC types, such as suffixal, single, and phrasal. When the search tool is started, file paths used by the tool are specified in the data path window, namely, the path of the text directory specifying the raw text files that will be searched, and the path of the annotation directory containing the XML or pipe-delimited files storing the annotation information.

5.2 The workflow

Using the search tool, we populated the TCL entries. Our workflow involves several steps, as described below and summarized in Figure 3.

- Firstly, the annotation files of the three corpora are parsed and the relations encoded by explicit connectives are retrieved. For this purpose, an XML parser and a pipe-delimited file parser have been developed.

- **Relation Builder:** The Relation Builder module reads the connective and its sense(s) in each relation directly from the annotation files while it reads the respective relation

---

Table 4: Syntactic categories of three noun-based DCs in TCL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connectives</th>
<th>TCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dahası 'furthermore'</td>
<td>Adv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amacıyla 'for the purpose of'</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonuçta 'eventually'</td>
<td>Adv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

³http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/udpipe/
⁴http://www.tdk.gov.tr
⁵http://coltekin.net/cagri/trmorph/
spans from the text files; then it distinguishes suffixal DCs from non-suffixal DCs, i.e. all other types of DCs. To characterize a DC as suffixal, the Relation Builder simply checks the character preceding the DC token. If the previous character is white space, a new line, or a separator (., , ; ! ( ) ‘ ” -), the connective is labeled as Not Suffixal; in other cases, it is labeled as Suffixal. Hence, two lists of relations are formed, a list of relations containing suffixal connectives and a list of relations containing non-suffixal connectives.

- **Orthographical Variants:** Since suffixal connectives are uniform in terms of orthography, continuity, etc. they do not have variants. Therefore, the DC Lexicon Entry Builder only searches the list of non-suffixal relations to determine the variants of all connectives. Suffixal connectives are simply tagged as “suffixal”.

- **Allomorphs:** To handle the allomorphs of converbs, the list of suffixal relations is used. The entries of this list are analyzed to find out which entries are allomorphs of a suffixal DC.

- **Continuity:** Phrasal DCs can be continuous or discontinuous. This property is specified automatically by going through the multi-word connectives in the list of non-suffixal relations, and whether there are any words between the two parts of the connective is determined.

- **Canonical Use:** The DC Lexicon Entry Builder counts the times each variant of a DC occurs in our relation lists and labels the most frequently used variant as canonical.

- **Frequency:** To set the frequency property, the DC Lexicon Entry Builder uses both lists of relations and computes the number of occurrences of a DC as well as the number of occurrences of each sense of the DC.

- **Syntactic Category Tagger:** This module assigns a syntactic category to each DC. If a connective is suffixal, it is assigned the converb category. The syntactic category of non-suffixal connectives is determined on the basis of the available POS taggers to the extent possible, otherwise by comparing various parses as described in Section 4 above.

Some of the connectives may belong to more than one syntactic category (Zeyrek and Kurfaş, 2018). For such connectives, we provide both of the syntactic categories. E.g. the DC önce ‘before’ is both an adverb (4) and a postposition (5).

(4) Ali matematiği iyice anladı. Ama daha önce bir problemi bile
yardımsız çözemezdi.
*Ali has now grasped math fully. But before he could not solve even one math problem without help.*

(5) Bu filmi gormeden önce romanını okumalısın.
*Before seeing this movie, you should read the novel.*

The syntactic categories we assign to the DCs are; CCONJ, Converb (Simplex Subordinator), ADP (Postposition, Complex Subordinator), ADV, Secondary Connective ("phrasal expressions") and Other categories, such as noun-based connectives. These syntactic categories are mapped onto the categories which the Connective-Lex website offers (cf. Table 5).

- **DiMLex Formatter:** After creating the list of DC lexicon entries with all the properties described so far, the entries are mapped onto the DiMLex XML format. Firstly, an XML document is created and for each entry of the lexicon, an XML node is created. The XML elements and attributes are filled with the properties of lexicon entries following the DimLex format.

- **DCs in the DiMLex format:** At the end of these steps, we have a list of 180 DCs with their respective syntactic categories and other properties.

In Figures 4, 5 and 6, we provide how DCs are represented in the DiMLex format. Figure 4 presents the entry of a suffixal connective, Figure 5 shows the entry for a single connective belonging to the postposition category and Figure 6 illustrates the entry for a phrasal discontinuous connective.

We computed the sense distribution of Turkish explicit DCs by using our corpora and compared the results with the sense distribution of explicits in the PDTB 2.0 (Prasad et al., 2014). Table 6 displays the distribution of top-level classes comparatively and shows that the PDTB 2.0 displays an order of Expansion (33%), Comparison (28.8%), Contingency (19.2%) and Temporal (19%). This distribution is preserved in Turkish to a great extent in the order of Expansion (36%), Contingency (24.4%), Comparison (22.3%), and Temporal (17.3%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense Class</th>
<th>Turkish corpora</th>
<th>PDTB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEMPORAL</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>3696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTINGENCY</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>3741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPARISON</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>5589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPANSION</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>6423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>2078</td>
<td>19449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Distribution of top-level sense classes among explicits in the PDTB 2.0 and discourse-annotated corpora of Turkish

Table 7 provides the most frequent 15 discourse connectives and their second-level senses compiled from all data sources.

6 Conclusion

In sum, the major contributions of this paper have been:

- to characterize various properties of Turkish discourse connectives including their syntactic categories and the senses they convey via discourse-annotated corpora,

- to develop a DimLex-style lexicon of discourse connectives to host Turkish discourse connectives together with their various properties and sample relations retrieved from annotated corpora.

TCL is populated by DCs gleaned from texts belonging to different genres. Given that DCs are sensitive to genre (Webber, 2009), in future work, we will compute the distribution of senses in different genres and work on incorporating this information into DiMLex. This aim goes in parallel with our plan of extending the DC search tool with new facilities.
Table 7: 15 most frequent discourse connectives and their second-level sense distribution in discourse-annotated corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Senses</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ve</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Conjunction (395), Cause (39), Cause+Belief (2), Asynchronous (24), Synchronous (8), Level-of-detail (3), Conjunction</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level-of-detail (3), Conjunction</td>
<td>Contrast (1), Conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ama</td>
<td>but/yet</td>
<td>Contrast (92), Concession (135), Exception (8), Concession+SpeechAct (8), Correction (6), Cause+SpeechAct (2), Conjunction (3), Concession</td>
<td>Synchronous (1), Concession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>çin</td>
<td>to/since</td>
<td>Purpose (167), Cause (39), Cause+Belief (3), Degree (2), Level-of-detail (1)</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonra</td>
<td>then</td>
<td>Asynchronous (142)</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>çünkü</td>
<td>because</td>
<td>Cause+Belief (17), Cause (76)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ancak</td>
<td>however</td>
<td>Concession (36), Exception (4), Contrast (27), Conjunction (1), Exception (1)</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayrca</td>
<td>in addition</td>
<td>Conjunction (41)</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ken</td>
<td>while</td>
<td>Synchronous (33), Conjunction (2), Concession+SpeechAct (1), Contrast (1)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ty</td>
<td>when</td>
<td>Synchronous (19), Cause (6), Asynchronous (10), Level-of-detail (1)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(y)HncA</td>
<td>that is</td>
<td>Equivalence (17), Level-of-detail (4), Cause+Belief (10), Substitution (3), Cause+SpeechAct (1)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sA</td>
<td>if</td>
<td>Condition (23), Concession (2), Negative-condition (4), Condition</td>
<td>Purpose (1), Condition+SpeechAct (3), Substitution (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dA</td>
<td>when</td>
<td>Synchronous (29), Condition (1)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>önce</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>Asynchronous (30)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: A suffixal connective -(y)Hp ‘and’, the senses it conveys and representative examples
Figure 5: A single connective gibi ‘as’, the senses it conveys and representative examples

Figure 6: A phrasal connective ya ... ya da ‘either ... or’, its sense and a representative example
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Abstract
This paper presents a new task-oriented meaning representation called meta-semantics, that is designed to detect patients with early symptoms of Alzheimer's disease by analyzing their language beyond a syntactic or semantic level. Meta-semantic representation consists of three parts, entities, predicate argument structures, and discourse attributes, that derive rich knowledge graphs. For this study, 50 controls and 50 patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) are selected, and meta-semantic representation is annotated on their speeches transcribed in text. Inter-annotator agreement scores of 88%, 82%, and 89% are achieved for the three types of annotation, respectively. Five analyses are made using this annotation, depicting clear distinctions between the control and MCI groups. Finally, a neural model is trained on features extracted from those analyses to classify MCI patients from normal controls, showing a high accuracy of 82% that is very promising.

1 Introduction
Our understanding of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has evolved over the last few decades. Most notably is the discovery that AD has long latent preclinical and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) stages (Karr et al., 2018; Steenland et al., 2018). These stages are the focus of many prevention and therapeutic interventions. A key limitation in identifying these pre-dementia stages for clinical trial recruitment is the need for expensive or invasive testing like positron emission tomography or obtaining cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analyses. Traditional cognitive testing is time-consuming and can be biased by literacy and test-taking skills (Fyffe et al., 2011). Recent advances in natural language processing (NLP) offer the unique opportunity to explore previously undetectable changes in the cognitive process of semantics that can be automated in clinical artificial intelligence (Beam and Kohane, 2016).

Limited prior studies have suggested the feasibility of detecting AD by analyzing language variations. One approach includes linguistically motivated analysis extracting lexical, grammatical, and syntactic features to detect language deficits in AD patients (Fraser et al., 2016; Orimaye et al., 2017). The other approach involves deep learning models to extract features from languages used by AD patients (Orimaye et al., 2016; Karlekar et al., 2018). The limitations of these studies are that most were developed based on dementia cases, so their ability to detect pre-dementia is still unknown. The impact of these methods is the highest in the cases where traditional cognitive measures are unable to clarify the patients cognitive status. Hence, we focus on these early MCI stages in this study.

We suggest a new meaning representation called meta-semantics that derives a knowledge graph reflecting semantic, pragmatic, and discourse aspects of language spoken by MCI patients. The objective of this representation is not to design yet another structure to capture more information but to sense aspects beyond the syntax and semantic level that are essential for the early detection of MCI patients. We hypothesize that patients in the pre-dementia stage do not necessarily make so much of grammatical mistakes compared to normal people but often have difficulties in elaborating or articulating their thoughts in language. To verify our hypothesis, we collect speeches from 50 normal controls and 50 MCI patients that standardized cognition tests fail to distinguish (Section 2), annotate meta-semantic representation on the transcripts of those speeches (Section 3), make several analyses to comprehend linguistic differences between the control and the MCI groups (Section 4), then develop a neural network model to detect MCI patients from normal controls (Section 5). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a dedicated meaning representation is proposed for the detection of MCI.
2 Data Preparation

We analyzed data from 100 subjects collected as part of the B-SHARP, Brain, Stress, Hypertension, and Aging Research Program.\(^1\) 50 cognitively normal controls and 50 patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) were selected based on neuropsychological and clinical assessments performed by a trained physician and a neuropsychologist. The two groups were matched on overall cognitive scores to examine how well our new meta-semantic indices would perform in the setting where standardized tests such as the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (Nasreddine et al., 2005) and the Boston Naming Test (Kaplan et al., 1983) failed to distinguish them. Table 1 shows demographics and clinical features of the control and the MCI groups.

Table 1: Demographics and clinical features of the two groups. Age: avg-years, Race: % African American; % Non-Hispanic Caucasian, Sex: % female, Education: % Bachelor’s or above, MoCA (Montreal Cognitive Assessment): avg-score, BNT (Boston Naming Test): avg-score, CDR (Clinical Dementia Rating): avg-score, FAQ (Function Assessment Questionnaire): avg-score. The p-values are evaluated by the t-test except for race, sex, and education which are evaluated by the χ^2 test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>MCI</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>65.6 (±6.80)</td>
<td>66.0 (±8.38)</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>54%; 44%</td>
<td>58%; 42%</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA</td>
<td>24.2 (±2.15)</td>
<td>23.9 (±2.00)</td>
<td>0.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNT</td>
<td>14.0 (±1.43)</td>
<td>13.8 (±1.23)</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>0.01 (±0.07)</td>
<td>0.43 (±0.18)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAQ</td>
<td>1.00 (±1.62)</td>
<td>1.71 (±2.57)</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No significant group differences were found in age, race, sex, or education between these two groups. The MCI group performed significantly worse on the Clinical Dementia Rating (Morris, 1994), but did not differ as much on the Function Assessment Questionnaire (Pfeffer et al., 1982) assessing instrumental activities of daily living.

2.1 Speech Task Protocol

We conducted a speech task protocol that evaluated subjects’ language abilities on 1) natural speech, 2) fluency, and 3) picture description, and collected audio recordings for all three tasks from each subject. For this study, the audio recordings from the third task, picture description, were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the meta-semantics analysis on detecting MCI. All subjects were shown the picture in Figure 1, The Circus Procession, copyrighted by McLoughlin Brothers as part of the Juvenile Collection, and given the same instruction to describe the picture for one minute. Visual abilities of the subjects were confirmed before recording.

Figure 1: The image of “The Circus Procession” used for the picture description task.

2.2 Transcription

Audio recordings for the picture description task (Section 2.1) from the 100 subjects in Table 1 were automatically transcribed by the online tool, Temi,\(^2\) then manually corrected. Table 3 shows transcripts from a normal control and an MCI patient whose MoCA scores are matched to 29 (out of 30 points). For the annotation of meta-semantic representation in Section 3, all transcripts were tokenized by the open-source NLP toolkit called ELIT.\(^3\) Table 2 shows general statistics of these transcripts from the output automatically generated by the part-of-speech tagger and the dependency parser in ELIT.

Table 2: Statistics of transcripts from the two groups. The avg-count and the stdev are reported for each field. T: tokens, S: sentences, N: nouns, V: verbs, C: conjuncts, RN: relative clauses and non-finite modifiers, CM: clausal modifiers or complements. The p-values are evaluated by the t-test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>MCI</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>174.32 (±40.14)</td>
<td>175.04 (±48.01)</td>
<td>0.936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>11.34 (±3.08)</td>
<td>11.22 (±3.73)</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>36.32 (±8.62)</td>
<td>38.06 (±12.25)</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>27.10 (±7.44)</td>
<td>24.50 (±6.93)</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7.74 (±4.25)</td>
<td>7.54 (±4.42)</td>
<td>0.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>2.36 (±1.82)</td>
<td>1.64 (±1.67)</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>4.52 (±2.74)</td>
<td>4.30 (±2.15)</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\)B-SHARP: http://medicine.emory.edu/bsharp

\(^2\)Temi: https://www.temi.com

\(^3\)ELIT: https://github.com/elitcloud/elit
This is a what looks like a circus poster. The title is the Circus Procession. There's an off color green background. On the left-hand side is elephant in a costume peddling a tricycle, operating a tricycle. On the right side is another elephant with holding a fan. He’s dressed in an outfit with a hat and a cane. There are two people in the background and they could be either men or women. And then there are three, I’ll take that back. And then the foreground is a clown in a white suit with red trim. It was copyrighted in 1988 by the McLoughlin Brothers, New York or NY. Um, there’s a black border. Um, the, there are shadows represented by some brown color at the bottom.

Table 3: Transcripts from a normal control and an MCI patient whose MoCA scores are 29 points.

No significant group differences were found in text-level counts (tokens and sentences), grammatical categories (nouns and verbs), or syntactic structures (conjuncts, clausal modifiers or complements), except for the relative clauses and non-finite modifiers whose p-value is less than 0.05. The MCI group used notably a fewer number of verbs although the difference to the control group was not significant.

3 Meta-Semantic Representation

We organized a team of two undergraduate students in Linguistics to annotate meta-semantic representation on the transcripts from Section 2.2 such that every transcript was annotated by two people and adjudicated by an expert. The web-based annotation tool called BRAT was used for this annotation (Stenetorp et al., 2012), where the entire content of each transcript was displayed at a time. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of our annotation interface using BRAT on the control example in Table 3.

Figure 2: A screenshot of our annotation interface using the web-based tool BRAT on the first five sentences of the control example in Table 3.

Meta-semantic representation involves three types of annotation, entities (Section 3.1), predicate argument structures (Section 3.2), discourse attributes (Section 3.3), as well as few other miscellaneous components (Section 3.4). The following sections give a brief overview of our annotation guidelines.

3.1 Entities

To analyze which and how objects in the picture are described by individual subjects, every object mentioned in the transcript is identified as either a predefined entity or an unknown entity. All nominals including pronouns, proper nouns, common nouns, and noun phrases are considered potential mentions. Table 4 shows the list of 50 predefined entities that are frequently mentioned in the transcripts.

Table 4: Predefined entities, where the main entities indicate the 5 conspicuous objects in Figure 1 and the sub entities indicate objects that belong to the main entities.

In the example below, five mentions are found and can be linked to four entities as follows:

An elephant<sub>1</sub> is holding a fan<sub>2</sub>. To the leftside of him<sub>3</sub>, another elephant<sub>4</sub> is riding a tricycle<sub>5</sub>.

- {elephant<sub>1</sub>, him<sub>3</sub>} → Elephant<sub>R</sub> (elephant on the right)
- {elephant<sub>4</sub>} → Elephant<sub>L</sub> (elephant on the left)
- {fan<sub>2</sub>} → ER_Fan
- {tricycles<sub>5</sub>} → EL_Tricycle
The entity Men is a group of three people including Man_L, Man_M, and Man_R (man on the left, middle, and right) as its sub entities. Such a group entity is defined because subjects regularly describe them together as one unit. Picture often refers to the types of the picture that subjects view it as (e.g., poster in Figure 2). Special kinds of entities, Title and Copyright, are also defined that are annotated on the literals (e.g., the Circus Procession in Figure 2, McLoughlin Brothers, 1888, N.Y.) to see if subjects indeed recognize them correctly. Any object that is either ambiguous or not predefined is annotated as an unknown entity.

It is worth mentioning that unlike mention annotation for coreference resolution in OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2012) where whole noun phrases are annotated as mentions, function words such as articles or determiners and modifiers such as adverbs or adjectives are not considered part of mentions in our annotation, which is similar to abstract meaning representation (Banarescu et al., 2013). Such abstraction is more suitable for spoken data where the usage of these function words and modifiers is not so consistent.

3.2 Predicate Argument Structures

To analyze semantics of the entities as well as their relations to one another, predicate argument structures are annotated. Note that meta-semantic representation is entity-centric such that expressions that do not describe the picture are discarded from the annotation (e.g., When I was young, circus came to my town all the time). Such expressions do not help analyzing subjects’ capabilities in describing the picture although they can be used for other kinds of analyses which we will explore in the future.

Following the latest guidelines of PropBank (Bontial et al., 2017), both verbal predicates, excluding auxiliary and modal verbs, and nominal predicates, including eventive nouns and nouns from light-verb constructions, are considered in our representation. Once predicates are identified, arguments are annotated with the following thematic roles (in the examples, predicates are in italic, arguments are in brackets, and thematic roles are in subscripts):

- **agent**: Prototypical agents
  - e.g., An [elephant]agent is holding a fan.
- **theme**: Prototypical patients or themes
  - e.g., An elephant is holding a [fan]theme.
- **dative**: Recipients or beneficiaries e.g., The soldier is bringing a flag to the [circus]dative.
- **adv**: Adverbial modifiers
  - e.g., That elephant is [actually]adv walking.
- **dir**: Directional modifiers
  - e.g., Feathers are coming out of the [hat]dir.
- **loc**: Locative modifiers e.g., The clown is dancing in between the [elephants]loc.
- **mnr**: Locative modifiers
  - e.g., Soldiers are marching [proudly]mnr.
- **prp**: Purpose or clausal modifiers e.g., The clown is dancing to [tease]prp the elephants.
- **tmp**: Temporal modifiers e.g., This seemed to be a poster made in the early [1900s]tmp.

If an argument is a preposition phrase, the thematic role is annotated on the preposition object such that in the example above, only the head noun [hat] is annotated as dir instead of the entire preposition phrase “out of the hat”. As shown in the prp example, a predicate can be an argument of another predicate. Note that modifiers do not need to be arguments of only predicates but entities as well (e.g., the elephant on the [tricycle]loc, a poster from way back in [1900s]tmp).

The choice of these thematic roles are observational to the transcripts. No instance of dative is found in our dataset but the role is still kept in the guidelines for future annotation.

---

4See the case relation in Section 3.4 for more details about how prepositions are handled in our annotation.
3.3 Discourse Attributes

To analyze discourse aspects of the transcripts, six labels and one relation are annotated as follows (in the examples, attributes are indicated in brackets):

ambiguous Objects contextually ambiguous to identify are annotated with this label. For example, both [elephant] and [something] are annotated as ambiguous because it is unclear which elephant and object they refer to. Also, [blue] likely refers to the vest of Elephant_R but not specified in this context; thus, it is also annotated as ambiguous.

That [elephant] is holding [something].
The elephant with [blue] on is walking.

opinion Descriptions subjective to that particular subject are annotated with this label. For example, ’red’ is considered an objective fact agreed by most subjects whereas [fancy] is considered a subjective opinion, not necessarily agreed by others. Similarly, [like a millionaire] is considered subject’s opinion about the elephant’s costume.

The ‘red’ tie with the [fancy] shirt.
That elephant is dressed up [like a millionaire].

emotion Expressions that carry subjects’ emotions or their views on objects’ emotions are annotated with this label.

That clown looks [happy].
The elephant makes me [sad].

certain Adverbials or modals that express certainty are annotated with this label.

Those people [must] be women.
This is [obviously] an old poster.

fuzzy Adverbials or modals that express fuzziness are annotated with this label.

The elephant carries [some kind of] balloon.
I am [not sure] if the elephant is marching.

emphasis Adverbials used for emphasis are annotated with this label.

That tricycle is [very] big.
That clown is [definitely] enjoying this.

more Additional descriptions from appositions and repetitions from repairs are annotated with this relation (in the examples, ones in the brackets have more relations to the ones in italic):

There are elephants, two [elephants]more, here.
This is the Circus Profession, [Procession]more.
That one is holding an umbrella, or a [fan]more.

[elephants] is an apposition that adds more information to elephants. [Procession] is a prototypical repair case that fixes the prior mention of Profession. [fan] may not be considered a repair in some analysis, but it is in ours because it attempts to fix the earlier mention of umbrella in a speech setting.

3.4 Miscellaneous

Two additional modifiers, Nmod and Xmod are annotated. Nmod are modifiers of nominals that modify entities with the attr relation:


Xmod are any other types of modifiers, mostly adverbs and prepositions. If adverbials, they are annotated with the adv relation in Sec 3.2. If prepositions, they are annotated with the case relation:

There is a seeminglyadv dancing clown.
Feathers are coming [out of]case the hat.

Finally, possessions of entities are annotated with the with relation regardless of verbs such as have or get for the consistency across different structures. In both of the following sentences, [jacket] has the with relation to the elephant.

The elephant with a blue [jacket]with.
The elephant has a blue [jacket]with.

4 Meta-Semantic Analysis

Given the annotation in Section 3, several analyses are made to observe how effective meta-semantic is to distinguish the control (C) and MCI (M) groups.

4.1 Entity Coverage Analysis

We anticipate that most subjects in C and M would recognize the main entities whereas a fewer number of sub entities would be commonly recognized by M than C. For each entity \(e_i\), that is the \(i\)’th entity in Table 4, two counts \(c_i^C\) and \(c_i^M\) are measured such that they are the numbers of subjects in C and M whose transcripts include at least one mention of \(e_i\). For instance, the entity \(e_7 = \text{Circus Profession}\) is mentioned by \(c_7^C = 37\) subjects in C and \(c_7^M = 40\) subjects in M in our annotation.

Figure 4 shows how many entities are commonly mentioned by each percentage range of the subjects in C and M. For example, six entities are commonly mentioned by 55–75% of the subjects in C whereas only three entities are commonly mentioned by the same range of the subjects in M. These percentage ranges are analyzed as follows:
4.2 Entity Focus Analysis

This analysis shows which entities are more frequently mentioned (focused) by what subject group. For each entity $e_i$ and its counts $c_i^C$ and $c_i^M$ in Section 4.1, the proportions $p_i^C$ and $p_i^M$ are measured such that $p_i^C = c_i^C/|C|$ and $p_i^M = c_i^M/|M|$, where $|C| = |M| = 50$ (Table 1). Then, the relative difference $d_i$ for the $i$'th entity is measured as follow:

$$d_i = \frac{p_i^C - p_i^M}{\max(p_i^C, p_i^M)}$$

Thus, if $d_i$ is greater than 0, $e_i$ is more commonly mentioned by $C$; otherwise, it is by $M$. Figure 4 shows the entities that are significantly more mentioned by $C$ (blue) and $M$ (red), where $|d_i| \geq 0.2$. 6 entities, CL_Pants, M_Boots, ER_Glasses, EL_Collar, ER_Trunk, M_Flag, EL_Pants, ER_Vest, and EL_Jacket, are noticeably more mentioned by $C$, whereas only 2 entities, EL_Tie and EL_Hat, are by $M$, which are focused on those two small parts of the left elephant. Additionally, $M$ mentions more about the Background, which is not a specific object but an abstract environment.

High range (75~100%) No significant group difference is found between $C$ and $M$. 5 entities, Elephant_R, Elephant_L, EL_Tricycle, Clown, and Men, are commonly mentioned by $C$, whereas 6 entities (all of above + Title) are commonly mentioned by $M$ in this range.

Mid range (35~75%) Subjects in $M$ start not recognizing certain entities recognized by subjects in $C$ in this range. 14 entities are commonly mentioned by $C$ whereas 10 entities are mentioned by $M$. When the range is fine-grained to 45~75%, the difference becomes even more significant such that 10 entities are commonly mentioned by $C$ whereas only 5 entities are mentioned by $M$ in that range.

Low range (15~35%) Similar to the high range, no significant difference is found between the two groups. 11 and 13 entities are commonly recognized by $C$ and $M$, respectively in this range.

For the whole range of 15~75%, the plot from $C$ can be well fitted to a linear line with $R^2 = 0.9524$, whereas the one from $M$ cannot, resulting significantly lower $R^2 = 0.5924$. The plot from $M$ rather shows an inverted Gaussian distribution, implying that the majority of $M$ tends not to mention about entities that are not immediately conspicuous which is not necessarily the case for subjects in $C$.

4.3 Entity Density Analysis

This analysis shows the proportion of the description used for each object in the transcript. Meta-semantic representation forms a graph comprising many isolated subgraphs. In Figure 3, there are 5 subgraphs, where the largest subgraph has 7 vertices (the one with Elephant_L) and the smallest subgraph has only 1 vertex (the one with Title).
Let $G^t$ be a graph derived from meta-semantic representation annotated on the $t$'th transcript. $G^t$ can be represented by a list of its subgraphs sorted in descending order with respect to their sizes such that $G^t = [g^t_1, \ldots, g^t_k]$ where $|g^t_i| \geq |g^t_j|$ for all $0 < i < j \leq k$. The size of a subgraph is determined by the number of vertices. For the graph in Figure 3, $G = [g_1, \ldots, g_5]$ such that $|G| = k = 5$, $|g_1| = 7$, and $|g_5| = 1$. Given $G^t$, the size list $L^t$ can be derived such that $L^t = [|g^t_1|, \ldots, |g^t_k|]$. Figure 6 shows plots of the size lists from the graphs derived by meta-semantic representation annotated on the control and MCI examples in Table 3. The control plot can be well-fitted to a linear line with $R^2 = 0.9312$, whereas the MCI plot is better fitted to an exponential curve with $R^2 = 0.9206$.
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### Table 5: The average sums of squared errors by fitting each size list to degrees 1-5 of polynomial functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$SSE_d$</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>MCI</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d = 1$</td>
<td>$12.10 \pm 12.37$</td>
<td>$17.50 \pm 22.43$</td>
<td>0.1394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d = 2$</td>
<td>$5.18 \pm 4.81$</td>
<td>$7.08 \pm 7.54$</td>
<td>0.1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d = 3$</td>
<td>$3.03 \pm 2.44$</td>
<td>$4.01 \pm 3.83$</td>
<td>0.1278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d = 4$</td>
<td>$2.36 \pm 2.14$</td>
<td>$2.55 \pm 2.12$</td>
<td>0.6661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d = 5$</td>
<td>$1.89 \pm 1.78$</td>
<td>$1.78 \pm 1.54$</td>
<td>0.7391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The control plots fit to lower degree functions more reliably than the MCI plots, although not statistically significant, implying that subjects in $C$ distribute their time more evenly to describe different entities than subjects in $M$ who tend to spend most of their time to describe a couple of entities but not so much for the rest of the entities.

### 4.4 Predicate Argument Analysis

Figure 7 shows the average percentages of predicates and their thematic arguments annotated on the transcripts. Subjects in $C$ generally form sentences with more predicate argument structures although the differences are not statistically significant. Not enough instances of the modifiers (e.g., mnr, loc) are found to make a meaningful analysis for those roles. Although predicate argument structures may not appear useful, these structures make it possible to perform the entity density analysis in Section 4.3 and potentially other types of analyses, which we will conduct in the future.

![Predicate argument analysis](image)

### 4.5 Discourse Attribute Analysis

Figure 8 shows the average percentages of discourse attributes. Notice that $M$ makes over twice more ambiguous mentions than $C$, implying that MCI patients do not elaborate as well. Moreover, $M$ makes more fuzzy expressions and frequently uses more relations to repair, which makes their speeches less articulated. On the other hand, $C$ makes more subjective opinion and certain expressions with emphasis, which makes their speeches sound more confident. These are essential features to distinguish $M$ from $C$, makes this analysis more “meta-semantics”.

![Discourse attribute analysis](image)

### 5 Experiments

#### 5.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

The annotation guidelines summarized in Section 3 are established through multiple rounds of double annotation and adjudication. During the final round, the entity annotation, the predicate argument annotation, and the discourse attribute annotation reach the F1 scores of 88%, 82%, and 89% respectively for the inter-annotator agreement, which yield high-quality data ready for training statistical models.
5.2 Data Split

The 100 transcripts from Section 2 are split into 5 folds where each fold contains 10 transcripts from the control group and another 10 transcripts from the MCI group (so the total of 20 transcripts). To evaluate our model that takes a transcript annotated with meta-semantic representation as input and predicts whether or not it is from the MCI group, 5-fold cross validation is used, which is suitable for experimenting with such a small dataset.

5.3 Features

For each transcript, three types of features are extracted from the meta-semantic analysis in Section 4 for the classifications of Control vs. MCI:

- **Entity Types**: A vector \( e \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times |E|} \) is created where \(|E| = 50\) is the total number of predefined entities in Table 4, and each dimension \( i \) of \( e \) represents the occurrence of the corresponding entity such that \( e_i = 1 \) if the \( i \)’th entity appears in the transcript; otherwise, \( e_i = 0 \).

- **Entity Densities**: A vector \( d \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times |P|} \) is created where \( P = \{1, 2, 3\} \) (\(|P| = 3\) consisting of degrees used for the entity density analysis in Section 4.3 (in this case, the polynomial functions with degrees 1, 2, and 3 are used) such that \( d_i \) is the sum of the squared error measured by comparing the size list \( L \) of this transcript to the fitted polynomial function of the degree \( i \).

- **Labels**: A vector \( b \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times |N|} \) is created where \( N \) contains counts of predicates, thematic roles, and discourse attributes in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 (\(|N| = 16\) such that \( b_i \) is the count of the corresponding component in the transcript.

5.4 Classification

The feature vector \( x = e \oplus d \oplus b \) is created by concatenating \( e, d, \) and \( b, \) and gets fed into a classifier. Figure 9 illustrates the feed-forward neural network used for the classification between the control and the MCI groups. Let the size of the feature vector \( x \) be \( |E| + |P| + |L| \). Then, the input vector \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times s} \) is multiplied by the weight matrix \( W_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{s \times d_0} \) and generates the first hidden vector \( h_1 = x \cdot W_0 \). The hidden vector \( h_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times d_0} \) is multiplied by another weight matrix \( W_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{d_0 \times d_1} \) and generates the second hidden vector \( h_2 = h_1 \cdot W_1 \). Finally, \( h_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times d_1} \) is multiplied by the last weight matrix \( W_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{d_1 \times d_2} \) where \( d_2 \) is the number of classes to be predicted, and generates the output vector \( y = h_2 \cdot W_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times d_2} \). In our case, the sizes of the hidden vectors are \( d_0 = 200 \) and \( d_1 = 100 \), and the size of the output vector is \( d_2 = 2 \). Note that we have experimented with simpler networks comprising only one or no hidden layer, but the one with two hidden layers shows the best results.

![Feed-forward neural network](image)

Figure 9: Feed-forward neural network used for the classification of the control vs. MCI group.

The two dimensions \( y_m \) and \( y_c \) in the output vector are optimized for the likelihoods of the subject being control or MCI, respectively. The average of 82% accuracy is achieved by the 5-fold cross-validation (Section 5.2) with this model. Considering these are subjects that the standardized tests such as MoCA or Boston Naming Test could not distinguish (Table 1), this result is very promising.

6 Related Work

Reilly et al. (2010) found that neurodegenerative disorders could deteriorate nerve cells controlling cognitive, speech and language processes. Verma and Howard (2012) reported that language impairment in AD could affect verbal fluency and naming, that requires integrity of semantic concepts, before breaking down in other facets of the brain. Tillas (2015) showed that linguistic clues captured from verbal utterances could indicate symptoms of AD.

Toledo et al. (2018) investigated the significance of lexical and syntactic features from verbal narratives of AD patients by performing several statistical tests based on 121 elderly participants consisting of 60 patients with AD and 61 control subjects. In this work, immediate word repetitions, word revisions, and coordination structures could be used to distinguish patients with AD from the control group. Mueller et al. (2018) recently found that AD patients often depicted less informative discourse, greater impairment in global coherence, greater modularization, and inferior narrative structure compared to the normal control group.
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Abstract

Ellipsis is very common in language. It’s necessary for natural language processing to restore the elided elements in a sentence. However, there’s only a few corpora annotating the ellipsis, which draws back the automatic detection and recovery of the ellipsis. This paper introduces the annotation of ellipsis in Chinese sentences, using a novel graph-based representation Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR), which has a good mechanism to restore the elided elements manually. We annotate 5,000 sentences selected from Chinese TreeBank (CTB). We find that 54.98% of sentences have ellipses. 92% of the ellipses are restored by copying the antecedents’ concepts. and 12.9% of them are the new added concepts. In addition, we find that the elided element is a word or phrase in most cases, but sometimes only the head of a phrase or parts of a phrase, which is rather hard for the automatic recovery of ellipsis.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence (AI), natural language progressing is one of significant applications of AI, and it has made outstanding progress in several basic techniques, such as syntactic analysis and semantic analysis. The former is relatively mature, while the latter needs more efforts (Sun et al., 2014). For example, in the SRL(Semantic Role Labeling)-only task of the CoNLL 2009, the highest score in English is 86.2% and in Chinese it is 78.6% (Hajič et al., 2009). In addition, a common issue for the current semantic parser is that they ignore the elided element which is not overt in the surface form, but necessary in the understanding of the sentence. That elided element is more often referred as ellipsis in linguistic.

Ellipsis is a common linguistic phenomenon across languages. The traditional linguistic researches pay more attention to the formal construction, and don’t regard ellipsis as an important factor. Although some theoretical achievements have been made in the classifications and restrictions of ellipsis (Lobeck, 1995; Merchant, 2004, 2007). There are still debates in the definition of ellipsis, the identity constraint between antecedents and the elided element etc. (Phillips and Parker, 2013).

Most current corpora don’t annotate the elided element. A few corpora view ellipsis as an expediency for some irregular sentences, and annotate the elided element roughly. Such as Penn Treebank (PTB for short) (Marcus et al., 1993, 1994), Chinese Treebank (CTB) (Xue et al., 2005), Prague Dependency TreeBank (PDT) (Böhmová et al., 2000; Hajičová et al., 2001) and Universal Treebank (McDonald et al., 2013; Nivre et al., 2016). It is noticeable that Ren et al. (2018) build a treebank with focusing on ellipsis in context for Chinese. But the corpus only contains 572 sentences from a microblog corpus, and the annotations exclude the elided words which can’t be said but play an important role in the understanding of the sentence.

This paper uses a novel framework to restore the elided elements in the sentence, which is named Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR)(Banarescu et al., 2013). AMR represents the whole sentence meaning with concepts, which are mainly abstracted from its corresponding words occurring in the sentence. Based on AMR, Chinese AMR (CAMR) makes some adaptations to accommodate Chinese better. What’s more, CAMR develops corresponding restoration methods for different types of ellipses, which makes the restoration more reasonable and complete.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the definition of ellipsis and...
gives a broader definition, which refers to all phenomena wherein the elided elements are necessary for the meaning of the sentence but not overt in the sentence. In addition, we introduce the representation for ellipsis in PTB, PDT. In Section 3, we describe three methods to restore ellipsis in CAMR. And in Section 4, we introduce the Chinese AMR corpus which includes 5,000 sentences from the newspaper portion of CTB. and we present some statistics and analysis based on this corpus. Then we conclude our paper with a summary of our contribution in Section 5.

2 Related Work
As we mentioned above, the definition of ellipsis is an unsolved issue. Many linguists have been trying to define it from different aspects.

2.1 Definition of Ellipsis
To improve the agreement and the accuracy of annotation, it is necessary for annotators to understand what is ellipsis. Arnauld and Lancelot (1975) first mentioned ellipsis in their work General and Rational Grammar. And they defined it as a pragmatic phenomenon which omits some redundant words for concision. Jespersen (1924) gave a semantic ellipsis, He assumed that grammarians should always be wary in admitting ellipses except where they are absolutely necessary and where there can be no doubt as to what is understood. Carnie (2013) assumed that ellipses are phenomena where a string that has already been uttered is omitted in subsequent structures where it would otherwise have to be repeated word for word. While Lobeck (1995) viewed ellipsis as a mismatch of phonological content and semantic content, He thought ellipsis means deleting some words which can be inferred from context.

There are other definitions of ellipsis. Quirk et al. (1972) assumed that ellipsis is purely a surface phenomenon. In the strict sense of ellipsis, words are elided only if they are uniquely recoverable. There is no doubt as to what words are to be supplied, and it is possible to add the recovered words to the sentence. The definition was referred to the restraint of ellipsis. Ren et al. (2018) gave a definition of ellipsis in the practice of natural language processing. It views ellipsis as textual omission of words or phrases expressing a semantic role in a sentence, which are optional but not obligatory.

Comparing all definitions above, the consensus is that there are elided elements that are helpful for the understanding of the sentence, and can be recovered from context. This paper follows that consensus and gives a more broad definition for ellipsis. It encompasses all phenomena wherein the elided elements which are necessary for the understanding of the sentence don’t refer to a token in the surface form. There are mainly two differences between this definition and others, which are:

- The restoration do not have to be unique and unambiguous.
- The restoration do not have to be written in the surface form.

The traditional theory requires the restoration of ellipsis must be unique and ambiguous. But sometimes the elided words can’t not be uniquely and unambiguously restored. For example, in the sentence 1 is a headless nominal, and the subject of 跳舞(dance) is omitted. Due to lack of contextual information, we only know that the elided elements refer to a dancer or some dancers, but we don’t know exactly who it is. Since the elided elements are important in the meaning of the sentence, we add a new concept person in the ellipsis site and consider this special headless nominal as ellipsis.

(1) 跳舞的走了
dance DE go ASP
“The dancer has gone.”

(2) 他想吃苹果
he want eat apple
“He wants to eat an apple.”

In most cases, The restoration can be said in the surface form, and it makes the sentence regular. But sometimes, the restoration will make the sentence illegal, which means the restoration is only in semantic level. For example, in the sentence 2, the subject of 想(want) and 吃(eat) is 他(he), but 他(he) occurs once in the sentence. According to the theta criterion, each argument is assigned to one and only one theta role, it needs to add another argument to meet the criterion and present the whole sentence meaning. But the recovered sentence “他想他吃苹果。”(“He wants him to eat an apple.”) is illegal. Considering the semantic importance of the missing argument, we regard this sharing argument as ellipsis, too.
As the goal of the annotation is to present the complete meaning of the sentence, we focus on the semantic aspect than syntactic aspect. And the scope of ellipsis is obviously more extensive than the traditional one. The typical types like VP ellipsis, NP ellipsis and some special phenomena like headless nominal and sharing argument are covered by ellipsis.

2.2 Ellipsis Representation in PTB and PDT

Most current corpora rarely annotate ellipses, only a few corpora have represented part of ellipses with some particular labels, such as PTB, CTB and PDT. Since CTB follows the annotation principles of PTB on the whole, we only describe the representation strategies for ellipsis of PTB and PDT. By comparing the ellipsis representation in these two corpora, we assume that both of them only handle some typical ellipses, and their tree structures are hard to representation ellipsis.

PTB is a large corpus which mainly contains phrase structure annotation. It incorporates the concept of empty category which is introduced in Generative Grammar. Empty category plays a part in syntactic structure and semantic structure, but it has no corresponding phonological content in the sentence, whose performance is similar with ellipsis. In fact, some types of empty categories are covered by ellipsis. So PTB including empty category representation can provide scant help for ellipsis research.

The specific representation method for ellipsis includes two steps. Firstly, PTB annotates the corresponding empty category label in the ellipsis site. Secondly, PTB attaches the id to the labels to contact the empty category and the related elements in the sentence (Xue et al., 2005).

In Figure 1, 公司(company) is a sharing argument, which is shared by the verb 计划(plan) and 增加(increase). PTB regards the elided argument as PRO, and assigns the label NONE - * PRO * to the ellipsis site. The id -1 behind the empty category label corresponds to the superior node NP-PN-SBJ, which indicates that the elided element is 公司(company).

(3) 公司 计划 增加 产量
Company plan increase output
“The company plans to increase output.”

PDT includes three layers which are morphological layer, syntactic layer and semantic layer. Each level annotates the morphological, syntactic and semantic information respectively. At the syntactic layer, it annotates the overt words in the sentence, and it restores the elided elements at the semantic layer. The methods of representing ellipsis in PDT are more complex than PTB, which mainly include three steps. Firstly, it adds a new node. Then it judges the category of ellipsis and represent it with corresponding label. At last, if there is an antecedent, it will use the coreference link to associate the new node with its antecedent node (Mikulová, 2014; Hajič et al., 2015).

(4) 公司 计划 增加 产量
Company plan increase output
“The company plans to increase output.”

Figure 2 shows the annotation of Example 3 in PDT. Similar with PTB, PDT also adds a new node for the elided element, and marks it as #Cor, which means the elided element is the subject in the object clause of the control verb 计划(plan). Because of the antecedent 公司(company), coreference link is also added to contact the restored element with its antecedent, as shown by the dotted arrow.

Although PTB and PDT have designed special labels for ellipsis, but they lack complete resolution to deal with some special ellipses. For exam-
ple, the two corpora have no ability to represent the subtle semantic difference between the elided elements and its antecedent. And both of them restore the elided elements by adding a new node, which make the tree structure more complex, especially when the elided elements occur repeatedly in the same sentence. What’s more, to represent the identity of the elided element and its antecedent, a coreference link or other similar marks is added to contact them. In that case, the tree structure is changed into a graph structure.

2.3 Concept-to-word Alignment in CAMR

To represent the whole meaning of the sentence in Chinese, CAMR has made some adaptations to accommodate the linguistic facts of Chinese, and one of the special adaptations is alignment. It uses the sequence number of words in the sentence as the concept id of the notional word, which realizes the concept-to-word alignment in the annotation (Li et al., 2017). And this adaptation helps to represent the elided element more intuitional and convenient.

(5) 他^1 想^2 吃^3 苹果^4
he want eat apple
“He want to eat an apple.”

w/want-01
x2/想-02
:arg0() h/he
:arg1() e/eat-01
:arg0 h
:arg1 h2/apple

As shown on the textual representation on the left, English AMR does not align the concepts with the words, it assigns the first letter of the word to its concept. When the elided element is restored, its antecedent is not very straightforward, especially when the sentence is complex and there are some other words that have same first letter as the antecedent. Specifically, the elided element 他(he) is represented by the initial letter “h” of its antecedent. To annotate and understand the sentence, we need spend time in finding what the initial letter exactly denotes. It is more likely to cause lower efficiency and higher error rate. While CAMR aligns the concepts to their words, and makes the ellipsis representation more clearly.

3 Ellipsis Presentation in CAMR

As we described above, PTB and PDT mainly restore the elided element by referring to its antecedent. CAMR also represents ellipsis with the help of antecedent, but sometimes the sentence has no antecedent, or the reference of the elided element is not identical but similar with its antecedent. Referring to its antecedent is not reasonable any more. Considering these different linguistic performances of ellipsis, CAMR develops corresponding methods to represent them reasonably, which are:

- Copy the antecedent, if there is an antecedent, and the reference of antecedent and the elided element is identical.
- Add a new concept, if there is no antecedent.
- Add a new concept and copy the antecedent, if there is an antecedent, but the reference of antecedent and the elided element is not identical.

3.1 Copy the Antecedent

When the antecedent can be found in context, CAMR directly copies the antecedent’s concept and fills the copied concept in ellipsis site to restore the elided element. It is noticeable that CAMR does not increase new concept like PTB and PDT. The concept of the elided element and antecedent will be merged into one concept. In CAMR graph, the concept of the elided element and antecedent share the same concept node. The node 公司(company) represents the elided element and its antecedent at the same time. Since the node 计划(plan) and
the node 增加(increase) both are fathers of 公司(company), which makes the structure of this sentence a typical graph.

This representation method in CAMR can reduce the total amount of node and make the structure of the whole sentence as clear as possible. The advantage of graph structure benefits when the same elided element occurring repeatedly many times in the sentence. Since no matter how many times the elided element occurs, the number of nodes in the graph will not increase.

### 3.2 Add New Concepts

When the elided element has no corresponding antecedent in the sentence, the method of copying the concept of antecedent directly is no longer applicable. In this case, CAMR adds a new concept for ellipsis. Specifically, CAMR firstly judges the semantic categories of the elided element and adds an appropriate abstract concepts, such as person and thing. Then it analyses the semantic relationship between the new concept and other concepts. And the whole sentence’s meaning is to represent completely.

(7) 跳舞1的2走3了4
dance DE go ASP
“The dancer has gone.”

Traditionally, it is assumed that the headless relative construction such as 跳舞的(the dancer), is a contextual variant of the formal nominal structure. When the head is the subject or object of the adjunct in this nominal structure, it can be elided (Huang, 1982). In general, there is no antecedent, and the elided elements are abstract. In Example 7, the elided head of 跳舞的(the dancer) is vague. It might be a dancer or some dancers. So CAMR adds an abstract concept person to contact 走(walk) and 跳舞(dance), and completes the whole sentence meaning. In these relations, the semantic relation label arg0-of between person and 走(walk) is an inverse relation of arg0, which is used to maintain a single-rooted structure of CAMR graph.

### 3.3 Add a New Concept and Copy the Antecedent

There is a special ellipsis where the antecedent can be found in the sentence, but the reference of the elided element and its antecedent is not identity. Previous ellipsis researches tend to neglect that semantic nonidentity. Even though PDT has realized that there are differences between the two items in the comparison structure, the annotation schemes can’t represent this semantic difference properly. To represent the whole sentence meaning reasonably, CAMR combines the two method described above. That is adding new concepts and then copying the antecedent. Specifically, according to the semantic category of the elided element, CAMR adds a new concept. Then it analyzes the relation between the elided element and its antecedent, and represents this relationship with special semantic relation labels.

(8) 你1的2收入3比4我5高6
you DE income than I high
“You income is higher than mine.”

Traditionally, it is assumed that the headless relative construction such as 跳舞的(the dancer), is a contextual variant of the formal nominal structure. When the head is the subject or object of the adjunct in this nominal structure, it can be elided (Huang, 1982). In general, there is no antecedent, and the elided elements are abstract. In Example 7, the elided head of 跳舞的(the dancer) is
The Example 8 is a comparative structure. 你的收入 (your income) and 我 (I) are asymmetrical in syntactic structure. 我 (I) is an incomplete and abbreviated form in semantic expression (Li, 1982). Since the purpose of this sentence is actually to emphasize the difference between the two items 你的收入 (Your income) and 我的收入 (my income), it is obviously unreasonable to copy the concept directly. So we first add a concept thing and then use a special semantic relation label dcopy, which is added in CAMR to indicate that the elided element and the antecedent belong to the same category, but they refer to different objects in real world.

We further find that there are residual modifiers of the elided elements in Chinese sentence, and these modifiers are the cues which remind us to pay attention to the reference of the elided elements and its antecedent. In Example 6, Example 7, the elided element is a word or a complete phrase exactly. While in Example 8, the elided element is the head of the phrase 我的收入 (my income). Sometime it might be more complex, the elided elements are parts of a phrase.

In Example 9, the elided elements are 高中老师 (high school teacher), which are parts of the phrase 我的高中老师 (my high school teacher). We are trying to refine the guidelines to represent these different elided elements reasonably, and we will discuss this type of ellipsis in the future.

In conclusion, CAMR can represent the elided element more concisely and show the relationship between the elided element and its antecedent in detail. These three methods can handle most ellipses and represent the semantics of the whole sentence, which determines it is a more reasonable annotation scheme to represent ellipsis.

4 Statistics and Analysis

We annotate 5,000 sentences from Penn Chinese Treebank CTB8.0. Based on this data, we show the proportion of ellipsis and how common it is in Chinese. And we find that the length of the sentence affect the distribution of ellipsis indeed. We also analyze how the added concept work in ellipsis.

4.1 Proportion of Ellipsis in Chinese

As shown in Table 1, the first column Type contains three items. Among them, Overall means all 5,000 sentences in the corpus. The rest columns represent three statistical indicators, which show the number of tokens, concepts and sentences of ellipsis and overall. In Chinese AMR corpus, we restore 5,787 tokens and 4,178 concepts. And we find that 2,749 sentences are with ellipsis. That is, 54.98% of sentences contain ellipsis, which proves that ellipsis is very common in Chinese.

We further show the proportion of three methods for ellipsis mentioned in Section 3. As shown in Table 2, copying the antecedent is the most popular methods in the corpus, which means that the number of tokens, concepts and sentences of ellipsis and overall. In Chinese AMR corpus, we restore 5,787 tokens and 4,178 concepts. And we find that 2,749 sentences are with ellipsis. That is, 54.98% of sentences contain ellipsis, which proves that ellipsis is very common in Chinese.

We further show the proportion of three methods for ellipsis mentioned in Section 3. As shown in Table 2, copying the antecedent is the most popular methods in the corpus, which means that the number of tokens, concepts and sentences of ellipsis and overall. In Chinese AMR corpus, we restore 5,787 tokens and 4,178 concepts. And we find that 2,749 sentences are with ellipsis. That is, 54.98% of sentences contain ellipsis, which proves that ellipsis is very common in Chinese.

We further show the proportion of three methods for ellipsis mentioned in Section 3. As shown in Table 2, copying the antecedent is the most popular methods in the corpus, which means that the number of tokens, concepts and sentences of ellipsis and overall. In Chinese AMR corpus, we restore 5,787 tokens and 4,178 concepts. And we find that 2,749 sentences are with ellipsis. That is, 54.98% of sentences contain ellipsis, which proves that ellipsis is very common in Chinese.

In Example 9, the elided elements are 高中老师 (high school teacher), which are parts of the phrase 我的高中老师 (my high school teacher).
Table 1: Proportion of ellipsis in Chinese AMR Corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ellipsis</td>
<td>5,787</td>
<td>4,178</td>
<td>2,749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>13,298</td>
<td>12,099</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>4.35%</td>
<td>3.45%</td>
<td>54.98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Frequency of three methods for ellipsis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copy the antecedent</td>
<td>5,143</td>
<td>3,567</td>
<td>2,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a new concept</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Add &amp; Copy</em></td>
<td>360</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* is the abbreviation of Add a New Concept and Copy the Antecedent

Table 3: Average token count and concept count in per sentence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ellipsis</td>
<td>32.58</td>
<td>31.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAMR also adds abstract concepts when we annotate proper nouns, special quantity types and special semantic relationships. For example, when annotating quantitative phrases for weight, we first add a concept mass-quantity. These added concepts should be excluded in statistics.

As shown in Table 4, the frequency of thing and person is much higher than other concepts. The reason is mainly that they are more abstract. We usually add thing and person when the elided element is not clear.

Table 4: The added concept for ellipsis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add a new concept</td>
<td>thing</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>38.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>person</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>36.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>country</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add &amp; Copy</td>
<td>thing</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>81.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>person</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>animal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 The Length of the Elliptical Sentence

The statistics also prove that length of the sentence will affect the distribution of ellipsis. There are two ways to measure the length of a sentence. One is based on words, the length of a sentence refers to the number of words that make up the sentence. The other is based on concepts, the length of a sentence refers to the number of concepts that make up the semantic meaning of a sentence.

The average length of elliptical sentences is about 6 units longer than the regular. We further show the added concept for ellipsis.

In the future, we will discuss ellipses which are the head of a phrase or just parts of a phrase in detail. And we intend to apply the research result to Chinese AMR parser, to improve its ability to identify and restore ellipsis in Chinese sentences.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we uses a novel graph-based framework AMR, which mainly represents the elided element by copying its antecedent, adding a new concepts, or we combining the two methods when the reference of the elided elements and its antecedent is not identical. On the basis of Chinese AMR corpus, which contains 5,000 sentences selected from CTB, we show how common ellipsis is in Chinese, and we prove that the length of the sentence affect the distribution of ellipsis indeed. The average length of elliptical sentences is about 6 units longer than the regular. We further show the added concept for ellipsis.

In the future, we will discuss ellipses which are the head of a phrase or just parts of a phrase in detail. And we intend to apply the research result to Chinese AMR parser, to improve its ability to identify and restore ellipsis in Chinese sentences.
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Abstract

This paper proposes a novel representation of event structure by separating verbal semantics and the meaning of argument structure constructions that verbs occur in. Our model demonstrates how the two meaning representations interact. Our model thus effectively deals with various verb constructions in different argument structure constructions, unlike purely verb-based approaches. However, unlike many constructionally-based approaches, we also provide a richer representation of the event structure evoked by the verb meaning.

1 Introduction

Verbal semantics is an area of great interest in theoretical and computational linguistics (e.g. (Fillmore, 1968; Fillmore et al., 2003; Talmy, 1988; Dowty, 1991; Croft, 1991, 2012; Valin and LaPolla, 1997; Levin, 1993; Kipper et al., 2007; Ruppenhofer et al., 2016). It has been widely recognized that verb meaning plays an important role in the syntactic realization of arguments and their interpretation (Levin, 1993). VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2007) and FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2003; Ruppenhofer et al., 2016) are large online resources on verb meanings that have been developed in recent years. VerbNet, an extensive verb classification system inspired by Levin (1993), defines verb classes based on verbal semantics and the syntactic expression of arguments. FrameNet uses the theory of Frame Semantics (Fillmore, 1982, 1985) to classify lexical units into frames based on their meaning and their semantic and syntactic combinatorial properties with other event participants.

Providing an effective model to represent event structure is essential to many natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Recent meaning representation frameworks employed in NLP (Banerjee et al., 2013; Hajič et al., 2012; Abend and Rappoport, 2013), are largely concerned with identifying event participants and their roles within the event. Most meaning representations use a lexically-based approach that assumes that the lexical semantics of a verb determines the complements that occur with it in a clause.

However, lexically-based models for event structure do not provide a complete representation since verbs can occur in various argument structure constructions (Goldberg, 1995, 2006; Iwata, 2005). Depending on the semantics of the argument structure construction, a verb can be construed in many different ways. For example, a verb such as kick can occur in various semantically different constructions, as shown below (Goldberg, 1995, 11).

(1) Pat kicked the wall.
(2) Pat kicked the football into the stadium.
(3) Pat kicked Bob the football.
(4) Pat kicked Bob black and blue.

Kick can be construed as a verb of contact by impact when it occurs in the force construction in (1) (Levin, 1993, 148). It can be construed as a verb of throwing in the caused motion construction in (2) (Levin, 1993, 146). Kick can also be construed as a transfer verb in the transfer of possession construction in (3) or a change of state verb in the resultative construction in (4).

Goldberg (1995) argues that argument structure constructions carry meanings that exist independently of verbs. She develops a constructional approach in which argument structure meaning and verb meaning combine to specify the event structure. We introduce a model in which event structure is derived from argument structure meaning and verb meaning. The argument structure meaning is based on the semantic annotation scheme
developed in Croft et al. (2016, 2018), which specifies the causal interactions between participants in the event. The verb meaning is a causal network which in many cases is more elaborate than the causal chain specified by the argument structure construction, but uses the same inventory of causal relations as the argument structure meanings. The argument structure meaning is annotated on individual clauses, and the verb meaning is retrieved from a resource based on VerbNet and FrameNet.

Our event structure representation offers a richer model when compared to exclusively lexically-based or constructionally-based resources on verb meaning. We describe below how our representation captures both the constructional meaning and the verb meaning, and how we map the former onto the latter. Having a two-facet representation helps us to effectively deal with verb construals as well as more complex event structures evoked by different event types.

2 Constructual meaning representation

The representation of constructional meaning uses a small set of causal chains that schematically represent the event structure evoked by argument structure constructions. Causal chains consist of event participants, a limited set of force dynamic relations between participants, and information about the participants’ subevents. Cross-linguistic evidence indicates that argument realization is best explained by transmission of force relations (Talmy, 1988; Croft, 1991, 2012).

Force-dynamic relations are defined based on existing literature on force dynamic interactions (Talmy, 1988) and event semantics (Dowty, 1991; Tenny, 1994; Hay et al., 1999; Valin and LaPolla, 1997; Verhoeven, 2007; Croft, 2012). Force dynamic relations may be causal (Talmy, 1988) or non-causal (Croft, 1991), such as a spatial relation between a figure and ground in a physical domain. Causal chains represent force dynamic image schemas that correspond to established configurations of causal and non-causal relations between participants and their subevents. The subevents for each participant are specified for qualitative features that describe the states or processes that the participant undergoes over the course of the event (Croft et al., 2017).

2.1 Why constructional causal chains aren’t enough

A causal chain model of constructional meaning is not a comprehensive representation of verb meaning. A richer representation of verbal event structure is needed for various event types.

An example of a complex event type that demands a more detailed event structure representation is ingestion. An example with eat such as *Jill ate the chicken with chopsticks* illustrates this point. In the causal chain analysis of the argument structure construction depicted in Figure 1, the *chopsticks* are analyzed as an Instrument.

![Figure 1: Change of state causal chain](image)

However, the semantic role of the *chopsticks* in an eating event is quite different from that of a more prototypical instrument participant, such as a *hammer* in a breaking event (e.g. *Tony broke the window with a hammer*). In particular, the role of the *chopsticks* in the event structure is more complex. Unlike the *hammer* which *breaks* the window, the *chopsticks* do not *eat* the food. The chopsticks are used to move food to the Agent’s mouth rather than eating the chicken. This contrasts with the role of the *hammer* which directly causes the breaking of the window. Consequently, one can use an argument structure construction without an Agent with break (The hammer broke the window) but not with eat (*The chopsticks ate the chicken*). The causal chain in Figure 1 does not capture this fine grained semantic distinction between these two types of instrument roles.

Table 1 contains a list of event types in the physical and mental domains that require a more fine grained event structure representation. A short description of the event structure is provided for each event type to illustrate how the causal relations between participants in these event types are too complex to be accurately represented by causal chains associated with the semantics of argument structure constructions.

In this paper, we present a verb meaning representation that aims to provide a richer model for event structure such that subtle semantic differences between participant roles can be made explicit. We accomplish this by introducing a separate richer representation for the verbal event
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Event description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ingestion (e.g. eat, drink)</td>
<td>An Eater uses a Utensil which moves the Food to the Eater’s mouth and the Eater consumes the Food.</td>
<td>Jill ate the chicken with chopsticks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicular motion (e.g. drive, ride)</td>
<td>A Rider enters a Vehicle (or a Driver uses a vehicle) which then transports the Rider/Driver to a Destination.</td>
<td>Brenda went to Berlin by train.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception (e.g. look, listen)</td>
<td>A Perceiver uses an Implement which then allows the Perceiver to view a Target.</td>
<td>They looked at the cranes with binoculars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooking (e.g. bake, cook)</td>
<td>A ‘Cook’ puts Food in a Cooking container which then cooks the Food by emitting heat.</td>
<td>I baked the potatoes in the oven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching/Finding (e.g. find, look for)</td>
<td>A Searcher searches in a Location and mentally attends to a Searched item by searching for it. The Searched item is in a spatial relation with the Location.</td>
<td>I searched the cave for treasure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation (e.g. paint, make)</td>
<td>A Creator has an idea (i.e. mental experience) of a Design which then the Creator creates by producing a Creation using an Instrument.</td>
<td>Claire drew a picture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission (e.g. flash, gush)</td>
<td>An Emitter creates an Emission with respect to a Ground. The Emission is also in a Path relation with the Emitter.</td>
<td>The well gushed oil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical sensation (e.g. hurt, break)</td>
<td>An Agent’s action results in an effect (e.g. harm) of the Agent, their Body part, or some other animate entity.</td>
<td>Tessa sprained her ankle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Event types with complex event structures

structure.

3 Verbal meaning representation

Our representation of the verbal event structure uses a network model which consists of causal relations between participants and participants’ subevents, not unlike causal chains. However, verbal networks contain richer information about the participants’ causal relations that are not evoked by the argument structure construction and are therefore not represented in causal chains.

Each causal network is associated with an event type evoked by the verb meaning. For example, an Ingestion network represents the event structure associated with verbs of eating. As shown in Figure 2, the Ingestion network is cyclic and non-branching: the Eater uses the Utensil (“Manipulate” relation) to reach the Food (“Force” relation). The Food moves to the Eater’s mouth (“Path” relation) and is subsequently consumed by the Eater (“Force” relation).2

Unlike the causal chain representation, the verbal network representation allows for a direct causal relation between the Eater and Food. This accommodates the semantics of ingestion events in which the Eater, rather than the Utensil, consumes the Food.

![Ingestion network](image)

Figure 2: Ingestion network

Two participants in the network are involved in more than one causal relation. The Eater and Food have three distinct roles in the event structure. The Eater is the Agent who initiates the event; it is the ground that is in a Path relation with the Food, and it is also the consumer of the Food. The Food is an endpoint of the Force relation; it is a motion theme that is in a Path relation with the Eater, and it is also a Patient in a Change of State event as it gets consumed.

Since causal networks may be cyclic, the direction and ordering of causal relations within the network is more clearly represented if participants and the relations between them are depicted in a linear fashion, similarly to causal chains. “Un-threading” a linear path in the network represents the sequence of subevents better than a network representation. As shown in Figure 3, the Eater and Food occur twice in the unthreaded version of the causal network.
Since the unthreaded version lays out the participants' relations in a linear chain, this representation also includes information about the change that each participant undergoes in its subevent(s). The network representation in Figure 2 does not include these labels due to a lack of space. We use the unthreaded version of verbal networks in the remainder of this paper to illustrate the mapping of the semantics of argument structure constructions onto the verbal event structure.

3.1 Mapping causal chains into verbal networks

Argument structure constructions may evoke only part of the verbal event structure. That is, causal chains may evoke a subset of participants and the relations between them in the verbal network. Mapping a causal chain into a network allows us to provide a comprehensive event structure representation that accounts for the meaning of the argument structure construction as well as the meaning evoked by the verb.

In many cases, there is a considerable overlap in the two types of representations, i.e. a one-to-one mapping exists between participants and their relations in the causal chain and in the verbal network. This is usually the case with simple event types, e.g. Motion or Force verbs (see Figure 6 in section 3.2 and Figure 11 in section 4). However, the mapping becomes more complicated when a causal chain is mapped into a complex network that contains additional participant relations not present in the causal chain.

Figure 4 demonstrates the mapping between a causal chain associated with the example *Jill ate the chicken with chopsticks* and the Ingestion network. The network representation contains additional participant relations that are not evoked by the causal chain. The correct mapping of participants from the causal chain to the network is achieved by linking participants by their subevents and relations. In addition, the sequence of subevents in the causal chain and in the network must follow the same order. As a result of this constraint, the dotted lines that link participants in causal chains and networks should not cross each other.

The causal chain participants and their relations are mapped into the network as follows: *Jill*, the Agent in the causal chain, is linked to the Eater. Although there are two instances of Eater in the network event structure, the Agent is only linked to the Eater which is the initiator of the causal chain. This is because the Eater must be in a direct Manipulate relation with the Utensil. In addition, both the Agent and the Eater are labeled Volitional (VOL\(^3\)). *Chopsticks* are labeled Internal (INTL\(^4\)) in the causal chain and are therefore linked to the Internal participant in the causal network, which is the Utensil. The Patient, a change of state (COS\(^5\)) theme, is linked to the Food participant at the end of the verbal network which is also labeled COS.

The Food and Eater participants that are in a Path relation with each other constitute a part of the verbal event structure and are therefore represented in the causal network; however, they are not evoked by the argument structure construction. As a result, there is no direct linking of these participants to the causal chain.

3.2 Structure of verbal causal networks

Examining the more complex verbal networks in Table 1 has led us to conclude that networks can be analyzed as a concatenation of less complex event types. Networks can be thought of as being made up of subchains. Each subchain denotes a force dynamic image schema that is used to describe the semantics of argument structure constructions. The internal structure of verbal networks is thus composed of subchains that can be used independently as simple networks or concatenated to each other to form complex networks.

\(^3\)Volitional describes an entity who exerts volitional force to bring about an event.

\(^4\)Internal is used for participants that undergo internal change.

\(^5\)COS is used for participants that undergo some change of their physical state in the event. In our analysis, a theme in an event of destruction is analyzed as a COS theme.
Subchains are not random subparts of a verbal causal network. A subchain is a subpart of a complex network that can be expressed by itself with a main verb. For example, the Motion subchain can be expressed by a motion verb such as *move* as in *He moved the ball*. The Manipulate network can be expressed by a manipulate verb such as *use* as in *He used the shovel*. The Force network can be expressed with a verb of force such as *hit* as in *He hit the ball*, and the Change of State network can be expressed with a verb of change of state such as *break* as in *The vase broke*.

The concatenation analysis of causal networks can be illustrated on the unthreaded version of the Ingestion network as shown in the bottom part of Figure 5. The event structure for ingestion verbs can be analyzed as being composed of five subchains: (1) a Manipulate image schema between the Eater and the Utensil, (2) a Force image schema between the Utensil and the Food, (3) a Motion image schema between the Food and the Eater, (4) a Force image schema between the Eater and the Food, and (5) a Change of State image schema that contains only one participant, the Food.

![Figure 5: Concatenation of image schemas in the Ingestion network](image)

The Manipulate image schema describes a causal chain in which an Agent uses an Instrument to interact with another physical entity. The physical interaction between an Instrument and Food describes a Force image schema which, in more general terms, denotes an event in which a physical entity interacts with another physical entity (a theme) by exerting physical force and thus causing the theme to undergo some physical change, e.g., a translational motion or a change of state. Alternatively, the physical entity that initiates the Force relation comes into contact with the theme without any physical change taking place. The Motion image schema describes a causal chain in which a motion theme moves along a path with respect to some ground. The Change of State image schema describes a single-participant causal chain in which a theme undergoes a change of state. The change of state event may be initiated by an external entity, such as an Agent in this ingestion example.

Subchains denoting image schemas may be concatenated in various ways to form complex networks; however, they must be connected by one shared participant. Each participant that occurs in two subchains, i.e., as the endpoint of the first subchain and also the initiator of the next subchain in the verbal causal network, has two separate labels that describe the participant’s subevent.

To illustrate this point further, let’s consider a Motion event. Motion may be concatenated with an external cause (e.g., Force), as in the example *Steve tossed the ball to the garden* (VerbNet). The Agent *Steve* exerts force on the Moved Entity *ball*, which consequently undergoes motion. The Moved Entity is in a path relation with the Ground *garden*. The Moved Entity is both an endpoint of the Force image schema (labeled EXIST\(^6\)) and a motion theme in the Motion image schema (labeled MOT\(^7\)), as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Concatenation of Force and Motion](image)

Each network consists of a core subchain which corresponds to a particular event type. For example, in networks with motion verbs, the core subchain consists of two participants: a motion theme or figure which is in a path relation with a ground (Talmy, 1974). To distinguish the core subchain from a concatenated subchain, participants and their relations in the core subchain are highlighted in bold, as shown in Figure 6.

---

\(^6\)EXIST is used to signal the presence of a participant, i.e., that it is part of the event but does not necessarily undergo a change of state or other changes on the qualitative dimension.

\(^7\)MOT is used for themes that undergo motion in motion events.
3.3 Network participants and overlap

Verbal event structure determines the participants and their roles in causal networks. In our network representation, we include all participants that are obligatorily evoked by the verb. To ensure that our networks for event types are comprehensive, we consult VerbNet and FrameNet databases for their semantic identification of event participants (i.e. Roles in VerbNet and Core Frame Elements in FrameNet). Our labels for network participants are chosen based on the participant’s role in a given verbal event structure (not unlike Frame Elements in FrameNet); the labels are not meant to be interpreted as semantic role labels.

Including only the participants that are obligatorily evoked by verbal semantics results in causal networks that are closely related but not identical. Consequently, some event types have multiple networks that partially overlap. For example, the event structure for vehicular motion (VM) verbs, such as drive and ride, overlaps since they share event participants, i.e. a Rider, Vehicle, and Destination (see Figure 7). However, their event structure representations are not identical. Ride and drive evoke different initiators of the causal network, as shown in Figure 7 (cf. FrameNet’s Ride_vehicle, Operate_vehicle, and Cause_motion frames).

The core subchain in both VM networks is a Motion image schema which describes the relation between a Rider and Destination; however, unlike other Motion networks, the VM network is more complex since VM verbs obligatorily evoke a Vehicle as an additional participant in the event structure.

As depicted in Figure 7, the relation between the initiators (i.e. Rider and Driver) and the Vehicle in these two types of VM networks is different. In the Drive network, a Driver drives a Vehicle (Manipulate image schema) to transport a Rider (Force image schema) to a Destination (Motion image schema). Figure 8 shows a mapping of the causal chain associated with the example He drove him to the hospital to the Drive verbal causal network.8 The Vehicle in the network is not linked to any participant in the causal chain since it is not expressed by the argument structure construction. However, it is represented in the causal network because it is evoked by the semantics of drive.

Figure 7: Vehicular Motion network for ride (a) and drive (b).

Figure 8: Causal chain to network mapping for drive

Ride evokes a similar network representation that partially overlaps with the Drive network. However, in the Ride network, a Rider boards a Vehicle (Motion image schema) which transports the Rider (Force image schema) to a Destination (Motion image schema). Unlike the Drive network, the Ride network is cyclic, i.e. the Rider is involved in more than one relation. This is illustrated on the mapping of the causal chain associated with the example Brenda went to Berlin by train to the Ride network in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Causal chain to network mapping for ride

The Path relation between the Rider and the Ve-

8Drive can also occur in an argument structure construction in which the Agent and the Theme are conflated (e.g. He drove to Santa Fe). In this example, the Agent is linked to both the Driver and Rider in the verbal network. A distinct verb for conflated Driver and Rider is used in Dutch (Jens Van Gysel, pers. comm.) and Korean (Sook-kyung Lee, pers. comm.)
Vehicle is usually not syntactically expressed in argument structure constructions with VM verbs in English; however, it is evoked by the verbal semantics of **ride** verbs. The Instrument is linked to the Vehicle and the Theme to the Rider in the network.

Overlapping of verbal causal networks is common in our event structure representation. Another case of network overlapping can be found with the ingestion verbs **eat** and **feed**, as shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10: Ingestion network for eat (a) and feed. (b)](image)

**Feed** in (b) obligatorily evokes an external initiator, i.e., a Feeder, which is different from an Eater. The Ingestion network for **eat** in (a) does not include a Feeder since **eat** does not obligatorily evoke this participant. The two networks share most of the event participants; however, we provide a separate representation for each event structure since the networks do not overlap fully.

## 4 Representing construals with causal networks

Using the analysis of image schema concatenation to form complex networks allows us to provide a more comprehensive representation of event structure for examples in which a verb meaning has different construals. As noted in the introductory section of this paper, a verb can have more than one construal depending on the argument structure construction in which it occurs. To demonstrate how our network representation deals with this issue, we will return to the construals of **kick** discussed in the Introduction.

Our causal chain analysis distinguishes the various meanings of **kick** by having a causal chain representation for the constructional semantics. However, an additional layer of information must be included to indicate which part of the event structure is evoked by the verb meaning and which part comes from the meaning of the argument structure construction. In particular, a causal chain analysis of constructional meaning does not convey that **kick** is a Force verb, rather than a Motion verb, when it occurs in a Motion construction or in other construals. Our model pairing constructional meaning (i.e., causal chains) with verb meaning (i.e., verbal networks) provides an event structure representation that accounts for verb construals in various constructions.

### 4.1 A Motion construal of **kick**

**Kick** can occur in a caused motion construction, as in **Pat kicked the football into the stadium**. As shown in Figure 11, the core event type in the network representation for this example is identified as Force. The Force image schema describes a causal relation between an Agent and a Force Theme evoked by the verb **kick**. Since the argument structure construction describes a Motion event, a Motion schema is concatenated onto the Force image schema. That is, the argument structure construction evokes a more complex event structure in which the Force Theme is also in a Path relation with a Ground. The Force Theme football is both an endpoint of the Force relation as well as a motion theme in the Motion image schema.

![Figure 11: Concatenation of Motion and Force](image)
to the Motion subchain.

The network representation of the motion example with kick in Figure 11 is different. Force is identified as the core subchain since kick is a Force verb. The motion theme is labeled Force Theme. The event structure evoked by the construction Pat kicked the football into the stadium adds a Motion image schema to the Force subchain. The distinct labels for participants in each network are motivated by the core subchain which is evoked by the verb meaning.

4.2 COS and Transfer construals of kick

Our representation also allows us to differentiate the event structure evoked by the COS argument structure construction Pat kicked Bob black and blue from the verbal semantics of kick. The core event type profiles a causal relation between an Agent and a Force Theme. As shown in Figure 12, the Force Theme is identified as both the endpoint of the Force image schema as well as a COS theme in the COS image schema evoked by the constructional semantics.

![Figure 12: Concatenation of Change of State and Force](image)

Figure 12: Concatenation of Change of State and Force

Figure 13 shows our event structure representation for kick in a Transfer construction as in Pat kicked Bob the football. Similarly to the network representation in Figure 11 and 12, the core event type in the network is Force. The Transfer argument structure construction adds a Recipient Bob who is in a Control relation with the Force Theme football.

![Figure 13: Concatenation of Transfer and Force](image)

Figure 13: Concatenation of Transfer and Force

As these examples demonstrate, verbal causal networks provide more detailed information about the event structure than causal chains. Using the notion of image schema concatenation allows us to deal with various verb construals in different argument structure constructions. Our event structure representation represents verb meaning and constructional meaning, and distinguishes one from the other.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a model of verb meaning representation that accounts for the semantics of argument structure constructions as well as verbal event structures associated with event types. Our proposed causal networks for verb meanings represent richer event structures associated with complex event types. Our network representations can also deal with verb construals in various argument structure constructions.

The verbal causal networks are more general than VerbNet classes and subclasses which are based on Levin (1993) argument structure constructions. As a result, they subsume more than one VerbNet class. The networks are also more general than frames in FrameNet. In some cases, our networks link to higher order non-lexical frames in FrameNet. However, this is not always the case. In many cases, our networks link to multiple less schematic lexical frames.

Verbal networks will be stored with verbs in VerbNet in the relevant classes. For example, the Ingestion network will be linked to the following VerbNet classes: chew-39.2, dine-39.5, eat-39.1, gobble-39.3-1, and gorge-39.6. Given the direct correspondence between verbal networks and VerbNet classes, our verbal analysis provides the same verb coverage of corpus data as VerbNet (cf. Palmer et al. (2005) for VerbNet’s coverage of the Penn Treebank II). An automated analysis and linking of networks to verbal entries in corpora will use existing computational methods for verb sense disambiguation (Loper et al., 2007; Chen and Palmer, 2009; Brown et al., 2011; Peterson et al., 2016) to accomplish a correct match of verb senses to verbal networks.

A near-term objective of our work is to design a computational model that automates the mapping between the participants in the different networks. Given a causal chain, a verbal event network, and a set of possible links, the task is to determine
the path through the network that describes an event. Developing such a computational model will be complicated by the multiple possible interactions of verb meaning and accompanying argument structure construction, the many possible concatenations of image schemas, the need to respect the dimensionality of the links in the causal representations, as well as how to account for coercion and construal. A starting point is to recognize that argument structure constructions are defined by a small set of force dynamic relations, and these relations also define verbal networks. The next step toward a computational model will be to extract constructional meaning from raw text, to be reported on in future work.

Currently, our event structure representation covers physical and mental domains. However, there are many complex event types in the social domain that need to be analyzed. Among others, verbs of transfer of possession and communication, which make up a large portion of the verbal lexicon in the social domain, all involve complex cyclic networks which will benefit from a semantic representation that is separate from the argument structure construction meaning.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new type of semantic representation of Construction Grammar that combines constructions with the vector representations used in Distributional Semantics. We introduce a new framework, Distributional Construction Grammar, where grammar and meaning are systematically modeled from language use, and finally, we discuss the kind of contributions that distributional models can provide to CxG representation from a linguistic and cognitive perspective.

1 Introduction

In the last decades, usage-based models of language have captured the attention of linguistics and cognitive science (Tommasello, 2003; Bybee, 2010). The different approaches covered by this label are based on the assumptions that linguistic knowledge is embodied in mental processing and representations that are sensitive to context and statistical probabilities (Boyland, 2009), and that language structures at all levels, from morphology to syntax, emerge out of facts of actual language usage (Bybee, 2010).

A usage-based framework that turned out to be extremely influential is Construction Grammar (CxG) (Hoffman and Trousdale, 2013), a family of theories sharing the fundamental idea that language is a collection of form-meaning pairings called constructions (henceforth Cxs) (Fillmore, 1988; Goldberg, 2006). Cxs differ for their degree of schematicity, ranging from morphemes (e.g., /pre-, -ing/), to complex words (e.g., /daredevil/), to filled or partially-filled idioms (e.g., /give the devil his dues or Jog (someone’s) memory/) to more abstract patterns like the ditransitive Cxs [Subj V Obj1 Obj2]). It is worth stressing that, even if the concept of construction is based on the idea that linguistic properties actually emerge from language use, CxG theories have typically preferred to model the semantic content of constructions in terms of hand-made, formal representations like those of Frame Semantics (Baker et al., 1998). This leaves open the issue of how semantic representations can be learned from empirical evidence, and how do they relate to the usage-based nature of Cxs. In fact, for a usage-based model of grammar based on a strong syntax-semantics parallelism, it would be desirable to be grounded on a framework allowing to learn the semantic content of Cxs from language use.

In this perspective, a promising solution for representing constructional semantics is given by an approach to meaning representations that has gained a rising interest in both computational linguistics and cognitive science, namely Distributional Semantics (henceforth DS). DS is a usage-based model of word meaning, based on the well-established assumption that the statistical distribution of linguistic items in context plays a key role in characterizing their semantic behaviour (Distributional Hypothesis (Harris, 1954)). More precisely, Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) represent the lexicon in terms of vector spaces, where a lexical target is described in terms of a vector (also known as embedding) built by identifying in a corpus its syntactic and lexical contexts (Lenci, 2018). Lately, neural models to learn distributional vectors have gained massive popularity: these algorithms build low-dimensional vector representations by learning to optimally predict the contexts of the target words (Mikolov et al., 2013). On the negative side, DS lacks a clear
connection with usage-based theoretical frameworks. To the best of our knowledge, existing attempts of linking DS with models of grammar have rather targeted formal theories like Montague Grammar and Categorial Grammar (Baroni et al., 2014; Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh, 2015).

To sum up, both CxG and DS share the assumption that linguistic structures naturally emerge from language usage, and that a representation of both form and meaning of any linguistic item can be modeled through its distributional statistics, and more generally, with the quantitative information derived from corpus data. However, these two models still live in parallel worlds. On the one hand, CxG is a model of grammar in search for a consistent usage-based model of meaning, and, conversely, DS is a computational framework to build semantic representations in search for an empirically adequate theory of grammar.

As we illustrate in Section 2, occasional encounters between DS and CxG have already happened, but we believe that new fruitful advances could come from the exploitation of the mutual synergies between CxG and DS, and by letting these two worlds finally meet and interact in a more systematic way. Following this direction of research, we introduce a new representation framework called Distributional Construction Grammar, which aims at bringing together these two theoretical paradigms. Our goal is to integrate distributional information into constructions by completing their semantic structures with distributional vectors extracted from large textual corpora, as samples of language usage.

These pages are structured as follows: after reviewing existing literature on CxG and related computational studies, in Section 3 we outline the key characteristics of our theoretical proposal, while Section 4 provides a general discussion about what contributions DSMs can provide to CxG representation from a linguistic and cognitive perspective. Although this is essentially a theoretical contribution, we outline ongoing work focusing on its computational implementation and empirical validation. We conclude by reporting future perspectives of research.

2 Related Work

Despite the popularity of the constructional approach in corpus linguistics (Gries and Stefanowitsch, 2004), computational semantics research has never formulated a systematic proposal for deriving representations of constructional meaning from corpus data. Previous literature has mostly focused either on the automatic identification of constructions on the basis of their formal features, or on modeling the meaning of a specific CxG.

For the former approach, we should mention the works of Dunn (2017, 2019) that aim at automatically inducing a set of grammatical units (Cxs) from a large corpus. On the one hand, Dunn’s contributions provide a method for extracting Cxs from corpora, but on the other hand they are mainly concerned with the formal side of the constructions, and especially with the problem of how syntactic constraints are learned. Some sort of semantic representation is included, in the form of semantic cluster of word embeddings to which the word forms appearing in the constructions are assigned. However, these works do not present any evaluation of the construction representations in terms of semantic tasks.

Another line of research has focused in using constructions for building computational models of language acquisition. Alishahi and Stevenson (2008) propose a model for the representation, acquisition and use of verb argument structure by formulating constructions as probabilistic associations between syntactic and semantic properties of verbs and their arguments. This probabilistic association emerges over time through a Bayesian acquisition process in which similar verb usages are detected and grouped together to form general constructions, based on their syntactic and semantic properties. Despite the success of this model, the semantic representation of argument structure is still symbolic and each semantic category of input constructions are manually compiled, in contrast with the usage-based nature of constructions.

Other studies used DSMs to model constructional meaning, by focusing on a specific type of Cx rather than on the entire grammar. For example, Levshina and Heylen (2014) build a vector space to study Dutch causative constructions with *doen* (‘do’) and *laten* (‘let’). They compute several vector spaces with different context types, both for the nouns that fill the Causer and Causee slot and for the verbs that fill the Effected Predicate slot. Then, they cluster these nouns and verbs at different levels of granularity and test which classification better predicts the use of *laten* and *doen*.

A recent trend in diachronic linguistics investi-
gates linguistic change as a sequence of gradual changes in distributional patterns of usage (Bybee, 2010). For instance, Perek (2016) investigates the productivity of the V the hell out of NP construction (e.g., You scared the hell out of me) from 1930 to 2009. On one side, he clusters the vectors of verbs occurring in this construction to pin point the preferred semantic domains of the Cx in its diachronic evolution. Secondly, he computes the density of the semantic space of the construction around a given word in a certain period to be predictive of that word joining the construction in the subsequent period. A similar approach is applied to study changes in the productivity of the Way-construction over the period 1830-2009 (Perek, 2018). Perek’s analysis also proves that distributional similarity and neighbourhood density in the vector space can be predictive of the usage of a construction with a new lexical item. Other works have followed this approach, demonstrating the validity of DSMs to model the semantic change of constructions in diachrony. Amato and Lenci (2017) examine the Italian Gerundival Periphrases stare (to stay) andare (to go), venire (to come) followed by a gerund. As in previous works, they use DSMs to i) identify similarities and differences among Cxs clustering the vectors of verbs occurring in each Cx, and ii) investigate the changes undergone by the semantic space of the verbs occurring in the Cxs throughout a very long period (from 1550 to 2009). Lebani and Lenci (2017) present an unsupervised distributional semantic representation of argument constructions. Following the assumption that constructional meanings for argument Cxs arise from the meaning of high frequency verbs that co-occur with them (Goldberg, 1999; Casenhiser and Goldberg, 2005; Barak and Goldberg, 2017), they compute distributional vectors for CxS as the centroids of the vectors of their typical verbs, and use them to model the psycholinguistic data about construction priming in Johnson and Goldberg (2013). This representation of construction meaning has also been applied to study valency coercion by Busso et al. (2018).

Following a parallel research line on probing tasks for distributed vectors, Kann et al. (2019) investigate whether word and sentence embeddings encode the grammatical distinctions necessary for inferring the idiosyncratic frame-selectional properties of verbs. Their findings show that, at least for some alternations, verb embeddings encode sufficient information for distinguishing between acceptable and unacceptable combinations.

3 Distributional CxG Framework

We introduce a new framework aimed at integrating the computational representation derived from distributional methods into the explicit formalization of Construction Grammars, called Distributional Construction Grammar (DisCxG).

DisCxG is based on three components:

- **Constructions**: stored pairings of form and function, including morphemes, words, idioms, partially lexically filled and fully general linguistic patterns (Goldberg, 2003);
- **Frames**: schematic semantic knowledge describing scenes and situations in terms of their semantic roles;
- **Events**: semantic information concerning particular event instances with their specific participants. The introduction of this component, which is a novelty with respect to traditional CxG frameworks, has been inspired by cognitive models such as the Generalized Event Knowledge (McRae and Matsuki, 2009) and the Words-as-Cues hypothesis (Elman, 2014).

The peculiarity of DisCxG is that we distinguish two layers of semantic representation, referring to two different and yet complementary aspects of semantic knowledge. Specifically, frames define a prototypical semantic representation based on the different semantic roles (the frame elements) defining argument structures, while events provide a specialization of the frame by taking into account information about specific participants and relations between them. Crucially, we assume that both these layers have a DS representation in terms of distributional vectors learned from corpus co-occurrences.

Following the central tenet of CxGs, according to which linguistic information is encoded in similar way for lexical items as well as for more abstract Cxs (e.g., covariational-conditional Cx, ditransitive Cx etc.), the three components of DisCxG are modeled using the same type of formal representation with recursive feature-structures, which is inspired by Sign-Based Construction Grammar (SBCG) (Sag, 2012; Michaelis, 2013).
3.1 Constructions

In DisCxG, a construction is represented by form and semantic features. The following list presents the set of main features of Cxs adapting the formalization in SBCG:

- The FORM feature contains the basic formal characteristics of constructions. It includes the (i) PHONological/SURFACE form, (ii) the (morpho)syntactic features (SYN), i.e. part-of-speech (TYPE), CASE (nominal, accusative), the set of elements subcategorized (VAL), and (iii) PROPERTIES representing explicitly the syntactic relations among the elements of the Cx.

- The ARGument-STructure implements the interface between syntactic and semantic roles. The arguments are in order of their accessibility hierarchy (subj < d-obj < obl...), encoding the syntactic role. Each argument specifies the case, related to the grammatical function, and links to the thematic role.\(^1\)

- The SEMantic feature specifies the properties of Cx’s meaning (Section 3.2).

Unlike SGBG or other CxG theories, we include inside FORM a new feature called PROPERTIES, borrowed from Property Grammars (Blache, 2005). Properties encode syntactic information about the components of a Cx, and they play an important role in its recognition. However, the discussion of this linguistic aspect is not presented here, as the focus of this paper is on the semantic side of constructions.\(^2\)

As said above, a Cx can describe linguistic objects of various levels of complexity and schematicity: words, phrases, fully lexicalized idiomatic patterns, partially lexicalized schemas, etc. Thus, the attribute-value matrix can be applied to lexical entries, as the verb read in Figure 1, as well as to abstract constructions that do not involve lexical material. Figure 2 depicts the ditransitive Cx. The semantic particularity of this construction is that whatever the lexicalization of the verb, this construction always involve a possession interpretation (more precisely the transfer of something to somebody), represented in the TRANSFER frame.

Differently from standard SBCG formalization of Cxs, we add the distributional feature DS-VECTOR into the semantic layer in order to integrate lexical distributional representations. The semantic structure of a lexical item can be associated with its distributional vector (e.g., the embedding of read), but we can also include a distributional representation of abstract syntactic constructions following the approach of Lebani and Lenci (2017) we have illustrated in Section 2.

3.2 Frames

A frame is a schematic representation of an event or scenario together with the participating actors/objects/locations and their (semantic) role (Fillmore, 1982). For instance, the sentences

1. (a) Mary bought a car from John (for 5000$).
   (b) John sold a car to Mary (for 5000$).

activate the same COMMERCIAL TRANSACTION frame, consisting of a SELLER (John), a BUYER (Mary), a GOOD which is sold (car), and the MONEY used in the transaction (5000$).

Semantic frames are the standard meaning representation in CxG, which represent them as symbolic structures. The source of this information is typically FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016), a lexical database of English containing more than 1,200 semantic frames linked to more than 200,000 manually annotated sentences. The not negligible problem of FrameNet is that entries must be created by expert lexicographers. This has lead to a widely recognized coverage problem in its lexical units (Baker, 2012).

In DisCxG, semantic frames are still represented as structures, but the value of semantic roles consists of distributional vectors. As for the COMMERCIAL TRANSACTION frame in Figure 3, each frame element has associated a specific embedding. It is worth noting that in this first version of the DisCxG model, frame representations are still based on predefined lists of semantic roles, as defined in FrameNet (e.g., BUYER, SELLER, etc.). However, some works have recently attempted to automatically infer frames (and their roles) from distributional information\(^1\). Woodsend and Lap-

---

\(^1\)SFCG distinguishes between valence and argument structure: the ARG-ST encodes overt and covert arguments, including extracted (non-local) and unexpressed elements, while VAL in the form description represents only realized elements. When no covert arguments occur, these features are identical.

\(^2\)For more details on the Property Grammar framework, see Blache (2016).

\(^1\)Lately, SemEval 2019 proposed a task on unsupervised
Paczynski and Kuperberg (2012). In DisCxG, events have a crucial role: they
characterize semantic frames and roles using DS vectors of their most prototypical fillers, following an approach widely explored in DS (Baroni and Lenci, 2010; Erk et al., 2010; Sayeed et al., 2016; Santus et al., 2017). For instance, the buyer role in the COMMERCIAL_TRANSACTION frame can be taken as a vector encoding the properties of the typical nouns filling this role. We are aware that this solution is just an approximation of the content of frames elements. How to satisfactorily characterize semantic frames and roles using DS is in fact still an open research question.

3.3 Events

Neurocognitive research has brought extensive evidence that stored world knowledge plays a key role in online language production and comprehension. An important aspect of such knowledge consists of the events and situations that we experience under different modalities, including the linguistic input. McRae and Matsuki (2009) call it Generalized Event Knowledge (GEK), because it contains information about prototypical event structures. Language comprehension has been characterized as a largely predictive process (Kuperberg and Jaeger, 2015). Predictions are memory-based, and experiences about events and their participants are used to generate expectations about the upcoming linguistic input, thereby minimizing the processing effort (Elman, 2014; McRae and Matsuki, 2009). For instance, argument combinations that are more 'coherent' with the event scenarios activated by the previous words are read faster in self-paced reading tasks and elicited smaller N400 amplitudes in ERP experiments (Paczyński and Kuperberg, 2012).

In DisCxG, events have a crucial role: they

ata (2015) use distributional representations to induce embeddings for predicates and their arguments. Ustalov et al. (2018) propose a different methodology for unsupervised semantic frame induction. They build embeddings as the concatenations of subject-verb-object triples and identify frames as clustered triples. Of course, a limit of this approach is that it only uses subject and object arguments, while frames are generally associated with a wider variety of roles. Lebani and Lenci (2018) instead provide a distributional representation of verb-specific semantic roles as clusters of features automatically induced from corpora.

In this paper, we assume that at least some aspects of semantic roles can be derived from combining (e.g., with summation) the distributional vectors of their most prototypical fillers, following an approach widely explored in DS (Baroni and Lenci, 2010; Erk et al., 2010; Sayeed et al., 2016; Santus et al., 2017). For instance, the buyer role in the COMMERCIAL_TRANSACTION frame can be taken as a vector encoding the properties of the typical nouns filling this role. We are aware that this solution is just an approximation of the content of frames elements. How to satisfactorily characterize semantic frames and roles using DS is in fact still an open research question.
bridge the gap between the concrete instantiation of a Cx in context and its conceptualized meaning (conveyed from frames). For example, let’s consider the verb read. We know that this verb subcategorizes for two noun phrases (form) and involves a generic reading frame in which there is someone who reads (reader) and something that is read (text). This frame only provides an abstract, context-independent representation of the verb meaning, and the two roles can be generally defined as clusters of properties derived from singular subjects and objects of read. However, the semantic representation comprehenders build during sentence processing is influenced by the specific fillers that instantiate the frame elements. If the input is A student reads..., the fact that the word student appears as the subject of the verb activates a specific scenario, together with a series of expectations about the prototypicality of other lexical items. Consequently, the object of the previous sentence is more likely to be book rather than magazine (Chersoni et al., 2019). Accordingly, in Dis-CxG events are considered as functions that specialize the semantic meaning encoded in frames. The word student specializes the reading frame into a specific event, triggering expectations about the most likely participants of the other roles: the reader is encoded as a lexical unit vector, and the distributional restriction applied to the text is represented by a subset of possible objects ordered by their degree of typicality in the event. Figure 4 gives a simple example of the specialization brought out by event knowledge.

\[
\text{SPECIALIZE ditransitive-cx} \\
\text{ARG-ST} \left( \text{NP}_x, \text{NP}_y, \text{NP}_z \right) \\
\text{SEM} \text{ FRAMES} \left( \begin{array}{c} \text{AGENT} x_{[\text{teacher}]} \\ \text{RECIPIENT} y_{[\text{students}]} \\ \text{THEME} z_{[\text{exercise, homework..}]} \end{array} \right)
\]

Figure 5: Ditransitive event specialization

\[\text{teacher/student/exercises} \text{ (Figure 5).}\]

2. The teacher gives students ... \rightarrow The teacher gives students exercises

Any lexical item activate a portion of event knowledge (Elman, 2014): in fact, if verbs evoke events, nouns evoke entities that participate into events. Thus, events and entities are themselves interlinked: there is not a specific feature event in the description of the lexical entry teacher, but events are activated by the lexical entry, generating a network of expectations about upcoming words in the sentence (McRae and Matsuki, 2009).

Given this assumption, Chersoni et al. (2019) represent event knowledge in terms of a Distributional Event Graph (DEG) automatically built from parsed corpora. In this graph, nodes are embeddings and edges are labeled with syntactic relations and weighted using statistic association measures (Figure 6). Each event is a a path in DEG. Thus, given a lexical cue w, it is possible to identify the events it activates (together with the strength of its activation, defined as a function of the graph weights) and generate expectations about incoming inputs on both paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes. With this graph-based approach, Chersoni et al. (2019) model sentence comprehension as the dynamic and incremental creation of a semantic representation integrated into a semantically coherent structure contributing to the sentence interpretation.

We propose to include in our framework the information encoded in DEG. Each lexical entry contains a pointer to its corresponding node in the graph. Therefore, the frame specialization we have described above corresponds to an event encoded with a specific path in the DEG. Event information represents a way to unify the schematic descriptions contained in the grammar with the
world knowledge and contextual information progressively activated by lexical items and integrated during language processing.

4 Some Other Arguments in Favor of a Distributional CxG

As we said in Section 2, few works have tried to use distributional semantic representations of constructions and existing studies have focused more on applying DS to a particular construction type, instead of providing a general model to represent the semantic content of Cxs. We argue that DSMs could give an important contribution in designing representations of constructional meaning. In what follows, we briefly discuss some specific issues related to Construction Grammars that could be addressed by combining them with Distributional Semantics.

Measuring similarity among constructions and frames The dominant approaches like frame semantics and traditional CxGs tend to represent entities and their relations in a formal (hand-made) way. A potential limitation of these methods is that it is hard to assess the similarity between frames or constructions, while one advantage of distributional vectors is that one can easily compute the degree of similarity between linguistic items represented in a vector space. For example, Busso et al. (2018) built a semantic space for several Italian argument constructions and then computed the similarity of their vectors, observing that some Cxs have similar distributional behaviour like Caused-Motion and Dative.

As for frames, there has been some work on using distributional similarity between vectors for their unsupervised induction (Ustalov et al., 2018), for comparing frames across languages (Sikos and Padó, 2018), and even for the automatic identification of the semantic relations holding between them (Botschen et al., 2017).

Identifying idiomatic meaning Many studies in theoretical, descriptive and experimental linguistics have recently questioned the fregean principle of compositionality, which assumes that the meaning of an expression is the result of the incremental composition of its sub-constituents. There is a large number of linguistic phenomena whose meaning is accessed directly from the whole linguistic structure: this is typically the case with idioms or multi-word expressions, where the figurative meaning cannot be decomposed. In computational semantics, a large literature has been aiming at modeling idiomaticity using DSMs. Senaldi et al. (2016) carried out an idiom type identification task representing Italian V-NP and V-PP Cxs as vectors. They observed that the vectors of VN and AN idioms are less similar to the vectors of lexical variants of these expressions with respect to the vectors of compositional constructions. (Cordeiro et al., 2019) realized a framework for predict compound compositionality using DSMs, evaluating to what extent they capture idiomaticity compared to human judgments. Results revealed a high agreement between the models and human predictions, suggesting that they are able to incorporate information about idiomaticity.

In future works, it would be interesting to see if DSMs-based approaches can be used in combination with methods for the identification of the formal features of constructions (Dunn, 2017, 2019), in order to tackle the task of compositionality prediction simultaneously with syntactic and semantic features.

Modeling sentence comprehension A trend in computational semantics regards the application of DSMs to sentence processing (Mitchell et al., 2010; Lenci, 2011; Sayeed et al., 2015; Johns and Jones, 2015, i.a.).

Chersoni et al. (2016, 2017) propose a Distributional Model of sentence comprehension inspired by the general principles of the Memory, Unification and Control framework (Hagoort, 2013, 2015). The memory component includes events in GEK with feature structures containing information directly extracted from parsed sentences in corpora: attributes are syntactic dependencies, while values are distributional vectors of dependent lexemes. Then, they model semantic composition as an event construction and update function F, whose aim is to build a coherent semantic representation by integrating the GEK cues by the linguistic elements.

The framework has been applied to the logical metonymy phenomenon (e.g. The student begins the book), using the semantic complexity function to model the processing costs of metonymic sentences, which was shown to be higher compared to non-coercion sentences (McElree et al., 2001; Traxler et al., 2002). Evaluation against psycholinguistic datasets proves the linguistic and
psycholinguistic validity of using embeddings to represent events and including them in incremental model of sentence comprehension.

Evaluations based on experimental evidence DSMs have proved to be very useful in modeling human performance in psycholinguistic tasks (Mandera et al., 2017). This is an important finding, since it allows to test the predictions of Construction Grammar theories against data derived from behavioral experiments.

To cite an example from the DS literature, the models proposed by Lebani and Lenci (2017) replicated the priming effect of the lexical decision task by Johnson and Goldberg (2013), where the participants were asked to judge whether a given verb was a real word or not, after being exposed to an argument structure construction in the form of a Jabberwocky sentence. The authors of the study created distributional representations of constructions as combinations of the vectors of their typical verbs, and measured their cosine similarity with the verbs of the original experiment, showing that their model can accurately reproduce the results reported by Johnson and Goldberg (2013).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the potential contribution of DSMs to the semantic representation of constructions, and we presented a theoretical proposal bringing together vector spaces and constructions into a unique framework. It is worth highlighting our main contributions:

- We built a unified representation of grammar and meaning based on the assumption that language structure and properties emerge from language use.

- We integrated information about events to build a semantic representation of an input as an incremental and predictive process.

Converging different layers of meaning representation into a unique framework is not a trivial problem, and in our future work we will need to find optimal ways to balance these two components: semantic vectors derived from corpus data on the one hand, and a possibly accurate formalization of the internal structure of the constructions on the other hand. In this contribution, we hoped to show that merging the two frameworks would be worth the efforts, as they share many theoretical assumptions and complement themselves on the basis of their respective strengths.

Our future goal is the automatic building and inclusion of a distributional representation of frames and event in DisCxG; our aim is to exploit the final formalism to build for the first time a Distributional Construction Treebank. Moreover, we are planning to apply this framework in a predictive model of language comprehension, defining how a Cx is activated by the combination of syntactic, lexical and distributional cues occurring in DisCxG. We believe this framework could be a starting point for applications in NLP such as Knowledge representation and reasoning, Natural Language Understanding and Generation, but also a potential term of comparison for psycholinguistic models of human language comprehension.
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Abstract

Humans have the unique ability to infer information about participants in a scene, even if they are not mentioned in a text about that scene. Computer systems cannot do so without explicit information about those participants. This paper addresses the linguistic phenomenon of null-instantiated frame elements, i.e., implicit semantic roles, and their representation in FrameNet (FN). It motivates FN’s annotation practice, and illustrates the three types of null-instantiated arguments that FrameNet tracks, noting that other lexical resources do not record such semantic-pragmatic information, despite its need in natural language understanding (NLU), and the elaborate efforts to create new datasets. It challenges the community to appeal to FN data to develop more sophisticated techniques for recognizing implicit semantic roles, and creating needed datasets. While the annotation of null-instantiated roles was lexicographically motivated, FN provides useful information for text processing, and therefore it must be considered in the design of any meaning representation for NLU.

1 Introduction

Null instantiation as a linguistic phenomenon has received much attention in the literature on verbal argument structure. Fillmore (1986) identified idiosyncrasies of lexically licensed null arguments in near-synonymous verbs. Resnik (1996) explained the phenomenon in terms of selectional restrictions; Rapaport Hovav and Levin (1998) invoke Aktionsart. Others (Ruppenhofer and Baker 2003, Ruppenhofer and Michaelis 2014) appeal to frames or constructions.

Aside from verbal argument structure, the discourse in which a sentence occurs also may license an omission. Ruppenhofer et al. (2010) initiated the task of linking events and their participants in discourse, with participating systems yielding different degrees of success. Roth and Lapata (2015) introduced techniques for semantic role labeling that use various discourse level features in an effort to identify implicit roles. With semantic role labeling (SRL) usually limited to sentence level analysis, the conundrum of identifying something absent from a text is clear, more so when the major resources do not identify or record information about implicit roles.

Efforts to create resources to use in work on developing techniques for recognizing implicit semantic roles have not yielded large datasets. For the SemEval task, Ruppenhofer et al. (2010) annotated 500 sentences from a novel. Studying nominal predicates, Gerber and Chai (2010, 2012) created a dataset of 1000 examples from NomBank (Meyers et al. 2004). Roth and Frank (2015) aligned monolingual comparable texts to obtain implicit arguments, resulting in a dataset similar in size to previous datasets. Recently, Cheng and Erk (2018) used coreference information to generate additional training data; Cheng and Erk (2019) addressed the problem using an approach to generate data that scales.

Despite the need, no work addresses resources that record null instantiations (because most do not), or the representation of null-instantiated semantic roles. This paper begins to fill the gap by bringing attention to FrameNet’s practice of recording information about null-instantiated semantic roles, i.e., representing the meaning of omitted arguments, a practice that no other major lexical resource observes. It also challenges the broad NLP/NLU community of resource builders, designers of linguistic annotation and meaning.
representation schemes, as well as developers of SRL systems to exploit and expand the data that FrameNet already provides.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides background to FN, and describes the goals of the projects meaning representation; Section 3 covers null instantiation in FN, provides example sentences including annotation, illustrating how FN implements its desiderata; Section 4 presents a challenge to the NLP community; and Section 5 summarizes the paper, addressing some limitations of FrameNet.

2 Background to FrameNet

2.1 General Information

FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016) is a research and resource development project in corpus-based computational lexicography project based on the principles of Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1985), whose goal is documenting the valences, i.e., the syntactic and semantic combinatorial possibilities of each item analyzed. These valence descriptions provide critical information on the mapping between form and meaning that NLP and NLU require. At the heart of the work is the semantic frame, a script-like knowledge structure that facilitates inferencing within and across events, situations, states-of-affairs, relations, and objects. FN defines a semantic frame in terms of its frame elements (FEs), or participants in the scene that the frame captures: a lexical unit (LU) is a pairing of a lemma and a frame, characterizing that LU in terms of the frame that it evokes.

To illustrate, FrameNet has defined Revenge as a situation in which an AVENGER performs a PUNISHMENT on an OFFENDER as a response to a PUNISHMENT, inflicted on an INJURED_Party; and these core frame elements uniquely define the frame. Among the LUs in Revenge are average.v, avenger.n, get even.v, retributory.a, revenge.v, revenge.n, vengeance.n, vengeful.a, and vindictive.a, where nouns, verbs, and adjectives are included. The linguistic realization of each frame element highlights different participants of the frame, as shown in sentence #1, where the target of the analysis is the verb average.¹

The goal of providing a valence description for each lexical unit that FN analyzes necessitates recording information about omitted arguments. FN characterizes the syntactic and semantic conditions under which an omission is possible. For sentence # 1, FrameNet’s lexicographic purposes require recording information about OFFENDER and PUNISHMENT, two lexically licensed null-instantiations (Fillmore 2007).²

1. (Peter AVENGER) avenged (the attack on the boys PUNISHMENT).

Sentence #1 illustrates the instantiation of two of the frames core frame elements: the proper noun Peter is the AVENGER and the NP the attack on the boys is the PUNISHMENT. No other core FEs of the Revenge frame is instantiated in the sentence.

2.2 Meaning Representation in FrameNet

FrameNet’s ultimate goal is the representation of the lexical semantics of every sentence in a text based on the relations between predicators and their dependents, which include clauses and phrases that also include predicators (Fillmore and Baker 2001, Baker et al. 2007: 100). FrameNet’s meaning representation for these predicators was designed in accord with the principles of Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1985). For each LU that FN analyzes, the goal is to identify the linguistic material that instantiates the frame elements of the given frame, and then characterize the grammatical function and phrase type of that material. Note that annotated FEs are actually triples of information about the annotated constituent, not simply information about the constituent’s semantic role. Importantly, meaning and form are inextricably tied together, where each contributes its part to characterization of the whole. Table 1 shows the FE identified as PUNISHMENT (example # 1), as a triple of information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>the attack on the boys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Element (FE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrase Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: FE as Triple of Information

For convenience only, examples in this paper are of verbs as predicators, which appear in bold font.

²Frame names appear in Typewriter font; and frame element names appear in SMALL CAPS.

¹For convenience only, examples in this paper are of verbs as predicators, which appear in bold font.

⁴FN supports second layer annotation, and in this case would annotate the PP on the boys as the INJURED_Party.
3 Null-Instantiation (NI) in FrameNet

FN annotates information about the conceptually required semantic roles, i.e., the core FEs of a frame, even if absent from the text. FN records three types of null-instantiation, one licensed by a construction, and the others licensed lexically. FrameNet includes approximately 55,700 NI labels in its annotations; and some 26% of the omissions are licensed constructionally, with the remaining 76% licensed lexically. This section very briefly addresses the first type, and then presents lexically licensed omissions.

3.1 Constructional Null Instantiation

Constructional Null Instantiations are licensed by grammatical constructions. Examples of CNI are the omitted agent in a passive sentence (# 2), or the omitted subject in an imperative (# 3).

2. Sue was *avenged* by killing her assailant.
3. *Get even* with that bum.

In both sentences, the AVENGER is understood as a participant in the event, although not mentioned in the relevant clause (# 2) or sentence (# 3).

3.2 Definite Null Instantiation (DNI)

Definite Null Instantiation (DNI) identifies those missing core FEs that were mentioned previously in the text or can be understood, that is, inferred from the discourse. Consider examples # 4–5 as two contiguous lines of text, where information about a null-instantiated core FE appears in the context of the relevant piece of text, allowing the language user to infer the missing argument. Encountering # 5 signals the language user to refer back to information in # 4.

4. Wendy was *astonished* (at the killing of the pirate PUNISHMENT).
5. (Peter AVENGER) had *avenged* (the attack on the boys PUNISHMENT).

Ziem (2013, 2014) demonstrated that DNIs in spoken discourse tend to be specified in adjacent sentences, and thus also showed the relevance of frames to text coherence.

3.3 Indefinite Null Instantiation (INI)

Indefinite Null Instantiation (INI) is the other lexically specific licensed omission, and it is illustrated with the missing objects of verbs such as eat, bake, and sew. These verbs are usually transitive, but can be used intransitively (# 6–# 7).

6. Let’s go out to *eat*.
7. Sam took his time *baking*.

With such verbs, language users understand the nature of the missing material without referring back to any previously mentioned entity in the discourse. In # 6 speakers will understand that the omitted object is consumable food. Cheng and Erks (2019) recent study about implicit arguments draws on event knowledge to predict the semantic roles of omitted arguments. The work also relies upon the (psycho-linguistic) notions of entity salience and text coherence for building a computational model.

Recording null instantiation offers the ability to distinguish multiple senses of a lemma, as is apparent with different senses of the verb give, as 8b and 9b show.

8. GIVE as donate
   (a) Let’s talk to the Red Cross.
   (b) I already *gave*.

9. GIVE as gift
   (a) I *gave* Sue a birthday present.
   (b) *I already gave*.

Thus, only the donation sense of give allows omitting the object; but give meaning gift someone a present does not. Only for the donation sense of give does FN record example 8b as having a null-instantiated object.

3.4 Complicating Factors

FN’s concept of a CoreSet adds to the challenge of automatically recognizing null instantiations. Given a set of two or more core FEs in a frame, annotating just one of them satisfies FN’s requirements. For example, SOURCE, PATH, and GOAL are core FEs in motion-related frames; however not all of these FEs always manifest in every sentence that describes a motion event.

Consider example 10, an instance of the Self_motion frame, which defines a scene in

---

5 Clearly, providing the total number of sentences would be ideal; obtaining that number is not straightforward.

6 A full treatment of grammatical constructions is well beyond the scope of this paper. Explicit grammatical information, some of which a syntactically-parsed corpus might provide, would aid in the identification of CNIs. Still, the automatic recognition of constructions is in a relatively early stage of development (e.g., Dunietz 2018, Dunietz et al. 2017).

---

These data derive from a presentation by Fillmore at Boeing in 2001.
which the SELF_MOVER, a living being, moves under its own direction along a PATH.

10. (Chuck Self_MOVER) walked (to the BART station GOAL).

In 10, of the CoreSet FEs, only the GOAL is realized; FN annotates the PP to the BART station as the GOAL, along with Chuck as the SELF_MOVER, and considers its job done (for that sentence).

Given a CoreSet, annotating just one of its members is legitimate; however, it does not preclude annotating more than one of the FEs. Thus, FN would annotate the PATH and the GOAL FEs in 11.

11. (Chuck SELF_MOVER) walked (along Center Street PATH) (to the BART station GOAL).

This state-of-affairs complicates matters for the recognition of null instantiations, as (so far) other than listing CoreSet FEs in the frame definition, FN does not directly record null-instantiated CoreSet FEs with its annotated data. Although the information is available via the frame element-to-frame element relations within a frame.

Additionally, lexical semantic and pragmatic phenomena contribute to the way that FrameNet distinguishes between INI and (DNI), as Ruppenhofer et al. (2010) among others have noted. To illustrate, sentence 12 exemplifies the Similarity frame, in which ENTITY_1, ENTITY_2, and DIMENSION are core FEs. While FN records ENTITY_2 as DNI, it records DIMENSION as INI. Since the interpretation of the sentence relies on the accessibility of ENTITY_2 to the language user, that FE is a DNI.

12. The split went in a different direction.... (ENTITY_2 DNI) (DIMENSION INI)

In contrast, simply knowing that ENTITY_1 and ENTITY_2 differ along some DIMENSION, a specific prior mention in the text or surrounding discourse is not necessary to interpret the sentence. As such, FN records DIMENSION as an INI.

Furthermore, (assumed) prior mention in a text, i.e., beyond the boundary of the single sentence, might suggest the likelihood of a DNI interpretation. However, not all lexical items will license the same FE omission. For example, although both are defined in terms of the Arriving frame, arrive.v licenses the omission of the GOAL, while reach.v does not, as examples 14 and 13 show.

13. Seymour arrived [DNI GOAL]
14. * Seymour reached

3.5 Other Lexical Resources

The comparison with other lexical resources is warranted given the impetus to feature one of FN’s many differentiating characteristics. No major lexical resource records information about lexically licensed implicit semantic roles.

PropBank (Palmer et al. 2005) has annotated a corpus of text with information about basic semantic propositions, also adding predicate-argument relations to the syntactic trees of the Penn Treebank. PropBank also created parallel PropBank resources for other languages and genres. It then moved on to annotate light verb constructions in multiple languages (Hwang et al. 2010). Note that PropBanks traces only record syntactically motivated omissions, not lexically licensed ones (Ellsworth et al. 2004). VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler 2005, Kipper et al. 2006) is a very large lexicon of verbs in English that extends Levin (1993) with explicitly stated syntactic and semantic information. It provides mapping to other resources, including to WordNet senses (Fellbaum 1998) and FrameNet frames. However, it does not include any information on null-instantiated arguments.

In short, the well-known and oft-used resources for text processing simply do not include the requisite information, and hence the ongoing need for researchers to construct new datasets.

4 A Challenge for the Community

Recent advances in the development of semantic role labeling (SRL) systems (e.g., Swayamdipta et al. 2018) offer the prospect of automating more of FrameNet’s process (than at present), specifically the annotation of frame elements (i.e., semantic roles). Such SRL systems are based on existing annotated FN data, and exploit a range of different machine learning techniques (Das et al., 2014, Hermann et al. 2014, Kipper et al. 2015, Tekstrm et al., 2015, among others). Not surprisingly, none of these systems attempt recognizing null-instantiated frame elements, not least in part due to the difficulty of the task. Still the needed data for doing so is available in the FN database, even if limited. Instead, these systems quietly ignore the presence of the null-instantiated information.

Efforts to identify implicit semantic roles, whether definite or indefinite null instantiations,
tend to create limited data sets and focus on the different and new computational techniques that (may) improve the results (as briefly characterized in 1). Nevertheless, the need remains for more data on implicit semantic roles, both to facilitate the ability to recognize these null instantiated elements and to advance the goals of SRL, as well as those of FrameNet in the long term.

As a consequence, the current work calls for the community to partner with FrameNet with the goal of designing a task that exploits the recorded NI information in the database. For example, the task might include developing a new data set that distinguishes null-instantiated CoreSet FEs from other core FEs, thereby eliminating one of the complicating factors in using the FN corpus. Also, comparing results (of NI-recognition) between the new corpus and the existing corpus (of FN’s NI data) may yield useful information for future investigation. Of course, the technical details of such a task have yet to be specified. However, by garnering the collective experience of the broad NLP and NLU community, especially those who work with FN data already, FrameNet will be poised to investigate the potential benefit of using the data and to measure that benefit to determine its value.

5 Summary

This paper has focused on the representation of the linguistic phenomenon of null-instantiated core frame elements, i.e., implicit semantic roles, and their representation in FN. It introduced the basic concepts of FrameNet, illustrated the types of null instantiation for which FN provides information, acknowledging the lexicographically motivated annotation practice, and urged the community to leverage existing data in the FN database. Finally, it also advocates for the design of meaning representations explicitly reference null instantiation. The ubiquity of the phenomenon in language language demands doing so.\(^8\)

FrameNet’s developers are not impervious to the complexities and FN-specific data format and annotation practice that resulted in an apparently inhospitable resource. Recall the concept of a CoreSet, which interacts with FN’s annotation of NIs (as illustrated in 3.4). Also, while the NLTK FrameNet API allows access to NI information by annotation set in a given frame, it does not have a built-in function to query the database by valence pattern (Schneider and Wooters 2017). As a consequence, actually finding NIs is not as easy as would be desirable. Also, as others have indicated already, gaps in coverage play a role in the performance of systems that use FrameNet for different applications (e.g., Palmer and Sporleder 2010).

The design of meaning representations for achieving natural language understanding must include the representation of null-instantiated roles. Exploiting an existing semantically rich resource to jump-start a critical aspect of the work is expedient; appealing to FrameNet is essential.
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Abstract

This paper concerns the application of Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) to Korean. In this regard, it focuses on the copula construction and its negation and the case-stacking phenomenon thereof. To illustrate this clearly, we reviewed the :domain annotation scheme from various perspectives. In this process, the existing annotation guidelines were improved to devise annotation schemes for each issue under the principle of pursuing consistency and efficiency of annotation without distorting the characteristics of Korean.

1 Introduction

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013) is a framework suitable for integrated semantic annotation. When localizing AMR annotation guidelines (Banarescu et al., 2018) for Korean, it is vital to maximize the use of existing annotation conventions widely accepted in English, Chinese, and other languages to ensure high compatibility between the AMR corpora of each language.

However, current AMR annotation guidelines are geared to English vocabulary and grammatical phenomena. Therefore, it is necessary to devise semantic annotation schemes for Korean AMR that reflect existing annotation guidelines as much as possible while accurately representing the characteristics of Korean. This paper reviews annotation methods for several grammatical phenomena that are the characteristics of Korean and presents guidelines thereof. Section 3 presents an annotation method for consistently representing the copula ‘-이(-i-)’ in the Korean copula construction and the lexical negation ‘-아/어/아니(-ani; to be not)’. Copula constructions in Korean are formed through the copula ‘-이(-i-)’; in this regard, it is necessary to establish annotation guidelines considering its negation, relativization, and complementization. Section 4 presents a case-stacking annotation method representing two or more subjects or objects. Case-stacking in Korean is a phenomenon in which several nominative or accusative words are licensed to a single predicate, and they have a pragmatic and semantic relationship with each other.

Regarding such issues, it would be helpful to boost Korean sembanking by properly adjusting AMR annotation standards and Korean-specific grammar phenomena to increase annotation efficiency.

2 Predicate Annotation

The first problem to consider for representing Korean sentences through AMR is determining what language resources to use in the annotation of core semantic roles. AMR uses the frameset of the Proposition Bank (PropBank) (Palmer et al., 2005) to represent the meaning of sentences, while Chinese AMR (CAMR) uses the Chinese PropBank (Xue & Palmer, 2009) frameset (Li et al., 2016). Brazil-Portuguese AMR (AMR-BR) uses the VerboBrasil dataset (Duran et al., 2013) as its annotation resource, which was built through the PropBank-BR project (Duran & Aluisio, 2012) promoted after the PropBank initiative. (Anchiêta & Pardo, 2018)

The Korean PropBank (Palmer et al., 2006) consists of the Virginia corpus and the Newswire corpus; the Newswire corpus comprises 2,749 predicates attached to more than 23,000 semantic roles. (Bae & Lee, 2015) Given that most languages, including Spanish (Migueles-Abraira
et al., 2018), have adopted the PropBank, the use of the Korean PropBank is a top priority when representing Korean AMR. Most importantly, annotating frame-arguments according to the PropBank convention facilitates alignment with AMRs in other languages; compatibility with AMR corpora in many languages is advantageous.

However, as the lists of predicates and predicate senses in each language do not coincide with each other, detailed annotation guidelines may vary. For example, when applying the way of representing copula constructions and its negation with AMR in other languages to Korean copula constructions, problems arise in case of dealing with the predicate '아니-(ani-)', which is the lexicalized form of '-이(-i-)' and means "to be not." Therefore, it is necessary to present a rational guideline considering the annotation methods of the general copula construction in Korean.

3 Copula Constructions

As AMR strives to represent the abstract meaning of language expressions, it is recommended to annotate the actual meaning of the copula construction to clarify the actual meaning rather than annotate the syntactic structure. Most copula constructions can be annotated using existing frames with well-defined arguments and semantic roles. For example, (1) is an annotation of the "NP is NP" construction using work-01 to place the focus on meaning.

(1) The boy is a hard worker.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{(w / work-01} \\
\text{:ARG0 (b / boy)} \\
\text{:manner (h / hard-02))}
\end{array}
\]

However, for annotating some “Noun is noun” constructions or predicate adjectives with no available frame, the English specification proposes an annotation using :domain and its inverse role, :mod, for unspecified modification (often modifying a noun) and the like by relativization. In these cases, as there is no frame available, it is difficult to represent the meaning of the expression clearly. Annotating with :domain and :mod is a simpler and more efficient way to handle the cases for which annotators cannot decide a proper way of representation, while it is a less interpretive representation.

(2) a. The man is a lawyer.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{(l / lawyer} \\
\text{:domain (m / man))}
\end{array}
\]

b. The man who is a lawyer

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{(m / man} \\
\text{:mod (l / lawyer))}
\end{array}
\]

In (2), the annotation of “The man is a lawyer” and its relativization is shown. Here, as there is no frame for ‘lawyer’, :domain and its inverse role, :mod, are used for annotation.

In reality, AMR for several languages makes limited use of :domain only if there is no available frame. In CAMR, when representing the sentences with the main verb “是,” which functions as a copula, :domain is defined as a non-core role relation used in attribution and jurisdiction as in (3). However, as representing meaning by :domain is more ambiguous, it was found that the use of :domain gradually decreased as the labeling process continued. Thus, as the labeling process proceeded, the emphasis was placed on annotations that clearly reveal the semantic relationship rather than those close to the sentence format.

(3) 他是班长。

‘He is a leader.’

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{(x0 / 班长} \\
\text{:domain (x1 / 他))}
\end{array}
\]

The annotation of the Korean copula construction should also clearly reveal the meaning of the sentence. In subsequent sections, we will examine the usage of the copula ‘-이(-i-)’ in Korean and briefly propose a proper way to annotate each usage. We will also examine cases in which we are forced to annotate with :domain and discuss special considerations for these cases. Next, we examine cases in which the negation of the copula construction is realized through the predicate ani-, and how to deal with the cases where the conceptual annotation is difficult.
3.1 Annotation of Copula -i-

Korean copula ‘-이(-i-)’, unlike “be”, which is a verb in English sentences, combines directly with the content word to form the predicate and is conjugated. In Korean, the usage of the copula ‘-이(-i-)’ is largely classified into the following: i) class membership (ascriptive), ii) identity and identification, iii) locational, iv) existential, v) presentational, vi) temporal, vii) quantificational, viii) cleft sentence and ix) relatedness and illogical usage. (Park, 2012)

Most of these uses can be represented through verbalization, non-core roles, special frames, and the like. For example, in the case of i), it can be represented through :subset, :consist-of, and have-org-role-91; :location for iii) and iv); first-class concept and date-entity for v) and vi); and :quant for vii). Further, (4a) is an AMR using frame 담당-01 (to be in charge of), and (4b) is simply represented with non-core roles.

(4) a. 그 부분이 내 담당이다.
   geu bubun-i nae damdang-i-da.
   that part-NOM my charge-COP-DECL
   ‘I am in charge of that part.’

(담 / 담당-01|to be in charge of
   :ARG0 (나 / 나|1)
   :ARG1 (부 / 부분|part)
   :mod (그 / 그|that))

b. 사무실에 프린터가 세 대다.
   samusil-e peulinteo-ga se dae(i)-da.
   office-in printer-NOM three unit-COP-DECL
   ‘There are three printers in the office.’

(프 / 프린터|printer
   :location (사 / 사무실|office)
   :quant 3)

The relativization of the copula construction annotated using :domain is annotated with :mod, the inverse role of :domain (as shown in (5)).

(5) 변호사인 그는 아직 미혼이다.
   byeonhosa-i-n geu neun ajik mihon-i-da.
   lawyer-COP-PART he ADP yet unmarried-COP-DECL
   ‘The man who is a lawyer is not married yet.’

(결 / 결혼-01|marry
   :polarity -
   :mod (아 / 아직|yet)
   :ARG0 (그 / 그|the man
   :mod (번 / 변호사|lawyer)))

However, interpretive annotation is not possible in all cases. In certain cases of i), ii), vii), and ix), annotations by :domain may be inevitable. Types i) and ii) roughly correspond to cases where there is no available frame, while vii) and ix) correspond to cases where there is a presupposed context or it is a focus construction. In these cases, :domain is used. In (6), as there is no way of knowing the “best option” is for what, there is a limit to fully revealing the meaning.

(6) 정직하게 얘기하는 것이 최선의 선택이다.
   jeongjik-ha-ge yaegi-ha-neun geos-i choeseon-ui seontaeg-i-da.
   honest-do-PART talk-do-PART thing-NOM best-GEN options-COP-DECL
   ‘That talking honestly is the best option.’

(선 / 선택|option
   :mod (최 / 최선|best)
   :domain (이 / 이아가-01|to talk
   :manner (정 / 정직-01|to be honest))

3.2 Copula -i- with ani- Negation

Korean copula ‘-이(-i-)’ does not function as an independent morpheme but constitutes a predicate with preceding words. In contrast, the negation of ‘-이(-i-)’ is realized by lexical negation with the adjective predicate ‘아니(-ani-)' or syntactically realized with ‘-(이)지 않-(-(i)ci anh-)’.‡ If the difference in the meaning of the proposition of the copula construction and its negation is the presence or absence of negation, then in general situations, it is desirable to annotate negation only with :polarity -.

‡ Syntactic negation ‘-(이)지 않-(-(i)ci anh-)’ is not mentioned in this paper. Further works will be followed on the negation of Korean.
Below, (7) is a representation of a sentence in which the negation of (4a) is realized through ‘아니-(ani-)’. Compared to (4a), the only difference is the presence or absence of the :polarity - annotation.

(7) 그 부분은 내 담당이 아니다.

geu bubun-eun nae damdang-i ani-da.
that part-ADP my charge-ADP NEG-DECL
‘I am not in charge of that part.’

Even if the representation of the copula construction uses :domain, the :polarity - annotation can be used. For example, (8b) shows a sentence in which the negation of (8a) is realized through ‘아니-(ani-)’. Similarly, compared to (8a), the only difference is the presence or absence of the :polarity - annotation. (Note that there is no frame unavailable for predication, “문제(이)다( munje-(i)-da; to be problematic)”

(8) a. 빙하가 녹는 것은 문제가 아니다.

bingha-ga nog-neun geos-eun munje-i-da.
glacier-NOM melt-PART thing-ADP problem-COP-DECL
‘That glaciers are melting is not a problem.’

(문 / 문제 | problem
 :domain (녹 / 녹-01|to melt
 :ARG1 (빙 / 빙하|glacier))

b. 문제는 빙하가 녹는 것이 아니다.

문제는 빙하가 녹는 것이 아니다.
problem-ADP glacier-NOM melt-PART thing-ADP NEG-DECL
‘The problem is not (the event) that glaciers are melting. (The problem is the other one.)’

In addition, if the meaning of (9b) differs from that of (9a), then the representations should not be the same. To represent (9b) as a trial, (10) assigns :polarity - to “빙하가 녹지 않는 것이 아니다” rather than the meaning of (9b).

(10) An inappropriate representation of (9b):

문제는 빙하가 녹지 않는데이다.
problem-ADP glacier-NOM melt-PART thing-ADP NEG-DECL
‘The problem is not (the event) that glaciers are NOT melting’

(녹 / 녹-01|to melt
 :polarity -
 :ARG1 (빙 / 빙하|glacier)
 :domain (문 / 문제 | problem)

In this case, annotation with :polarity - is not appropriate. The Korean PropBank provides the frame 아니-01 (to be not) for the predicate ani-, whose usage seems appropriate. 아니-01 has two core semantic roles; :ARG1(subj) is assigned to “thing in focus” and :ARG2(comp) is assigned to “thing in predication.” This method is
an appropriate alternative when it is not enough to only add the :polarity - to the AMR of the copula construction to represent the meaning of the ani- construction. Example (11) is an annotation of (9b) using frame 아니-01. The representation of (11) is not the same as that of (10).

(11) More appropriate representation of (9b) with frame 아니-01:

문제는 빙하가 녹는 것이 아니다.

|ARG1|문제|NOM| |ARG2| 녹|PART| |ARG1| 빙하|NOM| (glacier)

Moreover, when the ‘아니-(ani-)’ construction is relativized, the annotation standard of the copula construction is considered. However, it should be noted that during complementation, frame 아니-02 (besides that) is used as in (12b).

(12) a. 전혀 문제가 아닌 상황

jeonyeom munje-ga ani-n sanghwang

 totalmente problem-NOM NEG-PART situation

‘The situation that is not an issue at all.’

|mod|문제|NOM| |mod|전혀|totally|

b. 억울한 사람은 다른 사람이 아닌 바로 나다.

eogul-han salam-eun daeleun salam-i

wrong-PART person-NOM different person-NOM NEG-PART exactly me-COP-DECL

‘The wronged person is none other than me.’

|ARG1|나| |ARGO| 사람|NOM| |ARG1|-of| 다르-01|different|

It is preferable to annotate the presence or absence of :polarity - based on the same proposition of the copula construction and its negation. This will ensure that the propositions of the affirmative and negative constructions are aligned with one another. In addition, when the copula construction or its negated sentence is relativized, the propositions must also be aligned with each other. The use of the frames 아니-01 or 아니-02 is highly limited to cases in which the meaning of the sentence changes, which is due to the characteristics of the predicate ’아니-(ani-)’.

4 Case-stacking

Korean is a SOV (subject-object-verb) language with case markers. The agent and patient are placed before the predicate, and word order constraints are loose because of the presence of case markers. Therefore, Korean sentences generally rely on the case markers to encode and decode the grammatical relationships and semantic roles of the arguments.

Korean has sentence types including the so-called double nominative construction (DNC) and double accusative construction (DAC). (Brown & Yeon, 2015) In DNC and DAC, the nominative marker ’.o(i)-가(-ga)’ or the accusative marker ’.eul(-eul)/-leul(-leul)’ is licensed to two or more constituents in a sentence.

There are several types of double case marker construction. DNC can be classified as embedded sentences, psychological adjective constructions, numeral phrase constructions, complement constructions, complex predicate constructions, etc. (Lee, 2018) As for complement constructions, specific predicates such as ’되-(become)’ and ’아니-(be not)’ constitute ’NP1-이/가(-i/ga) NP2-이/가(-i/ga)’ V’ sentence structure. In this structure, ’NP2’ can be classified as a complement (not the subject), and second ’.i/ga(-i/ga)’ as a complementary case marker.

In the case of DAC, it can be classified as possessive constructions, locative alternation constructions, change-of-state constructions, numeral phrase constructions, support verb constructions, etc. (Shin, 2016)

The numeral phrase construction is included in both DNC and DAC, which can be represented in AMR easily by :quant. Two constituents which are marked by the same case marker generally have different grammatical and semantic relation.
These double case marker constructions are conventionally called 'double subject/object construction', while there is still room for argument about whether both constituents with the same marker are both subject or object.

In DNC and DAC, the two subjects or two objects are usually divided into “inner-nominative and accusative” and “outer-nominative and accusative,” with a semantic and discourse relationship therebetween. As a result, there is generally a word order constraint between the two constituents.

In Korean, the predicate of a double nominative construction is often an adjective. Although there are various types of Korean nominative case-stacking constructions, (Wunderlich, 2014) this paper discusses only those for predicate clause and psychological adjective constructions. (Yoo, 2000) Korean also has several types of accusative case-stacking constructions. However, this paper discusses only the annotations of constructions corresponding to two objects with a whole-part relationship or dative verb constructions.§ (Yeon, 2010)

First, this section analyzes the sentence structure of DNC through the major subject (outer-nominative) and sentential predicate (a clause in which inner-nominative and predicate are embedded). We propose using :domain for the major subject that is the topic of a discourse of the sentential predicate. This annotation method is very efficient because it can be applied repeatedly, even when the subject appears more than once. A frame 좋-01 (to be good) in (13) takes only one subject that stands for “thing being good”; two or more subjects appear in real text. Here, the outer nominative was annotated with :domain as the main subject.

(13) 기계가 상태가 좋다.

| gigye-ga | sangtae-ga | joh-da. |
| machine-NOM | condition-NOM | good-DECL |

'The condition of the machine is fine.'

( 좋 / 좋-01|to be good
      :ARG1 (상 / 상태|condition)
      :domain (기 / 기계|machine))

However, the use of :domain still needs to be limited in double nominative constructions. A better representation with :time clearly reveals the meaning as in (14).

(14) 어제가 날씨가 더웠다.

| eoge-ga | nalssi-ga | deco-woss-da. |
| yesterday-NOM | weather-NOM | hot-PAST-DECL |

'The weather of yesterday was hot.'

(덥 / 덥-01|to be hot
      :ARG1 (날 / 날씨|weather)
      :time (어 / 어제|yesterday))

In adjective constructions in which nominative case-stacking occurs, attention should be paid to the annotation according to predicate sense. In (15), which uses a psychological adjective rather than a qualifying adjective, while nominative case-stacking occurs, the semantic role of each constituent corresponds to agent and patient. If predicate senses vary, the core argument annotation should differ, corresponding to a role set of the frame.

(15) 나는 그가 좋다.

| na-neun | geu-ga | joh-da. |
| I-ADP | he-NOM | like-DECL |

'I like him.'

(좋 / 좋-02|to like
      :ARG0 (나 / 나|I)
      :ARG1 (그 / 그|he))

Multiple accusative case licensing in DAC usually involves paraphrasing adnominal possessive structures; there are many cases in which possessor raising occurs. (Nakamura, 2002) If it is difficult to clarify the relationship between two accusatives, it is convenient to use :domain as in (16), but if not, it is important to clarify the meaning. Example (17) annotates the relationship between “발톱 (claw)” and “고양이 (cat)” using :part-of, without using :domain.

(16) 새비를 꽃을 뽑았다.

| jebi-leul | kkwang-eul | ppob-at-da. |
| lot-ACC | blank-ACC | draw-PAST-DECL |

'I drew a blank lot.'

(뽑 / 뽑-01|to draw
      :ARG1 (农 / 农|blank)
      :domain (제 / 새비|lot))

§ Other types of Korean nominative case-stacking constructions or accusative case-stacking constructions are not mentioned in this paper.
However, in dative constructions in which the dative case or accusative case appears, the annotation of the frame argument must be noted.

```
(18) 할머니는 아끼던 구두를 나를 주셨다.
halmeoni-neun         akki-deon      gudu-leul     na-leul
grandmother-ADP         spare-PART     shoes-ACC    me-ACC
give-HON-PAST-DECL
‘My grandmother gave me the shoes I loved.’
```

5 Conclusion and Further Works

This paper discussed consistent annotation methods for the Korean copula construction, its negation, complementation, and relativization with focus on the copula ‘-이(-i)’ and the predicate ‘아니(ani-)’. In this process, we also demonstrated cases in which annotation must be performed using the frames 아니-01 and 아니-02.

In addition, we proposed a new usage for :domain with regard to case-stacking, which occurs in Korean sentences frequently. While its limited usage is recommended, in cases in which there are two or more subjects or objects when there is no available frame for the sentential predicate, it can be used repeatedly.

The annotation guideline of the Korean copula construction presented in this paper is essentially based on the copula construction annotation standards of other languages. However, as indicated in the limited discussion of the predicate ‘아니(ani-)’, devising consistent annotation principles for scopal polarity remains a topic for future discussion. Accordingly, it is necessary to examine various aspects of negative representation more broadly than those discussed in this paper. Besides, as the usage of :domain slightly expands, the usage of :domain and :mod label in terms of the determination of a topic of discourse and modifications should also be considered. This discussion will enable the AMR scheme to represent the semantics of Korean more explicitly.

In the future, we aim to build a Korean AMR corpus reflecting these discussions. For this task, the consistency and efficiency of the annotation guidelines need to be improved. Also, well-established language resources are required to reduce cost and efforts to build an actual Korean AMR corpus.

Currently, the following language resources which are labeled with semantic roles are available in Korean: UCorpus-DP/SR & UPropBank of Ucorpus (Released by KLPLAB, University of Ulsan) and SRL datasets of Exobrain Language Analysis Corpus v4.0 (Released by Seoul SW-SoC Convergence R&BD Center, ETRI). The UCorpus uses an extended set of theta roles from Sejong Electronic Dictionary and The Exobrain Corpus follows the annotation system of Korean Proposition Bank.

The next step of this research is to construct a Korean AMR corpus by converting the existing Korean semantic resources followed by correcting it manually. This further work to construct Korean AMR corpus would provide detailed guidelines, which could stimulate future studies in Korean sembanking.
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Abstract

This paper proposes using a Bidirectional LSTM-CRF model in order to identify the tense and aspect of verbs. The information that this classifier outputs can be useful for ordering events and can provide a pre-processing step to improve efficiency of annotating this type of information. This neural network architecture has been successfully employed for other sequential labeling tasks, and we show that it significantly outperforms the rule-based tool TMV-annotator on the Propbank I dataset.

1 Introduction

Identifying the tense and aspect of predicates can provide important clues to the sequencing and structure of events, which is a vital part of numerous down-stream natural language processing applications.

Our long-term goal is to augment Abstract Meaning Representations (Banarescu et al., 2013) with tense and aspect information. With the assumption that an automatic pre-processing step could greatly reduce the annotation effort involved, we have been exploring different options for English tense and aspect annotation.

In this paper we compare two approaches to automatically classifying tense (present, past, etc.), aspect (progressive, perfect, etc.), and the form of verb (finite, participle, etc.). Our own work trains a BiLSTM-CRF NN, ClearTAC, on the PropBank annotations (Palmer et al., 2005) for the form, tense, and aspect of verbs. We compare the results to TMV-annotator, a rule-based system developed by (Ramm et al., 2017). Not surprisingly, we find our NN system significantly outperforms the rule-based system on the Propbank test data. In Section 2 we discuss related work and provide background information on TMV-annotator. Section 3 reviews the PropBank annotation and our modifications to the test data aimed at ensuring an apples to apples comparison with TMV-annotator. Section 4 describes the system architecture for ClearTAC, and Section 5 presents the experimental results for both systems, a comparison, and error analysis. We conclude in Section 6 and outline our plans for further development.

2 Background

Abstract Meaning Representations (AMRs) (Banarescu et al., 2013) are a graph-based representation of the semantics of sentences. They aim to strip away syntactic idiosyncrasies of text into a standardized representation of the meaning. The initial work on AMRs left out tense and aspect as being more syntactic features than semantic, but the absence of this feature makes generation from AMRs and temporal reasoning much more difficult. Very recently there have been efforts underway to extend AMRs to incorporate this type of temporal information (Donatelli et al., 2018). Since existing AMR corpora will need to be revised with annotations of this type of information, automatically classifying the tense and aspect of verbs could provide a shortcut. Annotators can work much more efficiently by only checking the accuracy of the automatic labels instead of annotating from scratch. Availability of automatic tense and aspect tagging could also prove useful for any system interested in extracting temporal sequences of events, and has been a long-standing research goal.

Much of the previous work on tense classification has been for the purpose of improving machine translation, including (Ye and Zhang, 2005) and (Ye et al., 2006), which explored tense classification of Chinese as a sequential classification task, using conditional random fields and a combination of surface and latent features, such as verb
telicity, verb punctuality, and temporal ordering between adjacent events.

The NLPWin pipeline (Vanderwende, 2015) consists of components spanning from lexical analysis to construction of logical form representations to collecting these representations into a knowledge database. Tense is included as one of the attributes of the declension of a verb. This system is a rule-based approach, as is TMV-annotator described below.

Other recent work on tense classification includes (Reichart and Rappoport, 2010) attempting to distinguish between the different word senses within a tense/aspect. (Ferreira and Pereira, 2018) performed tense classification with the end goal of transposing verb tenses in a sentence for language study.

2.1 TMV-annotator

TMV-annotator (Ramm et al., 2017) is a rule-based tool for annotating verbs with tense, mood, and voice in English, German, and French. In the case of English, it also identifies whether the verb is progressive.

Although the rules were hand-crafted for each language, they operate on dependency parses. The authors specifically use the Mate parser (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012) for their reported results, although the tool could be used on any dependency parses that use the same part of speech and dependency labels as Mate. The first step of their tool is to identify verbal complexes (VCs), which consist of a main verb and verbal particles and negating words. Subsequent rules based on the words in the VC and their dependencies make binary decisions about whether the VC is finite, progressive, active or passive voice, subjunctive or indicative, as well as assign a tense. A subset of output for an example sentence is shown in Table 1.

For tense tagging, the authors report an accuracy of 81.5 on randomly selected English sentences from Europarl. In Section 5.2, we evaluate TMV-annotator on the Propbank I data and compare it to ClearTAC.

3 Data

3.1 Propbank I

The first version of Propbank, PropBank I, (Palmer et al., 2005) annotated the original Penn Treebank with semantic roles, roleset IDs, and inflection of each verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>The finger-pointing has already begun.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbal complex</strong></td>
<td>has begun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main</strong></td>
<td>begun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finite?</strong></td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tense?</strong></td>
<td>present perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Progressive?</strong></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Partial output of TMV-annotator for an example verbal complex, showing the fields relevant to this work.

The information in the inflection field consists of form, tense, aspect, person, and voice. We trained our model to predict form, tense, and aspect, which were labeled in the dataset with the following possible values:

- **Form:**
  - infinitive (i)
  - finite (v)
  - gerund (g)
  - participle (p)
  - none (verbs that occur with modal verbs)

- **Tense:**
  - present (n)
  - past (p)
  - future (f)
  - none

- **Aspect:**
  - perfect (p)
  - progressive (o)
  - both (b)
  - none

Not all combinations of these fields are valid. For instance, gerunds, participles that do not occur with an auxiliary verb, and verbs that occur with a modal verb are always tenseless and aspectless. Table 2 shows example Propbank I annotations.

We removed 13 files from our training/development sets, which seem to have been overlooked during original annotation. In total, the data contains 112,570 annotated verb tokens, of which the test set consists of 5,273 verb tokens.
Table 2: Example Propbank I annotation for the sentence: At 2:43 p.m. EDT, came the sickening news: The Big Board was halting trading in UAL, “pending news.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roleset ID</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>come.01</td>
<td>finite</td>
<td>past</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>halt.01</td>
<td>participle</td>
<td>past</td>
<td>progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trade.01</td>
<td>gerund</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Reduced Propbank I

The goals of the TMV-annotator tool (described in Section 2) do not perfectly match with the annotation goals of Propbank I. Therefore, we created a reduced version of the Propbank I data to avoid penalizing the tool for using a different annotation schema. The changes are as follows:

- Remove gerunds.
- Ignore tense for participles that occur with an auxiliary verb. TMV-annotator assigns only aspect, whereas Propbank assigns both.
- Remove standalone participles that occur without an auxiliary verb. For example: "Some circuit breakers installed after the October 1987 crash failed their first test.”

This reduces the number of verbs in the dataset to 92,686, of which 4,486 are in the test set.

4 ClearTAC System Architecture

Bidirectional LSTM-CRF models have been shown to be useful for numerous sequence labeling tasks, such as part of speech tagging, named entity recognition, and chunking (Huang et al., 2015). Based on these results, we expected good performance on classification of tense and aspect. Our neural network consists of a Bi-LSTM layer with 150 hidden units followed by a CRF layer. The inputs to the NN were sentence-length sequences, with each token represented by pre-trained 300-dimension GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). No part-of-speech or syntactic pre-processing was used. Classifying form, tense, and aspect was treated as a joint task.

5 Results

Our model was evaluated on both the full and reduced Propbank I datasets, as described in Section 3. The results are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb identification</td>
<td>94.30</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>95.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>92.61</td>
<td>95.51</td>
<td>94.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>92.66</td>
<td>95.56</td>
<td>94.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>93.88</td>
<td>96.81</td>
<td>95.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form + tense + aspect</td>
<td>92.04</td>
<td>94.92</td>
<td>93.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb identification</td>
<td>96.20</td>
<td>97.10</td>
<td>96.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>95.36</td>
<td>96.26</td>
<td>95.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>95.30</td>
<td>96.19</td>
<td>95.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>96.05</td>
<td>96.95</td>
<td>96.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form + tense + aspect</td>
<td>95.19</td>
<td>96.08</td>
<td>95.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Evaluation of our system on Propbank I.

Figure 1: Confusion matrix of our model output for verb form on the full Propbank dataset. See Section 3.1 for a legend. ‘#’ is the label for a non-verb token.

Performance across the board for the various subtasks on both datasets was consistently in the mid-90’s. The more challenging task of tagging all forms, tenses, and aspects in Propbank I saw a performance decrease of only 2 points compared to the reduced dataset.

5.1 Error Analysis

Overall, the model had the most challenges with gerunds and verbs with modals, often predicting them not to be a verb. With these forms also being tenseless, the effect can also be seen in the high number of gold ”no tense” labels being misclassified as not a verb.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show confusion matrices for the model’s output for each of the three subtasks on the full Propbank I dataset.
Figure 2: Confusion matrix of our model output for verb tense on the full Propbank dataset. See Section 3.1 for a legend. ‘#’ is the label for a non-verb token.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix of our model output for verb aspect on the full Propbank dataset. See Section 3.1 for a legend. ‘#’ is the label for a non-verb token.

Table 4: Evaluation of TMV-annotator on the complete and reduced Propbank I test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb identification</td>
<td>95.68</td>
<td>77.77</td>
<td>85.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>76.46</td>
<td>62.15</td>
<td>68.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>85.74</td>
<td>69.69</td>
<td>76.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>93.56</td>
<td>76.05</td>
<td>83.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form + tense + aspect</td>
<td>70.79</td>
<td>57.54</td>
<td>63.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb identification</td>
<td>94.14</td>
<td>89.95</td>
<td>92.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>76.22</td>
<td>72.83</td>
<td>74.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>76.43</td>
<td>73.03</td>
<td>74.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>92.70</td>
<td>88.56</td>
<td>90.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form + tense + aspect</td>
<td>75.64</td>
<td>72.27</td>
<td>73.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Comparison with TMV

As described in Section 2, the TMV-annotator tool (Ramm et al., 2017) is a rule-based tool for annotating tense, aspect, and mood in English, French, and German. We ran this tool on the output of the Mate dependency parser (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012) (which the tool was designed in mind of) using a pre-trained model and evaluated on both the complete Propbank I test data, which includes verb forms that TMV-annotator was never intended to annotate, such as gerunds, as well as the reduced Propbank I test set as described in Section 3.2, which only contains the intersection of TMV-annotator and Propbank I annotations. The results of this are presented in Table 4.

Unsurprisingly, TMV-annotator is only able to reach a F-score of 63.48 on the whole task on the full dataset. As would be expected in this circumstance, the recall is much lower than precision.

On the Reduced Propbank I dataset, TMV-annotator performs significantly better, but still falls over 20 points shy of our NN system. Simply the misidentification of verbs in the data, likely due to parsing errors, drops the F-score a full 8 points. Notably, TMV-annotator achieves an F-score in the 90s on the subtask of classifying aspect, while form and tense prove to be more challenging, with F-scores near 75.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Our NN model outperformed the rule-based TMV-annotator when annotating the same subset of verb...
form, tense, and aspect by 21.71 points. Furthermore, this model achieved a F-score of 93.46 on the more challenging task of classifying the full label set of form, tense, and aspect present in Propbank I. The performance of this model makes it a feasible pre-processing step to add tense annotation to Abstract Meaning Representations.

There are a number of architectural or feature improvements left for future work. Embeddings such as ELMo or Bert could possibly help with performance on out-of-vocabulary words as well as help distinguish between identical verb forms, such as gerunds and present-tense verbs, due to incorporating context. Better performance may also be possible by dividing the subtasks of classifying form, tense, and aspect, rather than treating it as a single joint task.

Another dataset which has been annotated with tense and aspect is TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003). Evaluation of our system on this data would be complementary to this work and is planned for future work.
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Abstract

Research on adpositions and possessives in multiple languages has led to a small inventory of general-purpose meaning classes that disambiguate tokens. Importantly, that work has argued for a principled separation of the semantic role in a scene from the function coded by morphosyntax. Here, we ask whether this approach can be generalized beyond adpositions and possessives to cover all scene participants—including subjects and objects—directly, without reference to a frame lexicon. We present new guidelines for English and the results of an interannotator agreement study.

1 Introduction

Studies of verbal argument structure have established some clear semantic correlations of syntactic relations like subject and object, and there are various approaches to expressing these generalizations using categorical semantic roles (Fillmore, 1968, 1982; Levin, 1993) or bundles of proto-properties (Dowty, 1991; Reisinger et al., 2015) that generalize across verbs. A parallel line of work (§2) has looked at the meanings coded by grammatical phrases-markers such as prepositions and possessives and how to disambiguate them. These inquiries necessarily overlap because many prepositions mark verb arguments or modifiers. Consequently, insights from the study of prepositions/case may improve the meaning representation of core syntactic arguments, or vice versa.

In this paper, we investigate whether SNACS (Schneider et al., 2018b), an approach to semantic disambiguation of adpositions and possessives, can be adapted to cover syntactically core grammatical relations (subjects and objects). We believe this may have several practical advantages for NLP.

First, many of the semantic labels in SNACS derive from VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2008) role labels. However, VerbNet and other frame-semantic approaches like FrameNet (Fillmore and Baker, 2009) and PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) assume a lexicon as a prerequisite for semantic role annotation. This can be an obstacle to comprehensive corpus annotation when out-of-vocabulary predicates are encountered. But is a lexicon really necessary for role annotation? A general-purpose set of role labels with detailed criteria for each can potentially bypass coverage limitations of lexicon-based approaches, while still supporting some degree of generalization across grammatical paraphrases.

Second, the nonreliance on a lexicon potentially simplifies the annotation process in some respects. For example, no explicit predicate disambiguation step is necessary, and the annotator does not need to consult frame-specific role definitions. 1

Third, the semantic criteria for SNACS labels are designed to be language-neutral, and investigations thus far suggest that they can be generalized to languages besides English (Hwang et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2019). While this paper focuses on English, we see the future opportunity for multilingual extension without the construction of new lexicons as a major advantage.

Finally, SNACS is unique in allowing two semantic labels per target, one reflecting a level of meaning closer to the grammatical coding, and the other at a deeper level associated with the predicate scene type (§3). We show below that the SNACS analysis, while designed for PPs, can be extended to subjects and objects, to the extent that the coarse-grained inventory distinguishes roles in the scene.

We summarize SNACS in §2, and in §3 propose a strategy for adapting SNACS for English subjects...

1 On the other hand, consulting a frame-specific set of core roles may simplify the role labeling task for an annotator, producing higher-quality annotations. In the future it may be worth exploring a hybrid solution that maps lexicon-defined roles to supersenses and asks the annotator to apply supersenses directly only for out-of-vocabulary predicates.
Figure 1: Modified inventory of supersenses based on the SNACS hierarchy (additions and removals in bold).

2 Background

The SNACS hierarchy is a taxonomy of coarse-grained supersenses developed to mark semantic relations as expressed by adpositions (prepositions + postpositions) and possessives (Schneider et al., 2018b). The complete SNACS hierarchy is shown in figure 1 with our modifications highlighted.

SNACS includes the usual thematic relations (e.g., Agent, Theme, Recipient) and adjunct relations (e.g., Time, Locus including locations, Purpose) used by most resources designed for SRL annotation. SNACS diverges from the general predicate-argument labeling standards in its inclusion of non-standard roles such as Originator in creation (creator), transfer (giver) and communication (speaker) events, and labels regarding properties involved in a static relationship to one another (e.g., Possession in “owner of the car”).

Unlike labels used by efforts such as PropBank and FrameNet, SNACS labels are highly coarse-grained and generalize across various scenes and situations. This approach also differs from frame-alternation–based lexicons like VerbNet, which defines classes of verbs whose members exhibit similar syntactic alternations involving the same subset of roles. Instead, SNACS places the burden of semantics directly on a fixed set of supersenses, foregoing the use of frame (or class) definitions. The supersenses can be thought of as disambiguating coarse-grained adposition senses. The supersense labels effectively encapsulate—at a highly abstract/schematic level—various basic scenarios that are important to language and grammar, such as transitive action, motion, unidirectional transfer/communication, and psychological events, as well as static relations like possession, quantity, comparison, and identity. SNACS does not formalize a semantic core/non-core or argument/adjunct distinction, though roles in the Participant hierarchy are typically core and roles in the Circumstance hierarchy are typically non-core in predicate-argument annotation schemes like PropBank and FrameNet.

SNACS further adopts a device called construal (Hwang et al., 2017), explained below.

3 Applying SNACS

We adopt the SNACS labels originally developed for disambiguating adpositions and possessives as exemplified in (1) and extend their use to annotate the subject and object of a verb as seen in (2).

(1) a. The bagel was eaten by Agent Jane.
   b. Jane dined on Theme a bagel.

(2) [Jane/AGENT ate [a bagel/Theme].

Following the construal approach, which is illustrated in table 1 for adpositions, we separate two semantic dimensions of an annotation target:

Scene Role: What semantic role is most closely associated with the type of scene (typically indicated by the verb/predicate)?

Function: What semantic role is most salient in the morphosyntactic coding of the phrase (with a grammatical relation like subject or object, or overt marking with closed-class morphology like adpositions and case)? Consider the following examples. Construal is notated by Scene Role→Function.

(3) [Jane/RECIPIENT→AGENT bought [the book/POSSESSION→Theme].

(4) [Bingley/SOCIALREL→THEME married [Jane/SOCIALREL→THEME].

The scene role indicates the participation role of the target in the scene described by the verb. Jane is the Recipient in a transfer scene in (3), and she is in a certain social relationship with Bingley (i.e., SocialRel) given the marriage scene in (4). The function label, on the other hand, captures the

---

2https://github.com/adishalev/SNACS_DMR_IAA
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orthogonal dimension of agency which is more closely tied to syntactic realization: Jane is the Agent of the buying action, while the book is the Theme in (3); Jane and Bingley are the Themes of the marriage in (4). Further examples are shown in figure 2. In many cases, the scene role will be identical to the function. These are called congruent construals. But in other cases, they can differ, as illustrated in table 1.

In the rest of the section, we discuss a few difficult cases while assessing SNACS labels for the annotation of subject and objects, and decisions made regarding these challenges including slight deviations from the latest SNACS standards.

**Scene role prioritization.** In some cases, multiple supersenses are equally applicable at the scene level. In such cases, we give highest priority to more complex and less frequent scene types such as transfer (Originator, Recipient) or employee-organization (or social) relations (OrgMember, Org, SocialRel). The causal roles (Agent, Instrument, Theme), if appearing in the scene position, are prioritized next. The highly frequent locative scenes (Locus, Source, Goal) are given the lowest priority. In example (10), the subject “I” could be considered either a metaphorical source location of the recommendation (i.e., Source) or can be considered the speaker in a communication event (i.e., Originator). The latter scene is prioritized, and the scene roles Originator, Topic (i.e., the message), and Recipient reflect the prioritized choice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase</th>
<th>Scene Role</th>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Congruent?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ball was hit by the batter</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>by</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Put the book on the shelf</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Put the book onto the shelf</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>onto</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I talked to her</td>
<td>Recipient</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I heard it in my bedroom</td>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I heard it from my bedroom</td>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>from</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John’s death</td>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>’s</td>
<td>Gestalt</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the windshield of the car</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: SNACS for adpositions/possessives (Schneider et al., 2018b,a). The scene role and function annotations are labels from figure 1 and are often but not always congruent for a particular token. The function annotation reflects the semantics of the morphosyntactic coding (such as the choice of adposition). Note that, especially for adnominal PPs and genitives, the governor sometimes does not lexically denote an event or state; rather, a semantic relation such as possession or part-whole is indicated by the morphosyntax.

In (11), Jane [Recipient→Agent] took the book from me.

(12) I relinquished the book [to] Jane [Recipient→Goal].

(13) At the play, he spotted Mary [in the cast] [Org→Locus].

In (11, 12), Jane is arguably a Goal of motion by virtue of being a Recipient of something physical. We do not use Goal as the scene role, however, if Recipient applies. In (13), Mary can be understood as part of the cast (which is an organization) or as located within the cast. We prioritize the former. Other pairs that tend to overlap include: Recipient/Beneficiary, closely correlated when someone is given or told something for their benefit or harm—we prioritize Recipient for the scene role; and Stimulus/Topic, closely correlated when a thought or message triggers an emotional reaction—we prioritize Stimulus for the scene role.

If two equally prioritized scenes are in conflict with one another, we rely on the semantics of the predicate to disambiguate the scene. Note that in (14), CJ is likely an employee of the White House. However, CJ is not considered the OrgMember as the verb “brief” does not intrinsically conventionalize the employee-organization relationship in its semantics. With a predicate that conventionally encodes employment or some other stable relationship—*employ, hire, work for/at*, etc.—OrgMember would be annotated.

(14) [CJ [Originator→Agent] briefs the press [for the White House] [Org→Beneficiary].

**Role duplication.** The latest version of SNACS we adopt for our study does not allow participant
labels such as Agent or Theme to appear multiple times in a given scene, opting for the use of a “Co-” label for the second participant sharing the same role (e.g., Co-Agent). In applying SNACS guidelines for subjects and objects, this became untenable, as “Co-” prefixation could apply to a good majority of the Participant labels, threatening a quick proliferation of the supersenses. E.g., (4) would require Co-SocialRel, (16) would require Co-Experimenter, and so forth. In an effort to keep the supersense inventory limited, we diverge from the latest SNACS standards to allow role duplication in a scene. This is allowed even when targets assigned the same role are not fully symmetric or are qualitatively distinct as in (17).

Thematic hierarchy. As discussed above, the function label generally reflects Agent-Theme relations of a proposition. More specifically, we annotate all subjects and direct objects with a function in the following thematic hierarchy: {Agent, Causer} > {Instrument, Means} > {Theme, Topic, Cost}. In a transitive clause, the supersense of the subject cannot be ranked lower than the direct object (e.g., a subject construed as a Theme cannot have a direct object construed as an Agent). Indirect objects in the English double object construction\(^4\) are treated as Recipient construals.

Copular sentences. These are treated differently from non-copular sentences. The English copula relates a subject to an object in what is semantically an identificational (22a) or predicational (22b) relationship. To these cases we assign Identity-Identity or Gestalt-Characteristic at the scene level, respectively. Roughly speaking, Identity indicates the identified or identifying category or referent, and Characteristic indicates a property being ascribed to the Gestalt:

Open issues. The unresolved problem of causatives and caused-motion constructions is discussed in appendix A.

4 Interannotator Agreement Study

Data. We piloted our guidelines using a sample of 100 scenes from the English UCCA-annotated Wiki corpus\(^5\) as detailed by Abend and Rappoport (2013). UCCA is a scheme for annotating coarse-grained predicate-argument structure such that syntactically varied paraphrases and translations should receive similar analyses. It captures both static and dynamic scenes and their participants, but does not mark semantic roles.

Annotators. Four annotators (A, B, C, D), all authors of this paper, took part in this study. All are computational linguistics researchers.

Datasets. Prior to development of guidelines for subjects and objects, one of the annotators (Annotator A) sampled 106 Wiki documents (44k tokens) and tagged all 10k instances of UCCA Participants\(^6\) with a supersense based on the existing guidelines.

---

\(^4\)If there is a single overt object, we treat it as an indirect object if what would normally be a direct object is implicit: e.g., John is treated as an indirect object in I told John. (where the content of what is told is implicit).

\(^5\)http://cs.huji.ac.il/~oabend/ucca.html; the Wikipedia corpus contains 369 documents (biographies of entertainment industry figures) with 159k tokens and 36k Participant units.

\(^6\)The UCCA category Participant is broader than the Participant supersense, also including locations, for example.
for adpositions. This preliminary dataset was used to stimulate discussion for developing guidelines for subjects and objects. Once the new guidelines were written, four annotators first annotated a practice dataset of 48 UCCA Participant tokens, then adjudicated disagreements through discussion and clarified certain policies before annotating a final sample of 100 tokens for measuring agreement.

Participant units were sampled based on the preliminary annotation, stratified across subtypes of PARTICIPANT and CONFIGURATION to ensure diversity. In the final sample, the syntactic distribution is as follows: 31 subjects (including 4 passive subjects and 6 copular subjects); 26 objects (including 1 indirect object and 2 copular complements); 42 PPs; and 1 possessive.

Coverage of the hierarchy. Under the PARTICIPANT tree in the hierarchy, there are 12 supersenses, of which 11 were used as scene roles and 9 as functions. (By design, PARTICIPANT itself is never used and exists only to organize the hierarchy.) The CONFIGURATION tree includes 19 supersenses, of which 14 were used as scene roles and 10 as functions. In the CIRCUMSTANCE tree—which primarily applies to syntactic adverbials—GOAL, LOCUS, SOURCE, MANNER, MEANS, and CIRCUMSTANCE were all used as functions, and all but SOURCE also appeared as a scene role.

Quantitative IAA results. We first compare agreement on two subsamples: the subject/object Participants, and the prepositional phrase Participants. Pairwise Cohen’s $\kappa$ scores appear in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects/Objects (N=57)</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>PPs (N=42)</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>A B C D</td>
<td>A B C D</td>
<td>A B C D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.75 .38 .72</td>
<td>.68 .68 .68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.64 .42 .83</td>
<td>.54 .79 .84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>.50 .63 .54</td>
<td>.57 .64 .92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>.68 .83 .65</td>
<td>.60 .75 .75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Cohen’s Kappa scores for interannotator agreement for all pairings of four annotators.

Thus subjects/objects (SOs) receive higher scene role agreement than PPs—somewhat surprising given that the labels were originally designed for prepositions! This may be an artifact of the particular sample, or may indicate that the scene role is more intuitive for SOs than for PPs. PPs have higher agreement than SOs with respect to function; this may be due to some difficulty deciding between AGENT and THEME for the function of SOs, plus the availability of extensive guidelines/examples for prepositional SNACS annotation.

Disagreements involving agentivity. We found it can be difficult to choose between AGENT and THEME for the function of a subject with borderline agentivity, e.g., in scenes of befriending someone or forming a musical group with others. Likewise, the line between AGENT and THEME for the function can be unclear in cognition/perception scenes like [She] enjoyed the fame and [She] saw the social scene as tedious and superficial. We decided the annotator should consider whether the scene involves judgment or is more of a passive experience; EXPERIENCER→THEME would thus apply to the first example and EXPERIENCER→AGENT to second.

Finally, the line between CAUSER and INSTRUMENT can be unclear in sentences like I was hit by a car and I was quoted by a magazine.

UCCA issues. We found a handful of UCCA annotation errors—primarily where two verbs were analyzed as separate scenes but the first ought to be considered a light verb. A more interesting case was the relation between the two bolded expressions in William S. Paley set terms that included...ownership of the negative at the end of the contract. The UCCA annotation treats William S. Paley as a Participant of ownership (i.e., the owner). Though POSSESSOR is a natural scene role for the owner of something, we concluded that this was an indirect inference not suitable for annotating with a function.

5 Conclusion

We explored whether a system for semantic relation annotation can be extended beyond prepositions and possessives to cover English subjects and objects. While initial annotation results are promising, further work is needed to substantiate the approach on a larger scale, and ideally in multiple languages.

---

Footnotes:

8 Raw agreements are higher than kappa, but the same trends hold.
9 There is precedent for this distinction in FrameNet’s Perception_active vs. Perception_experience frames.
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A Open Issues

Sometimes a sentence will construe a scene as involving more arguments than a predicate normally licenses, as in the following causative or caused-motion examples (Goldberg, 2006):

(23) [Rachel] THEME? sneezed (implicit: blew) [the
   napkin] THEME? [off the table] PATH? SOURCE.

(24) [Rachel] AGENT? (implicit: caused) jumped [the
   horse] AGENT? [over the fence] PATH? PATH.

So far, we have posited the scene to be the situation or event described by the predicate. The problem is that in addition to the scene evoked by the verb (sneezing in (23) and jumping in (24)), there is an added caused-motion scene whose semantics derives from the construction. Should there be an indication that the sneezer is also the causer of motion, and that the ultimate causer of jumping is separate from the impelled jumper? One possible solution would be to add implicit predicates so the verb- and construction-triggered scenes would be annotated separately. A different solution may be to relax the definition of what constitutes a scene to allow for non-predicate-driven scenes as well.
Abstract

This paper presents a case study on meaning representation for Vietnamese. Having introduced several existing semantic representation schemes, we select AMR (Abstract Meaning Representation) as a basis for our work on Vietnamese. From it, we define a meaning representation label set by adapting the English schema and taking into account the specific characteristics of Vietnamese.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing, the task of assigning to a natural language expression a machine-interpretable meaning representation, is one of the most difficult problems in NLP. A meaning representation of a document will describe who did what to whom, when, where, why and how in the context. This problem is well studied in NLP, and many methods have been proposed to solve semantic parsing, such as rule-based (Popescu et al., 2003), supervised (Zelle, 1995), unsupervised (Goldwasser et al., 2011), etc. Some applications of semantic parsing include machine translation (Andreas et al., 2013), question-answering (He and Golub, 2016), and code generation (Ling et al., 2016). Current research on open-domain semantic parsing focuses on supervised learning methods, using large semantic annotated corpus as training data. However, few annotated corpora are available.

Semantic representations have been developed from different linguistic perspectives, in relation with diverse practical problems. Previously, meaning representation frameworks such as Minimum Recursive Semantics (MRS) (Copestake et al., 2005) and Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp et al., 2010) were developed with the aim of accounting for a variety of linguistic phenomena including anaphora, presupposition, temporal expressions, etc. Some recent meaning representations (Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013), Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA) (Abend and Rappoport, 2013), Dependency based Compositional Semantics (Liang et al., 2013), Treebank Semantics System (Alastair and Yoshimoto, 2012)) have been designed to focus on presenting semantic information such as semantic role and word meaning, or entities and relationships.

This paper focuses on Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) to design a meaning representation for Vietnamese. In the next section, we discuss in greater detail the existing semantic representations for other languages and some dictionaries and corpora in Vietnamese that are useful for meaning representation. We then delve into the semantic research that has been developed for Vietnamese. Finally, we introduce our own work on building a meaning representation for Vietnamese based on AMR, and highlight the characteristics and the difficulties met when expressing semantics for Vietnamese text.

2 Related works

2.1 Meaning representation

Typically, semantic representations for a sentence often focuses on the predicate (usually verb) and its arguments. Researchers have been developing meaning representations for a sentence or paragraph to maximally exploit the semantics of each context.

One of the most common meaning representations is the "logical form", which is based on predicates and lambda calculus. When a sentence or paragraph has been fully parsed and all ambiguities resolved, its meaning will be represented in a unique logical form. However, this only fully solves a few simple cases. In contrast, in seman-
tic analysis, we often encounter complex structures that cannot be captured in tree structures or simple logical expressions, requiring the development of more advanced semantic representations.

In Dependency-Based Compositional Semantics (Liang et al., 2013), the authors present a representation of formal semantics using trees. The full version of this model can handle linguistic phenomena such as quantification or comparison. For their part, the authors of Treebank Semantics System (Alastair and Yoshimoto, 2012) describe a method to convert existing treebanks with syntactic information into banks of meaning representation. Inputs to the system are expressions of the formal language obtained from the conversion of parsed treebank data, and outputs are predicate logic-based meaning representations.

Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA) (Abend and Rappoport, 2013), based on Basic Linguistic Theory (Genetti, 2011), denotes semantic differences and aims to abstract specific syntax structures. It includes a rich set of semantic distinctions. UCCA contains a set of scenes which includes: relationships, argument structures of verbs, nouns and adjectives.

In this section, we focus more on two meaning representations: Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) and Groningen Meaning Bank (GMB).

2.1.1 Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR)

AMR, built in 2013 by (Banarescu et al., 2013), is a logic-labeled semantic data warehouse (sem-bank) for English. AMR captures the information: "Who did what to whom?". Each sentence is represented by a directional non-cyclic graph whose labeled arcs represent relations and leaf nodes represent concepts (Figure 1). AMR semantic information is captured through events and concepts described as predicates with their arguments. AMR concepts are either English words, PropBank framesets, or special keywords.

AMR is used in many NLP tasks, and much research has been dedicated to automatically generating AMR for various languages. This requires several pre-processing tasks such as named entity recognition, semantic role labeling, word sense disambiguation, etc. Some AMR parsing tools use stack-lstms (Miguel and Yaser, 2017), recurrent neural networks (Foland and Martin, 2017), or transition-based parsing (Wang et al., 2015). Most of those methods are very recent and experimental. Besides, AMR has some limitations: it does not present quantifier scope, co-references, tense, aspect, or quotation marks.

2.1.2 Groningen Meaning Bank (GMB)

GMB (Bos, 2013) is a crowdsourced semantic resource. Its aim is to provide a large collection of semantically annotated English texts with formal rather than shallow semantics. It also focuses on annotating texts, not isolated sentences, and can integrate various semantic phenomena such as predicate argument structure, scope, tense, thematic roles, rhetorical relations and presuppositions into a single semantic formalism: Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp et al., 2010).

Annotations in GMB are introduced in two main ways: direct edition is done by experts, while a game called Wordrobe lets anyone enrich it indirectly. A first release of GMB contains 1,000 texts with 4,239 sentences and 82,752 tokens. The final version includes 10,000 documents with more than 1 million words.

All those semantic corpora rely on the existence of resources such as dictionary, constituency treebank, dependency treebank, Verbnet, Wordnet, Propbank, etc. In the next section, we discuss the necessary resources towards meaning representation for Vietnamese.

2.2 Resources for Vietnamese

Vietnamese language has received the attention of many NLP research groups in recent years, and many basic problems of parsing and semantic analysis have been solved, but they generally only revolve around simple vocabulary and syntactic issues. Some notable efforts to build data for Vietnamese NLP are:

- Dictionary: the largest dictionary built according to the Lexical Markup Framework

1http://www.compling.jp/ajb129/ts.html

![Figure 1: An example of a graph in AMR](image)
VietTreebank is a corpus containing about 10,000 syntactically annotated sentences in Penn treebank format. As for English, the label set of VietTreeBank includes part-of-speech labels, phrase labels, and functional syntactic labels.

- Vietnamese dependency treebank: in (Thi et al., 2013), the authors define a dependency label set based on the English dependency schema. Next, they propose an algorithm to transform more than 10000 sentences from VietTreebank into a dependency treebank (Phuong et al., 2015), (T-L et al., 2016). 3000 sentences from the Vietnamese dependency treebank were integrated into Stanford University’s Universal Dependency project (Luong Nguyen Thi and Le-Hong, 2018).

In addition, (Nguyen et al., 2016) introduces a lexicon enriched with syntactic and semantic information, based on the VCL. This lexicon is designed to serve for a syntactic and semantic parser using the TAG (tree adjoining grammar) formalism. The authors have assigned 23826 of the 44812 entries in the VCL lexicon to TAG elementary trees and logical semantic representations. This allows us to be able to make the inference of new knowledge from the original sentence. It can be considered as a work of great significance for analyzing Vietnamese semantics based on the predicate frames and lexicons. Thus, a number of dictionaries and corpora which are useful for meaning representation exist for Vietnamese. However, these corpora have limitations, and Vietnamese still lacks lexical resources comparable to VerbNet, FrameNet or WordNet for English, making the building of a good semantic representation a difficult problem and that will take a lot of time and effort.

3 A case study: Vietnamese meaning representation

3.1 Annotation model

For Vietnamese, we have chosen to base our work on AMR, which is a flexible and easy to understand semantic representation, and benefits from many AMR analysis algorithms developed for English. However, we identify some differences between ways of expressing meaning in English and Vietnamese, and therefore need to design some additional components.

Our goal is not only to answer the simple question "Who is doing what to whom", but also to add other information such as: where, when, why and how. We want to show the relationship between entities in the sentence in the most complete and understandable way. In addition, we would like to overcome some limitations of AMR such as adding co-reference, tense and some labels to express function words and extra words, which are very important in Vietnamese since they carry all the information about gender, tense, time, etc.

3.2 Data

Vietnamese text: the data we use to test semantic representation is a Vietnamese translation of Saint-Exupéry’s The Little Prince. An AMR version of it exists for English, which will provide us with a reference for design, discussion and comparison.

We first implement a number of pre-processing steps such as: word segmentation, part of speech tagging and dependency parsing. These pre-processing steps are necessary because they allow us to identify what the sentence components are, their meanings, and the relationships between them.

For example, the sentence "Nó [It] vè [draw] một [one] con [animal classifier] tran [boa]
(It was a picture of a boa constrictor in the act

\(^2^\)Vietnamese, like many Asian languages, has noun classifiers
of swallowing an animal) is pre-processed as follows:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>nó</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>vè</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>mốt</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>con</td>
<td>Nc</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>trần</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>đằng</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>nuốt</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>mốt</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>con</td>
<td>Nc</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>thú</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>PUNCT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In which the third, fourth and fifth columns are respectively the POS label\(^3\), the word from which the current word depends on (head of a word), and the dependency label.

We then build a meaning representation for this sentence and conduct a comparison with the original sentence in the AMR corpus:

\[
\text{(v / v/uni1EBD-01:domain (n / nó):topic (t / trần):Arg0-of (n2 / nuốt-01:tense (đ / đang):Arg1 (t2 / thú)))}
\]

\[
\text{(p / picture:domain (i / it):topic (b2 / boa:mod (c2 / constrictor):ARG0-of (s / swallow-01:ARG1 (a / animal))))}
\]

In this example, English uses the copula verb (was) while the Vietnamese version use a normal verb (vè - draw). Therefore, the main event in the English sentence is p / picture, while in Vietnamese we have v / vè-01. The word "constrictor" is not translated in the Vietnamese sentence, so there is no mod relation. In addition, as we want to keep trace the tense information, we add the new label "tense" to indicate the present continuous tense in this sentence.

**Vietnamese computational lexicon (VCL):** we rely on the aforementioned VCL (Huyen et al., 2006) to extract the necessary Vietnamese semantic information. Each of its 42,000 entries contains information such as definition, POS, examples, synonyms, antonyms, as well as some very useful (albeit incomplete) information such as predicate frameset, semantic tree, semantic role \(^4\).

### 3.3 Discussion

We developed an application to assist the manual annotation process, allowing us to choose, for an input text, the meaning of words in the VCL dictionary, add or update semantic labels. The output is a meaning representation of the sentence.

We perform the labeling and build the AMR label set for single sentences in the text of The Little Prince. In addition to using the English labels already in AMR, mapping 193 kinds of semantic categories in VCL to entities in AMR, we have introduced specific labels for Vietnamese to overcome some limitations of AMR. While this is an ongoing work, we can already present a few first remarks on the application of AMR to Vietnamese:

- **Syntactic modals:** we do not group words like in AMR English. For example: "obligate-01" instead of "must", "obligate"... In Vietnamese, there is not yet a list of synonyms that could be helpful for this grouping, as in English. For now, we still keep original syntactic modals in the sentence such as: "phải" (must), "nên" (should), "có _the^0_" (can)...  

- **Adverbs with -ly:** in Vietnamese, these words do not exist. But we still use the "manner" for adjectives that act as adverbs in a sentence (which is similar to English, since adverbs normally get stemmed to the adjective form). For example: "nhanh" (quickly - quick), châm (slowly - slow)...  

- **Adjectives that invoke predicates:** there is a syntactic difference between English and Vietnamese. In a sentence such as "Cô ấy rất đẹp" (She is very beautiful), in Vietnamese, "đẹp" (beautiful) is a predicate without "be" as in English. However, they have the same meaning representation because AMR leaves out the "be" information in this case.

- **Noun classifiers:** in Vietnamese, a noun classifier is used before common nouns in the noun phrase. They are generally referred to as "individual classifier" such as: "cái nhà" (house), "cái mũ" (hat), "con chó" (dog), etc.

---

\(^3\)P: pronoun, V: verb, N: noun, M: numeral, Nc: noun classifier, R: adverb, PUNC: punctuation

\(^4\)https://vlsp.hpda.vn/demo/?page=vcl
Similar to Chinese (Li et al., 2016), we leave out this word in the meaning representation. There is, however, a special case: if a noun classifier stands alone in a sentence, we need to show its co-reference in the previous sentence. For example: "Tôi có hai cái mũ. Tôi thích cái mũ xanh." (I have two hats. I like the blue one.). In this sentence, "cái" indicates "cái mũ" which is mentioned before.

- **Tenses**: the Vietnamese tenses are often described by using function words such as "đã" (in past), "đang" (in present), "sẽ" (in future).

4 Conclusion

We have presented some ways to represent semantic information, and have further studied the application of the AMR formalism to the representation of Vietnamese semantics. Currently, we are conducting AMR-based labeling of the text The Little Prince using the VCL dictionary. As this task progresses, we will keep refining and proposing further improvements to the semantic representation schema for Vietnamese.

In the future, after completing the data labeling, we hope to build an alignment tool between AMR in English and AMR in Vietnamese so that we can make a comparison between the two languages. Besides, we would like to build a converter across semantic representations such as from AMR to GMB or UCCA.
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Abstract

This paper announces the release of a new version of the English lexical resource VerbNet with substantially revised semantic representations designed to facilitate computer planning and reasoning based on human language. We use the transfer of possession and transfer of information event representations to illustrate both the general framework of the representations and the types of nuances the new representations can capture. These representations use a Generative Lexicon-inspired subevent structure to track attributes of event participants across time, highlighting oppositions and temporal and causal relations among the subevents.

1 Introduction

Many natural language processing tasks have seen rapid advancement in recent years using deep learning methods; however, those tasks that require precise tracking of event sequences and participants across a discourse still perform better using explicit representations of the meanings of each sentence or utterance. To be most useful for automatic language understanding and generation, such representations need to be both automatically derivable from text and reasonably formatted for computer analysis and planning systems. For applications like robotics or interactions with avatars, commonsense inferences needed to understand human language directions or interactions are often not derivable directly from the utterance. Tracking intrinsic and extrinsic states of entities, such as their existence, location or functionality, currently requires explicit statements with precise temporal sequencing.

In this paper, we describe new semantic representations for the lexical resource VerbNet that provide this sort of information for thousands of verb senses and introduce a means for automatically translating text to these representations. We explore the format of these representations and the types of information they track by thoroughly examining the representations for transfer of possessions and information. These event types are excellent examples of complex events with multiple participants and relations between them that change across the time frame of the event. By aligning our new representations more closely with the dynamic event structure encapsulated by the Generative Lexicon, we can provide a more precise subevent structure that makes the changes over time explicit (Pustejovsky, 1995; Pustejovsky et al., 2016). Who has what when and who knows what when are exactly the sorts of things that we want to extract from text, but this extraction is difficult without explicit, computationally-tractable representations. These event types also make up a substantial portion of VerbNet: 37 classes of verbs deal with change of possession and transfer of information out of VerbNet’s 300+ classes, covering 810 verbs.

2 Background

The language resource VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2006) is a hierarchical, wide-coverage verb lexicon that groups verbs into classes based on similarities in their syntactic and semantic behavior (Schuler, 2005). Each class in VerbNet includes a set of member verbs, the thematic roles used in the predicate-argument structure of these members (Bonial et al., 2011), and the class-specific selectional preferences for those roles. The class also provides a set of typical syntactic patterns and corresponding semantic representations. A verb can be a member of multiple classes; for example, run is a member of 8 VerbNet classes, including the run-51.3.2 class (he ran to the store).
and the function-105.2.1 class (the car isn’t running). These memberships usually correspond to coarse-grained senses of the verb. The resource was originally based on Levin’s (1993) analysis of English verbs but has since been expanded to include dozens of additional classes and hundreds of additional verbs and verb senses.

VerbNet representations previously formed the basis for Parameterized Action Representation (PAR) providing a conceptual representation of different types of actions (Badler et al., 1999). These actions involve changes of state, changes of location, and exertion of force and can be used to animate human avatars in a virtual 3D environment (R. Bindiganavale and Palmer, 2000). They are particularly well suited for motion and contact verb classes, providing an abstract, language-independent representation (Kipper and Palmer, 2000). The more precise temporal sequencing described here is even more suitable as a foundation for natural language instructions and human-robot or human-avatar interactions.

2.1 VerbNet

VerbNet has long been used in NLP for semantic role labeling and other inference-enabling tasks (Shi and Mihalcea, 2005; Giuglela and Moschitti, 2006; Loper et al., 2007; Bos, 2008). In addition, automatic disambiguation of a verb’s VerbNet class has been used as a stand-in for verb sense disambiguation (Abend et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2014; Croce et al., 2012; Kawahara and Palmer, 2014).

VerbNet’s semantic representations use a Davidsonian first-order-logic formulation that incorporates the thematic roles of the class. Each frame in a class is labeled with a flat syntactic pattern (e.g., NP V NP). The ”syntax” that follows shows how the thematic roles for that class appear in that pattern (e.g., Agent V Patient), much like the argument role constructions of Goldberg (2006). A previous revision of the VerbNet semantic representations made the correspondence of these patterns to constructions more explicit by using a common predicate (i.e., path_rel) for all caused-motion construction frames (Hwang, 2014). At the request of some users, we are substituting more specific predicates for the general path_rel predicate, such as has_location, has_state and has_possession, although the subevent patterns continue to show the commonality across these caused-motion frames.

Each frame also includes a semantic representation that uses basic predicates to show the relationships between the thematic role arguments and to track any changes over the time course of the event. Thematic roles that appear in the ”syntax” should always appear somewhere in the semantic representation. Overall, this linking in each frame of the syntactic pattern to a semantic representation is a unique feature of VerbNet that emphasizes the close interplay of syntax and semantics.

2.2 Revision of the Semantic Representations

VerbNet’s old representations included an event variable E as an argument to the predicates. Representations of states were indicated with either a bare E, as for the own-100 class: has_possession(E, Pivot, Theme), or During(E), as for the contiguous_location-47.8 class (Italy borders France): contact(During(E), Theme, Co-Theme). Most classes having to do with change, such as changes in location, changes in state and changes in possession, used a path_rel predicate in combination with Start(E), During(E), and End/Result(E) to show the transition from one location or state to another (1).

1 The rabbit hopped across the lawn.
Theme V Trajectory
  motion(during(E), Theme)
  path_rel(start(E), Theme, ?Initial location1, CH_OF, LOC, prep)
  path_rel(during(E), Theme, Trajectory, CH_OF, LOC, prep)
  path_rel(end(E), Theme, ?Destination, CH_OF, LOC, prep)

Efforts to use VerbNet’s semantic representations (Zaenen et al., 2008; Narayan-Chen et al., 2017), however, indicated a need for greater consistency and expressiveness. We have addressed consistency on several fronts. First, all necessary participants are accounted for in the representations, whether they are instantiated in the syntax, incorporated in the verb itself (e.g., to drill), or simply logically necessary (e.g., all entities that change location begin in an initial location, whether it is commonly mentioned or not).
Second, similar event types are represented with a similar format; for example, all states are represented with E, never with During(E). Finally, predicates are given formal definitions that apply across classes.

In order to clarify what is happening at each stage of an event, we turned to the Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995) for an explicit theory of subevent structure. Classic GL characterizes the different Aktionsarten in terms of structured subevents, with states represented with a simple e, processes as a sequence of states characterizing values of some attribute, $e_1...e_n$, and transitions describing the opposition inherent in achievements and accomplishments. In subsequent work within GL, event structure has been integrated with dynamic semantic models in order to more explicitly represent the attribute modified in the course of the event (the location of the moving entity, the extent of a created or destroyed entity, etc.) as a sequence of states related to time points or intervals. This Dynamic Event Model (Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz, 2011; Pustejovsky, 2013) explicitly labels the transitions that move an event from frame to frame.

Applying the Dynamic Event Model to VerbNet semantic representations allowed us refine the event sequences by expanding the previous tripartite division of Start(E), During(E), and End(E) to an indefinite number of subevents. These numbered subevents allow very precise tracking of participants across time and a nuanced representation of causation and action sequencing within a single event. In the general case, $e_1$ occurs before $e_2$, which occurs before $e_3$, and so on. We’ve introduced predicates that indicate temporal and causal relations between the subevents, such as cause($e_i$, $e_j$) and co-temporal($e_i$, $e_j$).

We have made other refinements suggested by the GL Dynamic Event Model. For example, we greatly expanded the use of negated predicates to make explicit the opposition occurring in events involving change: e.g., John died is analyzed as the opposition ($\text{alive}(e_1,\text{Patient}), \neg \text{alive}(e_2,\text{Patient})$). Compare the new representation for changes of location in (2) to (1) above. In (2), we use the opposition between has_location and $\neg$has_location to make clear that once the Theme is motion (in $e_2$), it is no longer in the Initial_location. In order to distinguish the event type associated with a semantic predicate, we introduced a new event variable, $\ddot{e}$, to distinguish a process from other types of subevents, such as states. For example, see the motion predicate in (2).

(2) The rabbit hopped across the lawn.
Theme V Trajectory
has_location($e_1$, Theme, ?Initial_Location)
motion($\ddot{e_2}$, Theme, Trajectory)
$\neg$has_location($e_2$, Theme, ?Initial_location)
has_location($e_3$, Theme, ?Destination)

Although people infer that an entity is no longer at its initial location once motion has begun, computers need explicit mention of this fact to accurately track the location of an entity. Similarly, some states hold throughout an event, while others do not. Our new representations make these distinctions clear, where pre-event, while-event, and post-event conditions are distinguished formally in the representation.

Elsewhere (Brown et al., 2018), we discuss in more detail the Dynamic Event Model, show the effect of the new subevent structure on the interpretation of the role of the Agent, and give further examples of the new change of location and change of state representations.

3 Change of Possession

In this section, we closely examine the representations for events involving changes in possession. These representations illustrate the greater clarity and flexibility we have gained by adopting the conventions described in section 2. They also show some of the choices we have made to capture the underlying semantics while maintaining a connection to the varying surface forms. We discuss both one-way transfers (give) and two-way transfers (sell). We also address the different perspectives verbs can impose on a transfer event, such as the difference between Mary gave John the book and John obtained the book from Mary, in which the Agent of the event is the Source or the Recipient of the item, respectively. These variations have interesting analogs in the Transfer of Information class (Fig. 1), which we discuss in Section 4.

The semantic representations for changes of possession in VerbNet assume a literal, non-metaphoric use of the verbs in question. Metaphor may select only some of the source domain’s participants or entailments. For example, She stole
John’s car entails that John no longer has possession of his car, whereas She stole John’s heart does not entail his loss of a vital organ. An analysis of VerbNet classes in terms of their application to figurative language (Brown and Palmer, 2012) showed that some classes concern only metaphoric uses of their member verbs (e.g., calibratable-consciousness), with semantic representations that directly represent the figurative meaning without reference to the source domain. Many classes, however, were shown to refer to literal uses of the verbs, although it was suggested that transformations or re-interpretations of the semantic representations could be possible.

3.1 Previous Representations
The previous model allowed only three temporal subevent periods: Start, During, and End. For both Change of Possession and Transfer of Information classes, each possession received one path_rel for the Start period and one for the End period, allowing one clear owner per period. For Change of Possession, it was reasonable to assume that possession transferred fully during the event, and as such, information about who did not possess a thing at any point could have been inferred through a rule. This model was sufficient for Change of Possession classes in and of themselves, but failed to capture any contrast with Transfer of Information classes, for which this assumption does not hold.

The cause predicate included arguments for an Agent or Causer (no other thematic roles were allowed), and the overall event E. This was sufficient for one-way transfers in which one party was responsible for initiating the entire change, but was insufficient when more than one transfer occurred. There was no way to show that one party could initiate one transfer while another party initiated another. Two-way transfer representations either attributed all causation to one party, or omitted the cause predicate entirely. The ability to omit the predicate led one to wonder why it was ever necessary to include it.

3.2 New Representations
Three predicates form the core of the change of possession representations:

- has_possession(e, [slot-1], [slot-2])
- transfer(e, [slot-1], [slot-2], [slot-3])
- cause(e_i, e_j)

We define has_possession broadly as involving ownership or control over a thing; e.g., I have a pencil can mean either you own a pencil or you (possibly temporarily) have use of a pencil. Within the predicate, slot-1 is reserved for the possessor and can take thematic roles Source, Recipient, Goal, Agent, and Co-Agent. Slot-2 is reserved for the possession, and can take roles Theme and Asset.

Transfer is now a causative predicate, describing an event in which possession of a thing transfers from one possessor to another. All three participants are given as arguments. Slot-1 is reserved for the possessor who initiates the transfer, and can take thematic roles Agent and Co-Agent. Slot-2 is reserved for the possession (Theme or Asset), and slot-3 is reserved for the other possessor (Source, Recipient/Goal, Agent, and Co-Agent).

The order of arguments within this predicate often aligns with the temporal order of possession, but this is incidental. Sometimes, an Agent who is initiating a transfer is the recipient of that transfer; in these cases, the Agent will still occupy slot-1, even though they end up with possession last. It is also possible for an Agent to occupy slot-3 if another party (Co-Agent) is initiating the transfer. The subevent numbering of the has_possession predicates before and after the transfer provide a full description of the temporal order of possession.

The new basic representation is shown in (3).

(3) has_possession(e_1, Source, Theme)
  ¬has_possession(e_1, Recipient, Theme)
transfer(e_2, Source, Theme, Recipient)
has_possession(e_3, Recipient, Theme)
¬has_possession(e_3, Source, Theme)
cause(e_2, e_3)

This representation contains an initial state subevent, a transfer subevent, and a resulting state subevent. Cause(e_2, e_3) tells us that the transfer triggers the resulting state. The opposing ¬has_possession predicates show without a doubt that the Source stops having possession as soon as the transfer occurs, and the Recipient does not take possession until then. This allows for clear automatic tracking of an entity’s ownership status and provides an important contrast with the new Transfer of Information representations. It will also allow coverage of cases of shared ownership of possessions, if VerbNet expands in that direction.

3.3 Change of Possession Variations

Agents as Sources or Recipients: Depending on the class, an Agent may function as Source or Recipient. In the old representations, some classes ended up including as core roles both an Agent and a Recipient, or an Agent and a Source, even if those roles always overlapped in the syntax. This was likely due to pressure to include in the class thematic roles that were projected by the main predicates, path_rel, cause and transfer. In the new model, we let Agent stand in for whichever role it overlaps throughout the representation. This eliminates the need for the equals predicate, and has allowed us to eliminate syntactically redundant roles from the class role inventories.


(4) Brown presented a plaque to Jones
Agent V Theme Recipient
has_possession(e_1, Agent, Theme)
¬has_possession(e_1, ?Co-Agent, Theme)
transfer(e_2, Agent, Theme, ?Co-Agent)
has_possession(e_3, Recipient, Theme)
¬has_possession(e_3, Agent, Theme)
cause(e_2, e_3)

Five classes demonstrate one-way transfers in which an entity who does not have possession of a thing initiates taking that thing from the original possessor: berry-13.7, deprive-10.6.2, obtain-13.5.2, rob-10.6.4, and steal-10.5. The example from steal-10.5 in (5) shows how Agent replaces Recipient.

(5) They stole the painting from the museum
Agent V Theme Source
has_possession(e_1, Source, Theme)
¬has_possession(e_1, Agent, Theme)
transfer(e_2, Agent, Theme, Source)
has_possession(e_3, Agent, Theme)
¬has_possession(e_3, Source, Theme)
cause(e_2, e_3)

Four main classes and two additional subclasses belonging to classes listed above demonstrate two-way transfers: exchange-13.6.1, get-13.5.1, invest-13.5.4, and pay-68, as well as give-13.1-1 and obtain-13.5.2-1. In the following example from exchange-13.6.1, note the new handling of subevents, cause, and the argument structure of transfer. In e_2, the Agent initiates the transfer of the Theme, and in e_3, the Co-Agent initiates the transfer of the Co-Theme. Subevent e_2 causes the resulting possession states of the Theme, and e_3 causes the resulting possession states of the Co-Theme.

(6) Gwen exchanged the dress for a shirt
Agent V Theme Co-Theme
has_possession(e_1, Agent, Theme)
¬has_possession(e_1, ?Co-Agent, Theme)
has_possession(e_1, ?Co-Agent, Co-Theme)
¬has_possession(e_1, Agent, Co-Theme)
transfer(e_2, Agent, Theme, ?Co-Agent)
transfer(e_3, ?Co-Agent, Co-Theme, Agent)
has_possession(e_4, ?Co-Agent, Theme)
¬has_possession(e_4, Agent, Theme)
has_possession(e_5, Agent, Co-Theme)
¬has_possession(e_5, ?Co-Agent, Co-Theme)
cause(e_2, e_4)
cause(e_3, e_5)

Substitute-13.6.2 used to be included in this group, but since it was specifically split off from exchange-13.6.1 to deal with a two-way exchange of location (i.e., two entities change places with each other), we are now treating it purely as a Change of Location class rather than Change of Possession. When compared with (6), example (7) from substitute-13.6.2 highlights the distinctions
we are able to achieve using the new Change of Location vs. Change of Possession treatments.

(7) One bell ringer swapped places with another
Theme V Location Co-Theme
has_location(e₁, Theme, Location₁)
has_location(e₂, Co-Theme, Location_J)
motion(e₃, Theme, Trajectory)
¬has_location(e₄, Theme, Location₁)
motion(e₄, Co-Theme, Trajectory)
¬has_location(e₄, Co-Theme, Location_J)
has_location(e₅, Theme, Location_J)
has_location(e₆, Co-Theme, Location₁)

Additional predicates: Several subgroups within Change of Possession use additional predicates to depict additional semantics. Future-having-13.3 and berry-13.7 both take an irreals(e) predicate to show that the transfer and resulting states are intended, but not guaranteed to have taken place yet. Irreals’s single argument is a subevent number, and one predicate is given per qualifying subevent. Another additional predicate is used in the get-13.5.1, give-13.1-1, obtain-13.5.2, and pay-68 classes. These all involve two-way transfers in which a Theme is exchanged for an Asset, where the Asset is the cost of the Theme, represented as cost(Theme, Asset). Finally, rob-10.6.4 and steal-10.5 both involve an Agent/Recipient who initiates taking a possession in an illegal manner. The representations include a manner(e, Illegal, Agent) predicate which, for this usage, takes Illegal as a constant.

4 Transfer of Information

4.1 Previous Representations

In the old model, the only consistent difference between Transfer of Information and Change of Possession in terms of predicates and representation structure lay within path_rel, which contained a constant called either TR_OF_INFO or CH_OF_POS, respectively. Like Change of Possession, only one path_rel was provided per temporal period, allowing only one clear possessor per period. Unfortunately, this failed to capture the important distinctions that knowledge is generally not lost when communicated, and one party’s possession and communication of knowledge is no guarantee that another party doesn’t already possess it too.

4.2 New Representations

Two new predicates describe Transfer of Information:

- has_information(e, [slot-1], [slot-2])
- transfer_info(e, [slot-1], [slot-2], [slot-3])

These mirror the predicates used in Change of Possession in terms of their argument slots and functions, excepting that slot-2 may take Theme or Topic but not Asset. Topic is used most commonly for verbal information, while Theme is reserved for non-verbal information, which often reflects assent or emotional states.

The basic representation in (8) differs from Change of Possession in terms of the boundaries on possession before and after the transfer_info subevent. Here, by leaving the Recipient’s possession status underspecified in e₁, we make no claims about whether or not the Recipient already knew the information at the beginning of the event. By marking the Source’s possession status with a big E, we assert that the Source maintains possession of the information throughout the event, even after the transfer_info communication subevent.

(8) has_information(E, Source, Topic)
transfer_info(e₁, Source, Topic, Recipient)
has_information(e₂, Recipient, Topic)
cause(e₁, e₂)

4.3 Transfer of Information Variations

One-way transfers: Just as with Change of Possession, Transfer of Information classes may involve an Agentive Source or Agentive Recipient. The basic representations for these types alternate from the basic Transfer of Information representation in the same way demonstrated above, with Agent replacing either Source or Recipient throughout. The vast majority of Transfer of Information classes are of the Agentive Source type, including advise-37.9, complain-37.8, confess-37.10, crane-40.3.2, curtesy-40.3.3, initiate_communication-37.4.2, inquire-37.1.2, instr_communication-37.4.1, interrogate-37.1.3, lecture-37.11, manner_speaking-37.3, nonverbal_expression-40.2, overstate-37.12, promise-37.13, say-37.7, tell-37.2, transfer_msg-37.1.1, and wink-40.3.1. Just one class, learn-14, features an Agentive Recipient.
**Two-way transfers:** The two-way Transfer of Information classes, chit chat-37.6 and talk-37.5, differ from the two-way Change of Possession classes in several ways. Most notably, they are not limited to a single transfer in each direction; instead, a sequence of transfers repeats back and forth between the two participants an unspecified number of times. The subevent ordering is changed so that the state resulting from one transfer info occurs before the next transfer info begins. The repeated turn-taking is expressed using the repeated_sequence predicate, which may take as many subevent arguments as necessary to capture the full span of the repeated behavior. The example in (9) is from chit chat-37.6.

(9) Susan chitchatted with Rachel about the problem
Agent V Co-Agent Topic
has_information(E, Agent, Topic)
has_information(E, Co-Agent, Topic)
transfer_info(e1, Agent, Topic, Co-Agent)
has_information(e2, Co-Agent, Topic)
transfer_info(e3, Co-Agent, Topic)
has_information(e4, Agent, Topic)
cause(e1, e2)
cause(e3, e4)
repeated_sequence(e1, e2, e3, e4)

**Additional predicates and selectional restrictions:** Several subgroups within Transfer of Information capture further semantic details using either additional predicates or specialized selectional restrictions on class roles. Two classes feature verbs of asking: inquire-37.1.2 and interrogate-37.1.3. These classes take a Topic role with a selectional restriction [+question], which helps clarify that the communication event taking place regards the question and never the response. Manner_speaking-37.3 and nonverbal_expression-40.2 both feature verbs that describe the manner of communication. The representations use another manner predicate, this time with a verb-specific role V,Manner in place of a constant. Instr_communication-37.4 features verbs that describe an instrument used to communicate (e.g., phone), and uses utilize(e, Agent, V_Instrument) to convey this.

Two subgroups use Theme with selectional restriction [+nonverbal_information]. The first group involves communication via some sort of voluntary bodily motion named by the verb, including classes crane-40.3.2, curtsey-40.3.3, and wink-40.3.1. In addition to the basic transfer_info predicates, these classes take a Patient role that is shown to be a body part of the Agent with a part_of(Patient, Agent) predicate. During the course of the transfer_info subevent, the Agent moves the Patient into a verb-specific position, represented using has_position(e, Patient, V_Position) and body_motion(e, Agent). These classes have a more nuanced take on the possession boundaries than the basic representation in (8). In example (10) from wink-40.3.1, the Theme is a nonverbal emotional state conveyed through a bodily motion. We can generally assume that the Recipient does not have prior access to this type of information, and we make this explicit in e1.

(10) Linda nodded her agreement
Agent V Theme
has_information(E, Agent, Theme)
¬has_information(e1, ?Recipient, Theme)
¬has_position(e1, ?Patient, V_Position)
transfer_info(e2, Agent, Theme, ?Recipient)
body_motion(e2, Agent)
has_position(e3, ?Recipient, Theme)
has_information(e3, ?Recipient, Theme)
part_of(?Patient, Agent)
cause(e2, e3)

The second group involves potentially involuntary nonverbal expressions of an internal state, and includes classes animal_sounds-38 and nonverbal_expression-40.2 (11). As part of this release, we have added a new Stimulus thematic role to these classes. The previous release included frames for constructions using a Recipient, like Paul laughed at Mary and The dog barked at the cat, but didn’t cover possible constructions like Paul laughed at Mary to his friends or The dog whimpered to its owner about the rabbit in the yard. Adding Stimulus and its usual predicate in_reaction_to(e, Stimulus) to these representations aligns them with the other Stimulus/Experiencer classes and expands the range of frames they cover. These classes reflect the same assumptions about boundaries on possession shown in (10).

(11) The dog whimpered to its owner at the sight of the rabbit in the yard
Agent V Recipient Stimulus

\( \text{has information}(E, \text{Agent}, ?\text{Theme}) \)

\( \neg \text{has information}(e_1, \text{Recipient}, ?\text{Theme}) \)

\( \text{transfer info}(e_2, \text{Agent}, ?\text{Theme}, \text{Recipient}) \)

\( \text{manner}(e_2, \text{Agent}, \text{V}\_\text{Manner}) \)

\( \text{in reaction to}(e_2, \text{Stimulus}) \)

\( \text{has information}(e_3, \text{Recipient}, ?\text{Theme}) \)

\( \text{cause}(e_2, e_3) \)

5 Automatic VerbNet Parsing

To facilitate immediate use of the new VerbNet semantic representations, we are releasing a semantic parser that predicts the updated semantic representations from events in natural language input sentences. For a given predicative verb in a sentence, we define VerbNet semantic parsing as the task of identifying the VN class, associated thematic roles, and corresponding semantic representations linked to a frame within the class.

We approach VerbNet semantic parsing in three distinct steps: 1. Sense disambiguation to identify the appropriate VN class, 2. PropBank semantic role labeling (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002; Palmer et al., 2005) to identify and classify arguments, and 3. Alignment of PropBank semantic roles with VN thematic roles within a frame belonging to the predicted VN class. After aligning arguments from the PropBank SRL system’s output with the thematic roles in a particular VN frame, the frame’s associated semantic predicates can be instantiated using the aligned arguments.

For sense disambiguation, we use a supervised verb sense classifier trained on updated VN class tags (Palmer et al., 2017). For semantic role labeling, we use a variation of the system described in He et al. (2017) and Peters et al. (2018) using solely ELMo embeddings (without any pre-trained or fine-tuned word-specific vectors) trained on a combination of three PropBank annotated corpora described in (O’Gorman et al., 2019): OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006), the English Web TreeBank (Bies et al., 2012), and the BOLT corpus (Garland et al., 2012). For alignment, we begin by applying updated SemLink mappings (Palmer, 2009) to map PropBank roles to linked VN thematic roles for the identified VN class. Remaining arguments are then mapped using heuristics based on the syntactic and selectional restrictions defined in the VN class. To select among multiple valid frames, we select the frame with highest total number of roles among the VN frames with the fewest unmapped roles.

This approach to VN parsing using multiple independent systems represents a simple baseline approach. We leave a more sophisticated, unified approach to VN semantic parsing to future work.

6 Conclusion

The fine-grained semantic representations presented here improve the consistency and precision of VerbNet’s verb semantics, offering a more useful modeling for the subevent structure of particular event types. This should improve VerbNet’s utility for human-robot and human-avatar interaction, and lend enhanced richness to applications aimed at temporal event sequencing.

All of the resources described in this paper are freely available. An online, browsable version of all the semantic representations is available through the Unified Verb Index at https://uvi.colorado.edu/uvi_search. A downloadable version can be accessed at https://uvi.colorado.edu/nlp applications. A demo of the VerbNet Parser is at http://verbnet-semantic-parser.appspot.com/.
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Semantically Constrained Multilayer Annotation: The Case of Coreference

Jakob Prange∗ Nathan Schneider
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Abstract

We propose a coreference annotation scheme as a layer on top of the Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation foundational layer, treating units in predicate-argument structure as a basis for entity and event mentions. We argue that this allows coreference annotators to sidestep some of the challenges faced in other schemes, which do not enforce consistency with predicate-argument structure and vary widely in what kinds of mentions they annotate and how. The proposed approach is examined with a pilot annotation study and compared with annotations from other schemes.

1 Introduction

Unlike some NLP tasks, coreference resolution lacks an agreed-upon standard for annotation and evaluation (Poesio et al., 2016). It has been approached using a multitude of different markup schemas, and the several evaluation metrics commonly used (Pradhan et al., 2014) are controversial (Moosavi and Strube, 2016). In particular, these schemas use divergent and often (language-specific) syntactic criteria for defining candidate mentions in text. This includes the questions of whether to annotate entity and/or event coreference, whether to include singletons, and how to identify the precise span of complex mentions. Recognition of this limitation in the field has recently prompted the Universal Coreference initiative, which aims to settle on a single cross-linguistically applicable annotation standard.

We think that many issues stem from the common practice of creating mention annotations from scratch on the raw or tokenized text, and we suggest that they could be overcome by reusing structures from existing semantic annotation, thereby ensuring compatibility between the layers. We advocate for the design pattern of a semantic foundational layer, which defines a basic semantic structure that additional layers can refine or make reference to. Some form of predicate-argument structure involving entities and propositions should serve as a natural semantic foundation for a layer that groups coreferring entity and event mentions into clusters.

Here we argue that Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA; Abend and Rappoport, 2013) is an ideal choice, as it defines a foundational layer of predicate-argument structure whose main design principles are cross-linguistic applicability and fast annotatability by non-experts. To that end, we develop and pilot a new layer for UCCA which adds coreference information. This coreference layer is constrained by the spans already specified in the foundational predicate-argument layer. We compare these manual annotations to existing gold coreference annotations in multiple frameworks, finding a healthy level of overlap.

Our contributions are:

- A discussion of multilayer design principles informed by existing semantically annotated corpora (§2).
- A semantically-based framework for mention identification and coreference resolution as a layer of UCCA (§3). Reusing UCCA units as mentions facilitates efficient and consistent multilayer annotation. We call the framework Universal Conceptual Cognitive Coreference (UCoref).
- An in-depth comparison to three other coreference frameworks based on annotation guidelines (§4) and a pilot English dataset (§5).

---

∗Contact: jakob@cs.georgetown.edu
1https://sites.google.com/view/crac2019/
2Our annotations are available under https://github.com/jakpra/UCoref.
Figure 1: A foundational UCCA analysis of three consecutive sentences from the Richer Event Description corpus, with examples of coreferent units superimposed (boxes). The context is that the speaker is posting a message to a forum in which she shares her own fears and asks for advice; you is coreferent with anyone else, and them refers back to the whole first scene.3 Circled nodes indicate semantic heads/minimal spans, as determined by following State (S) and Center (C) edges. In the third sentence, Advice please!, the addressee/adviser is a salient, but implicit Participant (A) which is expressed with a remote (dashed) edge to a prior mention. Remaining categories are abbreviated as: H – Parallel Scene, P – Process, E – Elaborator, D – Adverbial, F – Function.

2 Background and Motivation

We first consider the organization of semantic annotations in corpora, arguing that UCCA’s representation of predicate-argument structure should serve as a foundation for coreference annotations.

2.1 Approaches to Semantic Multilayering

A major consideration in the design of coreference annotation schemes, as well as meaning representations generally, is what the relevant annotation targets are and whether they should be normalized across layers when the text is annotated for multiple aspects of linguistic structure. Should coreference be annotated completely independently of decisions about syntactic phrases and semantic predicate-argument structures? On the one hand, this decoupling of the annotations might absorb the coreference annotators from having to worry about other annotation conventions in the corpus. On the other hand, this is potentially a recipe for inconsistent annotations across layers, making it more difficult to integrate information across layers for complex reasoning in natural language understanding systems. Moreover, certain details of coreference annotation may be underdetermined such that relying on other layers would save coreference annotators and guidelines-developers from having to reinvent the wheel.

We can examine existing semantic annotation schemes with regard to two closely related criteria: a) anchoring, i.e. the previously determined underlying structure (characters, tokens, syntax, etc.) that defines the set of possible annotation targets in a new layer; and b) modularity, the extent to which multiple kinds of information are expressed as separate (possibly linked) structures/layers, which may be annotated in different phases.

Massively multilayer corpora. A few corpora comprise several layers of annotation, including semantics, with an emphasis on modularity of these layers. One example is OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006), annotated for syntax, named entities, word senses, PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) predicate-argument structures, and coreference. Another example is GUM (Zeldes, 2017), with layers for syntactic, coreference, discourse, and document structure. Both of these resources cover multiple genres. Different layers in these resources are anchored differently, as noted below.

Token-anchored. Many semantic annotation layers are specified in terms of character or token offsets. This is the case for UCCA’s Foundational Layer (§2.2), FrameNet (Fillmore and Baker, 2009), RED (O’Gorman et al., 2016), all of the layers in GUM, and the named entity and word sense
annotations in OntoNotes. Though the guidelines may mention syntactic criteria for deciding what units to semantically annotate, the annotated data does not explicitly tie these layers to syntactic units, and to the best of our knowledge the annotator is not constrained by the syntactic annotation.

**Syntax-anchored.** Semantic annotations explicitly defined in terms of syntactic units include: PropBank (such as in OntoNotes); and the coreference annotations in the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT; Nedoluzhko et al., 2016). In addition, PDT’s “deep syntactic” tectogrammatical layer, which is built on the syntactic analytic layer, can be considered quasi-syntactic (Böhmová et al., 2003).

**Transformed syntax.** In other cases, semantic label annotations enrich skeletal semantic representations that have been deterministically converted from syntactic structures. One example is Universal Decompositional Semantics (White et al., 2016), whose annotations are anchored with PredPatt, a way of converting Universal Dependencies trees (Nivre et al., 2016) to approximate predicate-argument structures.

**Sentence-anchored.** The Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR; Banerescu et al., 2013) is an example of a highly integrative (anti-modular) approach to sentence-level meaning, without anchoring below the sentence level. AMR annotations take the form of a single graph per sentence, capturing a variety of kinds of information, including predicate-argument structure, sentence focus, modality, lexical semantic distinctions, coreference, named entity typing, and entity linking (“Wikification”). English AMR annotators provide the full graph at once (with the exception of entity linking, done as a separate pass), and do not mark how pieces of the graph are anchored in tokens, which has spawned a line of research on various forms of token-level alignment for parsing (e.g. Flanigan et al., 2014; Pourdamghani et al., 2014; Chen and Palmer, 2017; Szuibert et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018).

Chinese AMR, by contrast, is annotated in a way that aligns nodes with tokens (Li et al., 2016).

**Semantics-anchored.** The approach we explore here is the use of a semantic layer as a foundation for a different type of semantic layer. Such approaches support modularity, while still allowing annotation reuse. A recent example for this approach is multi-sentence AMR (O’Gorman et al., 2018), which links together the previously annotated per-sentence AMR graphs to indicate coreference across sentences.

### 2.2 UCCA’s Foundational Layer

UCCA is a coarse-grained, typologically-motivated scheme for analyzing abstract semantic structures in text. It is designed to expose commonalities in semantic structure across paraphrases and translations, with a focus on predicate-argument and other semantic head-modifier relations. Formally, each text passage is annotated with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) over semantic elements called *units*. Each unit, corresponding to (anchored by) one or more tokens, is labeled with one or more semantic *categories* in relation to a parent unit.

The foundational layer⁴ specifies a DAG structure organized in terms of *scenes* (events/situations mentioned in the text). This can be seen for three sentences in figure 1, where each corresponds to a Parallel Scene (denoted by the category label $H$) as three events are presented in sequence. A scene unit is headed by a predicate, which is either a State ($S$), like *these fears*, or a Process ($P$), like *get over*. Most scenes have at least one Participant ($A$), typically an entity or location—in this case, the individuals experiencing fear. Semantic refinements of manner, aspect, modality, negation, causativity, etc. are marked with the category Adverbial ($G$), Time ($T$) is used for temporal modifiers. Within a non-scene unit, the semantic head is marked Center ($C$), while semantic modifiers are Elaborators ($E$). Function ($F$) applies to words considered to add no semantic content relevant to the scene structure.

Some additional structural properties are worthy of note. An *unanalyzable unit* indicates that a group of tokens form a multword expression with no internal semantic structure, like *get over* ‘surmount’. A *remote edge* (reentrancy, shown as a dashed line in figure 1) makes it possible for a unit to have multiple parent units such that the structure is not a tree. This is mainly used when a Participant is shared by multiple scenes. Texts are annotated in passages generally larger than sentences, and remote edges may cross sentence boundaries—for example, when a Participant mentioned in one sentence is implicit in the next, such as *you* as the implicit advice-giver in the sentence *Advice please!*

Implicit *units* are null elements used when there is a salient piece of the meaning that is implied but not expressed overtly *anywhere* in the passage. (If

---

the third sentence from figure 1 was annotated in isolation, the advice-giver would be represented by an implicit unit.)

2.3 Insufficiency of the Foundational Layer

In addition to the benefits of a semantic foundational layer for coreference annotation (§2.1), we point out how adding such a layer to UCCA would rectify shortcomings of the foundational layer.

First and foremost, UCCA currently lacks any representation of “true” coreference, i.e., the phenomenon that two or more explicit units are mentions of the same entity. Second, though remote edges are helpful for indicating that a Participant is shared between multiple scenes, this is problematic if the referent is mentioned multiple times in the passage. Because the information that those mentions are coreferent is missing, the choice which mention to annotate with a remote edge is underdetermined. This leads to multiple conceptually equivalent choices that are formally distinct, opening the way for spurious disagreements. For example, the implicit advice-giver in figure 1 could be marked equally well with a remote edge to anyone else instead of you, resulting in a structurally diverging graph (taking the presented analysis as the reference).⁵ And third, many other implicit relations relevant to coreference (e.g., implied common sense part/whole relations, via bridging) are not exposed in the foundational layer of UCCA. A layer that annotates identity coreference could be extended with such additional information in the future.

Figures 2: The reference layer UCoref on top of UCCA’s foundational layer. A new “referent node” is introduced as a parent for each cluster of coreferring mentions. Colors and shapes indicate coreferring mentions. By virtue of the remote Participant edge (dashed line), the addressee referent implicitly participates in the third scene as well.

3 The UCoref Layer

The underlying hypothesis of this work is that the spans of words that form referring expressions, i.e., evoke or point back to entities and events in the world, are also grouped as semantic units in the foundational layer of UCCA. This assumption is motivated by the fundamental principles of UCCA as a neo-Davidsonian theory: The basic elements of a discourse are descriptions of scenes (≈ events), and their basic elements are participants (≈ entities). We can thus automatically identify scene and participant units as referring. With this high-precision preprocessing and a small set of simple guidelines for identifying other UCCA units as referring, the process of mention identification in UCoref is very efficient. Figure 2 illustrates how UCoref interacts with the foundational layer. Four referents and six mentions (two singletons) are identified based on the criteria below.

Scene and Participant units. The vast majority of referent mentions can be identified by two simple rules: 1) All scene units are considered mentions as they constitute descriptions of actions, movements, or states as defined in the foundational layer guidelines. 2) Similarly, all Participant units are considered mentions as they describe entities that are contributing to or affected by a scene/event (including locations and other scenes/events).

Special attention should be paid to relational nouns like teacher or friend that both refer to an entity and evoke a process or state in which the entity generally or habitually participates.⁶ According to the UCCA guidelines, these words are analyzed internally (as both $P/\text{S}$ and $A$ within a nested unit over the same span), in addition to the

⁵While additional, more restrictive guidelines could to some extent curb such confusion (e.g., by specifying that the closest appropriate mention to the left should always be chosen as the remote target), this would require the foundational layer annotators to be confident in the notion of coreference to determine which mentions are “appropriate”, eliminating the modularity and intuitiveness we desire.

⁶A teacher is a person who teaches and a friend is a person who stands in a friendship relation with another person. Cf. Newell and Cheung (2018); Meyers et al. (2004).
context-dependent incoming edge from their parent. However, the inherent scene (of teaching or friendship) is merely evoked, but not referred to, and it is usually invariant with respect to the explicit context it occurs in. Moreover, treating one span of words as two mentions would pose a significant complication. Thus, we consider these units only in their role as Participant (and not scene) mentions.

**Non-scene-non-participant units.** A certain subset of the remaining unit types are considered to be mention candidates. This subset is comprised of the categories, Time, Elaborator, Relator, Quantity, and Adverbial. We give detailed guidelines for these categories, as well as for coreference markup, in the supplementary material (appendix A).

**Center units.** For simplicity, a referring unit with a single Center usually does not require its Center to be marked separately, as a unit always corefers with its Center (see §4 and §5.1 about how this relates to the min/max span distinction).

Multi-Center units receive a different treatment: One use of multi-Center units is coordination, where each conjunct is a Center. Here we do want to mark up the conjuncts in addition to the whole coordination unit—provided the whole unit is referring by one of the other criteria—and assign them to separate coreference clusters. Another class of multi-Center units, which we call relative partitive constructions, is less straightforward to handle. Consider a phrase like the top of the mountain. The intuition given in the UCCA guidelines is that while the phrase is syntactically and, to some extent, semantically headed by top, it can only be fully understood in relation to mountain; thus, both words should be Centers. This construction is clearly less symmetric than coordination, but at this point we do not have a reliable way of formally distinguishing the two in preprocessing, purely based on the UCCA structure and categories. Thus, multi-Center units deserve a more nuanced manual UCoref analysis in future work; however, for the sake of consistency and simplicity, we treat all multi-Center units in the same way as we treat coordinations in our pilot annotation (§5).

**Implicit units.** Implicit units may be identified as mentions and linked to coreferring expressions just like any other unit, as long as they meet the criteria outlined above.

4 Comparison with Other Schemes

The task of coreference resolution is far from trivial and has been approached from many different angles. Below we give a detailed analysis of the theoretical differences between three particular frameworks: OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006), Richer Event Description (RED; O’Gorman et al., 2016), and the Georgetown University Multilayer corpus (GUM; Zeldes, 2017).

**Singletons and events.** RED and UCoref annotate all nominal entity, nominal event, and verbal event mentions, including singletons.2 OntoNotes does not include singleton mentions in the coreference layer.8 Further, only those verbal mentions that are coreferent with a nominal are included. GUM includes all nominal mentions, including singletons and nominal event mentions, and follows the OntoNotes guidelines for verbal mentions.

**Syntactic vs. semantic criteria.** GUM and OntoNotes, despite not being anchored in syntax, specify syntactic criteria for mention and coreference annotation. The criteria in RED and UCoref, on the other hand, are fundamentally semantic. Rough syntactic guidance is only given where appropriate and at no time is a decisive factor.

**Minimum and maximum spans.** The policy on mention spans is often one of two extremes: minimum spans (also called triggers or nuggets), which typically only consist of the head word or expression that sufficiently describes the type of entity or event; or maximum spans (also called full mentions), containing all arguments and modifiers. GUM and OntoNotes generally apply a maximum span policy for nominal mentions, with just a few exceptions.9 For verbal mentions, OntoNotes chooses minimum spans, whereas GUM annotates full clauses or sentences. RED always uses minimum spans, except for time expressions, which follow the TIMEX3 standard (Pustejovsky et al., 2010). One of the main advantages of UCoref is that the preexisting predicate-argument and head-modifier structures of the foundational layer allow a flexible and reliable mapping between minimum and maximum span annotations. Addition-

---

7For event coreference specifically, see also EventCorefBank (ECB; Bejan and Harabagiu, 2010) and the TAC-KBP Event Track (Mitamura et al., 2015), which uses the ACE 2005 dataset (LDC2006T06; Doddington et al., 2004).
8A separate layer records all named entities, however, and non-coreferent ones can be considered singleton mentions.
9The GUM guidelines specify that clausal modifiers should not be included in a nominal mention.
ally, UCoref has ‘null’ spans, corresponding to implicit units in UCCA.

**Predication.** OntoNotes does not assert a coreference relation between copular arguments. RED distinguishes several relation types depending on the “predicativeness” of the expression and in particular asserts a set-membership (i.e., non-identity) relation when the second argument is indefinite. In GUM, relation types are assigned based on different criteria, and, depending on the polarity and modality of the copula, its arguments may be marked as coreferring mentions, even if they are indefinite. A slightly different distinction is made in UCoref, where, thanks to the foundational layer, evokers of set-membership and attributive relations are marked as stative scenes in which the modified entity participates. Definite identity is handled in the same way as in RED, as well as relational nouns except for the special case of generic mentions (appendix A.2).

**Apposition.** In RED and OntoNotes, punctuation is considered a strict criterion for marking appositive, while GUM relies solely on syntactic completeness. In OntoNotes and GUM, ages specified after a person’s name are considered separate appositional mentions, coreferring with the name mention they modify. UCoref takes advantage of UCCA’s semantic Center-Elaborator structure, abstracting away from superficial markers like punctuation which may not be available in all genres and languages (details in appendix A.2).

**Prepositions.** Whereas OntoNotes and GUM stick to the syntactic notion of NPs, UCoref includes prepositions and case markers within mentions. This does not have a major effect on coreference, but contributes to consistency between languages that vary in the grammaticalization of their case marking.

**Coordination.** Our treatment of coordinate entity mentions is adopted and expanded from the GUM guidelines, where the span containing the full coordination is only marked up if it is antecedent to a plural pronominal mention. OntoNotes does not specify how coordinations in particular should be handled; while the guidelines state that out of head-sharing (i.e., elliptic) mentions only the largest one should be picked, we assume that coordinations of multiple explicitly headed phrases are not targeted as mentions in addition to the conjuncts. The minimum span approach of RED precludes marking full coordinations in addition to conjuncts.

**Summary.** That OntoNotes does not annotate singleton mentions makes it the most restrictive out of the compared frameworks. Despite its emphasis on syntax, GUM is closer to our framework as it includes singletons and marks full spans for non-singleton events; the marking of bridging relations, directed coreference links, and information status present in GUM is beyond our scope here. RED is conceptually closest to UCoref in marking all entity, time, and event mentions, except for the difference in span boundaries. This can largely be resolved as we will show in §5.1.

## 5 Pilot Annotation

In order to evaluate the accessibility of the annotation guidelines given above and in appendix A, and facilitate empirical comparison with other schemes, we conducted a pilot annotation study. We annotated a small English dataset consisting of subsets of the OntoNotes (LDC2013T19), RED (LDC2016T23), and GUM corpora with the UCCA foundational and coreference layers.

The OntoNotes documents are taken from blog posts, the GUM documents are WikiHow instructional guides, and the RED documents are online forum discussions. Because all annotations were done by a single annotator each and not reviewed, our results are to be understood as a proof of concept; measuring interannotator agreement will be

---

10The coreference layer of the Prague Dependency Treebank (Nedoluzhko et al., 2016), quite similarly to the proposed framework, marks null-mentions arising from control verbs, reciprocals, and dual dependencies (in general, null-nodes arising from obligatory valency slot insertions into the tektogrammatical layer)—the syntactic equivalents of implicit units and remote edges in UCCA. Further, in case the mention is a root of a nontrivial subtree, it is underspecified whether the mention spans only the root, the whole subtree or some part of it.

11Neither do Poesio and Artstein (in the ARRAU corpus; 2008).

12In particular, the notion of *bridging* is interpreted differently between GUM and RED: GUM reserves it for entities that are expected (from world knowledge) to stand in some relationship (e.g., part/whole) with each other, which is reflected in a definite initial mention of the ‘bridging target’ (*My car is broken*; *it’s the motor*). RED uses it for copular predications involving relational/occupational nouns like *John is at the killer*, which are simple ‘coref’ or ‘ana’/’cata’, if one mention is a pronoun) relations in GUM. We consider neither of these definitions in this work (see appendix A.2).

13See also Chinchor (1998).

14https://github.com/amir-zeldes/gum

15Since the RED documents are not tokenized (character spans are used for mention identification), we preprocessed them with the PTB tokenizer and the Punkt sentence splitter using Python NLTK.
Table 1: Overview of our pilot dataset. Candidates refers to the UCCA units that are filtered by category for mention candidacy before manual annotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GUM</th>
<th>OntoNotes</th>
<th>RED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sentences</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tokens</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ non-punct</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCCA units</td>
<td>1436</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ candidates</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

necessary in the future to gauge the difficulty of the task and quality of guidelines/data.

Table 1 shows the distribution of tokens and UCCA foundational units, and table 2 compares the distribution of UCoref units with the respective “native” annotation schema for each corpus. We can see that about one third of all UCCA units are identified as mentions, in all corpora. The automatic candidate filtering based on UCCA categories simplifies this process for the annotator by removing about one third to one half of units. There are similar amounts of scene and Participant units (both of which are always mentions), but it is important to note that Participant units can also refer to events. We can see this reflected by the majority of referent units being event referents. We can also see that most of the referents in GUM, RED, and UCoref are in fact singletons, and the number of non-singleton referents is quite similar between each scheme and UCoref. Most implicit units and targets of remote edges are part of a non-singleton coreference cluster, which confirms the issue of spurious ambiguity we pointed out in §2.3.

5.1 Recovering Existing Schemes

Next we examine the differences in gold annotations between our proposed schema and existing schemas and how we can (re)cover annotations in established schemas from our new schema. We can interpret this experiment as asking: If we had a perfect system for UCoref, could we use that to predict GUM/OntoNotes/RED-style coreference? And vice versa, if we had an oracle in one of those schemes, and possibly oracle UCoref mentions, how closely could we convert to UCoref?

**Exact mention matches.** A naïve approach would be to look at the token spans covered by all mentions and reference clusters and count how often we can find an exact match between UCoref and one of the existing schemes.

In UCoref, we use maximum spans by default, but thanks to the nature of the UCCA foundational layer, minimum spans can easily be recovered from Centers and scene-evokers. For schemas with a minimum span approach, we can switch to a minimum span approach in UCoref by choosing the head unit of each maximum span unit as its representative mention. This works well between UCoref and RED as they have similar policies for determining semantic heads, which is crucial for, e.g., light verb constructions. This would be problematic, however, when comparing to a minimum span schema that uses syntactic heads. For schemas with a non-minimum span approach, we keep only the maximum span units from UCoref and discard any heads that have been marked up representatively for their parent (e.g., as remote targets).

**Fuzzy mention matches.** Because our theoretical comparison in §4 exposed systematically diverging definitions of what to include in a mention span, we also apply an evaluation that abstracts away from some of these differences. We greedily identify one-to-one alignments for maximally overlapping mentions, as measured by the Dice coefficient:

$$m_A^*, m_B^* \leftarrow \arg \max_{m_A \in L_A, m_B \in L_B} \frac{|m_A \cap m_B|}{|m_A| + |m_B|}$$

where \(L_A (L_B)\) records the mentions from annotation \(A (B)\) aligned thus far, and stopping when this score falls below a threshold \(\mu\). \(\mu\) is a hyperparameter controlling how much overlap is required: \(\mu = 1\) corresponds to exact matches only, while \(\mu = 0\) includes all overlapping mention pairs as candidates (we report fuzzy match results for \(\mu = 0\)). Once a mention is aligned it is removed from consideration for future alignments.

We align referents by the same procedure. Results are reported in table 3.

5.2 Findings

We can see in table 3 that UCoref generally covers between 60% and 80% of exact mentions in existing schemes (‘R’ columns), however, the amount of UCoref units that are present in other schemes varies greatly, between 21.3% (OntoNotes) and 79.5% (RED; ‘P’ columns). This is generally expected based on our theoretical analysis in §4. Fuzzy match has a great effect on the maximum span schemes in GUM and OntoNotes, resulting in up to 100% of mentions being aligned, and a lesser,
but still positive effect on RED. We observe a similar trend for referent matches, which follows partly from the mismatch in mention annotation, and partly from diverging policies in marking coreference relations, as discussed above. Whether or not singleton event and/or entity referents are annotated has a major impact here. Below we give examples for sources of non-exact mention matches that can be resolved using fuzzy alignment.

**GUM and OntoNotes.** A phenomenon that is trivially resolvable using fuzzy alignments is punctuation, which is excluded from all UCoref units, but included in GUM and OntoNotes. Another group of mentions recovered are prepositional phrases, where UCoref includes prepositions (to them, since the end of 2005), and GUM and OntoNotes do not (them, the end of 2005). As mentioned in §4, GUM deviates from its maximum span policy for clausal modifiers of noun phrases, which are stripped off from the mention. Noun phrases modified in this way can be fuzzily aligned with the maximum spans in UCoref, even if the modifier is very long: people who are stuck on themselves intolerant of people different from them rude or downright arrogant (UCoref) gets aligned with people (GUM).

**RED.** Almost 80% of both RED and UCoref mentions match exactly, but there are some cases of divergence: 1) One subset of these are time expressions like this morning, where, as pointed out above, RED marks maximum spans. However, in UCoref these are internally analyzable—thus their Center will be extracted for minimum spans (here, morning). On the other hand, idiomatic multiword expressions (MWEs) such as verb-particle constructions (e.g., pass away ‘die’) are treated as unanalyzable in UCCA, but only the syntactic head (pass) is included in RED. 2) Also interesting are predicative prepositions and adverbials in copular or expletive constructions: there will be lots of good drs and nurses around. Here, UCoref chooses around as the (stative) scene evoker (and would mark the prepositional object as a participant, if it is explicit), while RED chooses the copula be. 3) UCCA treats some verbs as modifiers rather than predicates themselves: e.g., stopped in

---

17Note, though, that this evaluation only shows us if we can find a fuzzy alignment, not whether the aligned spans are actually equivalent. As purely span-based alignment is prone to errors, a future extension to the algorithm should take information about (ideally semantic) heads into account.
stopped feeling her move and it seemed
in it seemed Tom [sic] take forever. The former,
as an aspectual secondary verb, is labeled Adver-
bial (D); the latter, which injects the perspective of
the speaker, is labeled Ground (G). Since we do not
generally consider these categories referring, these
are not annotated as mentions in UCoref, though
they are in RED.

5.3 Discussion
For the non-minimum span schemas GUM and
OntoNotes, we can use a fuzzy mention alignment
based on token overlap to find many pairs which
aim to capture the same mention, only under differ-
ent annotation conventions. RED is most similar
to UCoref in defining what counts as a mention,
though our corpus analysis showed that the no-
tion of semantic heads is interpreted differently for
certain constructions, where UCCA is more lib-
eral about treating verbs as modifiers rather than
heads. While counting fuzzy matches allows us to
recover partially overlapping spans (time expres-
sions, verbal MWEs), other phenomena (adverbial
copula constructions, secondary verbs) have inconsist-
ent policies between the two schemes that re-
quire more elaborate methods to align. We can
thus, to some extent, use UCoref to predict RED-
style annotations, with the additional gain of flexi-
ble minimum/maximum spans and cross-sentence
predicate-argument structure for a whole document.
Furthermore, we see that UCoref subsumes all
OntoNotes mentions and nearly all GUM mentions
and is able to reconstruct coreference clusters in
GUM with high recall.

6 Conclusion
We have defined and piloted a new, modular ap-
proach to coreference annotation based on the se-
matic foundational layer provided by UCCA. An
oracle experiment shows high recall with respect
to three existing schemes, as well as high precision
with respect to the most similar of the three. We
have released our annotations to fuel future investi-
gations.
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A Detailed Guidelines

A.1 Identifying Mentions

Non-scene-non-participant units. A certain subset of the remaining unit types are considered to be mention candidates. This subset is comprised of the categories, Time, Elaborator, Relator, Quantity, and Adverbial.

Time (T) Absolute or relative time expressions like on May 15, 1990, now, or in the past, which are marked Time (T) in UCCA, are considered mentions. However, frequencies and durations, which are also T units in UCCA, are discarded. In order to reliably distinguish these different kinds of time expressions from each other, they have to be identified manually.

Elaborator (E) Elaborators modifying the Center (C) of a non-scene unit are considered mentions if they themselves describe a scene or entity. This is the case, for example, with (relative) clauses and (prepositional) phrases describing the Center’s relation with another entity as in

\[
[\text{the book}_C [\text{about the dog}_C ]_E ],
\]

as well as contingent attributive modifiers, which are stative scenes in UCCA, like old in

\[
[\text{the } [\text{old}_5 (\text{book})_A ]_E \text{ book}_C ].
\]

By contrast, Elaborator units that do not evoke a person, thing, abstract object, or scene are not considered referring, as in

\[
[\text{medical}_E \text{ school}_C ],
\]

where medical is an inherent property and thus non-referring.

In English, this often corresponds to units whose Center is an adjective, adverb, or determiner.\(^{18}\) Bear in mind, however, that these syntactic criteria are language-specific and should only be taken as rough guidance, rather than absolute rules. Thus, referring non-scene Elaborators should be identified manually. By contrast, E-scenes will be identified as mentions automatically, by the scene unit criterion.

Relator (R) Relators should be marked as mentions if and only if they constitute an anaphoric (or cataphoric) reference in addition to their relating function.

As an illustration what we mean by that, consider the two occurrences of that in the following example, which are both Relators in UCCA:

\begin{center}
I didn’t like that\textsubscript{1} he said the things that\textsubscript{2} he said.
\end{center}

Here, that\textsubscript{2} is an anaphoric reference to things, whereas that\textsubscript{1} is purely functional and thus should not be identified as referring. In English, this corresponds to the syntactic category of relative pronouns.

Most R units, however, are non-referring expressions like prepositions, so identification of the few referring instances of Relators has to be done manually.

Quantity (Q) Partitive constructions like one of the 5 books contain mentions of two distinct referents: the 5 books and one of the 5 books. According to the v2 UCCA guidelines, these expressions should be annotated as an Elaborator-Center structure with a remote edge:

\[
[\text{one}_Q (\text{books})_C ]_C [\text{of}_R \text{ the}_F 5_Q \text{ books}_C ]_X.
\]

Such an annotation will result in correct identification of the two mentions based on the guidelines given so far (by choosing the E unit and the whole X\(^{19}\) unit), without the need to identify the Quantifier (Q) unit one\textsubscript{Q}. However, in foundational layer annotations made based on the UCCA v1 guidelines the same phrase would receive a flat structure (cf. discussion of Centers above):

\[
[\text{one}_Q \text{ of}_R \text{ the}_F 5_Q \text{ books}_C ]_X
\]

In this case, we choose the whole X unit as a mention of the one book (respecting semantics rather than morphology), and the Q unit 5 as a mention of the five books.

Adverbial (D) While most Adverbial units (D) are by default not considered to be referring (they describe secondary relations over events), in some cases D units can be identified as mentions (also see coordinated mentions in appendix A.2).

One such phenomenon are prepositional phrases like for another reason and in the majority of cases are annotated as D in the corpus, as they modify scenes, not entities.

Another class of Adverbial units that may be identified as referring are the so-called secondary verbs like help, want and offer, which, according to the UCCA guidelines, modify scenes evoked

\(^{18}\)According to the UCCA v1 guidelines, articles are to be annotated as Elaborators. In the v2 guidelines, the default category for articles has changed to Function.

\(^{19}\)We use the placeholder X here as the actual category depends on the context (i.e., sibling and parent units) in which a unit is embedded.
by primary verbs, but do not themselves denote scenes. However, the relations described by them can sometimes be coreferring antecedents independently from the main scene:

\[ I_A \text{ lost}_p \left( 10 \text{ lbs} \right) A_j \]
\[ I_A \text{ was}_F \text{ extremely}_p \text{ happy}_S \left( \text{ about } \text{ that}_C \right) A_j \].

\[ \text{vs.} \]
\[ \text{She}_A \text{ helped}_D \text{ me}_A \text{ lose}_p \left( 10 \text{ lbs} \right) A_j \]
\[ I_A \text{ really}_D \text{ appreciated}_p \left( \text{ that}_A \right) A_j \].

In both examples, losing weight is the main scene according to UCCA, however, in the second example the object of appreciation is helping. Thus, we do mark secondary verbs as mentions, but only if they are referred back to in the way demonstrated above.

A.2 Resolving Coreference

Appositives. Appositives and titles cooccurring with (named) entity mentions are annotated as Elaborators in UCCA and thus automatically included in the entity mention they modify. They should be marked as separate mentions, coreferring with the modified unit.

If a title or occupational noun occurs by itself or as a copular argument, we treat it as a relational noun as described in the next paragraph.

Extensional vs. intensional readings. A coordinated mention of a group of individuals, such as John, Paul, and Mary evokes a referent that is distinct from the possibly already evoked referents of John, Paul, and Mary, respectively.

Relational nouns (e.g., “the president [of Y]”), which are instantiated by a specific individual or a fixed-size set of individuals (e.g., “[X’s] parents”) at any given point in time, should usually be marked as coreferring with their instances, as inferred from context. This corresponds to an extensional (or set-theoretical) notion of reference: a distinct referent is identified by the individuals in which this concept manifests (extension).

Only in clearly generic statements like

The president’s power is limited by the constitution.

You should always do what your parents tell you to.

should they evoke separate referents from any specific presidents or parents also mentioned in the same discourse. This corresponds to an intensional (or indirect) notion of reference: a distinct referent is identified by its general idea or concept (intension), rather than its instances.

Mentions of group-like entities with undetermined size, such as the committee or all committee members, should always be analyzed intensionally, evoking a referent separate from the possibly mentioned referents for the individuals comprising it.\(^{20}\)

Negated scenes. Mentions of scenes are referring and should be marked as coreferring with other mentions of the same scene (same process or state and same participants), regardless of whether or not that scene really took place or is hypothetical:

I hoped she liked the pizza and was surprised when I learned she didn’t.

When both a scene and its negation are mentioned, these mentions should evoke separate referents:

I hoped she liked the pizza and was surprised when I learned she didn’t.

Coordinated mentions. When entities or events are described in conjunction, they evoke a separate referent for each of the conjuncts, and a third one for the set comprising them. The whole coordination can be explicitly referred to with another (pronominal) mention:

It is likely that the shock will dislocate, and the shock break both your arms; nevertheless this is a small price to pay for your life.

I want Ivy and William on my debate team, because both of them are great.

However, if the mentions are presented in disjunction, no separate mention for the full disjunction should be marked. If an anaphoric pronoun occurs, there are several options.

For events, a secondary relation (marked D in UCCA) that holds for both conjuncts, if available, should be marked instead:

It is likely that the shock will dislocate, or the shock break both your arms; nevertheless this is a small price to pay for your life.

If such a unit is not available, and for entities, no coreference relation exists:

I want Ivy or William on my debate team, because both of them are great.

\(^{20}\)But singular and plural mentions of the same group can corefer (Zeldes, 2018).
Remote edges. Different types of remote edges call for different coreference annotations. Non-head (i.e., non-Center, -State, or -Process) remote edges indicate that the same entity/scene modifies or participates in two (potentially also coreferent) unit mentions, namely its primary parent (or the primary parent of the unit it heads) and its remote parent. This corresponds to zero anaphora, or a “core” element that is implicit in one context and explicit in another. Head remote edges, however, merely indicate the category of entity/event that is shared between a full and an elliptic or anaphoric mention (“sense anaphora”; Recasens et al., 2016). E.g., books in “two of the 5 books” is category-shared between 5 books and two (books), which are separate non-coreferent mentions. Whether the primary and remote parent are coreferent or not is contingent on context.
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Abstract

Natural language understanding at the semantic level and independent of language variations is of great practical value. Existing approaches such as semantic role labeling (SRL) and abstract meaning representation (AMR) still have features related to the peculiarities of the particular language. In this work we describe various challenges and possible solutions in designing a semantic representation that is universal across a variety of languages.

1 Introduction

Natural languages have many syntactic variations for expressing the same meaning, not only within each language but more so across languages, making syntactical analysis cumbersome to use by downstream applications. Semantic understanding of natural language is fundamental for many applications that take natural language texts as part of their input. Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) analyzes the predicate-role structure at the shallow semantic parsing level (e.g., PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002)). At a deeper level, Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) provides a rooted, directional and labeled graph representing the meaning of a sentence (Banarescu et al., 2013), focusing on semantic relations between concepts such as PropBank predicate-argument structures while abstracting away from syntactic variation.

Many applications require multilingual capabilities, but SRL and AMR annotation schemes designed for individual languages have language-dependent features. For example, Hajic et al. (2014); Xue et al. (2014) observed AMRs designed for different languages have differences, some accidental but others are more fundamental. Several efforts are underway to create more cross-lingual natural language resources. Universal Dependencies (UD) is a framework for cross-linguistically consistent grammatical annotation,(De Marneffe et al., 2014). The Universal Proposition Banks project aims to annotate text in different languages with a layer of “universal” semantic role labeling annotation, by using the frame and role labels of the English Proposition Bank to label shallow semantics in sentences in new target languages(Akbik et al., 2015). Similarly, Damonte and Cohen (2018) use AMR annotations for English as a semantic representation for sentences written in other languages, utilizing an AMR parser for English and parallel corpora to learn AMR parsers for additional languages.

Despite these efforts, some remaining inter-language variations important for practical usage are not yet captured by the efforts so far. They create obstacles to a truly cross-lingual meaning representation which would enable the downstream applications be written for one language and applicable for other languages. The purpose of this paper is two-fold. One objective is to highlight some of these remaining issues and call the attention of the community to resolving them. Another objective is to advocate a form of abstract meaning representation geared towards cross-lingual universal applicability, in the same spirit of AMR but somewhat simplified, with the following major similarities and differences

- Like AMR, it makes use of PropBank style predicate-argument structures.
- It does not have AMR style concept nodes. It does not infer relations among instances and concepts other than those expressed explicitly, nor perform co-reference resolution.
- It is geared towards cross-lingual representation of logical structures, such as conjunctions and conditionals.
- It assigns features to nodes, to promote structural simplicity and to increase extensibility.
We will illustrate, through several examples, the kinds of issues that arise from attempting to create a universal meaning representation, and the challenges in resolving these issues. We will describe our tentative solutions and call the attention of the community to these issues.

2 Examples of semantic variations

Across different languages, semantic structures are much more uniform than syntactic structures. However, there are still language variations in shallow semantics. In this section we look at a number of examples.

2.1 Temporal semantics

Predicates often represent actions that happen, or states or properties that exist or change, in a certain time frame. Different languages have different ways to express such temporal relations. In English, auxiliary verbs and main verbs are usually combined with morphological change to express tense and aspect. For example,

- *I am going to speak* to him. (future-simple)
- *I have spoken* to him. (present-perfect)
- *I was speaking* to him. (past-simple)

Similar meanings are represented differently in other languages. For example, German usually does not distinguish verbs between present-perfect and the past-simple as English, even though it formally has corresponding syntactic structures. Instead the distinction is implied by temporal arguments such as a prepositional phrases. In Chinese the corresponding concepts are represented by adverbs and participles. For example,

- *I have been reading* for a week. (pres.-perf.-prog.)
- *Ich lese seit einer Woche.* (past-simple)

A more abstract representation for tense should be able to unify all these variations. Among available linguistic theories, Reichenbach (1947)'s theory of tense covers a large proportion of these variations. It consists of three points in time: point of event (E), point of reference (R) and point of speech (S), and two ordering relations: anteriority and simultaneity among these points. In English, the relation between S and R corresponds to tense, and the relation between R and E corresponds to aspect. For example, “E–S,R” corresponds to present-perfect and “E,R–S” corresponds to past-simple. The “progressive” aspect is not represented in this framework. It can be added as an additional property. In related work, Smith (1997) provides a richer semantics by regarding temporal aspects as relations among time intervals. TimeML (Sauri et al., 2006) defines a rich variety of time related concepts.

2.2 Expressing modality

In English, modal verbs are auxiliary verbs that express various likelihood of the main verb. These include certainty and necessity (must, shall), intention (would), ability or possibility (can, may, might), etc. Additional idiomatic expressions provide similar functionality. For example,

- *is capable of, used to, had better to, is willing to*

AMR represents syntactic modals with concepts like possible-01, likely-01, obligate-01, permit-01, recommend-01, prefer-01, etc. This English-inspired classification of modality must be extended for other languages. For example, in Chinese the modal verbs include at least the following:

- 能 (can, may), 会 (can, will, be able to), 要 (want, wish, intend to), 肯 (be willing to, consent), 敢 (dare), 可能 (may), 可以 (can, be allowed to), 应该 (should), 愿意 (be willing to). When combined with negation, these also include 不愿意 (be reluctant to, be unwilling to), etc. There is no compelling reason, other than English convention, that modality has special relation to modal verbs. Considerations of additional languages will likely further extend types of such meanings as well as further refine these meanings.

A cross-lingual framework must allow for all these variation, while providing basic features that allow easy categorization of them. In analogy of Reichenbach’s theory of tense, we propose to categorize the modality by considering several dimensions that jointly affect the likelihood of an action:

- Probability or certainty
- Requirement or obligation
- Advisability, recommendation or suggestion
- Ability, capability or permit
- Desire or hope
- Willingness or intention

Each modality expression may have values in one or more of these dimensions.
2.3 Conditionality

The most basic language construct expressing “if A, then B” probably exists in most languages with syntactic variations. For example, in English it is more natural to say “if A, B” or “B if A”. Syntactical differences aside, such structures essentially express a relation of two things, A as antecedent and B as consequent. Natural languages can also express, but often not in the same sentence, the more complete structure “if A, then B, else C”. There does not appear to be a generally adopted linguistic term for the C part.

Unlike formal logic, natural language often associates additional mood, modality and temporal element with these expressions:

- X only if Y
- X as long as Y
- If it were not you, it would not have ....
- Had I known it, I would have ...

In English, the subjunctive mood is often associated with conditional structures in making counterfactual assumptions. The term subjunctive corresponds to several different concepts in different languages. For example, in Spanish, the subjunctive can be used with verbs for wishes, emotions, impersonal expressions, recommendations, doubt, denial, hope and other verbs to express what is essentially modality. To accommodate such variations across different languages, one possible design is to consider the two aspects of conditionality expressions separately. One aspect deals with the logical implication \( A \rightarrow B \). The other aspect is to assign tense and modality to the conditionals. The tense can be useful for expressions like “Do A until B”, and the modality assigned to the conditional can be used to express the modality associated with the conditional itself, not to the antecedent or consequent.

3 A framework for cross-lingual meaning representation

The refined meanings discussed in previous section must be expressed in a certain framework. SRL does not have sufficient abstract structures for this task. AMR is a better candidate, but we have found it lacking in two aspects. On the one hand, it has a substantial amount of extra information that is neither explicitly expressed in the sentence nor required by downstream applications. On the other hand, it still lacks sufficient structure to express the refined meanings discussed above.

We propose a meaning representation that attempts to simplify AMR while allowing easy incorporation of additional features. The proposed representation is a graph with a small number of node types, flexible features on the nodes, and labeled and directed connections among the nodes. It is not necessarily a tree.

3.1 Nodes

We consider the following types of nodes:

- **Predicate**: A predicate in the sense of PropBank
- **Role**: A core argument, such as A0, A1, etc., in the sense of PropBank.
- **Context**: A non-core argument, such as AM-TMP, AM-LOC, etc. in the sense of PropBank.
- **Conditional**: Representation of “if-then-else” structure, including variations like “unless”, “as long as”, “whenever”.
- **Conjunction**: Representation of “and”, “but”, “or”, etc. Linguistic conjunctions include “and”, “but”, “or”, “nor”, etc. Like AMR, it includes both conjunctions and disjunctions as well negated expressions in terms of logic.
- **Relational**: Representation of a linguistic relation among entities that is usually expressed in English with prepositions such as “in”, “on”, “under”, or similar structures representing possessive (e.g. “A’s B” vs “B of A”).

3.2 Features

Each node is associated with additional features specific to the node type. For example, a Predicate node is associated with features such as the verb sense (e.g. “speak.01”), as well as tense, modality, polarity, etc.

3.3 Edges

The nodes are connected by edges with well defined types:

- Role and Context nodes are connected to Predicate nodes with SRL labels. Context might also be connected to other nodes, such as Conditional, as discussed above.
- A Conditional node is connected to an antecedent node and a consequent node, and optionally to an “else” node.
- A Conjunction node is connected to its constituents.
• A Relation node is connected to its constituents.

3.4 Example representation

An example can illustrate various aspects of this framework. Consider the sentence

_Had I studied harder last year, I would have been able to pass the exam by the end of the winter and got an A._

This sentence is constructed so that it can be used to illustrate the issues discussed in this paper.

We will express the graph by describing the nodes and their features. We use Json style notation for features as key-value pairs. Some of the values are literal values, others are references to other nodes, essentially representing the edges with labels. In this example, for the sake of exposition, we will use features that correspond more closely to conventional English linguistic features. For example, Predicates have features tense, aspect, modality and polarity.

\[ A = \text{Conditional \{mood: counterfactual, antecedent: } B, \text{ consequent } C \}. \]

\[ B = \text{Predicate \{sense: study.01, tense: past, aspect: simple, polarity: positive, modality: normal\}.} \]

\[ B_1 = \text{Role \{content: I, predicate: } B, \text{ type: A0 \}.} \]

\[ B_2 = \text{Context \{content: harder, predicate: } B, \text{ type: AM-MNR \}.} \]

\[ B_3 = \text{Context \{content: last year, predicate: } B, \text{ type: AM-TMP \}.} \]

\[ C = \text{Conjunction \{type: and, members: } [C_1, C_2] \}. \]

\[ C_1 = \text{Predicate \{sense: pass.07, tense: past, aspect: perfect, polarity: positive, modality: ability\}.} \]

\[ C_2 = \text{Predicate \{sense: get.01, tense: past, aspect: perfect, polarity: positive, modality: ability\}.} \]

\[ C_{11} = \text{Role \{content: I, predicate: } C_1, \text{ type: A0 \}.} \]

\[ C_{12} = \text{Role \{content: exam, predicate: } C_1, \text{ type: A1 \}.} \]

\[ C_{13} = \text{Context \{content: by the end of the winter, predicate: } C_1, \text{ type: AM-TMP \}.} \]

…

Note the following points:

• The structure of this graph is simpler than AMR graph, mostly by virtue of removing the AMR concept nodes.

• For the remaining nodes the edges connecting them are similar to those in AMR graphs.

• The nodes are typed. Each type has a specific set of features.

Although we have used more traditional feature sets in this example, it is obvious that more orthogonal feature designs as discussed in the previous section can be used instead, without changing the overall structure of the graph.

3.5 Learning features from data

Using techniques similar to those used to transfer SRL and AMR from one language to another (Akbik et al., 2015; Damonte and Cohen, 2018), it is possible to transfer labeling schemes for the additional features and structures discussed in this paper from one language to another. The cross-lingual transfer may also help to discover better feature sets from data. For example, by analyzing equivalent sentences in different languages, it is possible to discover additional candidates for modality or better classification of modality. Akbik et al. (2016) showed that it is possible to use correspondences between verb senses in two languages to discover the duplication and aliasing of verb senses. Similar techniques can be applied to verb features such as tense and modality, as well as structural features such as conditional and relational features. It is our hope that this framework provides a sufficiently versatile scaffolding for the community to work together towards a more complete cross-lingual representation of meanings.

4 Conclusions

Creating a universal semantic representation that works across a large number of languages is an important objective for the NLP community. In this paper we described our attempts towards this goal, highlighting the issues and challenges that arise from such efforts. In particular, we described specific issues related to representing tense and modality of predicates, as well issues for expressing relational structures among the entities and predicates. We also present a framework for creating an overall structure to hold the cross-lingual semantics. It is similar to AMR but with a different emphasis. Instead of identifying all the intricate relations among the constituents of a sentence as well as the concepts they correspond to, this representation is aimed at expressing the essential structures and important features of these structures in a cross-lingual fashion. As such it sacrifices certain capabilities of AMR (such as concepts and variables) while emphasizing others (such as defining the features for various node types). It is our hope that this framework can stimulate the community to make progress on the design issues for various features of these structures, and we call upon the community to work together to refine this framework.
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Abstract
This paper presents an annotation scheme for modality that employs a dependency structure. Events and sources (here, conceivers) are represented as nodes and epistemic strength relations characterize the edges. The epistemic strength values are largely based on Saurí and Pustejovsky’s (2009) FactBank, while the dependency structure mirrors Zhang and Xue’s (2018b) approach to temporal relations. Six documents containing 377 events have been annotated by two expert annotators with high levels of agreement.

1 Introduction
Representing modality is fundamental to creating a complete representation of the meaning of a text. Modality characterizes the reality status of events, i.e. whether they occur in the real world, or in any number of non-real ‘worlds’.

In this paper, we develop an annotation scheme that builds on Saurí and Pustejovsky’s (2009) FactBank annotation scheme and Zhang and Xue’s (2018b) temporal dependency structures. Although we have only applied this annotation to texts in English, we intend for it to be applicable cross-linguistically (see Van Gysel et al. 2019).

Like FactBank, we combine modality and polarity values and relate both back to a source (or, in our terms, conceiver); the modality/polarity values represent the source’s perspective on an event. We propose two main innovations to FactBank’s annotation scheme: the interpretation of epistemic strength values in the domains of deontic and dynamic modality, and the representation of modality in a dependency structure.

Modality is generally taken to encompass epistemic, deontic, and dynamic modality (e.g., Palmer 2001). Epistemic modality corresponds most straightforwardly to factuality in that it characterizes whether an event occurs in the real world.

We propose that epistemic modality may be interpreted in the domain of deontic modality as degree of predictability (see 3.2.2) and within the domain of dynamic modality as the strength of a generalization over instances (see 3.2.3).

The second main innovation of this paper is the representation of modal annotation as a dependency structure. The dependency structure is a directed, acyclic graph with conceivers and events as nodes and edges between the nodes labelled with epistemic strength values. A simple example of this can be seen in Figure 1; Figure 1 shows that the author has neutral epistemic stance towards the occurrence of the walking event.

This modal dependency structure is based largely on Zhang and Xue’s (2018b) temporal dependency tree structure. Structuring the annotation of temporal relations as a dependency tree allows for the same values to be used for temporal relations between events, between time expressions, and between an event and a time expression. This leads to a perspicuous representation of the temporal structure of an entire document.

For modality, the dependency graph structure allows for the nesting of modal values that is necessary to represent certain types of linguistic constructions (see 3.3). The dependency structure also allows for the explicit representation of scope relations between modality and negation. Most of the time, the dependency graph for modality is also a tree: each node only has one parent. However, there are rare cases that require a single event to

Figure 1: Mary might HAVE WALKED the dog.
have two parents in the graph; see 3.3.

A dependency structure for modal annotation has another advantage: it closely mirrors the mental spaces theory of modality (Fauconnier, 1994, 1997). This allows for the insights of the mental spaces theory of modality to be straightforwardly imported into our modal dependency structure (see 2.2).

The modal dependency annotation scheme was tested on six documents1 containing 108 sentences. A total of 377 events were annotated for modality by two expert annotators. Agreement scores were relatively high and similar to those reported in Zhang and Xue (2018b).

2 Background

2.1 Related work

Modality, factuality, certainty, or veridicality of statements in text has been addressed in a variety of ways in the computational linguistics literature (see Morante and Sporleder 2012). In this section, we briefly survey some of the annotation schemes intended to capture modality and polarity distinctions in general-domain texts (see also Nissim et al. 2013; Lavid et al. 2016; Prasad et al. 2008). Although we focus on manual annotation, there have also been automatic annotations of modal information (e.g., Saurí and Pustejovsky 2012, Baker et al. 2010).

Wiebe et al. (2005) focus on the annotation of opinions, emotions, and sentiments, in addition to modality. Importantly, Wiebe et al. (2005) introduce the notion of nested sources, including the representation of all in-text sources as nested underneath the author. This notion has been widely adopted and we adopt it in the modal dependency structure.

Rubin et al. (2005) and Rubin (2007) annotate certainty in a corpus of news articles. They annotate four dimensions: level of certainty, perspective (i.e., source), focus (abstract vs. factual), and time reference. Level of certainty is divided into a four-way distinction (absolute, high, medium, and low), however Rubin (2007) reports low inter-annotator agreement for this four-way distinction and suggests a binary distinction may lead to higher agreement. De Marneffe et al. (2012), however, find that annotators actually reached higher agreement scores using FactBank’s three-way modality distinctions (see below) as opposed to using a smaller number of distinctions.

Matsuyoshi et al. (2010) annotate seven modal categories: source, time, conditional, primary modality, actuality, evaluation, and focus. Conditional distinguishes between propositions with conditions and those without. Primary modality distinguishes between a number of fine-grained modality categories (e.g., volition, wish, imperative). Their actuality category refers to level of certainty; evaluation refers to an entity’s attitude towards an event.

Ruppenhofer and Rehbein (2012) annotate the MPQA corpus (Wiebe et al., 2005) with modality information, focusing on sense disambiguation of grammaticalized modal verbs. In addition, their annotation scheme identifies the modalized Proposition, the Source, and the Link that introduces the source. They focus on distinguishing the modality type (epistemic, deontic, etc.) as opposed to the degree of likelihood, the focus of the current paper. Ruppenhofer and Rehbein (2012) are more restricted than the current scheme in that they limit their annotations to grammaticalized modal verbs.

Rubinstein et al. (2013) report on a language-independent modal annotation that has been applied to the MPQA corpus (Wiebe et al., 2005). Rubinstein et al. (2013) identify and annotate “modal expressions” for modality type, polarity, propositional arguments, source, and a few other categories. They find that annotators are only able to reliably distinguish between rather coarse-grained modality types, essentially epistemic vs. root modality (what they call non-priority vs. priority). Similar to Ruppenhofer and Rehbein (2012), Rubinstein et al. (2013) focus on the type of modality, but do not annotate the propositional arguments with their degree of likelihood (the focus of the current scheme).

FactBank (Saurí and Pustejovsky, 2009) presents a corpus annotated with information about event factuality. They distinguish three levels of factuality: certain (CT), probable (PR), and possible (PS). These interact with a binary polarity distinction, positive (+) and negative (-).

FactBank also introduces an unspecified value (U) for both factuality and polarity. FactBank uses the unspecified values for cases where the factual status of an event is not clear. This can be because the source does not know the factual sta-
tus of an event (e.g., John does not know whether Mary came.; Saurí and Pustejovsky 2009, 247; compare the ‘?’ mental space relation in Fauconnier 1994, 86) or because the source does not communicate the polarity of an event (e.g., John knows whether Mary came.; Saurí and Pustejovsky 2009, 247; compare the ‘!’ mental space relation in Fauconnier 1994, 86). In total, FactBank distinguishes eight factuality values: $CT+$, $CT-$, $PR+$, $PR-$, $PS+$, $PS-$, $CTU$, and $UU$.

As mentioned above, FactBank represents these values as tied to a particular perspective, or source. When a source is not explicitly mentioned in the text, the author of the text is the implied source. FactBank also allows for the nesting of sources (as in Wiebe et al. 2005); whenever a source is mentioned in the text, it is annotated as nested underneath the author.

De Marneffe et al. (2012) annotate pragmatic factuality information on top of the more lexically-based factuality information from FactBank. Similarly, this paper proposes an annotation scheme for modality based on the full context of sentences, and not the general meaning of lexical items.

2.2 Mental spaces

Mental space theory was developed by Fauconnier to solve problems of referential opacity and presupposition “projection” (Fauconnier 1994, 1997; see also McCawley 1993). These problems arise because referents and presupposed events may exist only in a non-real mental space. A mental space is a representation of alternative realities to the real world—more precisely, the world of the author’s beliefs. Mental spaces present alternative realities as cognitive, that is, in the mind of a conceiver, rather than as metaphysical entities, as is done in possible worlds semantics. Mental spaces have entities that are counterparts to real entities (though some may not have real world counterparts), with associated properties and events that are different from those of the real world entities.

The alternative realities represented by mental spaces include both events whose factuality is less than certain, including negative events, which are typically expressed by grammatical modality and negation; and events that are believed, desired, feared, and so on by a conceiver, which are typically expressed by propositional attitude, desiderative, and other such predicates. These alternative realities give rise to the paradoxes in reference and presupposition that interested Fauconnier. We are, however, interested in using the mental space representation to model modality, negation, and predicates that give rise to alternative realities. All such constructions are space builders in Fauconnier’s terms.

Mental spaces can be nested within other mental spaces. For example, the space representing a person’s desire to go to Florence is nested in the space representing that person’s beliefs. The nested mental space structure allows one to capture scope relations between modality, propositional attitude predicates, and negation. In fact, the dependency graph structure of nested mental spaces is a more powerful representation than linear scope relations and is able to handle the sorts of semantic and pragmatic problems that Fauconnier analyzes in his work. The dependency structure of mental space relations allows us to adapt the temporal dependency annotation scheme of Zhang and Xue (2018b) to the annotation of modality and related concepts.

3 Modal dependency structure

The modal dependency structure consists of three parts: conceivers/sources, events, and the relations between them. Section 3.1 describes the types of nodes in the dependency structure and 3.2 describes the types of edges.

3.1 Nodes in the modal dependency structure

There are two distinct types of nodes in the modal dependency structure: conceivers and events. Events may have either conceivers or events as parents; conceivers only ever have other conceivers (or, ROOT) as parents. That is, conceivers are never the children of events.

3.1.1 Conceivers

The mental-level entities whose perspective on events is modeled in the text are called CONCEIVERS. Each text will automatically have at least one AUTHOR conceiver node, representing the perspective of the creator of the text. Texts with multiple creators (e.g., dialogues) will have multiple AUTHOR nodes.

When the author models the mental content of other entities, those entities are also represented as conceiver nodes in the dependency structure. Certain types of predicates inherently involve conceivers: report, knowledge, belief, opinion, doubt, perception, and inference (Saurí and Pustejovsky,
2009, 236). For example, in *Mary thinks the cat is hungry*, the author is asserting something about the content of Mary’s attitudes and beliefs. Therefore, *MARY* is identified as a conceiver and added as a node in the graph.

In contrast to FactBank, we introduce conceiver nodes for deontic events (e.g., volition, intention). FactBank excludes them because they express an attitude that is not “epistemic in nature” (Saurí and Pustejovsky, 2009, 237). However, we take a broader view of sources as conceivers whose mental content is expressed in the text; a person’s desires or intentions are based on their own set of beliefs, and not the author’s beliefs (McCawley 1993, 421; Fauconnier 1994, 93). For deontic events, this allows us to annotate the strength of likelihood that the future event will occur based on the conceiver’s mental attitude. Wiebe et al. (2005) also annotate sources for deontic events.

Also following Wiebe et al. (2005), we represent conceiver nodes as children of the *AUTHOR* node. Another conceiver’s mental space is always mediated by the author’s perspective. For example, in *Mary thinks the cat is hungry*, the author is attributing a belief to Mary; as readers, we don’t have direct access to Mary’s mental content, only to the author’s perspective on Mary’s beliefs. Therefore, the *MARY* node is represented as a child of the *AUTHOR* node.

There may be an indefinite number of nested conceivers. For example, *Mary said that Henry told her that John thinks the cat is hungry* has four conceivers (including the author). The *JOHN* conceiver node is nested underneath the *HENRY* node, which is in turn nested underneath the *MARY* node; finally, the *MARY* node is a child of the *AUTHOR* node.

Although conceivers are prototypically mental-level entities, conceiver nodes can also be used to represent the “world” in which a particular event takes place in the case of stories, drawings, movies, etc. For example, in *Aeneas flees Troy in The Aeneid*, *AENEID* is identified as a conceiver; all events in the story, such as *flee*, are nested underneath *AENEID*.

### 3.1.2 Events

The other type of node in the modal dependency structure represents the events themselves. We largely follow TimeML’s event identification criteria (Pustejovsky et al., 2005).

The only semantic type of event which we exclude from our modal dependency structure are events that attribute beliefs to a conceiver (e.g., *think, believe*). These events correspond straightforwardly to the edges in the modal dependency structure (see 3.2), and therefore they are not represented as nodes. For the same reason, we also do not represent grammaticalized modal auxiliaries (e.g., *may, must*) as nodes in the dependency structure.

### 3.2 Edges in the modal dependency structure

As mentioned in 1, the edges in the modal dependency structure correspond to combined epistemic strength and polarity values. These characterize the type of mental space in which a particular event holds. Edges can link two events, two conceivers, or a conceiver and an event.

In a cross-linguistic study drawing on data from fifty languages, Boye (2012) finds that three levels of epistemic support are sufficient to characterize epistemic modal systems across languages. That is, languages tend to have forms that distinguish three levels of epistemic support. Boye (2012) uses the term “support” to refer both to epistemic modality proper and the combination of evidential and epistemic modality (see 3.2.1). Following Boye (2012), we label our values full, partial, and neutral. Since we extend our values outside of prototypical epistemic and evidential modality, we refer to these values as characterizing epistemic “strength”. These three values correspond to FactBank’s certain, probable, and possible values.

Also like FactBank, we combine these values with a binary polarity distinction (positive/negative) for a total of six values. These strength/polarity values represent the modality as scoping over negation. For less grammaticalized forms that express combinations of modality and negation, the dependency structure represents the scope relations between the two.

The combined modality-polarity values are shown in Table 1. These values characterize the likelihood that a particular event occurs (or does not occur) in the real world. The lexical item in the examples that expresses the epistemic strength of the sentence is in bold. For the *POS* value, the simple declarative sentence in English conveys full positive epistemic strength; this is very common cross-linguistically (Boye, 2012).

Epistemic strength is generally only used to de-
scribe phenomena like those in Table 1: the factuality of a single instance of a specific event in the past or present. We use the notion of epistemic strength to characterize evidential justification, deontic modality, and dynamic modality.

Although epistemic strength is interpreted slightly differently in these domains, it still refers to the likelihood of occurrence of the event in question in the real world. It is important to note that the modal dependency structure itself does not distinguish between episodic, deontic, or dynamic events. However, the modal annotation scheme may be used in conjunction with other annotations which do distinguish between these types of events (e.g., temporal or aspectual annotation).

### 3.2.1 Evidential justification

Following Boye (2012) and Saurí and Pustejovsky (2009), we characterize evidential justification in terms of epistemic support.

Boye (2012) finds that there is cross-linguistic evidence for lumping epistemic support and evidential justification together into the same relations. Specifically, languages may encode direct evidential justification (sensory perception) with the same forms as full epistemic support; indirect justification (hearsay, inferential) may be encoded by the same forms as partial epistemic support.

Example 1 shows how direct and indirect justification correspond to epistemic support.

(1) a. I saw Mary FEED the cat.
   b. Mary must have FED the cat.

In 1a, the author has direct knowledge of the feeding event, by way of witnessing it. Therefore, feed would be annotated with POS strength. In 1b, however, must signals that the author is inferring that the feeding event occurred without direct, perceptual knowledge. Therefore, fed in 1b would be annotated with PRT strength.

### 3.2.2 Deontic modality

We analyze deontic modality (e.g., desires, intentions, demands) as a subtype of future events, since the event that is desired, demanded etc. will take place in the future if it takes place at all. We group together deontic events and simple assertion of future events as ‘future-oriented’ events.

In the modal dependency structure, we interpret epistemic strength within the future-oriented domain as degree of predictability, rather than degree of factuality, because future events are unverifiable at the present moment.

Example 2 shows the three degrees of epistemic strength within the future-oriented domain.

(2) a. Bill will DRIVE to Pisa.
   b. Bill is planning TO DRIVE to Pisa.
   c. Bill wants TO DRIVE to Pisa.

Example 2a, the plain future, represents the highest degree of predictability for future-oriented events; therefore, this corresponds to full strength. Intention, as in 2b, is annotated as partial strength in the future-oriented domain: once an agent forms an intention, the event is likely to occur. Desire, as in 2c, corresponds to neutral strength: one may or may not act on one’s desires.

Future-oriented events can also occur in the past (i.e., the future-in-the-past), as in example 3.

(3) a. Bill would DRIVE to Pisa (the next morning).
   b. Bill was planning TO DRIVE to Pisa.
   c. Bill wanted TO DRIVE to Pisa.

Akin to 2, the future-in-the-past can also occur with different strengths. That is, 3a implies that the driving event happened, i.e. full strength. Example 3b expresses past intention, which opens

---

The main clause use of would is not the same as would occurring in conditional constructions (Fillmore, 1990).
up the possibility that the driving event didn’t actually happen; this corresponds to PARTIAL strength. In 3c, only a past desire is expressed, without any indication whether or not the driving event actually took place; this is NEUTRAL strength.

### 3.2.3 Dynamic modality

Epistemic strength is generally not considered to apply to dynamic modality or generic statements because they do not refer to a specific instance of an event, but a generalization over instances.

In this paper, we tentatively propose that dynamic modality and generics can be subsumed under the same analysis as generalizations that can be mapped onto actual, episodic events. The two levels of dynamic modality (possibility and necessity) combined with generics creates a three-way distinction that can be characterized in terms of strength. Dynamic possibility, as in *Owls can hunt at night*, corresponds to epistemic possibility, i.e. NEUTRAL strength. Dynamic necessity, as in *Owls must hunt at night*, corresponds to epistemic necessity, i.e. FULL strength. Generic events, as in *Owls hunt at night*, represent a generalization between “possibly” and “necessarily”; generics express that something occurs “usually” or “normally”. Therefore, we analyze generics as PARTIAL strength.

The correspondence between strength values with episodic and generic events can also be thought of in these terms: a FULL strength generic can be falsified by one negative episodic event, a NEUTRAL strength generic is verified by one positive episodic event, and a PARTIAL strength generic cannot be falsified by one negative episodic event, but there must be enough relevant episodic events to infer that the event is typical or characteristic.

### 3.2.4 Edges between conceiver nodes

Edges between conceiver nodes are characterized by the same set of strength distinctions. That is, just as conceivers may express different strengths towards events, they also may express different strengths towards the modeling of another conceiver’s mental content. This can be seen in Table 2.

2. The epistemic strength values correspond to the relation between the AUTHOR conceiver node and the MARY conceiver node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Mary knows the cat ate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRT</td>
<td>Mary probably knows the cat ate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUT</td>
<td>Mary might know the cat ate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUTNEG</td>
<td>Mary might not know the cat ate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRTNEG</td>
<td>Mary probably doesn’t know the cat ate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Mary doesn’t know the cat ate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Edges between conceiver nodes

### 3.2.5 Summary of edge values

Extending epistemic strength to cover evidential justification, future likelihood, and strength of generalization over instances allows us to use a single set of distinctions to characterize (and annotate) events in different modal domains.

### 3.3 Dependency structure

The second main innovation in this annotation scheme is the representation as a dependency structure, as opposed to assigning a single modal value to an event. The dependency structure allows us to nest modal strengths between events. This can be seen in example 4.

(4) *Mary might need TO CHECK the weather.*

This example contains two modal expressions: epistemic *might* and deontic *need*. That is, *might* expresses a NEUTRAL epistemic stance towards the needing event; *need* expresses a PARTIAL epistemic stance towards the checking event.

If we were to assign a single annotation value to *check*, it is not clear if this should be NEUT from *must* or PRT from *need*. The dependency structure allows us to explicitly represent this nesting of strength values. This can be seen in Figure 2. Here, *check* is represented as the child of *need*, with a PRT relation. The *need* event is represented with a NEUT relation to the AUTHOR node.

Example 5 illustrates another case where representing the nesting of modal relations between events is necessary.

(5) *I’ll probably allow EATING in the classroom this year.*

Here, *probably* indicates PRT strength, whereas *allow* indicates NEUT strength; see Figure 3.

As mentioned in 1, there are rare cases where a single node has two parents in the dependency graph.

---

3*We also tentatively propose that all generics are represented with their own node in the dependency graph. That is, *Owls hunt at night* would require two nodes: one for the generic and one for *hunt*. This is necessary in order to capture situations in which epistemic modals scope over the generic, e.g. *Owls might hunt at night*. This includes dialects of English in which double modals (e.g., *might can*) occur.*
Figure 2: Strength nesting: Mary might need to check the weather.

Figure 3: Strength nesting: I’ll probably allow eating in the classroom this year.

Figure 4: Multiple parents: Mary knows the cat ate breakfast.

Figure 5: Same space: Mary didn’t check the weather or bring a map.

events are identified based on semantic criteria and not morphosyntactic structure or part of speech.

The next pass involves setting up the modal ‘superstructure’. This is akin to the identification of time expressions in Zhang and Xue (2018b); it builds the top of the graph, which applies to an entire document. At the top of each graph is a ROOT node. For modality, there is also always an AUTHOR conceiver node. Underneath the AUTHOR conceiver node are nodes for all of the other conceivers in the text. As mentioned in 3, the edges between conceiver nodes are distinguished by the epistemic strength relations.

The third pass involves the modal annotation. For each event identified in the first pass, annotators select a parent node (either another event or a conceiver) and the appropriate strength relation between the parent and child nodes.

In addition to the strength relations in Table 1, we introduced a Same Space (SAMESP) relation between nodes. The SAMESP annotation indicates that two events hold in the same mental space, i.e. they have the same strength relation from the same conceiver node. For example, in Mary didn’t check the weather or bring a map, both check and bring have a NEG relation to the AUTHOR node. This would be annotated with a NEG relation between check and MARY and a SAMESP relation between bring and check; see Figure 5.

4 Current Implementation

The modal dependency structure annotation has been tested on six documents, containing 108 sentences with 377 identified events. These documents have been annotated by two expert annotators. Please refer to the supplementary material for annotated sections from these documents, including their representation as a dependency graph. In addition to the manually-created dependency graphs, the supplementary material also contains graphs generated automatically with the Abstract
Zhang and Xue (2018a, 2018b) report for their event relation scores. This suggests that annotators are able to consistently assess the epistemic strength relations and relevant conceivers in a text and uniformly model them in a dependency structure.

### 4.3 Modal error analysis

This section will discuss and exemplify the types of disagreements that arose between annotators for the second and third passes.

#### Table 4: Conceiver errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error type</th>
<th>Percentage of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical item</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childless conceiver</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different parent</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-referential nodes</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the types of errors that arose in the second pass. The most common disagreement between annotators was whether a particular lexical item required the introduction of a conceiver node in the superstructure. That is, annotators disagreed about whether a particular lexical item represented the author’s modeling of another entity’s mental content, as in (7).

(7) **Christie is being set up on this one and the legislator called his bluff.**

The issue here is whether the idiom *call...bluff* invokes the mental content of its subject, here *the legislator*. That is, is the author simply reporting an event, or is the author ascribing mental content (e.g., the knowledge that Christie is bluffing) to *the legislator*? Like many of the disagreements based on which lexical items invoke conceivers, this seems like a case of genuine ambiguity.

The second most common type of superstructure error was whether childless conceivers were represented in the modal superstructure. Annotators differed on whether they added nodes to the superstructure for conceivers whose nodes would not have any events as children; this is shown in (8).

(8) **PEOPLE seeking bargains lined up at a state-run food store in La Paz on Thursday...**

Here, it is clear that *seek* requires modeling the mental content of another entity, *people*. However, there would be no event represented as a child of the *people* conceiver node, since the object of *seek* is not an event. For subsequent annotation,
we have decided that conceivers should be re-
presented in the modal superstructure, even if they
won’t have any events as children; this should al-
leviate these types of disagreements.

The different parent disagreements refer to
cases where annotators identified the same entities
as conceivers, but differed on whether they were
children of the AUTHOR or another conceiver in
the text. Finally, there was disagreement between
annotators based on whether entities mentioned in
the text were co-referential or not. That is, annota-
tors agreed about when conceiver nodes were nec-
essary, but disagreed about whether two conceiver
instances referred to the same entity.

For the third pass, the modal annotation of
events, Table 5 shows the types of disagreements
between annotators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Percentage of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical item</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space scope</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceiver scope</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space type</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotator error</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Event annotation errors

The most common disagreements concern the
strength of particular lexical items, as in 9.

(9) Lerias called for more rescuers TO COME
to the site...

The issue here is the strength that call for implies
for to come; annotators disagreed on whether to
come has PRT strength or NEUT strength. The
frequency of this type of disagreement can probably
be diminished by training annotators with more
specific guidelines for each strength relation; how-
ever, some of these types of disagreements will
likely be inevitable.

Space scope disagreements refer to cases where
annotators disagreed about whether a particular
event belongs in the same mental space as the pre-
ceding event in the text. This is shown in 10.

(10) In the book it said: “Boa constrictors
swallow their prey whole, without chewing
it. After that they are not able TO MOVE
...”

Both annotators agreed that swallow and chewing
belong in a “usually”, i.e. PRT strength, generic
space. Annotators also agreed that not able in-
dicated NEG strength of the to move event. The
disagreement is whether the PRT strength generic
scopes over the to move event. That is, is to move
the (direct) child of BOOK or the child of an event
in the PRT generic space? Some cases like these
may be resolved by more detailed guidelines on
determining the scope of spaces over events.

Similarly, the scope of conceivers over events
was a source of disagreement. This generally oc-
curred with indirect speech predicates, as in 11.

(11) Lerias called for more rescuers to come to
the site to help look for bodies as heavy
earth moving equipment could not WORK
in the mud...

Here, annotators disagreed on whether LERIAS or
AUTHOR was the source for the work event. These
errors appear to represent textual ambiguity.

Space type errors refer to cases where anno-
tators disagreed on whether an event was in an
episodic, generic, or future-oriented space. Al-
though the modal annotation scheme does not di-
rectly distinguish these different space types, an-
notators’ interpretation was evident in the strength
relation chosen, as in example 12.

(12) Military helicopters were able TO REACH
the area despite heavy clouds...

Annotators disagreed about whether this sentence
represents a NEUT strength “possibility” generic,
based on the use of able, or whether to reach rep-
resents full POS strength because the past tense im-
plies that the event did occur.

5 Conclusion

A modal annotation scheme structured as a depen-
dency graph, like the temporal annotation scheme
of Zhang and Xue (2018b), captures the complex-
ity of modal relations (mental space structure) in
sentences and documents with a relatively simple
annotation: each event has a single annotation of
a modal relation. The pilot annotation indicates that
this annotation scheme is relatively easy to implement,
at least as much as the annotation of temporal depen-
dency structure.
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1 Don’t order anything online if Amtrak are delivering it - here’s my experience.
2 Ordered a 32” TV online, cheaper than Argos-who didn’t have it in stock but with the delivery charge the cost was the same.
3 Advised that it would be delivered by Amtrak on Tuesday.
4 Tuesday came and went, no sign.
5 Phoned Amtrak on Wednesday, “we need a consignment number”.
6 Phoned online company and got it.
7 Phoned Amtrak “a card was left on Tuesday as you weren’t there” (no it wasn’t of course), and “we’re not allowed to leave it with a neighbour”.
8 Arranged for another delivery on Saturday.
9 Arrived home yesterday-it had been delivered next door yesterday, with a card saying this was their first attempt at delivery...
10 What a bunch of jokers.
1 Leyte congressman Roger Mercado said in a radio interview that the village had a population of 3,000 to 4,000 and expressed fears that as many as 2,000 people had been buried.
2 Lerias called for more rescuers to come to the site to help look for bodies as heavy earth moving equipment could not work in the mud, which officials said was more than six metres (yards) deep in many areas.
3 Volunteer rescue teams from the country’s mining companies, skilled in digging through the earth to rescue people, were also going to the area, President Arroyo said.
4 Lerias said a smaller landslide later in the afternoon caused no damage but left many of the rescuers worried about a possible new disaster.
5 Relief groups called for drinking water, food, blankets and body bags to be brought to the scene.
1 My Drawing Number Two looked like this. The grown-ups’ response, this time, was to advise me to lay aside my drawings of boa constrictors, whether from the inside or the outside, and devote myself instead to geography, history, arithmetic and grammar.

2 Grown-ups never understand anything by themselves, and it is tiresome for children to be always and forever explaining things to them.

3 So then I chose another profession, and learned to pilot airplanes.

4 I have flown a little over all parts of the world; and it is true that geography has been very useful to me.

5 At a glance I can distinguish China from Arizona.

6 If one gets lost in the night, such knowledge is valuable.
About 200 people were believed killed and 1,500 others were missing in the Central Philippines on Friday when a landslide buried an entire village, the Red Cross said.
“There are about 1,500 missing, 200 dead,” Richard Gordon, the head of the Philippine Red Cross, said in a radio interview.

The first footage from the devastated village showed a sea of mud covering what had been lush green valley farmland.
Eyewitnesses said only a few houses were left standing after the landslide hit the village of Guinsaugon in the south of the Philippine island of Leyte.

The two graphs on this page show the difference between using the SAMESP annotation (on the left) and not using SAMESP (on the right). We believe that, while SAMESP may introduce too many non-substantive errors into the annotation, it is a useful tool for visualization. This is because it visually groups together events with the same modal strength. Although we have removed the SAMESP edge label in later versions of the annotation scheme, SAMESP may be automatically re-introduced into the annotations for the purpose of visualization.
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Abstract

We detail refinements made to Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) that make the representation more suitable for supporting a situated dialogue system, where a human remotely controls a robot for purposes of search and rescue and reconnaissance. We propose 36 augmented AMRs that capture speech acts, tense and aspect, and spatial information. This linguistic information is vital for representing important distinctions, for example whether the robot has moved, is moving, or will move. We evaluate two existing AMR parsers for their performance on dialogue data. We also outline a model for graph-to-graph conversion, in which output from AMR parsers is converted into our refined AMRs. The design scheme presented here, though task-specific, is extendable for broad coverage of speech acts using AMR in future task-independent work.

1 Introduction

We describe an augmented version of Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) for use as a conduit for natural language understanding (NLU) in a robot dialogue system. We find that while AMR is promising for NLU, refinements are needed in order to capture information critical for live, situated communication. Specifically, we propose the addition of a set of speech acts, tense and aspect information, and parameters that help specify spatial location.

After providing background on our broader research goals and the AMR project, we motivate our choice to explore the use of AMR for NLU (sections 2, 3). We then detail our findings on gaps in the representational coverage of existing AMR for human-robot dialogue (4), and we describe our refinements (5). We next describe ongoing and future work to implement an augmented AMR-based NLU that uses existing parsers and graph-to-graph AMR conversion to replace a more limited statistical classifier (6). We then compare to related work (7) and conclude.

2 Background: Human-Robot Dialogue

The broad goal of this research is to develop a system for conducting dialogue between a person and a remotely located robot in collaborative navigation tasks common to disaster relief and search-and-rescue scenarios. Efficient communication is essential: the robot must be able to interpret both the language used by the human and the intention behind it, as well as to carry out the instructions in these dynamic environments and coordinate with the human by providing appropriate feedback of the status of instructions at different times.

In the language of this domain, we find that people communicating with robots often employ multiple ways of saying the same thing: Turn/rotate left, Drive/move/go forward. However, they also employ very similar syntactic structures to say different things: Can you take a picture?, intended as a polite request for a picture, and Can you speak Arabic?, intended as a question of the robot’s abilities. To get at the underlying meaning of these utterances despite surface variations and similarities, our goal is to develop semantic representations for this project. We plan to use these representations in an implemented, live system to facilitate both NLU of the robot-directed instructions as well as Natural Language Generation (NLG) of robot responses and feedback.

2.1 Human-Robot Dialogue Corpus

We collected a corpus of observed data from the target domain collected via a phased Wizard-of-Oz approach (Marge et al., 2016, 2017), in which a participant directed what they believed to be an autonomous robot to complete search and navigation tasks. In reality, the participant was speaking with two “wizard” experimenters responsible for the robot’s dialogue and navigation capabili-
ties. This setup allowed for the creation of a corpus of human-robot interactions that shows how people communicate with a robot in collaborative tasks when they are unconstrained in their communication.

Dialogues in the corpus follow a set procedure: a dialogue manager wizard (DM) listens to the participant’s spoken instructions and replies to the participant with feedback and clarification requests via text messages. Executable instructions are passed along by the DM to a robot navigator wizard (RN) via text messages in a separate chat stream unseen by the participant. The RN then tele-operates the robot to complete the participant’s instructions. Finally, the RN provides spoken feedback to the DM of completed actions or problems that arose, which are relayed by the DM to the participant. A sample interaction can be seen in Table 1.

The corpus contains dialogues from a total of 82 participants across three separate phased data collections. The participants’ speech and the RN’s speech are transcribed and time-aligned with text messages generated by the DM and sent either to the participant or the RN.

### 2.2 Dialogue Structure Annotations

The corpus also includes annotations of several aspects of dialogue structure (Traum et al., 2018) that allow for the characterization of distinct information states (Traum and Larsson, 2003). The portion of the data that we used, constituting about 20 hours of interaction, has been annotated with this scheme, specific to multi-floor dialogue that identifies high-level aspects of initiator intent and signals relations between individual utterances pertaining to that intent.

An example annotation can be seen in Table 1. The scheme consists first of *transaction units (TU)*, which cluster utterances from multiple participants and floors into units according to the joint realization of an initiator’s intent. *Relations* indicate the graph structure of utterances within the same TU, and are indicated with a *Relation type (Rel)* (e.g., “ack-done” in row 4 of Table 1, signals that an utterance acknowledges completion of a previous utterance) and an *Antecedent (Ant)* for the relation. The existing annotation scheme highlights *dialogue structure*, but does not provide a markup of the semantic content of participant instructions, which is the goal of our work.

### 3 Background: AMR

The AMR project (Banarescu et al., 2013) has created a manually annotated semantics bank of text drawn from a variety of genres. Each sentence is represented by a rooted directed acyclic graph in which variables (or graph nodes) are introduced for entities, events, properties, and states; leaves are labeled with concepts (e.g., (d / dog)). For ease of creation and manipulation, annotators work with the PENMAN representation of the same information (Penman Natural Language Group, 1989), as in Figure 1.

A goal of AMR research is to capture core facets of meaning while abstracting away from idiosyncratic syntactic structures; thus, the same underlying concept realized alternatively as a noun (*a left turn*), verb (*turn to the left*) or light verb construction (*make/do a left turn*) will all be represented by identical AMRs.

![Figure 1: AMR representation of a sentence](image-url)

(w / want-01
 :ARG0 (d / dog)
 :ARG1 (p / pet-01
  :ARG0 (g / girl)
   :ARG1 d))

Figure 1: AMR of *The dog wants the girl to pet him.*
3.1 Motivation for AMR in Human-Robot Dialogue

A primary motivation for using AMR is that there are a variety of fairly robust AMR parsers we can employ for this work, enabling us to forego manual annotation of data and facilitating efficient automatic parsing in a future end-to-end system.

The structured graph representations of AMRs additionally facilitate the interpretation of novel instructions and grounding instructions with respect to the robot’s current physical surroundings. This structure allows us to pinpoint those actions that are executable for the robot. This latter motivation is especially important given that the target human-robot dialogue is physically situated and therefore distinct from other dialogue systems, such as chat bots, which do not require establishing and acting upon a shared understanding of the physical environment and often do not require any intermediate semantic representation (see Section 7 for related work). AMR thus offers both efficient and accurate parsing of natural language to a structured representation, as well as ease of conversion of this broad coverage representation to the domain-specific representation discussed in this paper (see 6.2 for more on graph conversion).

The fact that AMRs abstract away from surface variation is a complementary motivation for exploring their use within an NLU component. The AMRs “tame” some of the variation of natural language, representing core concepts in the human’s commands, which must ultimately be mapped into the robot’s low-level mechanical operations. Therefore, the robot will only be trained to process and execute the actions corresponding to semantic elements of the representation (see Section 6).

This processing and execution can be seen with a concrete example. Throughout the corpus data, participants use the commands Take a picture and Send image (as well as other variants) with the same intention that the robot take a picture of what is in front of it and send that image to the participant’s screen. While take is a light verb in this usage (and therefore dropped from the representation according to existing AMR guidelines), send maintains its semantic weight and argument structure. For the purposes of our task, we can abstract away from this variation and convert both types of utterances into send-image commands (see 5.2). Though future work may deem these distinctions of lexical choice and syntax meaningful, the current task generalizes them for ease of task completion.

4 Evaluating Suitability of AMR

We began our assessment of AMR for human-robot dialogue by producing a small, randomly selected sample (137 sentences) of gold standard, manual annotations (provided by one senior and two recently trained AMR annotators), based on existing guidelines. We then examined how effectively these gold, guideline-based AMRs can capture the distinctions of interest for human-robot dialogue and how accurately two available AMR parsers generate those gold annotations.

Common instructions in the corpus include Move forward 10 feet, Take a picture, and Turn right 45 degrees. People also used landmark-based instructions such as Move to the yellow cone, and Go to the doorway to your right, although these were less common than the metric-based instructions (Marge et al., 2017). In response to these instructions from the DM to the participant, common feedback would be indications that an instruction will be carried out (I will move forward 10 feet), is in progress (Moving...), or completed (I moved forward 10 feet).

Given that current AMR guidelines do not make tense/aspect distinctions, these three types of feedback from the robot are represented identically under the current guidelines (see Figure 2). The distinctions between a promise to carry out an instruction in the future, a declarative statement that the instruction is being carried out, and an acknowledgment that it has been carried out are critical for conveying the robot’s current status in a live system.

```
(m / move-01
 :ARG0 (i / i)
 :direction (f / forward)
 :extent (d / distance-quantity
 :quant 10
 :unit (f2 / foot)))
```

Figure 2: Identical AMR for I will move / I am moving / I moved forward...10 feet.

Although the imperative Move forward 10 feet should receive an AMR marker :mode imperative, our evaluation of the existing...
parsers JAMR (Flanigan et al., 2014) and CAMR (Wang et al., 2015) showed that parser output does not include this marker as it is rare if not entirely missing from the AMR 1.0 or 2.0 training corpora (Section 6). As a result, the command to move forward also received the identical above AMR (Figure 2) in parser output. While this suggests that additional training data is needed that includes imperatives, this speaks to a larger issue of AMR: the existing representation is very limited with respect to speech act information. Current AMR includes :mode imperative and represents questions through the presence of amr-unknown standing in for the concept or polarity being questioned. All unmarked cases are assumed to be assertions. We found that more fine-grained speech act information is needed for human-robot dialogue.

5 Refinements to AMR

To design a representative set of augmented AMRs that capture the breadth of information necessary for collaborative dialogue in our domain, we started by creating a histogram of existing dialogue annotation categories for the 20 hours of experimental data available (described in Section 2.2). This allowed us to see which types of dialogue utterances are most prevalent in the corpus, as well as to view the range of utterances that comprise each category. Based on this data, we designed a set of AMR “templates”—skeletal AMRs in which the top, anchor node is a fixed relation corresponding to a speech act type (e.g., assert-02), one of its arguments is a fixed relation corresponding to an action (e.g., turn-01), and arguments of these relations are filled out given the specifics of a particular utterance. These skeletal AMRs can be modified and leveraged for NLU and generation in future human-robot collaboration tasks. We note that our objective is to produce a set of refined AMRs that provide coverage for human-robot dialogue, rather than an attempt to change AMR on a general scale.

We augmented AMR with the following information: i) coarse-grained information related to the when (tense) and how (aspect) of events (5.1); ii) speech acts (5.2); and iii) basic spatial information pertinent to robot functioning (5.3).

5.1 Tense & Aspect

AMR currently lacks information that specifies when an action occurs relative to speech time and whether or not this action is completed (if a past event) or able to be completed (if a future event). This information is essential for situated human-robot dialogue, where successful collaboration depends on bridging the gap between differing perceptions of the shared environment and creating common ground (Chai et al., 2014).

Our tense and aspect annotation scheme is based on Donatelli et al. (2018), who propose a four-way division of temporal annotation and three multi-valued categories for aspectual annotation that fits seamlessly into existing AMR annotation practice. We reduced the authors’ proposed temporal categories to three, to capture temporal relations before, during, and after the speech time. In addition to the aspectual categories proposed by Donatelli et al. (2018), we added the category :completable +/- to signal whether or not a hypothetical event has an end-goal that is executable for the robot (described further in Section 5.3). Our annotation categories for tense and aspect can be seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEMPORAL ANNOTATION</th>
<th>ASPECTUAL ANNOTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>:time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. (b / before</td>
<td>:stable +/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:opi (n / now))</td>
<td>:ongoing +/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (n / now)</td>
<td>:complete +/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. (a / after</td>
<td>:habitual +/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:opi (n / now))</td>
<td>:completable +/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Three categories for temporal annotation and five categories for aspectual annotation are used to augment existing AMR for collaborative dialogue.

Notably, this annotation scheme is able to capture the distinctions missing in Figure 2. Updated AMRs for utterances that communicate information about a “move” event relative to the future, present, and past are now re-annotated as in Figure 3. Using the scheme in Table 2, our augmented AMRs allow for locating an event in time and expressing information related to the boundedness of the event, i.e. whether or not the event is a future event with a clear beginning and endpoint, a present event in progress towards an end goal, or a past event that has been completed from start to finish.

5.2 Speech Acts

Annotation of speech acts allows us to capture how dialogue participants use language (its pragmatic effect) in addition to what the language means (its semantic content). The existing annotation on the corpus involves only dialogue structure (section 2.2). Our longer-term goal is to create a set of speech acts that i) cover the range of in-domain language use found in the corpus and ii) are generalizable to speech acts in other dialogue and conversational settings. To inform this work, we drew upon classical speech acts work such as Austin (1975) and Searle (1969).

To capture the range of speech acts present in the corpus, we arrived at an inventory of 36 unique speech acts specific to human-robot dialogue, inspired loosely by the dialogue move annotation of Marge et al. (2017). These 36 speech acts are classified into 5 types. In Figure 4, these are listed with the number of their subtypes in parentheses, along with a list of example subtypes for the type command. A full listing of subtypes and can be found in the Appendix.

To integrate speech acts into AMR design, we selected existing AMR/PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) rolesets corresponding to each speech act (e.g., command-02, assert-02, request-01, etc.) that serve as the anchor node in our augmented AMR. One argument of each of these top-level speech act relations corresponds to the action being commanded or asserted, or in general the content of a question, command, or assertion (e.g., turn-01, move-01, picture-01, etc.). For each speech act constituting the top relation and each action constituting one argument of the speech act relation—i.e. each speech act subtype in Figure 4—there is a corresponding AMR template. All utterances of a particular speech act and action combination are mapped to one template. For example, see (1) in Figure 6 for a blank assert:turn template and (2) and (3) for completed AMRs using that template. Note that semantically similar utterances using different vocabulary choices (e.g., rotate, spin), which would have slightly distinct AMRs under existing guidelines, would all map to the same AMR template using turn-01 (see Section 6.2 for plans on how to map parser output to templates).

5.3 Spatial Information

A key component of successful human–robot collaboration is whether or not robot-directed commands are executable. In the dialogues represented in the corpus, for a command to be effectively executable by the robot, it must have a clear beginning and endpoint and comprise a basic action. For example, Move forward is not executable, since it lacks a clear endpoint; Move forward two feet, which identifies an endpoint, is executable. Additionally, a command such as Explore this room is currently too high-level for our robot to execute. For implementation within a robot’s system, a semantic representation must include well-defined, low-level actions that can then be combined into more complex actions.

Thus, our set of AMRs make explicit any implicit spatial roles in the PropBank/AMR verb role sets (in this sense, we follow the annotation prac-
tices of O’Gorman et al. 2018 for Multi-Sentence AMR). Our AMRs also specify additional spatial parameters necessary for a command to be executable, in the form of new core and non-core roles, when these are not already present in the original relation’s set of arguments. If all required roles are present and instantiated by an utterance, then our AMR is marked with \textit{completable +}; if any required roles are missing, the AMR is marked with \textit{completable −}. For example, see Figure 5 for a non-executable command that requires more information to be carried out.

\begin{verbatim}
(c / command-02 :ARG0 (c2 / commander):ARG1 (r / robot)
:ARG2 (m / move-01 :completable − :ARG0 r :direction (f / forward)
:extent (a / amr-unknown):time (a2 / after :op1 (n / now))))
\end{verbatim}

Figure 5: Move forward (non-executable) is missing spatial information to complete the action. An existing AMR concept, a / amr-unknown, is employed to stand in for the missing parameter.

5.4 Final AMR Templates

Our final set of AMRs needed to provide coverage for the search and navigation domain includes 36 templates (one template corresponding to each speech act and action combination), which capture i) tense and aspect information; ii) speech acts; and iii) spatial parameters required for robot execution. In addition to a command example in Figure 5, we provide an example of a blank assert:turn template with filled-in examples of assertions about the future and present moments in Figure 6.

Note that we do not yet know how effective these templates will be in facilitating task-oriented human-robot dialogue. Future evaluation will include examining the coverage of these templates in mapping to a robot-specific action specification as well as generating appropriate responses and feedback. Our plans for implementation for further evaluation are presented in the next section.

6 Implementation

The intent behind our exploration of AMR for human-robot dialogue is to create a representation that is useful for an eventual live implemented system. To accomplish this goal we intend to i) leverage existing parsers to gain automatic AMR parses for the corpus data; ii) use graph-to-graph transformations to move from parser output to one of the 36 augmented in-domain AMRs; and iii) integrate the resulting AMRs with a language understanding component. Our planned pipeline is presented in Figure 7. Ongoing work on each of these components is described in the sections to follow.

6.1 AMR Parsers

We initially developed a triple-annotated and adjudicated gold standard sample of 137 sentences from the given corpus to serve as a test set for evaluating the performance of the existing AMR parsers. Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) among the initial independent annotations obtained ade-

---

1. \begin{verbatim}
(a / assert-02 :ARG0-speaker :ARG2-listener
:ARG1 (t / turn-01 :completable + :ARG1 r2 :direction (r / right-04 :ARG2 r2)
:extent (a / angle-quantity :quant 90 :unit (d / degree)) :time (a2 / after :op1 (n / now))
:ARG2 (c / commander))
\end{verbatim}

2. \begin{verbatim}
(a2 / assert-02 :ARG0 (r2 / robot):ARG1 (t / turn-01 :ongoing + :complete − :ARG1 r2 :direction (r / right-04 :ARG2 r2)
:extent (a / angle-quantity :quant 90 :unit (d / degree)) :time (n / now)) :ARG2 (c / commander))
\end{verbatim}

Figure 6: Final AMR template of assert:turn. Blank template in (1), followed by a future I will turn right 90 degrees and a present, follow-up turning.

---

Although we do plan to explore the utility of AMR for NLG, we focus first on the NLU direction of communication.
Figure 7: Planned pipeline for implementing AMRs into our human-robot dialogue system: natural language instructions are parsed using AMR parsers into existing AMR, which is then converted via graph-to-graph transformation into one of our augmented AMR templates. If all required parameters in the template are complete and the instruction executable, it will be mapped onto one of the robot’s action specifications for execution. Clarifications and feedback from the robot are generated from the AMR templates.

Sufficient scores of .82, .82, and .91 using the Smatch metric (Cai and Knight, 2013). According to AMR development group communication, 2014, IAA Smatch scores on AMRs are generally between .7 and .8, depending on the complexity of the data.

Having created a gold standard sample of our data, we ran both JAMR4 (Flanigan et al., 2014) and CAMR5 (Wang et al., 2015) on the same sample and obtained the Smatch scores when compared to the gold standard. We selected these two parsers to explore because JAMR was one of the first AMR parsers and uses a two-part algorithm to first identify concepts and then to build the maximum spanning connected subgraph of those concepts, adding in the relations. CAMR, in contrast, starts by obtaining the dependency tree—in this case, using the Charniak parser6 and Stanford CoreNLP toolkit (Manning et al., 2014)—and then applies a series of transformations to the dependency tree, ultimately transforming it into an AMR graph. As seen in Table 3, CAMR performs better on both precision and recall when trained on AMR 1.0, thus obtaining the higher F-score. However, compared to their self-reported F-scores (0.58 for JAMR and 0.63 for CAMR) on other corpora, both under-perform on the human-robot dialogue data.

Given the relatively poor performance of both parsers on the human-robot dialogue data and error analysis of the output, we concluded that additional in-domain training data was needed. To this end, we manually selected 504 sentences (distinct from the original 137 test set) made up of short, sequential excerpts of the corpus data representative of the variety of common exchange types that we see. These sentences were independently double-annotated (IAA 87.8%) and adjudicated to create our new small training set. We retrained JAMR in several iterations. First, we retrained JAMR on the larger AMR 2.0 corpus (which includes and expands upon the AMR 1.0 corpus), then we retrained JAMR on the AMR 2.0 corpus and our in-domain data combined. Comparative results are summarized in Table 3. We are currently exploring retraining CAMR and plan to investigate other more recent parsers, such as Lyu & Titov (2018).

Although F-score improvements are modest, they are trending upward, and qualitative analysis of the output of the system making use of in-domain training data shows notable improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parser</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAMR 1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMR 1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMR 2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMR 2.0+D</td>
<td>2.0+D</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Parser performances on human-robot dialogue test set after being trained on AMR 1.0, AMR 2.0 corpus and on AMR 2.0 corpus combined with small in-domain training set of human-robot dialogue data.
in some of the common navigation-related language. For example, compare the output of the system trained on AMR 2.0 to the system trained on AMR 2.0 plus in-domain data for a common instruction, shown in Figure 8.

1. (m / move-01
   :ARG1 (f / foot
   :quant 15)
   :direction (f2 / forward))

2. (m / move-01
   :direction (f2 / forward)
   :extent (d / distance-quantity
   :quant 15
   :unit (f / foot)))

Figure 8: (1) Output from JAMR trained on AMR 2.0 for move forward 15 feet. Note that foot is incorrectly represented as the ARG1 of move, or the thing-moved. (2) Output from JAMR trained on AMR 2.0 plus in-domain data. Note that 15 feet is correctly treated as an extent of the movement.

Despite improvements, the system trained on the small sample of in-domain data still fails to represent :mode imperative and also fails to include implicit subjects. Thus, we conclude that additional data more similar to the corpus is still needed, and we are currently working with other research groups to develop a larger training sample of human-agent dialogue that includes movement direction-giving. However, note that we do not yet know what downstream impact improvements in F-score will have on the final system. Since we do not plan for the robot to act upon parser output AMRs, but rather in-domain AMRs, it may be that the a graph-to-graph transformation algorithm could be robust to some noise in the parser output but still map to the correct in-domain AMR.

6.2 Graph-to-Graph Transformations

We are in the early stages of exploring graph-to-graph transformations that will allow us to move from the parser-output AMRs to our set of in-domain AMRs. Rather than train parsers to parse directly into the augmented AMRs described here, a graph-to-graph transformation allows us to maintain the parser output as a representation of the sentence meanings themselves as input, while the output captures our contextual domain-specific layer and includes speaker intent on top of the sentence meaning. To create training data for graph-to-graph transformation algorithms and to evaluate the coverage and quality of the set of in-domain AMRs, we have begun this exploration by manually mapping a set of our gold-standard AMRs to the 36 in-domain AMR templates.7

Necessary transformations so far include the following: i) changing participant roles, for example I/you to robot/commander; ii) creating a merge step for all actions of similar type, for example merging movement commands of move, go, walk, back up into the go-02 frame (following our command:move template); and iii) expanding AMR frames to include implicit roles. Next steps will include the general tasks of pairing utterances with one of the 36 speech act types, making use of linguistic cues (for example, when an utterance lacks a personal pronoun or named entity like “robot”, it is likely a command), and identifying when a command is not executable and further information is necessary.

6.3 Revising, Adapting NLU Component

In previous work using the same human-robot dialogue corpus, Lukin et al. (2018) implemented a preliminary dialogue system which uses a statistical classifier for NLU (NPCEditor, Leuski and Traum, 2011). The classifier relies on language model similarity measures to associate an instruction with either a “translation” to be sent forward to the RN-Wizard or a clarification question to be returned to the participant. The system also exploits the dialogue structure annotations (section 2.2) as features. Error analysis has demonstrated that this preliminary system, by simply learning an association between an input string and a particular set of executed actions, fails to generalize to unseen, novel input instructions (e.g. Turn left 100 degrees, as opposed to a more typical number of degrees like 90), and is unable to interpret instructions with respect to the current physical surroundings (e.g., the destination of Move to the door on the left needs to be interpreted differently depending where the robot is facing).

Our proposed domain-specific AMRs from section 5 are intended as a replacement for the classifier functionality of the current preliminary dialogue system, allowing a much richer representation of the semantics of actions, including allowing previously unseen values, and compositional construction of referring expressions. A downstream dialogue manager component will be

---

7We plan to eventually model our graph-to-graph transformation on work by (Liu et al., 2015) for abstractive summarization with AMR, though in the opposite direction.
able to perform slot-filling dialogue (Xu and Rudnicky, 2000) including clarification of missing or vague descriptions and, if all required parameters are present, will use the domain-specific AMR for robot execution.

7 Related Work

7.1 Semantic Representation

There is a long-standing tradition of research in semantic representation within NLP, AI, as well as theoretical linguistics and philosophy (see Schubert (2015) for an overview). Thus, there are a variety of options that could be used within dialogue systems for NLU. However, for many of these representations, there are no existing automatic parsers, limiting their feasibility for largescale implementation. An exception is combinatory categorical grammar (CCG) (Steedman and Baldridge, 2011); CCG parsers have been incorporated in some current dialogue systems (Chai et al., 2014). Although promising, CCG parses closely mirror the input language, so systems making use of CCG parses still face the challenge of a great deal of linguistic variability that can be associated with a single intent. Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA) (Abend and Rappoport, 2013), which also abstracts away from syntactic idiosyncrasies, and its corresponding parser (Hershcovich et al., 2017) merits future investigation.

7.2 NLU in Dialogue Systems

Broadly, the architecture of task-oriented spoken dialogue systems includes i) automatic speech recognition (ASR) to recognize an utterance, ii) an NLU component to identify the user’s intent, and iii) a dialogue manager to interact with the user and achieve the intended task (Bangalore et al., 2006). The meaning representation within such systems has, in the past, been predefined frames for particular subtasks (e.g., flight inquiry), with slots to be filled (e.g., destination city) (Issar and Ward, 1993). In such approaches, the meaning representation was crafted for a specific application, making generalizability to new domains difficult if not impossible. Current approaches still model NLU as a combination of intent and dialogue act classification and slot tagging, but many have begun to incorporate recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and some multi-task learning for both NLU and dialogue state tracking (Hakkani-Tür et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016), the latter of which allows the system to take advantage of information from the discourse context to achieve improved NLU. Substantial challenges to these systems include working in domains with intents that have a large number of possible values for each slot and accommodation of out-of-vocabulary slot values (i.e. operating in a domain with a great deal of linguistic variability).

7.3 Speech Act Taxonomies for Dialogue

Speech acts have been used as part of the meaning representation of task-oriented dialogue systems since the 1970s (e.g., Bruce, 1975; Cohen and Perrault, 1979; Allen and Perrault, 1980). For a summary of some of the earlier work in this area, see Traum (1999). There have been a number of widely used speech act taxonomies, including an ISO standard (Bunt et al., 2012), however these often have to be particularized to the domain of interest to be fully useful. Our approach with speech act types and subtypes representing a kind of semantic frame is perhaps most similar to the dialogue primitives of Hagen and Popowich (2000). Combining these types with fully compositional AMRs will allow flexible expressiveness, inferential power and tractable connection to robot action.

8 Conclusions

This paper has proposed refinements for AMR to encode information necessary for situated human-robot dialogue. Specifically, we elaborate 36 templates specific to situated dialogue that capture i) tense and aspect information; ii) speech acts; and iii) spatial parameters for robot execution. These refinements come after evaluating the coverage of existing AMR for a corpus of human-robot dialogue elicited from tasks related to search-and-rescue and reconnaissance. We also manually annotated 641 in-domain gold standard AMRs in order to evaluate and retrain existing AMR parsers, JAMR and CAMR, for performance on dialogue data. Future work will continue to annotate situated dialogue data and assess the performance of both a graph-to-graph transformation algorithm and an existing statistical classifier for eventual, autonomous human-robot collaboration. We plan to make our AMR-annotated data publicly available; please contact the authors if you would like access to it beforehand.
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### Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command</td>
<td>Move</td>
<td>Move forward 5 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turn</td>
<td>Turn left 90 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Send-Image</td>
<td>Take a picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repeat</td>
<td>Do that again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Cancel that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Ok stop here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>Move</td>
<td>I will move forward 5 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turn</td>
<td>I turned right 90 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Send-Image</td>
<td>Sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do</td>
<td>Executing...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirm</td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scene</td>
<td>I see two doorways ahead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ability</td>
<td>I can’t manipulate objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Map</td>
<td>The table is 2 feet away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Calibration complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request</td>
<td>Wait</td>
<td>Please wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirm</td>
<td>I’ll go as far as I can, ok?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarify</td>
<td>Can you describe it another way?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instruct</td>
<td>What should we do next?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Ability</td>
<td>Can you speak Arabic?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scene</td>
<td>Have you seen any shoes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Map</td>
<td>How far are you from wall?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Express</td>
<td>Greet</td>
<td>Hello!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thank</td>
<td>Thanks for the help!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good job!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mistake</td>
<td>Woops!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sorry</td>
<td>Sorry!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Listing of Speech Act Types and Subtypes (actions), with example utterances. Note that each subtype corresponds to a unique augmented AMR template. 27 subtypes are listed here; the Assert-Task subtype has several subtypes of its own, which are omitted here.
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